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Preface

The market is saturated with strength training books, most of which are very traditional 
and have no distinction from other strength training books. Nearly all discuss some basic 
physiology, describe various exercises, and suggest a few training methods. Planning is 
rarely discussed, and periodization (the structuring of training into phases) is seldom 
mentioned simply because few authors understand its importance.

Strength training is paramount in the development of athletes, but it must consist of 
more than just lifting weights without a specific purpose or plan. In fact, the purpose of 
any strength training method should be to prepare athletes for competition—the ideal 
test of their skills, knowledge, and psychological readiness. To achieve the best results, 
athletes need to be exposed to a periodization program, or sport- and phase-specific 
variations in training.

This third edition of Periodization Training for Sports shows how to use periodization 
in structuring a strength training program for athletes in various sports and specifies 
which training methods are best for each training phase. It also includes an expanded 
chapter on energy system training and suggests how to optimally integrate strength 
training and metabolic training for various sports. The phases are planned according to 
the competition schedule, and each has a specific goal for developing power or muscular 
endurance. The entire training program is aimed at achieving peak performance for the 
most important competitions of the year.

This planning strategy, which we call periodization of strength, designates the type of 
strength to be developed in each training phase to ensure reaching the highest levels of 
power or muscular endurance. Developing the sport-specific abilities before the compet-
itive phase is essential because they form the physiological foundation on which athletic 
performance relies. The key element in organizing periodized strength training to develop 
power or muscular endurance is the sequence in which various types of strength training 
are planned. 

An objective of this book is to demonstrate that strength training is more than just 
lifting weights for its own sake. You must also be mindful of the goals of specific training 
phases and consider how to integrate strength training with sport-specific training to 
develop motor potential and improve performance. This edition of Periodization Training 
for Sports offers a method of reaching training objectives for competition through the 
use of periodization. This book offers an in-depth look at structuring strength training 
programs according to the physiological characteristics of the sport and the characteris-
tics of the athlete. The book also challenges many methods of training currently being 
used in sport training.

Whatever your role in sport—strength coach, sport coach, instructor, personal trainer, 
athlete, or college student—you will benefit from this book by increasing your knowl-
edge of periodization training and its physiological foundation. Once you apply this 
concept, you will know that it is the best way to organize a strength training program 
for improving physiological adaptation, which ultimately produces better performance. 
Peak performance occurs because you plan for it!
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The second edition of Periodization Training for Sports came out in 2005. This third 
edition represents the evolution derived from research and field work of the training 
methodology since 2005. You will recognize the superiority of this method over those 
you have used in the past. You will learn the following:

• The simple physiological concepts that enable the development of sport-specific 
strength

• The abilities required for achieving performance goals for each sport, such as max-
imum speed, power, and muscular endurance

• The role of strength training in overall development of the physiological abilities 
required for reaching the highest possible level in various sports

• The concept of periodization and its specific application to strength training for 
your sport

• The concept of energy system training and its integration with strength training for 
your sport

• Actual methods of dividing the annual plan into strength training phases, each with 
specific objectives

• How to develop several types of strength in a specific sequence to guarantee reaching 
the highest levels of power or muscular endurance in a particular period of the year

• How to manipulate the loading patterns in each phase to create the specific physi-
ological adaptations for reaching peak performance

Part I (chapters 1 through 7) reviews the main theories influencing strength training 
and explains that power and muscular endurance are a combined physical quality. It 
also explains why certain athletic movements require a certain type of strength and why 
simply lifting weights will not benefit your performance. 

A successful strength training program depends on your level of knowledge in phys-
iology of strength. The information in chapter 2, “Neuromuscular Response to Strength 
Training,” is presented simply so that people from all backgrounds can understand it. 
New to the third edition, a greatly expanded chapter 3, “Energy Systems Training,” uses 
practical examples to illustrate the integration of strength training and metabolic training 
for various sports. The broader your knowledge in this area, the easier it will be to design 
programs that result in the transfer of strength training benefits to sport-specific skills. 
Chapters 4 and 5 underscore the importance of recovery in strength training and contain 
information on facilitating a faster recovery after workouts and maximization of training 
adaptations, especially through proper nutrition. Another addition to this book, chapter 
7 explains all the methodological concepts pertaining to the periodization of training; 
this enables you to analyze and design annual plans for various sports. Part I ends with 
an explanation of training principles and how they apply to strength training.
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Preface

Part II (chapters 8 through 10) begins with a discussion of the elements in designing 
a strength training program, namely the manipulation of training variables and how it 
affects training. Both short- and long-term planning, focusing mainly on weekly programs 
and the periodization of annual plans, are explained in detail to help you comprehend 
this concept in training. A brief history of the concept of periodization is also presented.

Part III, chapters 11 through 15, covers all the phases that make up the periodization 
of strength. For each phase, the best training methods available for taking athletes to the 
highest level are presented. 

In Periodization Training for Sports, you will find a more effective, more efficient 
method of training.
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Strength, Power, 
and Muscular 

Endurance  
in Sports

1

Almost all physical activities incorporate either force (or strength), speed, or flexibility—or 
some combination of these elements. Strength exercises involve overcoming resistance; 
speed exercises maximize quickness and high frequency; endurance exercises involve 
long distance, long duration, or many repetitions (reps); and flexibility exercises maximize 
range of motion. Coordination exercises involve complex movements.

Of course, the ability to perform certain exercises varies from athlete to athlete, and 
an athlete’s ability to perform at a high level is influenced by inherited (or genetic) abil-
ities in strength, speed, and endurance. These abilities may be called conditional motor 
capacities, general physical qualities, or biomotor abilities. Motor refers to movement, and 
the prefix bio indicates the biological nature (the body) of these abilities.

However, success in training and competition is not determined solely by an athlete’s 
genetic potential. At times, athletes who strive for perfection in their training—through 
determination and methodical planning of periodization—reach the podium or help their 
team win a major tournament. Although talent is extremely important, an athlete’s ability 
to focus on training and to relax in competition can make the difference in his or her 
ultimate achievement. To move beyond inherited strength or other genetic potential, an 
athlete must focus on physiological adaptation in training.

Six Strength Training Programs
Athletes and coaches in various sports use six main programs for strength training: 
bodybuilding, high-intensity training, Olympic weightlifting, power training throughout 
the year, powerlifting, and periodization of strength. Overall, however, periodization of 
strength is the most influential training methodology.
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Bodybuilding
Bodybuilding is a creative sport in which the bodybuilder and trainer manipulate training 
variables (such as sets, reps, rest periods, and speed of execution) to produce the high-
est level of exhaustion, followed by a period of rest and regeneration. Muscle size and 
strength increase due to adaptations in the form of energy substrate overcompensation 
and muscle protein accretion.

Bodybuilders are concerned chiefly with increasing their muscle size. To that end, 
they perform sets of 6 to 12 reps to exhaustion. However, increased muscle size is rarely 
beneficial to athletic performance (the few exceptions may include younger or lower-level 
athletes, American football players, and some performers in track-and-field throwing 
events). More specifically, the slow, repetitive contractions in bodybuilding offer only 
limited positive transfer to the explosive athletic movements in many other sports. For 
instance, whereas athletic skills are performed quickly, taking from 100 to 180 millisec-
onds, leg extensions in bodybuilding take 600 milliseconds (see table 1.1).

There are exceptions. Selected bodybuilding techniques, such as supersets and drop 
sets, are used during the hypertrophy phase of training for certain sports where the main 
objective is to increase muscle size. However, because neuromuscular adaptations are 
not vital to bodybuilding, it does not usually include explosive concentrics or high loads 
with long rest periods. For this reason, bodybuilding is rarely used in strength training 
for sports.

Table 1.1 Duration of Contact Phase
Event Duration (millisec.)

100 m dash (contact phase) 100–200

Long jump (takeoff) 150–180

High jump (takeoff) 150–180

Gymnastics vault (takeoff) 100–120

Leg extension (bodybuilding) 600

Reprinted, by permission, from D. Schmidtbleicher, 1984, Sportliches krafttraining 
und motorische grundlagenforschung. In Haltung und bewegung beim men-
schen: Physiologie, pathophysiologie, gangentwicklung und sporttraining, edit-
ed by W. Berger, V. Dietz, A, Hufschmidt, et al. (Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag Berlin 
Heidelberg), 155-188.

High-Intensity Training
High-intensity training (HIT) involves using high training loads throughout the year and 
performing all working sets to at least positive failure. Firm believers in HIT claim that 
strength development can be achieved in 20 to 30 minutes; they disregard the high-volume 
strength training for events of long, continuous duration (such as mid- and long-distance 
swimming, rowing, canoeing, and cross-country skiing).

HIT programs are not organized according to the competition schedule. For sports, 
strength is periodized according to the physiological needs of the sport in a given phase 
of training and the date for reaching peak performance. Athletes who use HIT training 
often gain strength very quickly but tend to lose strength and endurance as their com-
petitive season progresses. Furthermore, the high level of muscle soreness and neural 
fatigue caused by the intensification methods used in HIT programs (such as forced reps 
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or negative reps) interferes with the more specific physical work, as well as the athlete’s 
technical or tactical work throughout his or her weekly training.

Olympic Weightlifting
Olympic weightlifting exerted important influence in the early days of strength training. 
Even now, many coaches and trainers use traditional Olympic weightlifting moves (such 
as the clean and jerk, the snatch, and the power clean) despite the fact that they may 
or may not work the prime movers—the primary muscles used in specific sport skills. 
Because exercises that train the prime movers should always be placed at the forefront 
of any strength training program, coaches should closely analyze the primary movements 
in their sport to decide whether Olympic weightlifting exercises would be beneficial. For 
example, American football linemen can benefit from the lifts, but rowers and swimmers, 
who often use Olympic lifts as part of their strength training regimens, probably do not.

In order to avoid injury, it is also essential to carefully assess the ins and outs of Olym-
pic weightlifting techniques, especially for young athletes and those with no strength 
training background. Indeed, it is a time-consuming process to master Olympic weight-
lifting techniques, but one must achieve sufficient technical proficiency to use loads that 
generate a training effect. In summary, although Olympic weightlifting can be a good 
way to improve overall body strength and power, strength and conditioning coaches must 
evaluate both its specificity and its efficiency.

Power Training Throughout the Year
Power training throughout the year is characterized by the use of explosive bounding 
exercises, medicine ball throws, and weightlifting exercises regardless of the yearly training 
cycle. Some coaches and trainers, especially in track and field and certain team sports, 
believe that power training should be performed from the first day of training through 
the major championship. They theorize that if power is the dominant ability, it must be 
trained for throughout the year, except during the transition phase (the off-season).

Certainly, power capability does improve by doing power training throughout the year. 
The key element, however, is not just whether the athlete improves but the athlete’s rate 
of improvement, both throughout the year and especially from year to year. Strength train-
ing has been shown to lead to far better results than power training, especially when the 
athlete uses periodization of strength. Because power is a function of maximum strength, 
improving one’s power requires improving one’s maximum strength. As a result, strength 
training results in faster power improvement and allows athletes to reach higher levels.

Powerlifting
Powerlifting is the latest trend in strength and conditioning. It is a fascinating sport, 
growing in popularity, in which participants train to maximize their strength in the squat, 
bench press, and deadlift. Many powerlifting training methods have emerged in the last 
two decades, some of which are very specific to geared powerlifting (in which lifters 
wear knee wraps, a bench shirt, and squat and deadlift suits to increase their lifts). Other 
methods have been adapted to train athletes in various sports.

The key point, however, is that powerlifters train to maximize one biomotor ability—
strength. In contrast, an athlete usually needs to train all biomotor abilities, and more 
precisely their subqualities, in a sport-specific combination. As a result, a sport coach 
usually cannot devote the same amount of time to strength training that powerlifters do 
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in terms of both weekly frequency and workout duration. Furthermore, though the squat, 
bench press, and deadlift are the bread and butter exercises for general strength, an ath-
lete needs to perform exercises that have a higher biomechanical correspondence to the 
specific motor skill, especially during the specific preparation and competitive phases, 
as well as convert his or her maximum strength into specific power—be it power, power 
endurance, or muscle endurance.

As you can see in table 1.2, powerlifters strength-train much more often during the 
week throughout the year than do athletes in other individual sports or team sports. 
This difference is another reason that one cannot simply apply a powerlifting program 
to other athletes.

Table 1.2 Difference Between Annual Plan for Powerlifting and for Other Sports

Number 
of prep 

phases in 
annual plan

Duration  
of prep 
phases 
(weeks)

Number of 
weekly strength 
training sessions 

during prep 
phases

Number of 
competitive 

phases in 
annual plan

Duration of 
competi-

tive phases 
(weeks) 

Number of 
weekly strength 
training sessions 
during competi-

tive phases

Powerlifting 1–5 12–24 3–6 1–5 1–5 3–5

Individual 
sport

1–4 12–20 3–4 1–4 4–20 1–4

Team sport 2 3–8 (or up 
to 12)

2–4 2 28–36 1–4

Periodization of Strength
Periodization of strength must be based on the specific physiological requirements of a 
given sport and, again, must result in the highest development of either power, power 
endurance, or muscular endurance. Furthermore, strength training must revolve around 
the needs of periodization for the chosen sport and employ training methods specific 
to a given training phase. The goal is to reach peak performance at the time of major 
competitions.

All periodization of strength programs begin with a general anatomical adaptation phase 
that prepares the body for the phases to follow. Depending on the requirements of the 
sport, it may also be useful to plan one or two hypertrophy or muscle-building phases. 
One of the goals of periodization of strength is to bring the athlete to the highest possible 
level of maximum strength within the annual plan so that gains in strength become gains 
in power, power endurance, or muscular endurance. The planning of phases is unique 
to each sport and also depends on the individual athlete’s physical maturity, competition 
schedule, and peaking dates.

The concept of periodization of strength for sports has evolved from two basic needs: 
(1) to integrate strength training into the annual plan and its training phases and (2) 
to increase the sport-specific strength development from year to year. The first athletic 
experiment using periodization of strength was conducted with Mihaela Penes, a gold 
medalist in the javelin throw at the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games. The results were pre-
sented in 1965 in Bucharest and Moscow (Bompa 1965a, 1965b).
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The original periodization of strength model was then altered to suit the needs of endur-
ance sports that require muscular endurance (Bompa 1977). This current book discusses 
periodization of strength models for both power and endurance sports, as well as training 
methods. The basic periodization of strength model also appears in Periodization: Theory 
and Methodology of Training (Bompa 1999). In 1984, Stone and O’Bryant presented a 
theoretical model of strength training in which periodization of strength included four 
phases: hypertrophy, basic strength, strength and power, and peaking and maintenance. 
A comprehensive book on periodization, Periodization of Strength: The New Wave in 
Strength Training (Bompa 1993a), was followed by Periodization Breakthrough (Fleck 
and Kraemer 1996), which again demonstrated that periodization of strength is the most 
scientifically justified method for optimizing strength and sport performance.

Sport-Specific Combinations of Strength,  
Speed, and Endurance

Strength, speed, and endurance are the important abilities for successful athletic perfor-
mance. The dominant ability is the one from which the sport requires a higher contribu-
tion; for instance, endurance is the dominant ability in long-distance running. Most sports, 
however, require peak performance in at least two abilities. In addition, the relationships 
between strength, speed, and endurance create crucial physical athletic qualities. When 
athletes and coaches understand these relationships, they can plan effective sport-specific 
programs for strength training.

Here are a few examples. As illustrated in figure 1.1, the combination of strength and 
endurance creates muscular endurance—the ability to perform many repetitions against a 
given resistance for a prolonged period. A different combination, that of maximum strength 
and maximum speed, results in power—the ability to perform an explosive movement 

Strength Endurance Speed Coordination Flexibility

Muscular
endurance

Speed
endurance Agility Mobility

Power

Maximum
strength

Anaerobic
endurance

Aerobic
endurance

Maximum
speed

Perfect
coordination

Full range
of flexibility

E6171/Bompa/fig01.01/504786/alw/r1-pulled

Figure 1.1 Interdependence among the biomotor abilities.
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in the shortest possible time. Yet another combination, that of endurance and speed, is 
called speed endurance—the ability to move at speed for an extended time.

In a more complex example, the combination of speed, coordination, flexibility, and 
power produces agility, which is demonstrated, for instance, in gymnastics, wrestling, 
American football, soccer, volleyball, baseball, boxing, diving, and figure skating. It has 
to be noted that agility is particularly improved through increases in maximum strength 
(Schmidtbleicher et al. 2014). In turn, flexibility—the range of motion of a joint—is 
important to training in its own right. Various sports require varying degrees of flexibility 
to prevent injury and promote optimal performance.

The sport-specific phase of specialized training that occurs following the initial years 
of training, characterized by multilateral training, is crucial for all national-level and elite 
athletes who aim for precise training effects. Specific exercises during this period allow 
athletes to adapt to their specializations. For elite athletes, the relationships between 
strength, speed, and endurance depend on both the sport and the individual athlete’s needs.

Figure 1.2 illustrates three examples in which either strength, speed, or endurance 
is dominant. In each case, when one biomotor ability dominates, the other two do not 
participate to a similar extent. The general notion of one ability dominating so totally, 
however, is pure theory and applies to few sports. In the vast majority of sports, each 
ability has a given input. Figure 1.3 shows the dominant composition of strength, speed, 
and endurance in several sports. Coaches and athletes can use the figure to determine 
the dominant biomotor abilities in their sports.

Each sport has its own specific physiological profile and characteristics. All coaches 
who design and implement sport-specific training programs must understand the body’s 
energy systems and how they apply to sport training. Although the purpose of this book 
is to discuss in specific terms the science, methodology, and objectives of strength training 
for sports, the physiological complexity of each sport also requires strong understanding 
of the energy systems dominant in that sport and how they relate to training.

The body produces the energy required for neural (strength, power, speed) and 
metabolic training by breaking down food and converting it into a usable form of fuel 
known as adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Because ATP has to be constantly replenished 
and reused, the body relies on three main systems of energy replenishment to facilitate 
ongoing training: the anaerobic alactic (ATP-CP) system, the anaerobic lactic system, and 
the aerobic system. The three systems are not independent of each other but collaborate 
based on the physiological requirements of the sport. Sport-specific program development 
should always be focused on training the dominant energy system(s) for the chosen sport.

F

a

b c

F F

S E S E S E

E6171/Bompa/fig01.02/504787/alw/r1-pulled

Figure 1.2 Relationships between the main biomotor abilities where (a) strength (F), (b) speed (S), 
or (c) endurance (E) is dominant.
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Specific development of a biomotor ability must be methodical. In addition, a developed 
dominant ability directly or indirectly affects the other abilities; the extent to which it does 
so depends strictly on the resemblance between the methods employed and the specifics 
of the sport. Therefore, development of a dominant biomotor ability may produce either 
a positive or (rarely) a negative transfer. For example, when an athlete develops strength, 
he or she may experience a positive transfer to speed and endurance. On the other hand, 
a strength training program designed only to develop maximum strength may negatively 
affect the development of aerobic endurance. Similarly, a training program aimed exclu-
sively at developing aerobic endurance may produce a negative transfer to strength and 
speed. Because strength is a crucial athletic ability, it always has to be trained with the 
other abilities.

Unfounded and misleading theories have suggested that strength training slows athletes 
and negatively affects their development of endurance and flexibility. Such theories have 
been discredited by research (Atha 1984; Dudley and Fleck 1987; Hickson et al. 1988; 
MacDougall et al. 1987; Micheli 1988; Nelson et al. 1990; Sale et al. 1990). For example, 
one recent study of cross-country skiers found that maximum strength training alone 
not only improved the skiers’ maximum strength and rate of force development but also 
produced positive transfer to work economy by increasing the time to exhaustion (Hoff, 
Gran, and Helgerud 2002). Similarly, another recent study performed on runners and 
cyclists found improvement in both running and cycling economy and in power output 

F F F F F

S E S S S SE E E E

F F F F F

S E S S S SE E E E

F F F F F

S E S S S SE E E E

Baseball Football
(offensive/defensive

linemen)

Football
(wide receiver)

Soccer
(midfielder)

Basketball

Wrestling Marathon Sprinting Rowing Weightlifting

Ice hockey Discus Canoeing
(10,000 meters)

Men’s
Gymnastics

Speedskating
(1,000 meters)

B
F

F
S B

W
M

S

IH

D

C

G

SS

R

WL

E6171/Bompa/fig01.03/504788/alw/r2-pulled

Figure 1.3 Dominant composition of biomotor abilities for various sports.
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through the combination of endurance training and heavy resistance training (Rønnestad 
and Mujika 2013).

Combined strength and endurance training with sport-specific loading parameters 
does not affect improvement of aerobic power or muscular strength; that is, it produces 
no negative transfer. Similarly, strength programs pose no risk to flexibility, if stretching 
routines are integrated into the overall training program. Thus, endurance athletes in 
sports such as cycling, rowing, cross-country skiing, and canoeing can safely use strength 
and endurance training concurrently with their other training.

For speed sports, in fact, power represents a great source of speed improvement. A 
fast sprinter is also strong. Muscles that are strong and contract quickly and powerfully 
enable high acceleration, fast limb movement, and high frequency. In extreme situations, 
however, maximum loads can affect speed—for example, when speed training is sched-
uled after an exhausting training session with maximum loads. In this case, fatigue both 
in the nervous system and at the muscular level impedes neural drive and performance. 
For this reason, macrocycles aimed at developing maximum strength should include 
acceleration development and submaximal speed, whereas maximum speed is better 
developed in conjunction with power. At the training unit level, speed training should 
always be performed before strength training (see chapter 9).

Most actions and movements are more complex than previously discussed in this chapter. 
Thus, strength in sports should be viewed as the mechanism required to perform skills 
and athletic actions. Athletes do not develop strength just for the sake of being strong. The 
goal of strength development is to meet the specific needs of a given sport—to develop 
specific strength or combinations of strength in order to increase athletic performance 
to the highest possible level.

Combining strength (F) and endurance (E) results in muscular endurance (ME). Sports 
may require muscular endurance of long, medium, or short duration. Before discussing 
this topic further, we must briefly clarify two terms: cyclic and acyclic. Cyclic movements 
are repeated continuously; examples include running, walking, swimming, rowing, 
skating, cross-country skiing, cycling, and canoeing. For such activities, as soon as one 
cycle of the motor act is learned, it can be repeated with the same succession, over and 
over. Acyclic movements, on the other hand, represent a combination of different motor 
patterns. Examples of acyclic activities include throwing events, gymnastics, wrestling, 
fencing, and many technical movements in team sports.

With the exception of sprinting, cyclic sports are endurance sports, which means that 
endurance either is dominant or makes an important contribution to performance in the 
sport. Acyclic sports, on the other hand, are often power sports. Many sports, however, 
are more complex and require speed, power, and endurance—for example, basketball, 
soccer, ice hockey, wrestling, and boxing. Therefore, the following analysis may refer to 
certain skills used in a given sport but not to the sport as a whole.

Figure 1.4 analyzes various combinations of strength, speed, and endurance. The ele-
ments are discussed here in a clockwise direction, starting with the F–E (strength–endur-
ance) axis. Each strength combination features an arrow pointing to a certain part of the 
axis between two biomotor abilities. An arrow placed closer to F indicates that strength 
plays a dominant role in the sport or skill. An arrow placed closer to the midpoint of the 
axis indicates an equal (or almost equal) contribution by both biomotor abilities. The 
farther the arrow is from F, the less important F is, suggesting that the other ability is 
more dominant; however, strength still plays a role in that sport.
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F–E Axis
The F–E axis applies to sports in which muscular endurance is the dominant strength 
combination (the inner arrow). Not all sports require equal parts of strength and endur-
ance. For example, swimming events range from 50 to 1,500 meters. The 50-meter event 
is dominated by speed endurance and power endurance (or, metabolically speaking, 
lactic power); however, muscular endurance (metabolically speaking, aerobic power and 
capacity) becomes more important as distance increases.

Power endurance (PE) is on top of the F–E axis because of the importance of strength 
in activities such as rebounding in basketball, spiking in volleyball, jumping to catch the 
ball in Australian football and rugby, and jumping to head the ball in soccer. These actions 
are all power dominant. The same is true for some skills in tennis, boxing, wrestling, 
and the martial arts. To perform such actions successfully on a consistent basis, athletes 
must train for endurance as well as for power because the actions are performed 50 to 
200 times per contest.

For example, a basketball player must not only jump high to rebound a ball; she must 
also duplicate such a jump 200 times per game. Consequently, she must train for both 
power and power endurance; however, the variables of volume and intensity are manip-
ulated to adapt the body for repeated power performance. Nevertheless, we must distin-
guish between repeated short power actions (as used in team sports) and longer-lasting 
continuous powerful actions (as used in the 100-meter or 200-meter run and the 50-meter 
swim). Both of these modalities require power endurance, yet the former’s main energy 
system is the alactic system (used repeatedly) and eventually the lactic system (because 
of short rest intervals between the powerful actions). In contrast, the latter relies mainly 
on the power of the lactic system (that is, the lactic system’s ability to produce ATP at 
its maximum rate).

Landing/Reactive power

Throwing power

Takeoff power

Starting power

Deceleration power

Acceleration power

Power endurance

Muscular endurance
(short duration)

Muscular endurance
(medium duration)

Muscular endurance
(long duration)

F

S
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acid

tolerance

Anaerobic
threshold

Aerobic
threshold

Power

Muscular
endurance

Speed endurance

E
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Figure 1.4 Sport-specific combinations among the dominant biomotor abilities.
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Muscular endurance of short duration (ME short) is the muscular endurance necessary 
for events ranging from 40 seconds to two minutes, which involves a mix of lactic capacity 
and aerobic power. In the 100-meter swimming event, for example, the start is a power 
action, as are the first 20 strokes. From the midpoint of the race to the end, however, 
muscular endurance becomes at least equally as important as power. In the last 30 to 40 
meters, the crucial element is the ability to duplicate the force of the arms’ pull to main-
tain velocity and increase at the finish. Thus muscular endurance contributes strongly 
to the final result for events such as the 100-meter swim, as well as the 400-meter run; 
speedskating races of 500 to 1,000 meters; and the 500-meter in canoeing.

Muscular endurance of medium duration (ME medium) is typical of cyclic sports in 
which activity lasts two to eight minutes and requires aerobic power, such as 200- and 
400-meter swimming, 3,000-meter speedskating, mid-distance running, 1,000-meter canoe-
ing, wrestling, martial arts, figure skating, synchronized swimming, and cycling pursuit.

Muscular endurance of long duration (ME long) is the ability to apply force against a 
standard resistance for a longer period (more than eight minutes; aerobic power to aer-
obic capacity). Activities that call for ME long include rowing, cross-country skiing, road 
cycling, and long-distance running, swimming, speedskating, and canoeing.

S–E Axis
The S–E (speed–endurance) axis covers the type of endurance required by most sports. 
Speed endurance is the ability to maintain speed for 10 to 20 seconds (for example, 50 
meters in swimming, 100 or 200 meters in running) or to repeat a high-velocity action 
several times per game, as in American football, baseball, basketball, rugby, soccer, and 
power skating in ice hockey. Therefore, athletes in these sports need to train in order to 
develop their speed endurance. The remaining four types of speed–endurance combina-
tion change according to the proportion of speed and endurance as distance increases, 
as shown in table 1.3.

Table 1.3 Speed–Endurance Combinations

Training Metabolism
Duration of 

reps

Lactic acid 
concentration 

(mmol)

% of  
maximum 
heart rate

Lactic acid  
tolerance training
(LATT  )

Lactic capacity 30–60 sec. 12–20 95%–100%

Maximum oxygen 
consumption training 
(V

·
O2maxT  )

Aerobic power 1–6 min. 6–12 95%–100%

Anaerobic threshold 
training
(AnTT  )

Both aerobic 
power and 
capacity

1–8 min. 4–6 85%–90%

Aerobic threshold 
training
(ATT  )

Aerobic capacity 10–120 min. 2–3 70%–75%
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F–S Axis
The F–S (strength–speed) axis refers mainly to sports in which power is dominant. For 
example, landing and reactive power are major components of several sports, such as figure 
skating, gymnastics, and certain team sports. Proper training for such sports can prevent 
injury, but many athletes train only for the takeoff part of a jump, with no concern for a 
controlled and balanced landing. In reality, however, proper landing technique involves 
an important physical (power) element, particularly for advanced athletes. Athletes must 
train eccentrically to be able to stick a landing, absorb the shock, and maintain good 
balance to perform another move immediately.

The power required to control a landing depends on the height of the jump, the athlete’s 
body weight, and whether the landing is performed by absorbing the shock or with the 
joints flexed but stiff. Testing has revealed that for a shock-absorbing landing, athletes 
express a force three to four times their body weight, whereas a landing performed with 
stiff leg joints results in a force of six to eight times body weight. For example, an athlete 
who weighs 132 pounds (60 kilograms) expresses a force equivalent to 396 to 528 pounds 
(180 to 240 kilograms) to absorb the shock of landing. The same athlete would express 
792 to 1,056 pounds (360 to 480 kilograms) to land with the leg joints stiff. Similarly, 
when an athlete lands on one leg, as in figure skating, the force at the instant of landing 
is three to four times body weight for a shock-absorbing landing and five to seven times 
for landing with stiff leg joints.

Specific power training for landing can be planned so that it enables the athlete to 
gradually reach much higher tension in the leg muscles than can be achieved through 
specific skill training. Through periodization of strength, we can train for landing power 
in a way that is better, faster, and much more consistent. Landing power improves with 
higher tension. In addition, specific power training for landing, especially eccentric train-
ing, allows athletes to build a power reserve—a force greater than the power required 
for a correct and controlled landing. The higher the power reserve, the easier it is for the 
athlete to control the landing, and the safer the landing will be.

Reactive power is the ability to generate the force of jumping immediately following 
a landing (hence the word reactive, which, scientifically speaking, refers to reduction of 
the coupling time—the passage from the eccentric to the concentric action). This kind 
of power is necessary for martial arts, wrestling, and boxing and for quick changes in 
direction in other sports, as in American football, soccer, basketball, lacrosse, and tennis. 
The force needed for a reactive jump depends on the height of the jump and the athlete’s 
body weight. Generally, reactive jumps require a force equal to six to eight times body 
weight. Reactive jumps from a three-foot (one-meter) platform require a reactive force 
of 8 to 10 times body weight.

Throwing power refers to force applied against an implement, such as a football, 
baseball, or javelin. First, athletes have to defeat the inertia of the implement, which 
is proportional to its mass. Then they must continuously accelerate through the range 
of motion so that they achieve maximum velocity at the instant of release. The rate of 
acceleration at release depends directly on the force and speed of contraction applied 
against the implement.

Takeoff power is crucial in events in which athletes attempt to project the body to the 
highest point, either to jump over a bar (as in the high jump) or to reach the best height 
to perform an athletic action (such as catching or spiking a ball). The height of a jump 
depends directly on the vertical force applied against the ground to defeat the pull of 
gravity. In most cases, the vertical force performed at takeoff is at least twice the athlete’s 
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weight. The higher the jump, the more powerful the legs must be. Leg power is developed 
through periodized strength training as explained in chapters 13 and 14.

Starting power is necessary in sports that require high acceleration capability to cover 
the space of one or two steps in the shortest time possible. In order to create high initial 
acceleration, athletes must be able to generate maximum force at the beginning of a mus-
cular contraction. Physiologically speaking, such ability depends on voluntary motor unit 
recruitment and rate of force development. The ability to quickly overcome the inertia of 
the athlete’s body weight depends on the athlete’s relative strength (maximum strength 
relative to body weight) and relative power. For such reasons, starting fast, either from a 
low position in sprinting or from a tackling position in American football, depends on the 
power that the athlete can exert at that instant and, of course, on his or her reaction time.

Acceleration power refers to the capacity to increase speed rapidly. Like speed, sprinting 
acceleration depends on the power and quickness of muscle contractions to drive the 
arms and legs to the highest stride frequency, the shortest contact phase when the foot 
reaches the ground, and the highest propulsion when the leg pushes against the ground 
for a powerful forward drive. Recent studies show that this latter characteristic—the 
ground reaction force during the drive phase—is the most important variable in reaching 
high speed (Weyand et al. 2000; Kyröläinen et al. 2001; Belli et al. 2002; Kyröläinen et al. 
2005; Nummela et al. 2007; Brughelli et al. 2011; Morin 2011; Morin et al. 2012; Kawamori 
et al. 2013). Thus, an athlete’s capacity to 
accelerate depends on both arm and leg 
power. Specific strength training for high 
acceleration benefits most team-sport 
athletes, ranging from wide receivers in 
American football to wingers in rugby 
and strikers in soccer (see table 1.4).

Deceleration power is important in 
sports in which athletes run fast and 
often change direction quickly; examples 
include soccer, basketball, American foot-
ball, ice hockey, and field hockey. Such 
athletes are exploders and accelerators, 
as well as decelerators. The dynamics 
of these games change abruptly. As a 
result, players who are moving fast in 
one direction must often change direction 
suddenly, with the least possible loss of 
speed, then accelerate quickly in another 
direction.

Acceleration and deceleration both 
require a great deal of leg and shoul-
der power. The same muscles used for 
acceleration (quadriceps, hamstrings, and 
calves) are used for deceleration, except 
that here they contract eccentrically. To 
enhance the ability to decelerate and 
move in another direction quickly, ath-
letes must train specifically for deceler-
ation power.

Soccer players rely on a combination of types of 
power—reactive, takeoff, starting, acceleration, 
and deceleration—to master the many techniques 
needed in game situations.
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Table 1.4 Sport-Specific Strength Development

Sport or event
Type(s) of  

strength required

Diving Takeoff P, reactive P

Equestrian ME medium

Fencing Reactive P, PE

Field hockey Acceleration P,  
deceleration P,  
ME medium

Figure skating Takeoff P,  
landing P, PE

Football (American)
 Linemen Starting P, reactive P

 Linebackers,  
 quarterbacks,  
 running backs,  
 inside receivers

Starting P,  
acceleration P,  
reactive P

 Wide receivers,  
 defensive   
 backs, tailbacks

Acceleration P,  
reactive P, starting P

Football  
(Australian)

Acceleration P,  
takeoff P, landing P, 
ME short and medium

Gymnastics Reactive P, takeoff P, 
landing P

Handball  
(European)

Throwing P,  
acceleration P,  
deceleration P

Ice hockey Acceleration P,  
deceleration P, PE

Martial arts Starting P,  
reactive P, PE

Rhythmic sportive 
gymnastics

Reactive P, takeoff P, 
ME short

Rowing ME medium and long, 
starting P

Rugby Acceleration P,  
starting P, ME medium

Sailing ME long, PE

Shooting ME long, PE

Skiing
 Alpine Reactive P, ME short

 Nordic ME long, PE

(continued)

Sport or event
Type(s) of  

strength required

Athletics
 Short sprint Reactive P, starting  

P, acceleration P, PE

 Long sprint Acceleration P,  
ME short

 Middle-distance  
 running

Acceleration P,  
ME medium

 Distance  
 running

ME long

 Long jump Acceleration P,  
takeoff P, reactive P

 Triple jump Acceleration P,  
reactive P, takeoff P

 High jump Takeoff P, reactive P

 Throws Throwing P,  
reactive P

Baseball Throwing P,  
acceleration P

Basketball Takeoff P, PE,  
acceleration P,  
deceleration P

Biathlon ME long

Boxing PE, reactive P, ME 
medium and long

Canoeing and kayaking
 500 m ME short,  

acceleration P,  
starting P

 1,000 m ME medium,  
acceleration P,  
starting P

 10,000 m ME long

Cricket Throwing P,  
acceleration P

Cycling
 Track, 200 m Acceleration P,  

reactive P

 4,000 m pursuit ME medium,  
acceleration P

 Road racing ME long
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Sport or event
Type(s) of  

strength required

Soccer
 Sweepers,  
 fullbacks

Reactive P,  
acceleration P,  
deceleration P

 Midfielders Acceleration P,  
deceleration P,  
ME medium

 Forwards Acceleration P,  
deceleration P,  
reactive P

Speedskating
 Sprinting Starting P,  

acceleration P,  
ME short

 Mid-distance ME medium, PE

 Long-distance ME long

Squash and  
handball

Reactive P, PE

Sport or event
Type(s) of  

strength required

Swimming
 Sprinting Starting P,  

acceleration P,  
ME short

 Mid-distance ME medium, PE

 Long-distance ME long

Synchronized 
swimming

ME medium, PE

Tennis PE, reactive P,  
acceleration P,  
deceleration P

Volleyball Reactive P, PE,  
throwing P

Water polo ME medium,  
acceleration P,  
throwing P

Wrestling PE, reactive P,  
ME medium

Table 1.4 (continued)

Key: ME = muscular endurance, P = power, PE = power endurance.

Role of Strength in Water Sports
For sports performed in or on water—such as swimming, synchronized swimming, water 
polo, rowing, kayaking, and canoeing—the body or boat moves forward as a result of 
force. As force is exerted against the water, the water exerts an equal and opposite force, 
known as drag, on the body or boat. As the boat or the swimmer moves through the water, 
the drag slows the forward motion or glide. To overcome drag, athletes must produce 
equal force to maintain speed and superior force to increase speed.

The magnitude of the drag acting on a body moving through the water can be com-
puted using the following equation (Hay 1993):

Fd = CdPAV2/2

In this equation, Fd = drag force, Cd = coefficient of drag, P = fluid density, A = frontal 
area exposed to the flow, and V2 = body velocity relative to the water. The coefficients 
of drag refer to the nature and shape of the body, including its orientation relative to the 
water flow. Long and slender vessels (such as canoes, kayaks, and racing shells) have a 
smaller CD if the long axis of the boat is exactly parallel to the water flow.

A simplified version of the equation is as follows. 

D ~ V2 

It means that drag is proportional to the square of velocity. This equation is not only 
easier to understand but also easier to apply.

In water sports, velocity increases when athletes apply force against the water. As 
force increases, the body moves faster. However, as velocity increases, drag increases 
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proportionally to the square of velocity. Here is an example to demonstrate. Assume that 
an athlete swims or rows at 2 meters (about 6.5 feet) per second:

D ~ V2 = 22 = 4 kilograms (8.8 pounds)

In other words, the athlete pulls with a force of 4 kilograms (8.8 pounds) per stroke. 
To be more competitive, the athlete has to swim or row faster—say, at 3 meters (9.8 feet) 
per second:

D ~ V2 = 32 = 9 kilograms (19.8 pounds)

For an even higher velocity of 4 meters (13 feet) per second, drag is 16 kilograms (35 
pounds).

In order to pull with increased force, of course, one must increase maximum strength, 
because a body cannot generate increased velocity without increasing the force per stroke 
unit. The training implications are obvious: Not only must the athlete increase maximum 
strength, but also the coach must ensure that the athlete exerts almost the same force on 
all strokes for the duration of the race, because all water sports have a strong endurance 
component. This reality means that, as suggested in chapter 14, training must include 
both a phase addressing maximum strength and a phase addressing adequate muscular 
endurance.
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Neuromuscular 
Response to 

Strength Training
To enhance strength performance, one must understand the science behind strength 
training and learn how anatomy and physiology apply to human movement. More specif-
ically, coaches and athletes who understand muscle contraction and the sliding filament 
theory (discussed in this chapter) know why the speed of contraction relates to load and 
why more force is exerted at the beginning of a contraction than at the end. Similarly, 
coaches who understand muscle fiber types and recognize the role played by genetic 
inheritance know why some athletes are better than others at certain types of sporting 
activity (for example, speed, power, or endurance). Unfortunately, despite the value of 
such knowledge for effective training, many athletes and coaches avoid reading academic 
physiology texts or other books filled with scientific terminology. This book, however, 
explains the scientific basis of strength training clearly and simply.

Understanding muscle adaptation and its dependence on load and training method 
makes it easier to grasp why certain types of load, exercise, or training method are 
preferred for some sports and not for others. Success in strength training depends on 
knowing the types of strength and how to develop them, as well as the types of con-
traction and which are best for a given sport. This knowledge helps both coaches and 
athletes understand the concept of periodization of strength faster and more easily, and 
improvement soon follows.

Body Structure
The human body is constructed around a skeleton. The junction of two or more bones 
forms a joint held together by tough bands of connective tissue called ligaments. This 
skeletal frame is covered with 656 muscles, which account for approximately 40 percent 
of total body weight. Both ends of the muscle are attached to the bone by dense connec-
tive tissues called tendons. Tendons direct the tension in muscles to bones—the greater 
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the tension, the stronger the pull on the tendons and bone, and, consequently, the more 
powerful the limb movement.

The periodized training proposed in this book consistently challenges the neuromuscu-
lar system as the load and type of training elicits physiological adaptations that generate 
more strength and power for sport performance. Our bodies are very plastic and adapt 
to the stimuli to which they are exposed. If the proper stimulation is applied, the result 
is optimal physiological performance.

Muscle Structure
A muscle is a complex structure that allows movements to occur. Muscles are composed of 
sarcomeres, which contain a specific arrangement of contractile proteins—myosin (thick 
filaments) and actin (thin filaments)—whose actions are important in muscle contraction. 
Thus a sarcomere is a unit of contraction in muscle fiber and is composed of the myosin 
and actin protein filaments.

Beyond these basics, a muscle’s ability to contract and exert force depends specifically 
on its design, the cross-sectional area, and the length and number of fibers within the 
muscle. The number of fibers is genetically determined and is not affected by training; 
the other variables, however, can be. For example, the number and thickness of myosin 
filaments is increased by dedicated training with maximum strength loads. Increasing the 
thickness of muscle filaments increases both the muscle’s size and the force of contraction.

Our bodies include different types of muscle fibers, which are grouped, and in essence 
each group reports to a single motor unit. Altogether, we have thousands of motor units, 
which house tens of thousands of muscle fibers. Each motor unit contains hundreds or 
thousands of muscle fibers that sit dormant until they are called into action. The motor 
unit rules over its family of fibers and directs their action by implementing the all-or-none 
law. This law means that when the motor unit is stimulated, the impulse sent to its muscle 
fibers either spreads completely—thus eliciting action by all fibers in the family—or does 
not spread at all.

Different motor units respond to different loads in training. For instance, performing a 
bench press with 60 percent of 1-repetition maximum (1RM) calls up a certain family of 
motor units, whereas larger motor units wait until a higher load is used. Because motor 
unit recruitment depends on load, programs should be designed specifically to achieve 
activation and adaptation of the primary motor units and muscle fibers that dominate 
the chosen sport. For instance, training for short sprints and field events (such as the 
shot put) should use heavy loads to facilitate the force development required to optimize 
speed and explosive performance.

Muscle fibers have different biochemical (metabolic) functions; specifically, some are 
physiologically better suited to work under anaerobic conditions, whereas others work 
better under aerobic conditions. The fibers that rely on and use oxygen to produce energy 
are called aerobic, Type I, red, or slow-twitch fibers. The fibers that do not require oxygen 
are called anaerobic, Type II, white, or fast-twitch fibers. Fast-twitch muscle fibers are 
further divided into IIA and IIX (sometimes referred to as IIB, though the IIB phenotype 
is practically nonexistent in humans [Harrison et al. 2011]).

Slow-twitch and fast-twitch fibers exist in relatively equal proportion. However, depend-
ing on their function, certain muscle groups (e.g., hamstrings, biceps) seem to have a 
higher proportion of fast-twitch fibers, whereas others (e.g., the soleus) have a higher 
proportion of slow-twitch fibers. The characteristics of slow-twitch and fast-twitch fibers 
are compared in table 2.1.
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These characteristics can be affected by training. Studies by the Danish researchers 
Andersen and Aagaard (1994, 2008, 2010, 2011) show that IIX fibers develop the charac-
teristics of IIA fibers when subjected to voluminous training or training that is lactic in 
nature. That is, the myosin heavy chain of these fibers gets slower and more efficient at 
dealing with the lactic work. The change can be reversed by reducing training volume 
(tapering), whereupon the IIX fibers revert to their original character as the fastest-con-
tracting fibers (Andersen and Aagaard 2000). Strength training also increases fiber size, 
which generates greater force production.

A fast-twitch motor unit’s contraction is faster and more powerful than that of a slow-
twitch motor unit. As a result, a higher proportion of fast-twitch fibers is usually found 
in successful athletes in speed and power sports, but they also fatigue faster. In contrast, 
athletes with more slow-twitch fibers are more successful in endurance sports because 
they are able to perform work of lower intensity for a longer time.

Recruitment of muscle fibers follows the size principle, also known as the Hennemann 
(1965) principle, which states that motor units and muscle fibers are recruited in order 
from smallest to largest, beginning always with slow-twitch muscle fibers. If the load 
is of low or moderate intensity, slow-twitch muscle fibers are recruited and exercised 
as workhorses. If a heavy load is used, slow-twitch fibers start the contraction, but it is 
quickly taken over by fast-twitch fibers. When a set of repetitions with a moderate load is 
taken to failure, the motor units composed of faster-twitch fibers are gradually recruited to 
maintain the force output while previously recruited motor units fatigue (see figure 2.1).

Differences can be observed in the distribution of muscle fiber types in athletes involved 
in different sports. To illustrate the point, figures 2.2 and 2.3 provide a general profile of 
fast- and slow-twitch fiber percentages for athletes in selected sports. For example, the 
drastic differences between sprinters and marathon runners clearly suggest that success 
in some sports is determined at least partly by an athlete’s genetically established makeup 
of muscle fiber.

Thus the peak power generated by athletes is also related to fiber type distribution—the 
higher the percentage of fast-twitch fibers, the greater the power generated by the athlete. 
The percentage of fast-twitch fibers also relates to speed—the greater the speed displayed 
by an athlete, the higher his or her percentage of fast-twitch fibers. Such individuals 
make great sprinters and jumpers, and with this natural talent they should be channeled 
into speed- and power-dominant sports. Attempting to make them, say, distance runners 
would be a waste of talent; in such events, they would be only moderately successful, 
whereas they could excel as sprinters or baseball or football players (to mention just a 
few speed- and power-related sports).

Table 2.1 Comparison of Fast-Twitch and Slow-Twitch Fibers

Slow-TwiTCh FaST-TwiTCh

Red, Type i, aerobic white, Type ii, anaerobic
• Slow to fatigue
• Smaller nerve cell—innervates 10  

to 180 muscle fibers
• Develops long, continuous 

contractions
• Used for endurance
• Recruited during low- and  

high-intensity work

• Fast to fatigue
• Large nerve cell—innervates 300  

to 500 (or more) muscle fibers
• Develops short, forceful 

contractions
• Used for speed and power
• Recruited only during  

high-intensity work
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Figure 2.2 Fiber type distribution for male athletes. Note 
the dominance in slow-twitch fibers for athletes from aer-
obic-dominant sports and in fast-twitch fibers for athletes 
from speed- and power-dominant sports.
Data from D.L. Costill, J. Daniels, W. Evans, W. Fink, G. Krahenbuhl, and B. 
Saltin, 1976, “Skeletal muscle enzymes and fiber composition in male and 
female track athletes,” Journal of Applied Physiology 40(2): 149-154, and 
P.D. Gollnick, R.B. Armstrong, C.W. Saubert, K. Piehl, and B. Saltin, 1972, 
“Enzyme activity and fiber composition in skeletal muscle of untrained and 
trained men,” Journal of Applied Physiology 33(3): 312-319.

Figure 2.1 Sequential motor unit recruitment in a set 
taken to concentric failure.
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Figure 2.3 Fiber type distribution for female athletes.
Data from D.L. Costill, J. Daniels, W. Evans, W. Fink, G. Krahenbuhl, and B. Saltin, 1976, “Skeletal muscle enzymes and fiber com-
position in male and female track athletes,” Journal of Applied Physiology 40(2): 149-154, and P.D. Gollnick, R.B. Armstrong, C.W. 
Saubert, K. Piehl, and B. Saltin, 1972, “Enzyme activity and fiber composition in skeletal muscle of untrained and trained men,” 
Journal of Applied Physiology 33(3): 312-319.
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Mechanism of Muscular Contraction
As described earlier, muscular contraction results from a series of events involving the 
protein filaments known as myosin and actin. Myosin filaments contain cross-bridges—tiny 
extensions that reach toward actin filaments. Activation to contract stimulates the entire 
fiber, creating chemical changes that allow the actin filaments to join with the myosin 
cross-bridges. Binding myosin to actin by way of cross-bridges releases energy, causing 
the cross-bridges to swivel, thus pulling or sliding the myosin filament over the actin fila-
ment. This sliding motion causes the muscle to shorten (contract), which produces force.

To visualize it in another way, imagine a rowboat. The boat’s oars represent the myosin 
filaments, and the water represents the actin filaments. As the oars hit the water, the boat 
is forcefully pulled forward—and the more oars in the water, and the greater the rowers’ 
strength, the greater the force production. In similar fashion, increasing the number and 
thickness of myosin filaments increases force production.

The sliding filament theory described earlier provides an overview of how muscles 
work to produce force. The theory involves a number of mechanisms that promote 
effective muscle contraction. For instance, the release of stored elastic energy and reflex 
adaptation are vital to optimizing athletic performance, but these adaptations occur only 
when the proper stimulus is applied in training. For instance, an athlete’s ability to use 
stored elastic energy to jump higher or propel the shot put farther is optimized through 
explosive movements, such as those used in plyometric training. However, the muscle 
components—such as the series elastic components (which include tendons, muscle fibers, 
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and cross-bridges)—are unable to effectively transfer energy to the movement unless the 
athlete strengthens the parallel elastic components (i.e., ligaments) and collagen struc-
tures (which provide stability and protection from injury). If the body is to withstand the 
forces and impacts that the athlete must go through in order to optimize the muscles’ 
elastic properties, anatomical adaptation must precede power training.

A reflex is an involuntary muscle contraction brought about by an external stimulus 
(Latash 1998). Two main components of reflex control are the muscle spindles and the 
Golgi tendon organ. Muscle spindles respond to the magnitude and rapidity of a muscle 
stretch (Brooks, Fahey, and White 1996), whereas the Golgi tendon organ (found within 
the muscle–tendon junction [Latash 1998]) responds to muscle tension. When a high 
degree of tension or stretch develops in the muscles, the muscle spindles and the Golgi 
tendon organ involuntarily relax the muscle to protect it from harm and injury.

When these inhibitory responses are curtailed, athletic performance is increased. The 
only way to do so is to adapt the body to withstand greater degrees of tension, which 
increases the threshold for the activation of the reflexes. This adaptation can be achieved 
through maximum strength training that uses progressively heavier loads (up to 90 per-
cent of 1RM or even more), thus causing the neuromuscular system to withstand higher 
tensions by consistently recruiting a greater number of fast-twitch muscle fibers. The 
fast-twitch muscle fibers become equipped with more protein, which aids in cross-bridge 
cycling and force production.

All sporting movements follow a motor pattern known as the stretch–shortening cycle, 
which is characterized by three main types of contraction: eccentric (lengthening), isometric 
(static), and concentric (shortening). For example, a volleyball player who quickly squats 
only to jump and block a spike has completed a stretch–shortening cycle. The same is true 
for an athlete who lowers the barbell to the chest and rapidly explodes by extending the 
arms. To fully use the physiological assets of a stretch–shortening cycle, the muscle must 
change quickly from a lengthening to a shortening contraction (Schmidtbleicher 1992).

Muscular potential is optimized when all the intricate factors that affect the stretch–
shortening cycle are called into action. Their influence can be used to enhance perfor-
mance only when the neuromuscular system is strategically stimulated in the appropriate 
sequence. Toward this end, periodization of strength builds the planning of phases on 
the physiological makeup of the chosen sport. Once the ergogenesis, or energy systems’ 
contribution, profile of the sport is outlined, the phases of training are planned in a 
sequential, stepwise approach to transfer positive neuromuscular adaptations to practi-
cal hands-on human performance. Therefore, understanding applied human physiology, 
and a snapshot goal for each phase, helps coaches and athletes integrate physiological 
principles into sport-specific training.

To reiterate, the musculoskeletal frame of the body is an arrangement of bones attached 
to one another by ligaments at the joints. The muscles crossing these joints provide the 
force for body movements. Skeletal muscles do not, however, contract independently of 
one another. Rather, the movements performed around a joint are produced by several 
muscles, each of which plays a different role, as discussed in the following paragraphs.

Agonists, or synergists, are muscles that cooperate to perform a movement. During 
movement, antagonists act in opposition to agonists. In most cases, especially in skilled 
and experienced athletes, antagonists relax, allowing easy motion. Because athletic move-
ments are directly influenced by the interaction between agonist and antagonist muscle 
groups, improper interaction between the two groups may result in a motion that is 
jerky or performed rigidly. Therefore, the smoothness of a muscular contraction can be 
improved by focusing on relaxing the antagonists.
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For this reason, co-contraction (the simultaneous activation of agonist and antagonist 
muscle to stabilize a joint) is advisable only during the early phases of rehabilitation from 
an injury. A healthy athlete, on the other hand, especially one in a power sport, should 
not perform exercises (such as those on unstable surfaces) to elicit co-contractions. For 
instance, one distinct characteristic of elite sprinters is very low myoelectrical activity of 
the antagonist muscles in each phase of the stride cycle (Wysotchin 1976; Wiemann and 
Tidow 1995).

Prime movers are muscles primarily responsible for producing a joint action that is part 
of a comprehensive strength movement or a technical skill. For example, during an elbow 
flexion (biceps curl), the prime mover is the biceps muscle, whereas the triceps acts as 
an antagonist and should be relaxed to facilitate smoother action. In addition, stabilizers, 
or fixators, which are usually smaller muscles, contract isometrically to anchor a bone so 
that the prime movers have a firm base from which to pull. The muscles of other limbs 
may come into play as well, acting as stabilizers so that the prime movers can perform 
their motion. For instance, when a judoka pulls the opponent toward himself holding 
his judogi, muscles in his back, legs, and abdomen contract isometrically to provide a 
stable base for the action of the elbow flexors (biceps), shoulder extensors (rear delts), 
and scapular adductors and depressors (traps and lats).

Types of Strength and Their Training Significance
Training can involve various types of strength, each of which is significant for certain 
sports and athletes. We can distinguish types of strength in terms of the qualities of 
strength, the force–time curve, the type of muscle action, the athlete’s body weight, and 
the degree of specificity.

Strength: its Qualities
The desired effect of a strength training method always falls into one of the following 
three categories or qualities: maximum strength, power, and muscular endurance.

Maximum Strength
Maximum strength is the highest force that can be exerted by the neuromuscular system 
during a contraction. This quality is increased through a combination of structural adap-
tation (hypertrophy) and, mostly, neural adaptation (mainly in the form of improved 
intermuscular and intramuscular coordination). Maximum strength refers to the heaviest 
load that an athlete can lift in one attempt and is expressed as 100 percent of maximum 
or 1RM. For training purposes, athletes must know their maximum strength for the most 
important (fundamental) exercises because it provides the basis for calculating loads for 
almost every strength phase.

Power
Power is the product of two abilities—strength and speed—and is itself the ability to 
apply the highest force in the shortest time. Unlike powerlifting, in which the athlete 
expresses (maximum) strength without time limitation, athletes in all other sports face 
time constraints in applying as much force as possible. Examples include footstrikes by 
running athletes in individual and team sports, punches and kicks in combat sports, and 
bat swings and ball throws in baseball. Power is trained by using methods that enhance 
quick expression of force, thus improving the firing rate of the active motor units. Power 
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Figure 2.4 Force–time curve.

can be maximized only by using its specific methods after a maximum strength phase 
of training.

Muscular Endurance
Muscular endurance is a muscle’s ability to sustain work for a prolonged period. Most 
sports involve an endurance component, and muscular endurance methods train both the 
neural and metabolic aspects specific to a sport. We distinguish four types of sport-specific 
muscle endurance method: power endurance (10 to 30 seconds, or less than 15 seconds 
with incomplete rest; lactic power), muscle endurance short (30 seconds to 2 minutes; 
lactic capacity), muscle endurance medium (2 to 8 minutes; aerobic power), and muscle 
endurance long (more than 8 minutes; aerobic capacity).

Strength: Force–Time Curve
If we analyze a force–time curve (see figure 2.4), we can distinguish the following types of 
strength: starting strength, explosive strength (rate of force development), power (starting 
strength plus explosive strength), and maximum strength.

Starting Strength
Starting strength is expressed at the start of a concentric action and is usually measured 
at 50 milliseconds. Its level depends on the ability to voluntarily recruit as many motor 
units as possible (i.e., intramuscular coordination) at the beginning of the movement.
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Explosive Strength or Rate of Force Development
Explosive strength is the rate at which force increases at the beginning of the concentric 
action. Its level depends on the ability to either recruit more motor units or increase the 
firing rate of the active units in order to increase force output.

Power
Taken together, starting strength and explosive strength represent what we call power, 
or, according to other authors, “speed-strength.” A high level of power is usually needed 
in order to excel in sports due to the limited time available for force application in sport 
actions.

Maximum Strength
Maximum strength is the maximum amount of force that an athlete can achieve  in a 
movement.

Strength: Muscle action
We can distinguish three types of strength according to muscle action: concentric, iso-
metric, and eccentric.

Concentric Strength
In a concentric action, the muscle creates tension and shortens, thus moving a joint. Max-
imum strength is normally measured as the highest load that can be lifted concentrically, 
either preceded or followed by an eccentric action.

isometric Strength
In an isometric action, a muscle creates tension without shortening or lengthening; this 
result happens when the force generated equals the external resistance or when the 
external resistance is immovable. A high incidence of isometric actions by the prime 
movers is required in many motor sports, as well as in BMX, sailing, and combat sports. 
The need for such actions must be reflected in the athlete’s strength training program. 
Isometric strength can be up to 20 percent higher than concentric strength.

Eccentric Strength
In an eccentric action, a muscle create less tension than the external resistance, thus the 
muscle lengthens. A high level of eccentric strength is advisable for sports that require 
jumping, sprinting, and changing direction. Eccentric strength can be up to 40 percent 
higher than concentric strength.

Strength: Relation to Body weight
Maximum strength training methods elicit both neural and muscular adaptations. As 
described in the following chapters, the loading parameters can be manipulated in such 
a way as to increase either the athlete’s body weight and strength or only strength, but 
maintain body weight. For this reason, we distinguish two types of strength: absolute 
and relative.
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absolute Strength
Absolute strength is an athlete’s capacity to exert maximum force regardless of body 
weight. A high level of absolute strength is required in order to excel in some sports (for 
example, the shot put and the heaviest weight categories in weightlifting and wrestling). 
Increases in strength parallel gains in body weight for those athletes who follow a training 
program aimed at increasing absolute strength.

Relative Strength
Relative strength is the ratio between maximum strength and body weight. A high level 
of relative strength is important in gymnastics, sports in which athletes are divided into 
weight categories (such as wrestling, boxing, judo, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, and mixed martial 
arts), team sports that require frequent changes of direction, and track-and-field sprints 
and jumps. For instance, a gymnast may be unable to perform the iron cross on the rings 
unless the relative strength of the muscles involved is at least one to one; in other words, 
the absolute strength must be at least sufficient to offset the athlete’s body weight. Of 
course, the ratio is changed by a gain in body weight—as body weight increases, relative 
strength decreases, unless strength increases accordingly. For this reason, the training 
programs aimed at increasing relative strength do so by eliciting the neural adaptations 
to strength training, rather than increasing muscle size and overall body weight.

Strength: Degree of Specificity
We distinguish two types of strength according to the degree of sport-specific biome-
chanical and physiological similarity of the training means and methods employed in a 
program: general strength and specific strength.

General Strength
General strength is the foundation of the entire strength training program and should 
be the main focus in the first years of sport training. Low general strength may limit the 
athlete’s overall progress. It leaves the body susceptible to injury and potentially even 
asymmetrical shape or decreased ability to build muscle strength, as well as lower capacity 
for developing sport-specific skills.

Contributors to the development of an athlete’s general strength include anatomical 
adaptation, hypertrophy, and maximum strength macrocycles. Anatomical adaptation is 
devoted to development of overall core strength, along with muscle balance and injury 
prevention through tendon reinforcement. As the name implies, anatomical adaptation 
prepares the body for the more difficult phases that follow. General strength is further 
increased through the structural changes elicited by hypertrophy macrocycles and the 
neural adaptations that result from maximum strength macrocycles.

Specific Strength
Specific strength training takes into account the characteristics of the sport, such as the 
ergogenesis (energy systems contributions), the planes of movement, the prime movers, 
the joints’ range of motion, and the muscles’ actions. As the term suggests, this type of 
strength is specific to each sport and requires a good deal of analysis. Therefore, it is 
invalid to compare the strength levels of athletes involved in different sports. Specific 
strength training should be incorporated progressively toward the end of the preparatory 
phase for all advanced athletes.
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Strength Reserve
Strength reserve is the difference between maximum strength and the strength required 
to perform a skill under competitive conditions. For example, one study using strength-
gauged techniques measured rowers’ mean force per stroke during a race, which was 123 
pounds (56 kilograms) (Bompa, Hebbelinck, and Van Gheluwe 1978). The same subjects 
were found to have absolute strength in power-clean lifts of 198 pounds (90 kilograms). 
Subtracting the mean strength per race (123 pounds or 56 kilograms) from absolute 
strength (198 pounds or 90 kilograms) indicates a strength reserve of 75 pounds (34 kilo-
grams). In other words, the ratio of mean strength to absolute strength is about 1 to 1.6.

Other subjects in the same study were found to have a higher strength reserve and 
a ratio of 1 to 1.85. Needless to say, these subjects performed better in rowing races, 
which supports the conclusion that an athlete with a higher strength reserve is capable 
of performing at a higher level. Therefore, a strength and conditioning coach should aim 
to help athletes reach the highest possible level of maximum strength during the weekly 
time devoted to strength training in a rational ratio with more sport-specific sessions, in 
order to prevent a negative transfer.

Strength Training and Neuromuscular adaptations
Systematic strength training produces structural and functional changes, or adaptations, 
in the body. The level of adaptation is evidenced by the size and strength of the muscles. 
The magnitude of these adaptations is directly proportional to the demands placed on 
the body by the volume (quantity), frequency, and intensity (load) of training, as well as 
the body’s capability to adapt to such demands. Training rationally adapts to the stress 
of increasing physical work. In other words, if the body is presented with a demand 
rationally greater than it is accustomed to and enough recovery time is given to trained 
physiological systems, it adapts to the stressor by becoming stronger.

Until a few years ago, we believed that strength was determined mainly by the mus-
cles’ cross-sectional area (CSA). As a result, weight training was used to increase “engine 
size”—that is, to produce muscular hypertrophy. However, though CSA is the single best 
predictor of an individual’s strength (Lamb 1984), strength training research since the 
1980s (and authors such as Zatsiorsky and Bompa) have shifted the focus to the neural 
component of strength expression. In fact, the primary role of the nervous system in 
strength expression was well documented by a 2001 review (Broughton).

Neural adaptations to strength training involve disinhibition of inhibitory mechanisms, 
as well as intra- and intermuscular coordination improvements. Disinhibition affects the 
following mechanisms:

• Golgi tendon organs—sensory receptors, located near the myotendinous junction, 
that elicit a reflex inhibition of the muscle they supply when it undergoes excessive 
tension, either by shortening or passive stretching

• Renshaw cells—inhibitory connecting neurons (interneurons) found in the spinal 
cord, whose role is to dampen the rate of discharge of alpha motor neurons, thus 
preventing the muscular damage derived from tetanic contraction

• Supraspinal inhibitory signals—conscious or unconscious inhibitory signals that 
come from the brain
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The components of intramuscular coordination are as follows:

• Synchronization—the capacity to contract motor units simultaneously or with a 
minimum latency (that is, with a delay less than five milliseconds)

• Recruitment—the capacity to recruit motor units simultaneously

• Rate coding—the capacity to increase firing rate (motor unit discharge rate) in order 
to express more strength

Adaptations in intramuscular coordination transfer well from one exercise to another, 
as long as the specific motor pattern is established (intermuscular coordination). For 
instance, the maximum voluntary recruitment of motor units developed through maxi-
mum strength training can be transferred to a sport-specific exercise skill as long as its 
technique is known by the athlete. The objective of maximum strength macrocycles is to 
improve motor unit recruitment of the prime movers, whereas power macrocycles work 
mainly on rate coding. Contrary to popular belief, these two aspects of intramuscular 
coordination—recruitment and rate coding—play greater determinant roles than synchro-
nization does in muscular force production.

Intermuscular coordination, on the other hand, is the capacity of the nervous system to 
coordinate the “rings” of the kinetic chain, thus making the gesture more efficient. With 
time, as the nervous system learns the gesture, fewer motor units get activated by the 
same weight, which leaves more motor units available for activation by higher weights 
(see figure 2.5, a and b). Therefore, to increase the weight lifted in a given exercise over 
the long term, intermuscular coordination training (technique training) is the key. 

Despite the fact that the hypertrophic response to training is immediate (Ploutz, et al. 
1994), the accretion of muscular protein becomes evident only after six weeks or more 
(Moritani and deVries 1979; Rasmussen and Phillips 2003). These proteins, which repre-
sent the specific adaptive response to the imposed training, stabilize the achieved neural 
adaptations. This is the way to read the famous study by Moritani and deVries (see figure 
2.6) because the neural adaptations, once they take place, are neither at their full potential 
nor absolutely stable. Therefore, to increase strength over time, one must keep training 
the factors discussed here. This is particularly true of intermuscular coordination, which 
allows load increase in the midterm and the long term on the basis of ever-increasing 
system efficiency, as well as specific hypertrophy.

Nonrecruited

Recruited
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Figure 2.5 Over time, strength training for intermuscular coordination reduces the motor unit activation 
necessary to lift the same load, thus leaving more motor units available for higher loads.
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For years, Eastern European train-
ing methodologists and coaches have 
been using training intensity zones 
as brackets of 1RM to design and 
analyze strength training programs. 
According to most of the strength 
training methodology literature, the 
best training zones to elicit maxi-
mum strength gains were zones 2 
and 1 (loads from 85 percent and 
up). In more recent years, the focus 
has shifted from zone 1 loads (those 
over 90 percent) to zone 3 loads 
(those from 70 percent to 80 per-
cent). This shift has occurred on the 
basis of field experience of weight-
lifters (except for the Bulgarian and 
Greek schools and their North Amer-
ican clones, who have used very high 
intensities very frequently and, not 
coincidentally, have had a sad story 
of positive doping tests), as well 
as Russian and Italian powerlifters. 
That is, analysis of the best weightlifters’ programs (Roman 1986) and powerlifters has 
shown a concentration of training loads in zone 3. Again, identifying zone 3 as the most 
important zone for maximum strength development is a fundamental change because 
almost all classic literature about strength training has indicated that training loads for 
maximum strength development should be 85 percent of 1RM or higher.

The field has shown us that

a. the majority of adaptations of the neuromuscular system necessary to increase max-
imum strength involve loads lower than 90 percent of 1RM and

b. the time of exposure to loads of 90 percent or higher (necessary in order to elicit 
adaptations specific to that intensity range) should be very short.

Table 2.2 summarizes the neuromuscular adaptations for each intensity range. From 
this table, we learn that

• the majority of intramuscular coordination gains involve loads over 80 percent;

• the majority of intermuscular coordination gains involve loads under 80 percent; and

• we need to use the full spectrum of intensities to maximize neuromuscular adapta-
tions and, consequently, maximum strength.

From this table, taking into consideration the training methodology, we can infer the 
following points.

• In a preparation phase with limited time for development of maximum strength—or 
when the coaching of the same group of athletes will probably last only one season—
the average intensities used in the maximum strength macrocycles will be higher 
(80 percent to 85 percent of 1RM). This approach is usually taken in team sports.
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Figure 2.6 Neural and muscular adaptations to strength 
training over time, according to Moritani and deVries 
(1979).
Adapted, by permission, from T. Moritani and H.A. deVries, 1979, “Neural 
factors versus hypertrophy in the time course of muscle strength gain,” 
American Journal of Physical Medicine 58(3):115-130.
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Table 2.2 Neural adaptations according to Strength Training Zones

iNTENSiTy ZoNES (% oF 1RM)

6 5 4 3 2 1

adaptations 40–60 60–70 70–80 80–85 85–90 90–100

Intramuscular coordination:

• Synchronization **** **** **** **** **** ****

• Recruitment ** *** **** **** **** ****

• Rate coding **** *** *** *** **** ****

Intermuscular coordination **** **** *** *** ** *

Disinhibition of
inhibitory mechanisms

* *** *** *** **** ****

Specific hypertrophy ** **** **** *** ** **
Adaptation stimulus: **** =  very high; *** =  high; ** =  medium; * = low

All loads are supposed to be moved with the most explosive (and technically correct) concentric action that 
the load allows.

• In the preparation phase for an individual sport with ample time for development of 
maximum strength—and especially when a multiyear perspective projects continuous 
progression in the midterm and long term—the periodized strength plan will focus 
mostly on intermuscular coordination. Thus the average, not the peak, intensities used 
in maximum strength macrocycles will be lower (70 percent to 80 percent of 1RM).

• Nevertheless, for the development of maximum strength, every periodized plan starts 
with lower intensities, higher times under tension per set (which favor the anatom-
ical adaptations), and a focus on technique so that higher intensities will elicit high 
muscular tension later on.

Because different types of adaptation can occur, periodization of strength offers a sev-
en-phase approach that follows the physiological rhythm of the neuromuscular system’s 
response to strength training. The seven phases are anatomical adaptation, hypertrophy, 
maximum strength, conversion, maintenance, cessation, and compensation. Depend-
ing on the physiological demands of the sport, the periodization of strength involves 
combining, in sequence, at least four of the phases: anatomical adaptation, maximum 
strength, conversion to specific strength, and maintenance. All models for periodization 
of strength begin with an anatomical adaptation phase. Five of the seven possible phases 
are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. The remaining two phases—to be used 
during the taper and transition periods—are discussed in later chapters.

Phase 1: anatomical adaptation
The anatomical adaptation phase lays the foundation for the other phases of training. 
The name of this phase reflects the fact that the main objective of strength training is 
not to achieve an immediate overload but rather to elicit a progressive adaptation of the 
athlete’s anatomy. The anatomical adaptation phase emphasizes “prehabilitation” in the 
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hope of preventing the need for rehabilitation. The main physiological objectives of this 
phase are to (1) strengthen the tendons, ligaments, and joints, which is doable through 
a higher volume of training than in the remainder of the year, and (2) increase bone 
mineral content and proliferation of the connective tissue. In addition, regardless of the 
sport, this phase improves cardiovascular fitness, adequately challenges muscular strength, 
and tests and prompts the athlete to practice neuromuscular coordination for strength 
movement patterns. This phase does not focus on increasing the cross-sectional area of 
muscle, but that result may occur even so.

Tendons are strengthened by implementing a time under tension per set that falls 
between 30 and 70 seconds (the time under tension that sees the anaerobic lactic system 
as the main energy system). The hydrogen ions released by lactic acid have been proven 
to stimulate the release of growth hormone and therefore collagen synthesis, which is 
also stimulated by eccentric load (Crameri et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2005; Babraj et al. 
2005; Kjaer et al. 2005; Doessing and Kjaer 2005; Langberg et al. 2007; Kjaer et al. 2006). 
For this reason, the majority of the time under tension is spent in the eccentric phase of 
the exercise (3 to 5 seconds per repetition). Muscular balance is achieved both by using 
an equal training volume between agonist and antagonist muscles around a joint and by 
making greater use of unilateral exercises than bilateral ones.

Phase 2: hypertrophy
Hypertrophy—the enlargement of muscle size—is one of the most visible signs of adap-
tation to strength training. The two main physiological objectives of this phase are (1) 
to increase muscle cross-sectional area by increasing muscle protein content and (2) to 
increase storage capacity for high-energy substrates and enzymes. Many principles used 
in hypertrophy training are similar to those used in bodybuilding, but there are also dif-
ferences. Specifically, athletic hypertrophy programs use a lower average number of reps 
per set, a higher average load, and a longer average rest interval between sets.

In addition, athletes should always try to move the weight as fast as possible during 
the concentric phase of the lift. Bodybuilders train to exhaustion using relatively light to 
moderate loads, whereas athletes rely on heavier loads and focus on movement speed and 
rest between sets. Although hypertrophic changes occur in both fast-twitch and slow-twitch 
muscle fibers, this way, with athletic hypertrophy training, more changes take place in 
the fast-twitch fibers (Tesch, Thorsson, and Kaiser 1984; Tesch and Larsson 1982). When 
hypertrophy training produces chronic changes, it provides a strong physiological basis 
for nervous system training.

When a muscle is forced to contract against a resistance, as happens in strength training, 
blood flow to the working muscle suddenly increases. This transient increase, known as 
short-term hypertrophy or “pump,” temporarily increases the size of the muscle. Short-
term hypertrophy is experienced during every strength training bout and usually lasts one 
to two hours after the training session. Although the benefits of a single bout of strength 
training are quickly lost, the additive benefits of multiple training sessions lead to a state 
of athletic hypertrophy, which results from structural changes at the muscle fiber level. 
Because it is caused by an increase in the size of muscle filaments, its effects endure. This 
form of hypertrophy is desired for athletes who use strength training to improve their 
athletic performance. In this manner, muscular adaptations result in a stronger muscular 
engine that is prepared to receive and apply nervous system signals.
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Phase 3: Maximum 
Strength
In most sports, the development 
of maximum strength is probably 
the single most important variable. 
Maximum strength depends on the 
diameter of the cross-sectional area 
of the muscles, the capacity to recruit 
fast-twitch muscle fibers, their fre-
quency of activation, and the ability 
to simultaneously call into action all 
the primary muscles involved in a 
given movement (Howard et al. 1985). 
These factors involve both structural 
and neural flow changes that occur 
as a function of training with moder-
ate weights lifted explosively, as well 
as heavy loads (up to 90 percent of 
1RM, or even more). These adaptive 
responses can also be elicited by 
eccentric training with loads greater 
than 100 percent of 1RM, although 
its practical application is limited to 
very few situations.

The popularity of maximum 
strength training is rooted in the 
positive increase in relative strength. 
Many sports—such as volleyball, 
gymnastics, and boxing—require greater force generation without a concomitant increase 
in body weight. In fact, an increase in maximum strength without an associated increase 
in body weight characterizes the maximum strength phase as central nervous system 
training (Schmidtbleicher 1984).

An athlete could benefit from traditional maximum strength training methods, such as 
performing high loads with maximal rest (three to five minutes) between sets. However, 
to increase the weight lifted in an exercise over the long term, the key is intermuscular 
coordination training (technique training). With time, as the nervous system learns the 
gesture, fewer motor units get activated by the same weight, thus leaving more motor 
units available for activation by higher weights. In addition, the concentric action should 
be explosive in order to activate the fast-twitch muscle fibers (responsible for the highest 
and fastest force generation) and to achieve the highest specific hypertrophy.

Thus, intermuscular coordination training is the preferred method for general strength. 
That is, it provides the base for later macrocycles in which intramuscular coordination 
is trained by using higher loads and longer rest intervals. Furthermore, periodization of 
strength continually stresses and engages the nervous system by altering loads, sets, and 
training methods.

The physiological benefits for sport performance lie in an athlete’s ability to convert 
gains in strength, and possibly muscle size, to the specific strength demanded by his 
or her particular sport. Building the foundation sets the stage, adding muscle generates 

Football players rely on athletic hypertrophy to improve 
speed, agility, and power.
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force, and adapting the body to use heavy loads improves the capability to voluntarily 
involve its largest engines (the fast-twitch motor units). Once the mind–muscle connection 
is made, the physical requirements of the sport determine the next phase.

Phase 4: Conversion to Specific Strength
Depending on the sport, a maximum strength phase of training can be followed by 
one of three fundamental options: conversion to power, power endurance, or muscular 
endurance. Conversion to power or power endurance is accomplished by using relatively 
moderate to heavy loads (40 percent to 80 percent of 1RM) with the intention of moving 
the weight as quickly as possible, the difference being the duration of the sets. Engaging 
the nervous system, such methods as ballistic training and upper- or lower-body plyo-
metric training improve an athlete’s high-velocity strength or ability to recruit and engage 
the high-powered fast-twitch motor units. A strong foundation of maximum strength is a 
must for maximizing the rate of force production. In fact, even maximum strength train-
ing with high loads moved at low velocity has been shown to transfer to gains in power 
if the athlete attempts to move the weight as quickly as possible (Behm and Sale 1993).

Depending on the demands of the sport, muscular endurance can be trained for short, 
medium, or long duration. Short muscle endurance as the main energy system is the 
anaerobic lactic, whereas medium and long muscle endurance are predominately aero-
bic. Conversion to muscular endurance requires more than performing 15 to 20 reps per 
set; indeed, it can require as many as 400 reps per set, implemented concomitantly with 
metabolic training. In fact, metabolic training and muscular endurance training pursue 
similar physiological training objectives.

Recall that the body replenishes energy for muscular contractions through the com-
bined efforts of three energy systems: the anaerobic alactic, the anaerobic lactic, and the 
aerobic. Training for conversion to muscular endurance requires heightened adaptation 
of the aerobic and the anaerobic lactic systems. The main objectives of aerobic training 
include improvement in physiological parameters, such as heart efficiency; biochemical 
parameters, such as increased mitochondria and capillary density, which result in greater 
diffusion and use of oxygen; and metabolic parameters, which result in greater use of fat 
as energy and an increased rate of removal and reuse of lactic acid. Adapting the neu-
romuscular and cardiovascular systems physiologically, biochemically, and metabolically 
provides invaluable benefit to athletes in many endurance sports. To maximize perfor-
mance in muscular endurance sports, maximum strength training must be followed by a 
combination of specific metabolic training and specific strength training to prepare the 
body for the demands of the sport.

Phase 5: Maintenance
Once the neuromuscular system has been adapted for maximum performance, it is time 
to put the gains to the test. Unfortunately, most athletes and coaches work hard and stra-
tegically as the competitive season approaches but cease to train strength once the season 
begins. In reality, maintaining the strong and stable base formed during precompetitive 
phases requires the athlete to continue training during the competitive season. Failure 
to plan at least one weekly session dedicated to strength training results in decreased 
performance or early onset of fatigue as the season wears on.

Staying up is always easier than falling down and then attempting to get on one’s 
feet again. Periodization of strength involves planning phases to optimize physiological 
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adaptation and planning to maintain the benefits for as long as the season lasts. When 
the season is over, serious athletes can take two to four weeks off to regenerate their 
minds and bodies.

Stimulating the body for optimal performance takes time, planning, and persistence. 
Physiology is helpful in planning the program, but performance improvement is achieved 
through practical application of the many principles and methods of training inherent in 
the periodization of strength.
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Energy Systems 
Training

This book focuses on discussing, in specific terms, the science, methodology, and objec-
tives of strength training for sports. However, each sport has its own physiological profile, 
and all trainers who design and implement sport-specific programs must understand the 
human body’s energy systems and how they apply to sport training. More specifically, 
the physiological complexity of each sport requires trainers to understand the energy 
systems dominant in a given sport and how they relate to strength training. Trainers who 
separate strength training and its programming requirements from other physiological 
characteristics of their sport make a mistake that, over time, may affect their rate of suc-
cess. This chapter illustrates how to integrate strength training and the specific energy 
systems training needed by different sports.

Energy Systems
Energy is the capacity to perform work, which, in turn, is the application of force, or the 
contracting of muscles to apply force against a resistance. Therefore, of course, energy 
is required in order to perform physical work during a sport activity. The body derives 
energy from muscle cells’ conversion of the components of foods’ macronutrients into a 
high-energy compound called adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is stored in muscle 
cells. As its name suggests, ATP consists of one molecule of adenosine and three mole-
cules of phosphate. Adenosine diphosphate (ADP), on the other hand, consists of one 
molecule of adenosine and two molecules of phosphate. In the process of creating energy, 
ATP is broken down into ADP + P (phosphate). To ensure a steady supply of ATP for 
a continuous supply of energy, ADP attaches itself to another phosphate molecule to 
reproduce ATP. This extra phosphate is donated by creatine phosphate, which is also 
stocked in the muscle cell.
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When an athlete trains with weights or performs metabolic exercise, the energy required 
for muscular contraction is released by converting high-energy ATP into ADP + P. When 
this energy is released, movement is performed. In order to continue training, the body 
must continually replenish its cells’ ATP supply, because it can store only a limited amount 
of ATP in muscle cells (5 to 6 millimoles per kilogram of wet muscle) and because a cell 
cannot fully use its own ATP (which is used up to 60 percent to 70 percent at the most).

The Three Energy Systems
The body can replenish its ATP supply by using any one of three energy systems, depend-
ing on the type of training: the anaerobic alactic (or ATP-CP) system, the anaerobic lactic 
system, or the aerobic system.

Anaerobic Alactic (ATP-CP) System
Muscles can store only a small amount of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). For this reason, 
energy is depleted rapidly by strenuous training. For example, the ATP stored in muscle 
may fuel only the first two seconds of an all-out sprint or the first 2 to 5 reps of an 
exhausting 12- to 15-rep set. If the athlete feels a burning sensation in the exercising 
muscles by the end of the 15th rep, this is an indication that both the ATP-CP and the 
lactic acid systems were involved in releasing energy during the set.

In response to the depletion of ATP in the muscle, creatine phosphate (CP), also called 
phosphocreatine, breaks down into creatine (C) and phosphate (P). Like ATP, creatine 
phosphate is stored in muscle cells. The transformation of CP into C and P does not 
release energy immediately usable for muscular contraction. Rather, the body uses this 
energy to resynthesize ADP + P into ATP, which, as we have seen, is usable energy for 
muscle contraction.

Because CP is stored in limited amounts, the ATP-CP system can supply energy for only 
a very brief time—up to 8 to 10 seconds of maximum effort (energy for submaximal effort 
can be provided for slightly longer). This system is the body’s chief source of energy for 
extremely quick and explosive activities, such as the 60-meter dash, diving, weightlifting, 
and jumping and throwing events in track and field. Because dietary creatine can increase 
cells’ volume by increasing their water content and can sustain protein synthesis, as well 
as increase the energy capacity of the anaerobic alactic system, creatine supplements have 
become popular among athletes who value strength, size, and power for such activities 
as sprinting, throwing, playing hockey or soccer, and bodybuilding since the late 90s.

Anaerobic Lactic System
The body reacts differently to longer bouts of intense exercise (lasting between 10 and 
60 seconds), such as the 200-meter and 400-meter dashes and weight training sets of 
up to 50 quick reps, those found in the conversion to short muscular endurance train-
ing phase. For the first 8 to 10 seconds, the anaerobic alactic system provides energy. 
Despite reaching its peak power of ATP production after only five to six seconds, it is 
after about 10 seconds that the anaerobic lactic system becomes the main provider of 
energy (Hultman and Sjoholm 1983).

The anaerobic lactic system provides energy by breaking down a substance called 
glycogen (the storage form of glucose or sugar in the body) that is stored in muscle cells 
and in the liver, which releases energy to resynthesize ATP from ADP + P. The absence 
of oxygen during the breakdown of glycogen creates a by-product called lactic acid. 
When high-intensity training continues for a prolonged time, large quantities of lactic 
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acid accumulate in the muscle, causing fatigue and gradually preventing the body from 
maintaining the same level of power output.

Continuous use of glycogen during exercise eventually causes glycogen to be depleted. 
Glycogen can be easily restored by eating simple carbohydrate right after training (espe-
cially in the form of carbohydrate powders, such as maltodextrines and amylopectin) and 
then eating complex carbohydrate (starches), fruits, and vegetables, as well as getting 
plenty of rest.

Aerobic System
The aerobic system requires 60 to 80 seconds to start producing energy for the resynthesis 
of ATP. Unlike the other systems, this one allows the resynthesis of ATP in the presence 
of oxygen, meaning that it can resynthesize energy through the breakdown of glycogen, 
fat, and protein. For this process to happen, the required amount of oxygen must be 
transported to the muscle cells, which requires an increase in heart rate and in the rate 
of breathing. Both the anaerobic lactic (anaerobic glycolysis) and aerobic (aerobic gly-
colysis) systems use glycogen as the source of energy for resynthesizing ATP. However, 
unlike the anaerobic lactic system, the aerobic system produces little or no lactic acid, 
thus enabling the body to continue to exercise.

As a result, the aerobic system is the primary energy source for events lasting from 
just over one minute to three hours. Prolonged work beyond two hours may result in the 

Track athletes in events longer than 800 meters primarily use the aerobic energy system to break down 
glycogen, fat, and protein to fuel the body.
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breakdown of fat and protein, substances that are needed to replenish ATP as the body’s 
glycogen supply is depleted. In all cases, the breakdown of glycogen, fat, or protein pro-
duces by-products in the form of carbon dioxide and water, both of which are eliminated 
from the body through breathing and sweating. As a person’s aerobic capacity improves, 
her or his ability to use fat for fuel also improves.

Bridging the Theory–Practice Gap in Energy Systems 
Training
Coaches without real knowledge of energy systems often intuitively develop programs that 
train the dominant energy system for their sport. For instance, sprint coaches intuitively 
train their athletes with sprint distances even though they are unfamiliar with the benefits 
of such training on the nervous system and the anaerobic energy systems. However, energy 
systems training should also take into consideration the recruitment of muscle fiber types. 
Improvement in energy system efficiency depends on the neuromuscular system’s ability 
to withstand the development of tension and fatigue resulting from chronic training. For 
instance, continual training of the anaerobic lactic system makes the fast-twitch muscle 
fibers able to generate force in the presence of lactic acid accumulation. This result is 
accomplished through an increase in motor unit recruitment and the reuse of lactic acid 
by the slow-twitch muscle fibers. Anaerobic metabolism can be maximized by designing 
a program that combines maximum strength and power endurance training with 150- to 
400-meter sprinting.

The energy system tapped to produce energy during an athletic activity depends directly 
on the intensity and duration of the activity. The anaerobic alactic system primarily pro-
duces energy for all sports of short duration (up to 8 to 10 seconds), in which speed and 
power are the dominant abilities. Alactic system-dominant sports include short sprinting, 
throwing and jumping events in track and field, ski jumping, diving, vaulting in gym-
nastics, and Olympic weightlifting. The movements in these sports are explosive and of 
short duration and use high loads; in other words, they require maximum strength and 
power. Therefore, the anaerobic alactic energy system is used in conjunction with the 
recruitment of a high number of fast-twitch muscle fibers (for maximum strength) and 
an increase in the discharge rate of those fibers (for maximum power).

The anaerobic lactic system, on the other hand, is the main energy provider for high-in-
tensity sporting activities of prolonged duration (15 to 60 seconds). A partial list of anaero-
bic lactic system-dominant sports includes the 200- and 400-meter running events in track 
and field, 50-meter swimming, track cycling, and 500-meter speedskating. Performance 
in these sports requires maximum power of both the anaerobic alactic system and the 
anaerobic lactic system. The maximum capacity of the anaerobic metabolism is required 
for sports of slightly longer duration, such as mid-distance events in track and field, 100- 
and 200-meter swimming, 500-meter canoeing and kayaking, 1,000-meter speedskating, 
most events in gymnastics, alpine skiing, rhythmic gymnastics, and pursuit in track cycling.

The purpose of strength training for these sports is to develop either power endurance 
or muscle endurance of short duration. The athlete must be able not only to increase the 
discharge rate of the fast-twitch muscle fibers but also to maintain the level of discharge 
for a longer time (from 10 to 120 seconds). Recall that gains in power endurance and 
muscular endurance of short duration are possible only as a result of increasing maxi-
mum strength. Therefore, athletes in these sports should develop a strong foundation of 
maximum strength.

As previously mentioned, the aerobic energy system is used to produce the energy for 
sports ranging from one minute to more than three hours. Many coaches have difficulty 
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understanding how to train for events with such a wide range of duration. As a rule of 
thumb, the closer the event’s duration is to one minute, the lower the aerobic contribution 
to overall performance will be. The opposite is also true: The longer the duration is, the 
more dominant the aerobic system will be.

The same reasoning applies if we want to differentiate between power and capacity 
of the aerobic energy system. The power output reached at maximum aerobic power can 
usually be sustained for 6 minutes (Billat et al. 2013), whereas maximum aerobic power 
can be maintained up to 15 minutes if the power output is adjusted (Billat et al. 1999). 
Therefore, any event lasting 1 to 15 minutes requires a high level of aerobic power; in 
addition, for events longer than 15 minutes, the closer to the 15-minute limit the event 
is, the higher the required aerobic power level is, as compared with the higher aerobic 
capacity requirements for longer events. Many sports belong in the aerobic-dominant 
category: long- (and to some degree mid-) distance events in track and field; swimming; 
speedskating, 1,000-meter kayaking and canoeing; wrestling; figure skating; synchronized 
swimming; rowing; cross-country skiing; cycling (road races); and triathlon. Athletes in 
all of these sports benefit physiologically from training muscular endurance of medium 
or long duration.

Although most sports fall somewhere along a clear continuum of varying energy system 
contributions, special consideration must be applied to team sports, boxing, the martial 
arts, and racket sports—that is, to sports characterized by intermittent activity. In these 
sports, all three energy systems are used according to the intensity, rhythm, and dura-
tion of the competition. Most of these sports use the anaerobic energy pathway during 
the active part of competition and rely on strong aerobic power for quick recovery and 
regeneration between actions (Bogdanis et al. 1996) (creatine phosphate resynthesis 
through the aerobic phosphorylation). As a result, this sport category requires a high 
proportion of training dedicated to the improvement of maximum strength, power, and 
power endurance.

Table 3.1 illustrates the relationships between the energy systems and the type of 
strength training suggested for the sports falling into each category. This table clearly 
shows the need for maximum strength training throughout the energy system continuum. 
Regardless of whether the sport is primarily anaerobic, aerobic, or characterized by equal 
contributions from both systems, the development of maximum strength provides the 
foundation on which other dominant abilities are maximized. More specifically, increased 

Table 3.1 Relationships Between Energy Systems and Strength Training 
Methods 

EnERGy 
SySTEM

AnAERoBiC
(oxyGEn indEPEndEnT) AERoBiC

(oxyGEn dEPEndEnT)Alactic Lactic acid
Modality Power Capacity Power Capacity Power Capacity

Duration 1–6  
seconds

7–8  
seconds

8–20 
seconds

20–60 
seconds

1–2 
minutes

2–8 
minutes

8–>120 minutes

Type of 
strength 
training 
needed

MxS, P MxS, P, 
PE

MxS, P, 
PE, MES

MxS, 
P, PE, 
MEM

MxS, 
PE, 
MEM 

MxS
(<80% of 1RM), 
PE, MEL

Key: MEL= muscle endurance long, MEM = muscle endurance medium, MES = muscle endurance short, MxS = 
maximum strength, P = power, and PE = power endurance.
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muscle fiber density (the laying down of protein filaments in muscle) and improved 
motor unit recruitment patterns result in more muscle being available for use in sports 
that require a high power output (anaerobic-dominant sports) and in endurance-based 
sports, as the slow-twitch muscle fibers increase in size and provide greater surface area 
for capillarization and mitochondrial density.

Again, every sport has its own physiological profile and its own distinctive combina-
tion of required biomotor abilities. Consequently, effective training specialists understand 
intimately what separates one sport from another and successfully apply these physi-
ological principles in the day-to-day training process. To help you apply sport-specific 
characteristics in training, the following passages discuss how energy systems relate to 
metabolic training and how the six intensity zones can be used in most sport training 
along with strength training.

To better understand the relationship between the duration of effort and the contribu-
tion of energy systems to energy production, please refer to table 3.2. As you can infer 
from table 3.2, the transition from anaerobic to aerobic dominance in energy contribution 
happens once the effort lasts more than one minute (see figure 3.1).

Table 3.2 demonstrates that a number of sports demand the energy produced by all 
three energy systems. When a sport combines energy systems, the training and physiol-
ogy associated with that sport are more complex. The spectrum of energy systems train-
ing—and their individual zones’ physiological and training characteristics—are reflected 
in the six intensity zones presented in table 3.3. The table indicates the type of training 
for each intensity zone, the suggested duration of reps or drills, the suggested number 
of reps, the necessary rest interval to achieve the training goal, the lactic acid concentra-
tion following a rep, and the percentage of maximum intensity necessary to stimulate a 
given energy system.

However, practical application of the six intensity zones must be planned according 
to an athlete’s potential, his or her work tolerance, and the specifics of a given training 
phase. The following brief analysis of the intensity zones addresses certain details of 
each type of energy systems training. The application of intensity zones to an athlete’s 
training is usually more familiar to coaches of individual sports than to coaches of team 
sports. The methodology used to apply the intensity zones to the training of any sport 
determines the training efficiency and performance outcome.

Table 3.2 Energy System Contributions in Track-and-Field Performance

GLyCoGEn

Event duration ATP-CP Lactic Aerobic
Triglyceride 
(fatty acid)

100 m 10 sec. 53% 44% 3% —

200 m 20 sec. 26% 45% 29% —

400 m 45 sec. 12% 50% 38% —

800 m 1 min. 45 sec. 6% 33% 61% —

1,500 m 3 min. 40 sec. — 20% 80% —

5,000 m 13 min. — 12.5% 87.5% —

10,000 m 27 min. — 3% 97% —

Marathon 2 hr. 10 min. — — 80% 20%
Sources: K.A. van Someren, 2006, The physiology of anaerobic endurance training. In The physiology of training, edited by G. 
Whyte (Oxford, UK: Elsevier), 88; E. Newsholme, A. Leech, and G. Duester, 1994, Keep on running: The science of training and 
performance (West Sussex, UK: Wiley).
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Table 3.3 Physiological Characteristics of Energy Systems Training and its Six intensity 
Zones

intensity
zone

Type of
training

duration of 
rep

number 
of reps

Rest interval 
(work-to-rest

ratio)

TRAininG ModALiTy

% of max 
intensitySets

Series  
of sets

1 Alactic system 1–8 sec. 6–12 1:50–1:100 ✓ ✓ 95–100

2 Lactic system
(power—short)

3–10 sec. 10–20 1:5–1:20 ✓ ✓ 95–100

Lactic system
(power—long)

10–20 sec. 1–3 1:40–1:130 ✓ — 95–100

Lactic system
(capacity)

20–60 sec. 2–10 1:4–1:24 ✓ ✓ 80–95

intensity
zone

Type of
training

duration of 
rep

number 
of reps

Rest interval 
(work-to-rest

ratio)

Lactic acid 
concentra-
tion (mmol) 

% of max 
heart 
rate

% of
V· o2max

3 Max oxygen  
consumption

1–6 min. 8–25 1:1–1:4 6–12 98–100 95–100

4 Anaerobic thresh-
old training

1–10 min. 3–40 1:0.3–1:1 4–6 85–95 80–90

5 Aerobic threshold 
training

10–120 min. — (continuous steady  
   state)

2–3 75–80 60–70

6 Aerobic
compensation

5–30 min. — (continuous steady  
   state)

2–3 55–75 45–60

100

90

80

70

60
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40

10

20

30
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Figure 3.1 Energy provision of the energy systems.
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intensity Zone 1
Anaerobic alactic system training is the sport-specific energy system for all sports in 
which the anaerobic alactic energy system is dominant and in which the scope is to train 
speed and explosiveness. To benefit from training in intensity zone 1, athletes must use 
very short (no longer than eight-second), fast, or explosive reps or technical and tactical 
drills. To do so, they must plan intensities of sport-specific exercises at over 95 percent 
of their maximum performance, with a rest interval long enough for complete fuel res-
toration (creatine phosphate).

The main scope of this training is to increase acceleration, maximum speed, fast first 
steps, quick reaction, and fast but short performance of technical and tactical drills using 
ATP and creatine phosphate (CP) in the muscle as fuel. To fully replenish the muscles’ 
CP supply, the athlete requires long recovery intervals between reps. If the rest interval 
is disregarded, as often happens in some team sports and martial arts, the restoration of 
CP is incomplete. As a result, anaerobic glycolysis gradually becomes a major source of 
energy (from alactic capacity to lactic power with short distances). This condition pro-
duces high amounts of lactic acid that force the athlete to either stop or slow down the 
action (and, in the worst case scenario, risk injury).

In novice athletes, an aggressive increase in lactic acid buildup is often followed by 
muscle stiffness and discomfort, as well as a decrease in performance intensity. This 
result can be avoided by allowing full recovery, which usually requires a rest interval of 
one minute for every second of maximal effort between acceleration or speed reps and 
an interval of three to eight minutes between maximum-strength sets (depending on the 
percentage of 1RM, as well as the athlete’s body weight, strength level, and neuromuscular 
efficiency). Recovery can also be aided by light stretching of the antagonist muscles and 
by massage of the agonist muscles between sets.

intensity Zone 2
Lactic acid training increases an athlete’s ability to perform during lactic efforts and tol-
erate lactic acid buildup; it is useful for fast reps of 15 to 90 seconds. Very high levels of 
lactic acid buildup can result from high-intensity reps of 40 to 50 seconds, although the 
fastest rate of lactic acid accumulation happens with maximum effort between 12 and 
16 seconds. Power output during lactic efforts is improved via the increase of the lactic 
energy system’s metabolic enzymes, as well as adaptations of the nervous system. In fact, 
performance in lactic power events (10 to 20 seconds in duration) seems to be subject 
to a major limitation involving the nervous system’s ability to maintain the frequency of 
discharge to the muscles rather than any metabolic reasons (Vittori 1991).

On the other hand, lactic acid tolerance increases as a result of skeletal muscles’ 
repeated removal of lactic acid from the bloodstream. Recent studies have demonstrated 
that lactate transporters increase in number as a function of high-intensity training (Bonen 
2001). The ability to clear lactic acid from the bloodstream and transport it to slow-twitch 
muscle fibers for energy usage is an adaptive response that delays fatigue and inevitably 
improves performance in sports that require lactic acid tolerance.

An athlete can perform better for longer if his or her nervous system is trained to 
maintain the frequency of discharge for the duration of a lactic effort or if he or she can 
tolerate the pain of acidosis (high lactic acid concentrations in the blood). Therefore, 
the purposes of training in intensity zone 2 are to adapt to the nervous strain of longer 
maximum-intensity efforts, to resist the acidic effect of lactic acid buildup, to buffer the 
effects of lactic acid, to increase lactic acid removal from the working muscles, and to 
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increase the athlete’s physiological and psychological tolerance of the pain of training 
and of challenging competitions.

Training for intensity zone 2 comes in the following three variations.

1. Lactic power short: Organize a series of shorter near-maximum and maximum- 
intensity reps or drills (3 to 10 seconds) with shorter rest intervals (15 seconds to 
4 minutes, depending on duration of effort, number of reps, and relative intensity) 
that result in only partial removal of lactic acid from the system. The physiological 
consequence of this type of training is that the athlete tolerates increased amounts 
of lactic acid while producing high levels of anaerobic power under the condition of 
extreme acidosis. This method is often used as the competitive season approaches 
and the athlete’s system is challenged to the maximum capacity.

2. Lactic power long: Organize near-maximum and maximum-intensity reps of longer 
duration (10 to 20 seconds) that make the lactic acid energy system work at its 
maximum rate of energy production. This method is one of the highest possible 
stressors for the neuromuscular system. Therefore, to repeat the same quality of 
work, the athlete needs very long rest intervals (12 to 30 minutes, depending on the 
athlete’s performance level and the number of reps) to facilitate complete removal 
of lactic acid and recovery of the central nervous system. If the rest interval is not 
long enough, recovery is incomplete, and injury risk is high.

3. Lactic capacity: Organize high-intensity reps of longer duration (20 to 60 seconds) 
that result in increased amounts (well over 12 millimoles) of lactic acid. To repeat 
the same quality of work, the athlete needs moderate rest intervals (four to eight 
minutes, depending on duration of effort, number of reps, and relative intensity) to 
facilitate near-complete removal of lactic acid. If the rest interval is not long enough, 
removal is incomplete, and acidosis is severe. Under these conditions, the athlete is 
forced to slow the speed of a rep or drill below the intended level. Consequently, 
the athlete does not achieve the planned training effect, which is to increase his or 
her ability to tolerate lactic acid buildup. Rather, the athlete will end up training the 
aerobic system.

Psychologically, the purpose of lactic tolerance training is to push the athlete beyond 
the pain threshold. However, this type of training should not be used more than two times 
per week, because it exposes the athlete to critical levels of fatigue. Overdoing it may 
bring the athlete closer to the undesirable effects of injury, overreaching, and overtraining.

intensity Zone 3
Maximum oxygen consumption training elicits physiological adaptations such as increases 
in plasma volume, stroke volume and cardiac output, capillarization, and, ultimately, 
maximal oxygen consumption. In other words, these adaptations result in increased effi-
ciency in oxygen transportation and usage. This increase is important because training 
and competition heavily tax both the central system (including the heart and lungs) and 
the peripheral system (including the muscles, capillaries, and mitochondria). Therefore, 
improved oxygen transportation to the muscle cell (and, especially, increased efficiency 
in oxygen use) improves performance in sports in which the aerobic system is dominant 
or very important.

Achieving these effects requires training periods of one to six minutes at 90 percent 
to 100 percent of maximum oxygen consumption (higher intensity for shorter reps and 
slightly lower intensity for longer reps). The number of reps performed in a training 
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session depends on the specific duration of the sporting event—the longer the duration, 
the lower the number of (longer) reps. Therefore, in a given training session, an athlete 
might derive similar benefits from performing, say, six reps of three minutes each at 
100 percent of V

·
O

2
max or eight reps of five minutes each at 95 percent of V

·
O

2
max. This 

zone of training is very popular in sports (such as hockey) that alternate high-intensity 
movement with rest between shifts.

intensity Zone 4
Anaerobic threshold training refers to an intensity of work in which the rate of lactic acid 
diffusion in the blood equals the rate of removal (4 to 6 millimoles). The objective of 
training in this zone is to increase the intensity at which the 4-millimole rate is reached 
(that is, to raise the anaerobic threshold) so that the athlete can maintain intensive work 
without accumulating excessive lactic acid.

This training can use shorter reps of one to six minutes with an intensity between 85 
percent and 90 percent of V

·
O

2
max or 92 percent to 96 percent of maximum heart rate 

but with slightly longer rests between bouts (work-to-rest ratio between 1:0.5 and 1:1). 
Such training can stimulate the anaerobic metabolism without a significant rise in lactic 
acid production. This effect can also be achieved through longer reps: five to seven 8- to 
15-minute reps at 80 percent to 85 percent of V

·
O

2
max or 87 percent to 92 percent of 

maximum heart rate with a work-to-rest ratio between 1:0.3 and 1:0.5.
Intensity zone 4 is often used in combination with intensity zone 2 (within the micro-

cycle) as the athlete pushes the body to tolerate lactic acid buildup by training at the 
threshold of lactate accumulation. Remember that without imposing a new physiological 
challenge, the athlete cannot experience overcompensation or an increase in physical 
performance beyond the previous level of adaptation.

intensity Zone 5
Aerobic threshold training is intended to increase an athlete’s aerobic capacity, which is 
vital in many sports, especially those in which the oxygen supply functions as a limiting 
factor for performance. Examples include medium- and long-duration running, swimming, 
and rowing. This type of training develops the functional efficiency of the cardiorespira-
tory system and the economical functioning of the metabolic system and increases the 
athlete’s capacity to tolerate stress for long periods of time.

As with any other intensity zone, when training in this intensity zone, sufficient hydra-
tion is very important. Insufficient hydration can reduce skin blood flow and the rate of 
sweating, which reduces heat dissipation and therefore can lead to hyperthermia (Coyle 
1999). This effect, of course, can tremendously hinder performance by impairing cardiac 
output, stroke volume, and blood flow to the working muscles.

The purpose of aerobic threshold training is to increase aerobic capacity through the 
use of a high volume of work, either without interruption at a uniform pace or through 
interval training with long reps (over 10 minutes) at intensities of moderate to medium-fast 
speed (with a lactic acid concentration of 2 to 3 millimoles and a heart rate of about 130 
to 150 beats per minute). The ideal time to improve the aerobic capacity of athletes is 
during the preparatory phase.

Athletes in team sports, combative sports, and racket sports respond best when aerobic 
training is not planned in the traditional form of long, easy, distance runs. These sports 
require interval training repetitions in general preparation and specific high-intensity 
tactical drills in the second part of the preparatory phase. Athletes involved in long- 
distance events, on the other hand, must use aerobic threshold training even during the 
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competitive phase so that they continue to support the physiological environment that 
uses free fatty acid as a primary source of fuel.

intensity Zone 6
Aerobic compensation training facilitates athletes’ recovery following competitions and 
the high-intensity training sessions characteristic of intensity zones 2 and 3. Specifically, 
to eliminate metabolites from the system and speed recovery and regeneration, workouts 
must be planned using very light intensity (45 to 60 percent of V

·
O

2
max).

High-intensity endurance training is a necessary component of adaptation and per-
formance enhancement. However, strenuous exercise often negatively affects the body 
before it can recover and become stronger. Recovery and regeneration can be aided by 
active recovery methods such as cycling or running for 5 to 20 minutes at about 50 per-
cent of maximum capacity.

In contrast, following strenuous endurance-type training with static rest (such as lying or 
sitting down) can delay regeneration of the body’s systems and removal of the by-products 
of training. Recovery and regeneration are slowed by elevated levels of plasma cortisol 
and adrenaline and by decreased levels of white blood cells and low levels of immune 
system catalysts such as neutrophils and monocytes (Hagberg et al. 1979; Jezova et al. 
1985; Wigernaes et al. 2001).

On the other hand, active recovery (along with proper postworkout nutrition) has been 
shown to counteract the increase in cortisol and adrenaline; override the drop in white 
blood cell count; and eliminate the drop in neutrophil and monocyte count (Hagberg 
et al. 1979; Jezova et al. 1985; Wigernaes et al. 2001). In other words, active recovery 
reignites immune system function following strenuous training, which in turn allows the 
body to regenerate faster.

Therefore, by the end of the training session, the difficult part of the workout is com-
plete, but athletes who are willing to live with the sacrifice needed for improvement and 
adaptation should devote another 15 to 20 minutes to foster healing and regeneration. 
Choosing not to do so slows the recovery process and may negatively affect the next 
training session; it also leads to overtraining and injury. During very demanding weeks 
of training, intensity zone 6 may be used one to three times, sometimes in combination 
with other intensities (in that case at the end of a workout).

The six intensity zones for training the energy systems apply not only to athletes in 
endurance-dominant sports but also to those in team, contact, and racket sports, who 
can also benefit greatly from developing sport-specific physical abilities through this 
training methodology. These sports use the three energy systems in specific proportions. 
Therefore, the sport-specific proportion must be properly trained by using specific tech-
nical and tactical drills designed with knowledge of the intensity and duration of the six 
intensity zones.

For instance, to train the anaerobic alactic system, athletes do not have to plan only 
short, maximum-velocity sprints. They can realize the same, yet more specific, benefits by 
using specific and short but very fast technical or tactical drills. The closer the technical 
and tactical skills are to those used in the sport, the greater the specific adaptations will be.

Special consideration should be given to training in intensity zone 5, which traditionally 
involves long-distance, slow-pace jogging. Athletes are more successful and react more 
positively if they use technical or tactical drills with lower intensity but with the duration, 
number of reps, and rest intervals suggested in table 3.3.
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In intensity zone 6 (aerobic compensation training), training is usually organized 
following a game or tournament or a very demanding workout session. The desired 
compensation benefits can be achieved through low-intensity, longer-duration technical 
drills, especially if the session is fun and incorporates psychological relaxation and phys-
iotherapeutic techniques, such as massage and stretching.

How to integrate Strength  
and Energy Systems Training

Now that we have addressed the six zones for training the energy systems, the question 
is how to integrate them with sport-specific strength training programs. The following 
sections provide examples focused mostly on two types of plan—the annual plan and 
the microcycle—because these two are the most important and practical of all the plans 
in the methodology of training. More information on microcycles and annual plans is 
presented in chapters 9 and 10, respectively.

Annual Plan
Sport training is complex because every sport requires time for the athlete to develop in 
a variety of areas: technical and tactical skills; sport-specific speed, endurance, strength, 
power, agility, and quickness; and social and psychological relationships. The question 
is how to integrate these complex training elements to ensure peak performance and 
facilitate recovery and regeneration after competition and between training sessions. To 
help answer this question, figures 3.2-3.9 illustrate the application of strength and energy 
systems training in various annual plans and microcycles. Generally, energy systems 
training progresses from the preparatory phase to the competitive phase so that best 
adaptation is reached at the right time for major competitions. Improvements are possible 
only if adaptation increases from year to year.

Figure 3.2 presents an annual plan used by a college basketball team, but you can use 
this model to design annual training plans for other team sports as well. The first two 
rows indicate the months of the year and the specific training phases for a college bas-
ketball team. The next two rows present periodization of strength, endurance, and speed. 
The figure suggests the following phases for the periodization of strength: anatomical 
adaptation; maximum strength; and the conversion of maximum strength to sport-specific 
power and power endurance, which, in turn, improve agility and quickness.

The order in which the energy system zones are listed for each training phase indicates 
the emphasis placed on each energy system. For instance, in the first two microcycles, 
a higher volume of training for intensity zone 4 (anaerobic threshold training) than for 
intensity zone 3 is suggested.

The progression from aerobic-dominant types of training (intensity zones 4 and 3) to 
lactic acid tolerance and anaerobic alactic system training (zone 1, acceleration, quickness, 
and agility) should follow the natural progression of the annual plan, beginning with the 
preparatory phase and moving into the competitive phase. In each training phase, the 
intensity zones are prioritized—the first intensity is always the main training objective.

During the early preparatory phase (July and early August), nonspecific training methods 
can be used; from the second part of August onward, however, sport-specific drills must 
be prioritized. The coach must design specific drills that train sport-specific intensities in 
preparation for the competitive phase (intensity zones 1, 2, and 3).
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Unlike team sports, many endurance-dominant individual sports involve an annual 
plan with one or two major peaks:

1. Annual plan with one peak (see figure 3.3): Sports with this type of plan include 
distance running, rowing, cross-country skiing, triathlon, road cycling, marathon 
canoeing, and speedskating. In this plan, the integration of energy systems and 
strength training is periodized to facilitate best performance during the competitive 
phase (months 8 to 11, or May to August for those in the Northern hemisphere). The 
first transition phase (T) is one week long, whereas the second transition phase is 
four weeks long.

2. Annual plan with two major peaks (see figure 3.4): Sports with this type of plan 
include those with indoor and outdoor championships (such as track and field) or 
winter and summer championships (such as swimming). Therefore, the energy sys-
tems and strength training are periodized to peak for the two competitive phases. 

Periodization
month July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

Training phase Preparatory Competitive Transition

Periodization  
of strength

AA MxS P, PE Maintenance: MxS, P, PE Compensa-
tion

Periodization  
of endurance 

and speed 
(energy systems 
training zones) 

Weeks 
1 and 
2: 4, 3
Weeks 
3 and 
4: 3
Weeks 
5 and 
6: 3, 2

3, 2, 
1, 6

2, 1, 3, 6 2, 1, 3, 6 5

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation and MxS = maximum strength, P = power, and PE = power endurance.

Figure 3.2 Suggested Guidelines for Integrating Strength and Energy Systems Training in a College 
Basketball Team’s Annual Plan

Macrocycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Training phase Prep. T Prep. Comp. T

Periodization  
of strength

AA MxS 
(60–70% 
of 1RM)

MxS  
(70%–80% of 
1RM), MEL

Maint.: MxS 
(70–80% of 
1RM), MEL

Maint.: MxS  
(70%–80% of 1 RM), 
MEL

AA

Periodization  
of endurance

(energy systems 
training zones)

5, 4 5 4, 5, 3 3, 4, 2, 5, 6 3, 4, 2, 6 5

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, maint. = maintenance, MEL = muscle endurance long, 
MxS = maximum strength, prep. = preparatory, and T = transition.

Figure 3.3 Suggested Annual Plan for Endurance-Dominant Sports With One Peak (One Major Com-
petitive Phase)
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The duration of the first transition phase (T) is two weeks. A one-week transition 
may also be planned after maximum strength training in each of the two preparatory 
phases. The second preparatory phase (prep. 2) is shorter in some sports, such as 
mid- and long-distance track-and-field events. In these cases, athletes must train the 
foundation of aerobic endurance during preparatory phase 1 and maintain it during 
the first phase of competition (comp. 1). Doing it differently would result in lower 
performance at the end of competitive phase 2, which is when major championships 
are scheduled.

You may have noticed that the suggested training intensities for aerobic-dominant 
sports shown in figures 3.3 and 3.4 do not include intensity zone 1 (anaerobic alactic 
system training). North American training specialists may find this absence surprising 
because they consider speed training (that is, anaerobic alactic system training) essential 
for good performance in these aerobic-dominant sports. However, for aerobic-dominant 
sports—road cycling, triathlon, distance running, cross-country skiing, marathons, and 
half marathons—speed trained for 1 to 10 seconds is immaterial to final performance.

Therefore, the key element to success in aerobic-dominant sports is not the high- 
velocity training typical of intensity zone 1 but the mean velocity per race, which is 
trained in intensity zones 3 through 5. In addition, training for intensity zone 1, which 
is often planned prior to major competitions, is far too stressful, both physiologically 
and psychologically. As a result, the athlete enters the race with undesirable residual 
fatigue in the muscles and nervous system. Thus, rather than stressing intensity zone 1, 
an athlete is better off using sensible strength training to achieve increases in speed and 
running economy.

For mid-distance events, on the other hand, intensity zone 1 is essential, along with 
strength training, for increasing maximum velocity. Even so, intensity zones 2, 3, and 4 
must be stressed more than zone 1, in obvious proportions, because lactic acid tolerance, 
aerobic power, and anaerobic threshold level are key factors in these events.

Figure 3.5 presents an annual plan for contact sports, such as martial arts, boxing, and 
wrestling. Because competition dates can differ between sports, the months of the year 
are numbered rather than named. This is a tri-cyclic annual plan because it gears training 
to three major competitions. Such a plan is very condensed, and relatively complicated, 
because of the limited time available to establish the foundations of training. This is why, 
if possible, we make the first cycle longer, to spare more time for training fundamentals, 
including the improvement of technical skills.

Periodization 
month Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Training phase Prep. 1 Comp. 1 T Prep. 2 Comp. 2 T

Periodization  
of strength

AA MxS 
(70%–80% 
of 1RM)

ME Maint.: MxS 
(70%–80% of 
1RM), ME

AA MxS 
(70%–80% 
of 1RM)

Maint.: MxS 
(70%–80% of 
1RM), MEL

AA

Periodization  
of endurance

(energy systems 
training zones)

5, 4 3, 2, 5, 
4, 6

2, 3, 5, 4, 6 5 3, 2, 5, 
4, 6

2, 3, 5, 4, 6 5

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, ME = muscular endurance (either M-EM or ME-EL, depending on the event), MxS = 
maximum strength, and T = transition.

Figure 3.4 Suggested Annual Plan for Individual Endurance Sports With Two Peaks
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Microcycle
Integrating strength and energy systems is a training necessity not only for annual plans 
but also for microcycles. Application is illustrated in the following two examples. The 
first example, shown in figure 3.6, illustrates a weekly microcycle for racket sports. This 
microcycle is also applicable to contact sports and martial arts.

Each training day shown in figure 3.6 addresses several training objectives, which may 
include technical or tactical objectives, as well as the types of strength training needed 
for this type of sport. All technical and tactical sessions should use mostly sport-specific 
drills according to the physiology of each intensity zone. In other words, strength and 
conditioning coaches would do well to elicit sport-specific adaptations by designing 
sport-specific drills for each intensity.

As an example, consider intensity zone 3. Designing sport-specific drills for one to six 
minutes is more beneficial for an athlete’s sport-specific adaptation than asking him or her 
to run for one to six minutes at the required intensity. If duration and specific intensity 
are tailored for the technical and tactical drills—especially from the second part of the 
preparatory phase onward—the sport-specific adaptation is far superior to that realized 
from nonspecific types of training. Nonspecific training must be planned mostly during 
the early part of the preparatory phase. As competition approaches, sport-specific drills 

Periodization
month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Training phase Prep. 1 Comp. 1 T Prep. 2 Comp. 2 T Prep. 3 Comp. 3 T

Periodization  
of strength

AA MxS P, 
PE

Maint.:
P, PE

AA MxS P,
PE

Maint.: P, 
PE

AA MxS P, 
PE

Maint.: P, 
PE

AA

Periodization  
of endurance  

and speed 
(energy systems 
training zones)

4, 5 3, 2, 1, 6 3, 2, 5, 1 5 3, 2, 1, 6 3, 2, 5, 1 5 3, 2, 1, 6 3, 2, 5, 1 5

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, PE = 
power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 3.5 Suggested Annual Plan for Integrating Strength and Energy Systems Training for Contact Sports

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Type of training 
session

Technical  
and tactical 

Technical 
and tactical

Tactical Technical 
and tactical

Tactical Off Off

Periodization  
of strength

MxS, P PE — MxS, P PE

Periodization  
of endurance 

and speed 
(energy systems 
training zones)

1 2, 3, 6 4 1, 2, 6 3, 5

Key: MxS = maximum strength, P = power, and PE = power endurance.

Figure 3.6 Suggested Integration and Alternation of Energy Systems and Strength Training in the Microcycle 
for Racket Sports
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must be dominant. Consequently, for a combat sport, consider the duration and number 
(both in a fight and in a tourney) of rounds and use both shorter with higher mean 
intensity and longer rounds in training to better prepare your fighters.

Monday’s training session involves technical and tactical training and intensity zone 
1 (alactic system training). Because this workout taxes the anaerobic alactic system, the 
suggested strength training addresses power and maximum strength. Tuesday’s training 
involves sport-specific lactic acid power or capacity matched with power endurance 
in the gym. The main benefit of this strategy is that the lactic acid system is also taxed 
for power endurance training, and, as a result, the rate of post-training recovery is the 
same. It would be a physiological design error to match intensity zones 2 and 3 with, 
say, maximum strength, because the rate of recovery and regeneration of each system is 
different. For faster regeneration between workouts, intensity zone 6 training (aerobic 
compensation) is planned at the end of the workout.

To alternate energy systems and therefore facilitate recovery and regeneration between 
training days for each system, the program for Wednesday is directed toward a different 
energy system: the aerobic system. Thursday’s training focuses on anaerobic systems, 
whereas the Friday program starts with sport-specific tactical drills and then moves to 
aerobic power and finally to low-intensity aerobic threshold work. At the end of Friday’s 
training session, we suggest power endurance training, but with a higher number of reps 
(30 reps for two or three sets).

The second example, shown in figure 3.7, is created for aerobic-dominant sports, such 
as long-distance events in running, swimming, road cycling, and cross-country skiing.

Each of the six training days shown in figure 3.7 addresses specific training objectives. 
On Monday, for instance, the major training goal is aerobic endurance to stimulate central 
and peripheral adaptations. This must be a major concern for any athlete in this type of 
sport because of the need to transport and use oxygen and to use free fatty acid as fuel 
during races. These needs are addressed by planning long reps (such as six reps of 10 
minutes each or four reps of 20 minutes each) or nonstop aerobic training of long dura-
tion. Strength training planned at the end of the workout must address the same energy 
system—for example, through muscular endurance work of long duration (addressed in 
chapter 14).

On Tuesday, the major objective is to improve maximum oxygen consumption via reps 
of one to six minutes followed by compensation training (intensity zone 6). Although the 
type of strength training suggested for Tuesday (maximum strength below 80 percent of 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Type of training 
session

Aerobic Aerobic Lactic acid 
and aerobic

Aerobic Aerobic/
lactic acid

Aerobic Off

Periodization  
of strength

MEL MxS  
(<80% of 1RM)

— MEL — P

Periodization  
of endurance 

and speed 
(energy systems 
training zones)

4, 5 3, 6 2, 6, 5 4, 5 4, 2, 6 5

Key: MEL = muscle endurance long, MxS = maximum strength, and P = power.

Figure 3.7 Suggested Integration of Strength and Metabolic Training in the Microcycle for Aero-
bic-Dominant Sports (Late Preparatory or Competitive Phase)
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1RM) does not match the dominant energy system taxed in that day, it is needed in order 
to maintain the neuromuscular system’s efficiency, in order to maintain, for instance, run-
ning economy. If this type of strength training is neglected (that is, if maximum strength 
is not maintained), the athlete will not maintain the force output necessary to reach per-
formance objectives at the end of the competitive phase.

The program suggested for Wednesday is a difficult one. It starts with intensity zone 2 
to train the body and mind to adapt—and therefore to tolerate the pain and stress of lactic 
acid buildup—using interval training that alternates between high and low intensity for 
10 to 20 reps of 60 seconds each. The benefit of this type of training is felt in the early 
part of a race when the runner is able to tolerate lactic acid buildup. The zone 2 work 
is followed immediately by work in zone 6 so that the body can compensate after such 
physiological and psychological stress. After completing one 10-minute bout in zone 6, 
the athlete can perform two 10-minute bouts in zone 5, once again followed by 15 min-
utes of compensation training (zone 6). Sometimes the recovery following a set is more 
important to adaptation than the set itself.

On Thursday, we suggest once again stressing intensity zones 4 and 5 to improve 
the efficiency of the metabolic system, using free fatty acid as a fuel. At the end, plan a 
strength training program for muscular endurance of long duration. For Friday, the plan 
is more complex. The main objective of this session is to adapt the athlete to perform 
lactic acid system training (zone 2) based on the residual fatigue that resulted from first 
performing anaerobic threshold training (zone 4). Such a combination of training dupli-
cates the physiological state that the athlete experiences at the end of a race, when he 
or she must produce energy via the anaerobic system. Once again, the session ends with 
20 minutes of compensation training (zone 6). The microcycle ends on Saturday with an 
easier aerobic training session (aerobic threshold training, or zone 5), followed by 20 
minutes of power training.

The number of strength training sessions suggested here might seem high. In actuality, 
the exercises have to be very specific and therefore as few as possible (i.e., between two 
and four exercises). Athletes might finish such a strength training session in 15 to 20 
minutes, which is not a long time considering the potential gains in specific adaptations.

importance of Strength Training  
for Endurance Sports

Many athletes and strength and conditioning coaches labor under misconceptions about 
the use of strength or metabolic training, regardless of whether the sport is speed or power 
dominant or aerobic endurance dominant. Some of these misconceptions are addressed 
in the following discussion.

Misconception: Sports that are aerobic endurance dominant don’t need 
strength training.
In many of these sports, such as running and cross-country skiing, the force of the pro-
pulsion phase (pushing off against the ground to project the body forward) is the essen-
tial element for improved performance. The same is true for the arms’ drive through the 
water in swimming; the force applied against the pedal in road cycling; and the force of 
the blade drive through the water in rowing, canoeing, and kayaking. Therefore, relying 
solely on specific training is far from sufficient to improve performance from year to year. 
Higher velocity is possible only as a result of superior force application against resistance 
(i.e., gravity, snow, terrain profile, or water).
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To demonstrate the importance of strength training, let’s consider a brief example 
from running. Figure 3.3 shows the periodized strength training necessary to improve 
the propulsion phase and, as a result, the mean velocity in a race. To improve propulsion, 
an athlete must increase the force applied against the ground. This increase is possible 
only if the athlete uses maximum strength, as indicated in figure 3.3.

An athlete can address this need through four simple exercises: half squat, reverse 
hyperextension, knee lift, and calf raise. These exercises strengthen the major muscle 
groups (including the quadriceps and adductors mostly activated at ground contact and 
the glutei, hamstrings, gastrocnemius, and soleus mostly activated during the propul-
sion phase) and adapt the iliopsoas muscle group to lift the knee repeatedly and higher 
during running. The results—“delayed activation of less efficient Type II fibers, improved 
neuromuscular efficiency, conversion of fast-twitch Type IIx fibers into more fatigue-re-
sistant Type IIa fibers, or improved musculo-tendinous stiffness” (Rønnestad and Mujika 
2013)—enable faster running.

A long-distance event requires much more than the improvement of force per stride using 
elements of maximum strength. Athletes must convert this gain into muscular endurance 
of long duration so that the same force is applied for the duration of the race. Thus the 
desired benefit is not velocity just for the start but increased mean velocity in a race. Let 
us suppose that recruitment of more muscle fibers during the propulsion phase increases 
stride length by 1 centimeter (about 3/8 of an inch). Given that a runner performs 50,000 
strides during a marathon, the cumulative gain per race is 500 meters (about 550 yards). 
Depending on the runner’s performance time, this difference could mean running the 
race at a pace that is faster by one and a half or two minutes!

Misconception: Uphill running develops enough leg strength  
for endurance athletes.
Endurance athletes who are asked why they do uphill running generally answer, “To 
improve leg strength.” However, for an activity to qualify as a strengthening exercise, it 
must considerably increase the strength reserve in relation to the sport-specific action. 
This has not been proven to be the case for uphill running.

Uphill sprinting intended to increase acceleration power (and improve acceleration 
technique) for power athletes is performed in repetition training mode, meaning that 
the athlete runs uphill for about 10 to 50 yards or meters (in the alactic system time 
zone) within a set time, then jogs or walks back to the starting point. Between reps, the 
athlete takes a rest interval of one to six minutes, depending on the distance. Training 
demand depends on the distance of a rep, the time used to perform it, and the degree of 
the slope’s inclination (a slope of more than 10 degrees is regarded as very challenging).

Uphill running in interval training mode, on the other hand, can provide a major ben-
efit for the cardiorespiratory system. For this purpose, the training uses longer reps of 
25 to 50 yards or meters, lower intensities, and shorter rest intervals: 4 sets×5 reps of 50 
yards (or meters), at 60 percent to 70 percent of the best flat time, with a 30-second rest 
interval between reps and a three-minute rest interval between sets.

When an athlete runs uphill, her or his heart rate ranges from 160 to more than 170 
beats per minute. Such a rate demonstrates that the heart is highly stimulated and that 
uphill running strengthens the heart by increasing the heart’s stroke volume, or force, 
for pumping more blood to the working muscles. As a result, the muscles are supplied 
with more nutrients and with the oxygen needed to produce energy. Therefore, an 
uphill workout can follow the specifics of energy systems training. The best time to use 
uphill running as a training method to develop the cardiorespiratory system is from 
the second part of the preparatory phase onward, following the development of the 
aerobic foundation.
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Misconception: Long-distance aerobic training is necessary in order  
to develop endurance for team, racket, and contact sports and the  
martial arts.
Although the methodology for developing motor abilities for sport has been improving 
constantly, some antiquated methods are still in use, especially in the area of developing 
endurance. In these speed- and power-dominant sports, however, the role of aerobic 
endurance is less important (except for some team sports, such as soccer, lacrosse, and 
water polo). And yet, in sports such as American football, cricket, baseball, hockey, and 
basketball, long-distance jogging is still prescribed to develop aerobic endurance even 
though this work does not correspond to sport-specific performance demands. During a 
game, for instance, an American football linebacker performs 40 to 60 short accelerations 
of three to six seconds each with rest intervals of one to three minutes. This performance 
will not be improved by running five miles.

Instead, athletes in these sports should be trained by using interval training meth-
odology and specific speed endurance and power endurance training. For example, 
the athlete could perform jump squats followed by 10- to 15-yard (meter) acceleration 
sprints—two or three series of two sets of four to six reps, with rest intervals of one 
minute between reps and three minutes between sets, as well as five or more minutes 
of active recovery between series. To reach the required training level, athletes need 
four to six weeks of training, starting with sixteen total 15-yard (meter) sprints: 2 series 
× 2 sets × 4 reps of 15 yards (meters), with a rest interval of one minute between reps, 
three minutes between sets, and five minutes between series. Figure 3.8 illustrates a 
periodized program for specific endurance in the preparatory phase for athletes com-
peting in this group of sports.

General preparation
Early specific 
preparation

Late specific 
preparation

Periodization  
of endurance

Aerobic endurance Aerobic  
and anaerobic 
endurance

Specific  
endurance

Type of repetition Longer (600–400 m) in sets of reps of the 
same distance or descending ladders 
(varying intensity according to the dis-
tance of each repetition). In both cases 
there is a weekly variation of distances 
and intensities, from general to more spe-
cific training parameters. Distances can  
be broken down to perform more sport- 
specific shuttle runs, too.

Shorter (50–200 m) Position specific 

Intensity zones 4, 3 3, 2 2, 3

Type of training Nonspecific training Specific technical 
and tactical drills

Position-specific 
speed endurance; 
technical and tac-
tical drills; aerobic 
power maintenance

Total volume of training (total distance) and repetition distances are based on the physiological requirements of the sport 
and on the specifics of the position: distance, type of speed required (e.g., direction changes, stop-and-go), and mean 
number of repetitions per game. Intensity of repetitions is based on individual characteristics as they have emerged from 
previous testing (for instance, 600 meters or yards at 80 percent of maximum aerobic velocity).

Figure 3.8 Suggested Preparatory Phase for Speed- and Power-Dominant Sports
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Long reps performed during general preparation are nonspecific. From the early specific 
preparation stage onward, however, training must be more specific. Specific anaerobic 
alactic and lactic acid endurance will be better improved through specific technical and 
tactical drills. Coaches should design specific drills for each intensity zone so that their 
athletes are trained according to the physiological needs of their sport and position.

Misconception: Speed training must be accomplished by means  
of a game or other sport-specific method.
To the contrary, speed can also be developed using nonspecific training methods and 
techniques. Speed represents the ability to cover a given distance as fast as possible. In 
fact, depending on the distances covered in a given team or racket sport, we should dis-
tinguish between acceleration training and maximum speed training. Acceleration train-
ing addresses the distance covered in a time period between one and four seconds with 
closer angles at the hip and knee, forward lean, and higher activation of the quadriceps 
(knee extensors). Maximum speed training, in contrast, addresses the distance covered 
in a time period between four and six seconds with more open angles at the hip and 
knee, upright posture, and higher activation of the glutes and hamstrings (hip extensors).

Thus, for team and racket sports, where most sprints last less than five seconds, we 
should speak of acceleration (rather than speed) training. In some other sports, such as 
the martial arts and boxing, speed represents the ability to quickly deliver an offensive 
action (such as a punch) or to quickly react to such an action delivered by the opponent. 
In both cases, speed involves both a strength component and a power component. Equally 
true, in both cases, an athlete will never be fast before being strong! Therefore, strength 
and power training can improve speed.

The fact that general training means and methods addressing strength and power will 
improve speed is linked to the trainability of speed versus endurance. In fact, endurance 
is much more trainable than speed, which is more genetically set. For this reason, long-en-
durance athletes train specifically for up to 90 percent of their total yearly training time, 
which means they run, row, swim, or cycle during most of their training. Speed athletes, 
on the other hand, perform a high percentage of general work in order to improve their 
strength and power, which in turn improve their speed.

The development of sport-specific speed is achieved through two major training phases 
(see figure 3.9). Develop specific speed (different direction, changes of direction, and 
so on) with long rest intervals between reps (one minute for every 10 yards [meters] the 
athlete is covering in the repetitions). Start with acceleration over a short distance (10 
to 20 yards or meters) and progressively increase the distance to 30, 40, and eventually 
50 yards or meters. In establishing the maximum distance to be covered for each sport 
or player position, the first element to consider is the range of sport-specific distances 
covered in competition. Most team sports require numerous accelerations of one to four 
seconds or 5 to 30 yards or meters, but if you want or need to train maximum speed, 
then the repetitions must be maximal for four to six seconds or 30 to 50 yards or meters).

The other critical element is the athlete’s form during the repetition. If the form (running 
technique) deteriorates toward the end of a repetition, the athlete lacks the necessary 
power to continue high-quality speed training. Another sign that the distance is longer 
than the athlete can perform with good form and adequate power is rigidity during run-
ning (contracted facial muscles, grimaces, or rigid and lifted shoulders).

For the martial arts and contact sports, speed in delivering a strike can be developed by 
using training equipment such as medicine balls and power balls. Such a program can also 
be periodized by starting with heavier weights and decreasing them as the competition 
phase approaches. This method maximizes the athlete’s maximum speed in delivering an 
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General preparation Specific preparation

Periodization of strength AA MxS MxS MxS (maint.), P MxS (maint.), PE

Periodization 
of speed

Nonspecific — — Accelera-
tion (uphill 
and flat)

Acceleration (flat), 
maximum speed 
quickness, agility

—

Specific — — — — Action–reaction, quick direc-
tion changes, stop-and-go 
agility, max velocity in differ-
ent directions

Key: Maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, and PE = power endurance.

Figure 3.9 Integration of strength and speed training.

offensive action. Avoid ankle and wrist weights because they disrupt the motor pattern 
because their force vector (gravity) is perpendicular to the resulting force vector of the 
offensive action which has a forward, not downward, direction. 

When integrated, strength training and energy systems training can greatly affect an 
athlete’s physiological adaptation to his or her sport. To design and implement effective 
sport-specific programs, strength and conditioning coaches need a subtle understanding 
of the major energy systems, the phases of training, and of course the practical appli-
cation of intensity zones. As a rule of thumb, each training session should be designed 
to include activities that stress the same energy system. This approach forces the body 
to train one system at a time and leaves the other systems fresh for other training days.

In addition, intensity zone training is best used in combination with sport-specific 
technical and tactical drills. In the early to middle preparatory phase, it is fine to use 
traditional methods of metabolic training to improve the anaerobic threshold, or maxi-
mum oxygen consumption. As the competitive phase approaches, however, athletes must 
integrate energy system training using sport-specific drills and the type of strength (e.g., 
power endurance or muscular endurance) that is specific to their sport.
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The training process is a “set of artificial stimuli set upon the body to elicit morpho-func-
tional adaptations” (Verkhoshansky). However, the structural and functional adaptations 
cannot fully take place when most of the body’s energy is directed toward training. For 
adaptation to occur, training programs must intersperse work periods with rest (for 
instance, planning an unloading week at the end of a macrocycle) and alternate various 
levels of intensity throughout the microcycle while avoiding large increments in training 
load. This practice creates a good work-to-rest balance and prevents the accumulation of 
residual fatigue or “internal load.”

To improve performance, training loads must be high enough to stimulate adaptation, 
but exposing an athlete to loads beyond his or her capacity—or underestimating the nec-
essary rest—decreases the athlete’s ability to adapt to training and make progress. Failure 
to adapt triggers biochemical and neural reactions that take the athlete from fatigue to 
chronic fatigue and ultimately to the undesirable state of overtraining. Fortunately, recovery 
techniques can be implemented to allow the body to adapt more quickly to voluminous 
or intensive microcycles. Some of these techniques, such as massage and contrast show-
ers, can be used year-round (and more frequently during the late preparatory phase and 
competitive phase). Others can be limited to just the competitive phase, when the athlete 
most needs full functional restoration and a low level of internal load.

Fatigue
Athletes are constantly exposed to various types of training load, some of which exceed 
their tolerance thresholds. As a result, adaptation decreases, and overall performance is 
affected. When athletes drive themselves beyond their physiological limits, they risk an 
accumulation of fatigue—the greater the fatigue, the greater the negative training effects, 
such as low rate of recovery, decreased coordination, and diminished power output. 
Fatigue from training can also increase if an athlete experiences personal stresses outside 
of the training environment.
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The phenomena commonly associated with exercise-induced fatigue—overreaching 
and overtraining—are physiologically and psychologically complex. Fatigue can affect 
an athlete’s force-generating capacity or cause inability to maintain a required force. 
Although much research has been devoted to fatigue, neither the exact sites nor the 
exact causes are well known. Still, coaches and instructors should become as informed 
as possible in this area so that they can create better plans to avoid fatigue, overreaching, 
and overtraining in their athletes.

Although fatigue is assumed to originate in the muscles, the central nervous system 
(CNS) plays a fundamental role because neurotransmitter levels—and the consequent 
psychological states—greatly affect neural transmission, hormone levels, and, ultimately, 
general fatigue. In fact, it is now well established that the CNS limits performance to a 
greater extent than once thought (Enoka and Stuart 1992; Schillings et al. 2000; Noakes 
et al. 2005; Weir at al. 2006).

The CNS involves two basic processes: excitation and inhibition. Excitation is a stimu-
lating process for physical activity, whereas inhibition is a restraining process. Throughout 
training, these two processes alternate. As a result of any stimulation, the CNS sends a 
nerve impulse to the working muscle, causing it to contract. The impulse’s speed, power, 
and frequency depend directly on the state of the CNS. Nerve impulses are most effective 
when (controlled) excitation prevails, resulting in a good performance. When fatigue 
inhibits the nerve cell, the muscle contraction is slower and weaker. Thus, the electrical 
activation of the CNS is responsible for the number of motor units recruited and the fre-
quency of discharge, which ultimately affect contraction force.

Nerve cell working capacity cannot be maintained for very long, and it decreases under 
the strain of training or competition. If high intensity is maintained, the nerve cell assumes 
a state of inhibition to protect itself from external stimuli. Consequently, fatigue should 
be viewed as a self-protecting mechanism intended to prevent damage to the contractile 
mechanism of the muscle.

Furthermore, intense exercise leads to the development of acidosis, which is caused 
primarily by the buildup of lactic acid in the muscle cell. A high level of acidosis can 
affect the release of the calcium required for muscular contraction. In essence, then, an 
excitatory nerve impulse may reach the muscle membrane but be blocked by an inhibited 
calcium-release membrane (Enoka and Stuart 1992).

Coaches should watch for symptoms of fatigue. In speed and power sports, fatigue is 
visible to the experienced eye. Athletes react more slowly to explosive activities and show 
a slight impairment in coordination and an increase in the duration of the contact phase 
in sprinting, bounding, rebounding, jumping, and plyometrics. These activities rely on 
activation of fast-twitch muscle fibers, which are more easily affected by fatigue than are 
slow-twitch fibers. Therefore, even slight inhibition of the CNS affects their recruitment. 
In endurance events, fatigue is generally expressed through the breakdown of technique 
and, of course, a gradual decrease in the average speed of movement.

Skeletal muscle produces force through the activation of its motor units and the reg-
ulation of their firing frequency, which increases progressively to enhance force output. 
Fatigue that inhibits muscular activity can be neutralized to some extent by a modulat-
ing strategy of altering firing frequency. As a result, the muscle can maintain force more 
effectively under a certain state of fatigue. However, if the duration of sustained maximum 
contraction increases, the frequency of the motor units’ firing decreases, signaling that 
inhibition will become more prominent (Bigland-Ritchie et al. 1983; Hennig and Lomo 
1987).

As Marsden, Meadows, and Merton (1971) demonstrated, firing frequency at the end of 
a 30-second maximum voluntary contraction decreased by 80 percent as compared with 
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the frequency at the start of the contraction. Both De Luca and Erim (1994) and Conwit, 
et al. (2000) reported similar findings: As contraction duration increased, the activation of 
large motor units increased, yet the firing rate was below their usual activation frequency 
threshold level.

These findings should alarm those who promote the theory (especially in American 
football) that strength can be improved only by performing each set to exhaustion. The 
fact that the firing frequency decreases as more reps are performed to failure discredits 
this highly acclaimed method.

As contractions progress, fuel reserves become depleted, resulting in longer motor unit 
relaxation time and a lower frequency of muscle contraction, which, in turn, results in a 
lower power output. Fatigue is the suspected cause of such neuromuscular behavior. This 
reality should warn practitioners that short rest intervals (the standard one to two min-
utes) between two sets of maximum neural load are insufficient to relax and regenerate 
the neuromuscular system to produce high activation in subsequent sets.

When analyzing the functional capacity of the CNS during fatigue, coaches should 
consider the athlete’s perceived fatigue and his or her past physical capacity achieved 
in training. When physical capacity is above the level of fatigue experienced in testing 
or competition, it enhances motivation and, as a result, the ability to overcome fatigue. 
Thus, this ability to overcome fatigue during competition has to be trained, especially 
for those sports in which mental resiliency to fatigue is paramount, such as team sports, 
racket sport, and contact sports.

Adenosine Triphosphate, Creatine Phosphate,  
and Glycogen Depletion
Depending on the nature of the activity, muscular fatigue occurs when creatine phosphate 
(CP) in the working muscle is depleted or when muscle glycogen is exhausted (Sahlin 
1986). The end result is obvious: The work performed by the muscle decreases.

For high-intensity activities of short duration, such as low-rep sets or short sprints, 
the immediate sources of energy for muscular contraction are adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) and CP. Depletion of these stores in a muscle limits its ability to contract (Karlsson 
and Saltin 1971). During rest intervals, however, the aerobic system works powerfully to 
restore phosphates through a process referred to as aerobic phosphorylation. As a result, 
decent aerobic conditioning is needed even in speed and power sports (Bogdanis 1996).

In a muscle that is depleted of glycogen—due, for instance, to the long intermittent 
activity typical of team sports—ATP is produced at a lower rate than it is consumed. Stud-
ies show that glycogen is essential to a muscle’s ability to maintain high force (Conlee 
1987) and that endurance capability during prolonged moderate to heavy physical activity 
relates directly to the amount of glycogen in the muscle prior to exercise (Saltin 1973; 
Balsom et al. 1999). Thus fatigue can also occur as a result of muscle glycogen depletion 
(Bergstrom et al. 1967).

In prolonged submaximal work, such as muscular endurance of medium or long dura-
tion, glucose and fatty acid are used to produce energy. This process requires oxygen. 
When the oxygen supply is limited, carbohydrate is oxidized instead of free fatty acid. 
Maximum free fatty acid oxidation is determined by the inflow of fatty acid to the work-
ing muscle and by the athlete’s aerobic training status because aerobic training increases 
both the availability of oxygen and the capability of free fatty acid oxidation (Sahlin 
1986). Therefore, contributors to muscular fatigue include lack of oxygen, lack of oxygen- 
carrying capacity, and inadequate blood flow (Bergstrom et al. 1967).
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Lactic Acid Accumulation
After a few seconds of maximal contractions, the anaerobic lactic system begins to use 
muscle glycogen to produce ATP, and lactate begins to accumulate. Taken together, the 
simultaneous decrease of creatine phosphate and buildup of lactic acid decrease the 
muscle’s ability to contract maximally (Fox, Bowes, and Foss 1989). This matters for 
athletic movements requiring quickness or force of contraction because they rely on the 
contraction of the powerful fast-twitch fibers. Such actions are anaerobic, which means 
that they rely on anaerobic types of fuel, thus resulting in increased production—and 
the accumulation of—lactic acid. During performance of high-intensity (heavy-load) sets 
to failure, unless the set’s total time under tension is less than eight seconds, fast-twitch 
fibers produce high levels of lactate, thus blocking any immediate excitation stimulation 
from the CNS. Therefore, the next high-intensity set can be performed only after a longer 
rest period (see the section titled Rest Interval in chapter 7).

The biochemical exchanges during muscle contraction result in the liberation of hydro-
gen ions that in turn produce acidosis or the not-yet-clearly-understood “lactate fatigue,” 
which seems to determine the point of exhaustion (Sahlin 1986). The more active a 
muscle is, the greater its hydrogen ion concentration is, and thus the higher its level of 
blood acidosis. Hydrogen ions also stimulate the release of growth hormone from the 
anterior pituitary (Roemmich and Rogol 1997; Takarada et al. 2000; Godfrey et al. 2003; 
Kraemer and Ratamess 2005). Despite its name, the main effect of the growth hormone 
spike elicited by metabolically intensive training is the increase of lypolysis (fat burning) 
(Wee et al. 2005; Yarasheski et al. 1992; Goto et al. 2007; Jorgensen et al. 2003), which 
is one reason that lactic workouts are so effective for fat loss. Other reasons include the 
high caloric expenditure per minute and the excess post-exercise oxygen consumption, 
which causes an increase in metabolism that lasts up to 24 hours. Despite popular belief, 
then, spikes in exercise-induced growth hormone—or testosterone, for that matter (White 
et al. 2013)—do not affect muscle growth (Helms 2010).

Increased acidosis also inhibits the binding capacity of calcium through inactivation of 
troponin, a protein compound. Because troponin is an important contributor to muscle 
cell contraction, its inactivation may foster 
the onset of fatigue (Fabiato and Fabiato 
1978). The discomfort produced by aci-
dosis can also be a contributing factor in 
psychological fatigue (Brooks and Fahey 
1985). Muscle acidosis is not, however, the 
cause of the muscle soreness experienced 
after a training session. In fact, as shown 
in table 4.1, lactate removal is fairly fast, 
because it is oxidized by muscle fibers and 
also converted by the liver back to glucose 
(via the Cori cycle).

Muscle Soreness
Muscle soreness can occur after training when athletes first start a strength training pro-
gram, when they perform unfamiliar exercises that work muscles other than those they 
normally use, when they use heavier loads than they are used to, or when the eccentric 
phase of an exercise is emphasized. Soreness is also experienced by beginners who are 
exposed to heavy loads without adequate adaptation.

Table 4.1 Time Needed for Blood 
and Muscle Lactate Removal

Percentage Time (min.)
25–30 10

50–60 25

90–100 75
Reprinted, by permission, from T.O. Bompa and F. Claro, 2009, 
Periodization in rugby (Aachen, Germany: Meyer & Meyer 
Sport), 33.
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The fact that exercise initiates damage is explained by two basic mechanisms: the 
disturbance of metabolic function and the mechanical disruption of the muscle cell. The 
metabolic mechanism of muscle damage is at work during prolonged submaximal work 
to exhaustion, which is typical of some bodybuilding methods. Direct loading of the 
muscle, especially during the eccentric contraction phase, may cause muscle damage, 
which may then be aggravated by metabolic changes. One of the most noticeable types 
of damage is disruption of the muscle cell membrane (e.g., swollen mitochondria, lesion 
of the plasma membrane, distortion of myofibrillar components, sarcolemmal disruption) 
(Friden and Lieber 1992).

As compared with concentric contraction, eccentric contraction produces greater muscle 
tension, selective deactivation of slow-twitch muscle fibers, and greater activation of fast-
twitch motor units (Nardone et al. 1989). Athletes who use the eccentric method without 
enough strength training background to tolerate it, or without achieving connective tissue 
adaptation, suffer discomfort and muscle damage. Eccentric contraction produces more 
heat than concentric contraction does at the same workload. The increased temperature 
can damage structural and functional components in the muscle cell (Armstrong 1986; 
Ebbing and Clarkson 1989).

Both mechanisms of muscle damage are related to muscle fibers that have been slightly 
stressed, which is reflected in a high level of the enzyme creatine kinase—a marker of 
muscle damage—for up to 48 hours after the training session. Discomfort sets in during 
the first 24 to 48 hours following 
the exercise and is thus called 
delayed-onset muscle soreness. 
Nevertheless, muscle fibers usually 
return quickly to their normal pre-
injury status. If the stress is severe, 
however, the muscle becomes 
traumatized. Therefore, a training 
session that is too intensive or 
voluminous can cause a sensation 
of dull, aching pain combined with 
tenderness and stiffness that can 
take up to seven days to disappear.

The prevention of muscle sore-
ness takes several forms, from train-
ing to nutrition. The most important 
preventive technique for a coach to 
consider is that of progressive load 
increase in training. Periodization 
of strength also helps athletes avoid 
discomfort, muscle soreness, and 
other negative training outcomes. In 
addition, the body is better prepared 
for work if the athlete performs an 
extensive overall warm-up. Superfi-
cial warm-ups, on the other hand, 
can easily result in strain and pain. 
Stretching is also strongly recom-
mended at the end of a training 
session. After the extensive muscle 

Closely monitoring training helps prevent overtraining, 
fatigue, and injury.
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contraction that is typical of strength training, muscles are slightly shorter, and it takes 
several hours for them to return to resting length. One to three minutes of stretching helps 
the muscles reach their resting length faster, which is optimal for biochemical exchanges 
at the level of muscle fiber. Stretching also seems to ease muscle spasms.

Muscle soreness prevention and recovery also benefit from proper postworkout nutri-
tion (addressed in chapter 5) and overall diet. Athletes exposed to heavy loads in strength 
training require more protein and carbohydrate and might benefit from supplements, such 
as specific amino acids. Inadequate postworkout nutrition may delay muscle recovery 
from the strain of a workout. Conventionally, massage has also been believed to relieve 
muscle soreness, and certainly it reduces muscle tone (myoelectric activity at rest) and 
favors blood flow and recovery.

Coaches and athletes should keep in mind, however, that the best plan is to prevent 
muscle soreness in the first place. And the best prevention strategy is a progression in the 
use of eccentric contraction. Remember that slowing down the eccentric phase increases 
muscle fiber damage, as does increasing the load, so plan accordingly.

Overtraining
Signs of overtraining are signals that an athlete is adapting poorly, or not at all, to the 
training regimen. Overtraining doesn’t usually settle in overnight; rather, it is a slow pro-
cess resulting from a prolonged training program that lacks sessions for recovery and 
periods of regeneration. Without proper rest, relaxation, and recovery, the athlete coasts 
into a state of chronic fatigue and poor motivation.

Classic signs of overtraining include a heart rate that is higher than usual; irritability; 
trouble sleeping; loss of appetite; and, of course, muscles that are fatigued, sore, and tight. 
At times, signs of overtraining appear during recovery from intense training programs. 
If these signs persist for a few days after one or two intense bouts, they may indicate 
overreaching rather than overtraining. In other words, the athlete may be working at a 
level above his or her physiological comfort zone. With proper rest and recovery, the 
athlete will successfully overcome the fatigue and be ready for the next challenge. Lack 
of proper recovery, however, can quickly draw the athlete from a state of overreaching 
to a state of overtraining.

Recognizing Overtraining
Here are a few strategies to help you determine whether an athlete is entering a state of 
overtraining.

Record the heart rate.
An athlete or coach can record a daily morning heart rate to determine whether the 
athlete is working at the appropriate training level. A morning heart rate recording is 
best because the athlete is rested and not yet influenced by the stresses of the day. An 
increased resting heart rate over a two- or three-day period may be a sign of overreach-
ing. In this case, the coach should reduce the training program’s intensity level (possibly 
planning “aerobic compensation” sessions) and keep a close eye on the heart rate over 
the next 24 to 48 hours.

Keep a training log.
This simple concept often causes a lot of complaining among athletes. They generally 
don’t have a problem with recording their loads or times in training, but they shy away 
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from recording the intensity level of a session or the level of fatigue. Athletes train and 
sacrifice to be the best, and admitting that a training session was too intense is not part 
of their nature. Thus the coach should keep a close eye on the athlete and take the time 
to communicate the importance of not exceeding one’s physical tolerance. The coach may 
need to keep a specific log book describing the physiological impact of training on the 
athlete. The log should include how the athlete felt immediately after a workout, after a 
few hours, and the next morning.

Use a handgrip dynamometer.
A handgrip dynamometer (a squeezing device held in the hand that records pressure) 
offers a quick and effective way to objectively measure overtraining or daily fatigue. 
It can also serve as a good indicator of CNS fatigue. Before every workout, the athlete 
squeezes the dynamometer one hand at a time and records the score. If the score con-
stantly decreases or is lower on a particular day, the athlete may be experiencing CNS 
fatigue and need to recover.

Coaches should remember that psychological stress can also affect an athlete’s response 
to training, even though it may not produce visible signs. The mere fact that the planned 
program calls for a high-intensity training day does not mean that the coach or athlete 
cannot adjust the program to the athlete’s current physical or emotional state. Sometimes 
less is more, and sometimes rest has a stronger effect on adaptation than training does.

Use a heart rate variability monitor.
Heart rate variability (HRV) is a physiological phenomenon involving variation in the 
time interval between heartbeats (referred to as the R-R interval). The interval varies in 
response to factors such as fatigue, relaxation, emotional states, thoughts, and, of course, 
training stress. Heart rate responds quickly to all of these factors in order to better adapt 
the functions of the organism to the environmental situation.

Such changes are independent of our central nervous system control. In fact, they are 
related to the autonomic nervous system and, more specifically, to interaction between 
the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. The sympathetic system is the activation 
system and produces a series of effects, such as increased heart rate, increased blood 
pressure, peripheral vasoconstriction, dilatation of the bronchi, pupillary dilation, increased 
sweating, release of energy substrates in the bloodstream, reduced digestion and inhibi-
tion of appetite—that is, the fight-or-flight stress response. The chemical mediators of this 
set of responses are noradrenaline, adrenaline, corticotropin, and several corticosteroids.

In contrast, when the parasympathetic system is dominant, it produces a slower heart 
rate, a decrease in blood pressure, slow and deep breathing, muscle relaxation, pupillary 
constriction, and increased appetite and digestion. This system acts through the chemical 
messenger acetylcholine. Its dominance is the body’s response to a situation of calm, rest, 
tranquility, and the absence of danger and stress.

The state of one’s body at any given time is determined by the balance between the 
sympathetic and parasympathetic systems (neurovegetative balance). A critical factor is 
the human body’s ability to change its balance toward one system or the other. Practically 
speaking, after a night’s rest, if a high-load training session is planned for that day, we 
want the body to be in a recovered state (parasympathetic dominance). A high sympathetic 
tone at rest, on the other hand, indicates a high oxygen demand for the ATP generation 
that is needed for recovery, and it correlates with low levels of the neurosteroid DHEAS 
(Chen et al. 2011). In this case, a lower load session should be planned instead.

Aerobic compensation sessions have been proven to speed up recovery by lowering 
the sympathetic system’s tone. Several consecutive days of sympathetic hypertone are 
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a sign of overreaching that might lead to overtraining unless appropriate load-reducing 
measures are taken.

We are fortunate these days to have affordable HRV monitoring devices (e.g., BioForce, 
Omegawave) to assess the body’s response to training and prevent overtraining. Such 
devices can help in the following ways: confirming the internal load (residual fatigue) 
dynamics planned throughout a microcycle or macrocycle; enhancing our knowledge of 
the body’s response to our training methods; helping individualize volume, intensity, and 
frequency, thus optimizing the training program for each athlete; and helping us spot 
and quantify the effect of stressors outside of the training environment (such as work, 
school, family, and lifestyle).

Implementing Recovery Techniques
Chronic muscle soreness and joint inflammation may be signals to decrease training volume 
and intensity. If the response to training seems intolerable hours and days after training, 
the coach can try implementing a few recovery techniques following the workout. For 
example, stretching provides a good way to restore mobility and decrease susceptibility 
to injury and to relax the body at the end of a workout. Passive, partner-assisted stretches 
offer an ideal way to fully stretch the muscles and relax while the workout partner or 
coach does the work. Along with implementing recovery techniques to reduce or elimi-
nate the signs of overtraining, however, the coach should also alter the training program 
to facilitate regeneration.

Another way to regenerate the body after a workout is to perform 5 to 10 minutes of 
light aerobic activity, such as jogging or cycling. It also provides an active way to remove 
some of the substances, such as lactic acid and muscle debris, that accumulate during 
training and can impede recovery. An athlete can also promote muscle and tendon recov-
ery by doing contrast showers, cycling between hot and cold water, which is a great way 
to increase blood flow from the skin to the organs and eliminate waste products from 
the muscles, as well as reduce inflammation. Athletes should alternate 30 to 60 seconds 
of hot water with 30 to 60 seconds of cold water for two or three sets. Of course, this 
technique takes a little getting used to, but it is extremely effective.

Recovery from short-term overtraining should start with the interruption of training 
for three to five days. Following this rest period, the athlete should resume training by 
alternating each training session with a day off. If overtraining is severe and the athlete 
needs more recovery time, every week of training missed will require roughly two weeks 
of work to reattain the previous level of conditioning (Terjung and Hood 1986).

Recovery
Various techniques are available for recovery from fatigue. Understanding how to use these 
techniques during training is just as important as knowing how to train effectively. Training 
programs constantly implement new loads and intensity levels, but the recovery methods 
used often do not keep pace. This gap can produce setbacks for athletes in peaking and 
regeneration after training. About 50 percent of an athlete’s final performance depends 
on the ability to recover; if recovery is inadequate, adaptation may not be achieved.

No single factor controls recovery; rather, various factors contribute to varying degrees. 
The main factors include age, training experience, sex, environment, availability of 
energy substrates, and emotional state. Older athletes generally take longer to recover 
than younger athletes do. On the other hand, athletes who are better trained and more 
experienced generally require less time to recuperate than less experienced athletes do 
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because of their ability to adapt more quickly to a given training stimulus. Sex can also 
affect the rate of recovery due to differences in the endocrine system; specifically, female 
athletes tend to recover more slowly than male athletes do. Environmental factors affect-
ing recovery include time differences, altitude, and climate. Recovery is also affected by 
the replenishment of nutrients at the cellular level. Specifically, the restoration of protein, 
fat, carbohydrate, and ATP-CP in working muscle cells is required for cellular metabolism 
and for the production of energy (Fox, et al. 1989; Jacobs et al. 1987). Finally, recovery 
can be impeded by fear, indecisiveness, or lack of willpower.

The neuroendocrine response to training is an important component in recovery from 
strength training. As mentioned in chapter 8, immediately after a strength training session 
the body is in a negative balance because protein breakdown is greater than protein syn-
thesis. Furthermore, the testosterone-to-cortisol ratio is lower, which places the body in 
a state of catabolism. The body’s imbalance can be addressed by ingesting a protein and 
carbohydrate mixture in the form of a shake immediately after high-intensity training. 
Doing so can return the body to a state of positive balance by lowering the cortisol level, 
speeding up the refilling of muscle glycogen, and supporting the synthesis of muscle 
protein, thus kickstarting the recovery and regeneration process.

Recovery is a slow process that corresponds directly to the training load employed. 
Similarly, the curve of recovery—which represents the body’s ability to reach homeo-
stasis (its normal biological state)—is not linear (see figure 4.1). In the first third of the 
recovery process, 70 percent of recovery occurs; in the next two thirds, respectively, 20 
percent and 10 percent of recovery occurs. The time interval for recovery depends on 
the energy system being taxed. Table 4.2 lists recommended recovery times for different 
physiological systems.

For greatest effectiveness, athletes should use recovery techniques after each training 
session, and more so during specific preparation and competitive phases (Fry, Morton, 
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Figure 4.1 Dynamics of a recovery curve divided into three phases.

Table 4.2 Recovery Times After Exhaustive Training

Recovery process Recovery time
Restoration of ATP-CP 2–8 min.

Restoration of muscle glycogen:
After prolonged exercise
After intermittent exercise

10–48 hours
5–24 hours

Removal of lactic acid from muscle and blood:
 With active recovery
 With passive rest

30 min.–1 hour
1–2 hours

Adapted from M.L. Foss and S.J. Keteyian, 1998, Fox’s physiological basis for exercise and sport, 6th ed. (New York: McGraw Hill), 67.
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and Keast 1991; Kuipers and Keizer 1988). The following subsections address modalities 
that can be used in a microcycle to favor training adaptations and recovery.

Active Recovery
Active recovery involves the rapid elimination of waste products (i.e., lactic acid) during 
moderate aerobic recovery exercise. For example, 62 percent of lactic acid is removed 
during the first 10 minutes of continuous light jogging, and an additional 26 percent is 
removed in the next 10 minutes. Thus, it is advantageous to implement an active recov-
ery period of 10 to 20 minutes after lactic training sessions (Bonen and Belcastro 1977; 
Fox et al. 1989).

Complete or Passive Rest
Complete rest, or passive rest, is perhaps the one necessity that all athletes have in 
common. To function at full capacity, most athletes require about 10 hours of sleep per 
day, a portion of which usually takes the form of naps. Athletes should also have regular 
sleeping habits and be in bed no later than 11:00 p.m. In addition, practicing relaxation 
techniques prior to bedtime can put the athlete’s mind in a more restful state (Gauron 
1984). Recently, cell phone application, such as SleepAsAndroid, are being used by ath-
letes to effectively self-monitor their sleeping patterns and adjust them to have a more 
healthy and performance-supporting lifestyle.

Massage
Massage is the systematic manipulation of soft body tissues for therapeutic purposes, 
and it is the treatment of choice for most athletes (Cinique 1989; Yessis 1990). To achieve 
the best results from massage therapy, athletes are urged to use a certified specialist. The 
physiological effects of massage result from mechanical intrusion, sensory stimulation, 
or both.

The mechanical effects of massage include relief of muscle fatigue and reduction of 
excessive swelling. In fact, massage can be especially beneficial when treating certain 
types of inflammation. It also stretches myofascial adhesions. The mechanical pressure 
and stretching of tissue help mobilize myofascial adhesions for removal by the circula-
tory system. In addition, massage increases blood circulation. Squeezing relaxed muscles 
empties veins in the direction of the applied pressure, which stimulates small capillar-
ies to open and increases blood flow in the massaged area. At rest, about 4 percent of 
capillaries are open, and this number can be increased to 35 percent through massage 
(Bergeron 1982). The result is increased availability of fresh blood to the massaged area, 
which allows greater interchange of substances between capillaries and tissue cells.

Massage also increases lymphatic circulation. It assists circulation in the veins and 
the return of fluid (lymph) from the tissues. Unlike veins, which have one-way valves, 
lymphatic vessels have no valves; thus lymph can move in any direction, depending 
on external pressure. The primary movers of lymph are gravity and muscle pumping 
(including breathing activities). Massage is the most effective external means of moving 
extravascular fluid into the lymph vessels and through these vessels into the circulatory 
system. This process might be described as a cleaning-out action.

The sensory effects of massage are primarily reflexive and are not fully understood. 
Massage may relieve pain and tenderness by slowly increasing sensory input to the CNS. 
This effect necessitates massaging gradually into the painful area. Light stroking of the 
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skin results in temporary dilation of capillaries. The stronger the stroking is, the greater 
and more prolonged the dilation will be. Massage has only a local effect on metabo-
lism, which is due primarily to increased circulation throughout the massaged area. The 
breakdown of waste products and their absorption into the circulatory system may be 
increased up to two and a half times above the resting level.

Massage also relieves muscle spasm. Light stroking of an involuntary muscle contraction, 
such as a muscle spasm, may bring about relaxation through reflex mechanisms. Muscle 
spasms should first be stroked lightly in a direction parallel to the muscle fibers. If this 
approach fails, firm pressure should be applied to the muscle belly with both hands. If 
this tactic also fails, deep thumb pressure into the muscle belly may help. In all cases, 
only gentle stretching is recommended for the muscle in spasm. The severity of the spasm 
may be increased by firm or deep pressure or sudden, violent stretching.

Deep tissue massage should be planned for the day before an intensive session or for 
two or three days before competition. Myofascial release techniques—very important for 
peak performance in speed and power sports—can complement massage and be used 
on the day before competition or even on the very day of competition.

Hot and Cold Therapy
Relaxation and regeneration can also be achieved through heat therapy in the form of 
steam baths, saunas, and heat packs. Although heat packs primarily heat the skin and not 
the underlying tissues, this modality is still useful. If applied long enough (for at least 20 
minutes), heat can increase the circulation around a muscle. The only drawback is that 
the skin may become too hot before any muscle tissue has been heated. The best uses 
of heat may be to help athletes relax and to heat surface rather than deep muscle tissue.

Cold therapy can provide important physiological benefits for recovery. Treatments 
include 5 to 10 minutes of ice baths, ice whirlpools, or cold packs for 10 to 15 minutes. 
Rubbing ice immediately after a muscle strain may reduce swelling. Perhaps the best time 
to use ice is immediately following an intense training session in which microtearing of 
the muscle tissue is likely.

Diet and Dietary Supplementation
Ideally, athletes should maintain an energy balance each day; that is, their daily energy 
expenditure should roughly match their energy intake. Athletes can judge rather easily 
whether their diet is adequate in calories. If they are losing weight while on a rigorous 
workout schedule, they probably are not consuming enough calories.

According to Fahey (1991), diet may also play a part in muscle tissue recovery. Aside 
from the obvious need for protein (in particular, animal protein), carbohydrate is also 
required. Recovery from muscle injury has been shown to be delayed when muscle car-
bohydrate stores are inadequate. Thus, from the standpoints of both energy expenditure 
and recovery, athletes must pay strict attention to diet.

However, even if they consume a sufficient and well-balanced diet, athletes should not 
shy away from taking vitamin and mineral supplements. No matter how well balanced 
a diet may be, it usually cannot replenish all the vitamins and minerals used during a 
training session or competition. In fact, athletes typically experience a deficiency in all 
vitamins except vitamin A (Yessis 1990). During periods of heavy training, supplements 
should be as much a part of the training table as any other nutrient.

In planning a supplement program, coaches and athletes should consider each period 
of training throughout the annual plan and adjust supplements accordingly. For example, 
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during the transition phase, the need for large doses of vitamins (particularly vitamins B
6
, 

B
12
, and C and certain minerals) is much lower because of the decreased intensity and 

volume of training. Planning for vitamin and mineral supplements can be made relatively 
easy by putting them in chart form with columns representing specific phases during the 
yearly training plan.

According to Clark (1985) and Yessis (1990), the choice of mealtime can also affect the 
rate of recovery. These authors believe that athletes should develop an eating pattern in 
which their daily intake is divided into at least four small meals rather than three large 
ones. The authors reason that such a pattern enables the body to better assimilate and 
digest food. They recommend that about 20 to 25 percent of daily intake be consumed in 
the early morning meal, 15 to 20 percent in a second breakfast, 30 to 35 percent in the 
midday meal, and 20 to 25 percent in the evening meal. Athletes should allow no more 
than four hours to pass between meals and no more than 12 hours between the evening 
meal and breakfast.

Clark (1985) and Yessis (1990) also believe that athletes should not eat immediately 
before a training session, because a full stomach raises the diaphragm, forcing the car-
diovascular and respiratory systems to work harder. Athletes should also avoid eating a 
solid meal right after training because few gastric juices are secreted during that time. 
Instead, athletes should consume only fluids that contain carbohydrate, protein, and 
amino acid supplements directly after training. The post-training solid meal can follow 
30 to 60 minutes later.

Psychological Recovery
Psychological recovery involves factors such as motivation and willpower, which can be 
affected by stress from both physical and psychological stimuli. The speed of the body’s 
reaction to various external and internal stimuli greatly affects athletic performance. The 
more focused athletes are, the better they react to various training stimuli and the greater 
their working capacity. It is not surprising, then, that lifestyle almost always affects an 
athlete’s rate of recovery. The recovery process can be negatively affected, for example, 
by a poor relationship with a significant other, a sibling, a parent, a teammate, or a coach. 
An athlete who experiences deep emotional problems that affect his or her motivation 
and willpower may benefit from seeing a sport psychologist.

In addition, relaxation techniques can greatly improve an athlete’s ability to focus. If 
the brain is relaxed, all other parts of the body assume the same state (Gauron 1984). 
Perhaps the best time to employ such methods is just before retiring for the evening. For 
example, a warm bath or shower before bed may induce a more relaxed state.
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During the early aftermath of an injury (about two to four hours afterward)—in other 
words, during the acute phase—the injury is best treated with compression, ice, el-
evation, and (depending on the extent of damage) either active or complete rest. 
For first-degree muscle strain, gentle movement under the pain threshold can be 
performed two hours after the injury and every few hours in order to reduce neural 
inhibition and speed the recovery of strength in the following days.

The first hour after an injury is also very important for recovery; indeed, it is fundamen-
tal to compress the damaged area and ice it as soon as possible in order to reduce 
swelling. Delaying such actions can retard full recovery by days. Ice should be applied 
for 15 to 20 minutes every 2 or 3 hours, and compression should be maintained as 
long as possible for the first 36 hours. Like nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories, however, 
ice should be limited to only the first 48 hours in order to counteract the body’s initial, 
excessive inflammatory response but not to hinder tissue repair (Hubbard et al. 2004; 
Takagi et al. 2011; Haiyan et al. 2011).

In the last few years, the R in the traditional RICE acronym (rest, ice, compression, 
elevation) has been changed from rest to restricted activity due to recognition of 
the importance of movement in accelerating recovery from injury. In addition, light 
resistive exercise can be used after the initial 72 hours and can be progressed to 
actual strengthening in the following days. Specifically, eccentric–concentric actions 
below and above the painful range of motion, as well as isometrics, can be used to 
strengthen the damaged muscle and speed up functional recovery. In the case of 
an injured limb, the athlete should not neglect training the opposite (uninjured) limb; 
in fact, doing training the other limb may allow the injured limb to benefit from the 
“cross-training effect” and functionally recover in a shorter time (Hellebrandt et al. 
1947; Gregg and Mastellone 1957; Devine et al. 1981; Kannus et al. 1992; Zhou 2003; 
Lee 2007; Sariyildiz et al. 2011).

Absolute rest is contraindicated for injury recovery, especially for athletes, because 
fundamental factors for tissue repair include blood circulation and its tissue-nourishing 
effect, as well as the endocrine, autocrine, and paracrine anabolic hormones stim-
ulated by exercise. Some illuminated physiotherapists have borrowed the Chinese 
medicine concept of “surrounding the dragon,” indicating a rehabilitation approach 
in which only the injured muscle group is trained in a special way, whereas the rest 
of the body is trained both neuromuscularly and metabolically to retain preinjury 
biomotor abilities as much as possible. For instance, for athletes who cannot run due 
to injury, the World Athletics Center’s education director Dan Pfaff (coach of several 
Olympic medalists in track and field), implements bike workouts (alactic, short lactic, 
and long lactic) to retain their metabolic level of conditioning. Finally, recognizing the 
special physiological status of an athlete, his or her rehabilitation should, as much as 
possible, follow an active approach that is performance milestone-based rather than 
the inactive, timeline-based approach commonly used for rehab patients.
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Nutrition is often discussed in locker rooms and gyms across North America and beyond. 
For example, common subjects of discussion during training include how much protein 
to consume and what supplements to take. Though this chapter does not provide detailed 
coverage of athletic nutritional requirements, it does address guidelines for pregame, 
in-game, and postgame (or exercise-session) nutrition.

An athlete’s default diet determines what other nutrition he or she needs in order to 
meet the specific nutritional demands of his or her individual training program. Most 
athletes consume a considerable number of calories in order to satisfy their energy 
requirements and promote recovery following a training session. However, training of all 
types depletes glycogen stores and causes some degree of muscle breakdown. Therefore, 
what and when an athlete eats following a training session or game is vital to recovery, 
regeneration, and physiological improvement—just as vital, in fact, as rest and the use of 
active recovery techniques (see chapter 4).

What Is Correct Nutrition?
In 2003, the International Olympic Committee released the following position statement: 
“The amount, composition, and timing of food intake can profoundly affect sports perfor-
mance. Good nutritional practice will help athletes train hard, recover quickly, and adapt 
more effectively with less risk of illness and injury” (International Olympic Committee 
2010).

In fact, as stated by John Berardi (nutritionist for several Canadian and American Olym-
pic teams and professional athletes in various sports), the high volume and frequency 
of a competitive athlete’s training regimen mean that he or she must consume both a 
large number of calories and precise amounts of macro- and micronutrients (Berardi and 
Andrews 2009). These nutrients quickly refill the athlete’s energy substrates, sustain the 
morpho-functional adaptations stimulated by training, and support the athlete’s immune 
system—all while helping the athlete maintain his or her desired body weight and per-
centage of body fat. Correct nutrition should be based on the following five principles 
(Berardi and Andrews 2009).
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Habit 1: Eat every two to four hours.
Contemporary research shows that eating at regular “feeding intervals” stimulates metab-
olism, balances blood sugar, helps prevent overeating driven by hunger, and helps the 
body burn extra fat mass while maintaining lean mass. This habit also ensures that active 
people, who have greater caloric demands, can meet their caloric needs without eating 
calorically dense foods that promote fat storage.

Habit 2: Eat complete, lean protein at each feeding opportunity.
Good sources of protein include lean red meat, salmon, eggs, low-fat plain yogurt, and 
supplemental proteins such as milk protein isolates and whey protein isolates. Some 
experts claim that additional protein is harmful or unnecessary. However, contemporary 
research is fairly clear: A high-protein diet is safe and may be important for achieving the 
best health, body composition, and athletic performance. By following this habit, athletes 
ensure adequate protein consumption, stimulation of metabolism, improved muscle mass 
and recovery, and reduction of body fat.

Habit 3: Eat vegetables at each feeding opportunity.
Science has shown that vegetables contain numerous micronutrients (vitamins and 
minerals). Vegetables also contain important phytochemicals (plant chemicals) that are 
essential for optimal physiological functioning. In addition, both vegetables and fruits 
provide the blood with an alkaline load, which balances the acid load presented to the 
blood by protein and grain. Too little alkalinity and too much acid lead to the loss of 
bone strength and muscle mass. A good balance can be ensured by eating two servings 
of fruits or vegetables at every meal.

Habit 4: For fat loss, eat carbohydrates other than fruits and vegetables 
only after exercise.
This timing strategy works well in people with stubborn and hard-to-remove body fat 
stores. It also works well for minimizing fat gain in people who are interested in gaining 
muscle.

Habit 5. Eat healthy fats daily.
Healthy fats include monounsaturated fat (found in extra-virgin olive oil, some nuts, and 
avocado) and polyunsaturated fat (found in some nuts, some vegetable oils, and fish oil 
supplements).

Of course, these recommendations must be modified according to the athlete’s body 
type (ectomorph, mesomorph, or endomorph), his or her body composition goals, the 
sport’s ergogenesis, and the current phase of the annual plan (nutrition periodization is 
addressed a bit later in this chapter).

An ectomorph, or an athlete who needs to build body mass, can eat simple carbohy-
drate and fast-digesting protein before, during, and after a training session. He or she can 
also eat carbohydrate-dense food, such as pasta and whole-grain cereal, at every meal. 
A mesomorph can use simple carbohydrate and fast-digesting protein during and after 
a training session and eat carbohydrate-dense food (again, pasta or whole-grain cereal) 
at the main meal after the workout. An endomorph, or an athlete who needs to reduce 
body fat, can consume an intra-workout drink containing glucogenic amino acids (BCAA, 
glutamine, glycine, and alanine) and postpone the main meal after the workout by one 
hour in order to maximize the lipolytic effect of the growth hormone released during 
the workout.
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Guidelines for Carbohydrate, Protein,  
and Hydration

The famous food pyramid, created in 1992 by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, mirrored 
the underlying philosophy of the “old” dietetics. This approach viewed the improvement 
of body composition as depending on restricted calorie intake and reduced fat intake. 
Thus the pyramid implied that carbohydrate (in the form of pasta, rice, bread, or pro-
cessed cereals in general) was good, whereas every form of fat (be it animal or vegetable, 
saturated or unsaturated) was evil.

In 2005, the pyramid was changed and renamed MyPyramid. MyPyramid was criticized 
as being too influenced by industry interests and prompted Walter Willet and Patrick 
Skerrett of the Harvard School of Public Health to release an adjusted version called the 
Harvard Healthy Eating Pyramid in the same year. The improved pyramid version included 
the following modifications: lower intake of processed cereals, higher intake of whole-
grain cereals, higher intake of fruits and vegetables, higher intake of meat and beans, 
and a distinction between unsaturated fat (mostly from vegetable sources; suggested) and 
saturated fat (to be limited). The pyramid, though, failed to distinguish between lean and 
fat meat, and between oil rich in omega-3 and oil rich in omega-6 and had no reference 
to meal timing (Berardi and Andrews 2009).

The following paragraphs cover our suggested intake guidelines for carbohydrate, 
protein, and hydration.

Carbohydrate
During digestion, carbohydrate is broken down and absorbed as monosaccharides and 
disaccharides, most of which is glucose, the primary energy source for most human cells. 

ImProvING tHe AtHlete’s Body ComPosItIoN
Change in body composition is defined as positive when lean body mass increases 
and fat mass decreases. We must keep in mind the following basic principles:

• Diet is the single factor that most determines variations in body composition.

• Weight loss and weight gain are functions of energy balance—the difference 
between calories taken in and calories burned. Mere weight loss alone does not 
ensure that body composition has improved.

• The ratio between the macronutrients’ intake determines the quality (defined 
as the difference between lean body mass and fat-free mass) of weight gain or 
weight loss. Eventual changes in carbohydrate and fat intake should be inverse-
ly proportional to each other.

• Given the same diet, the combination of dieting and weight training always 
leads to a higher percentage of lean body mass (with all of the implied benefits) 
than does dieting alone.

• It is possible to simultaneously increase lean body mass and decrease fat mass. 
In fact, this pair of changes always happens to well-trained subjects—those 
whose trainers use methodological concepts, such as the alternation of energy 
systems and the periodization of strength—who follow a proper diet in order to 
improve body composition.
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It is advisable to concentrate the highest percentage of daily carbohydrate intake around 
the training session and to maintain the macronutrient proportions at 55 percent carbo-
hydrate, 30 percent protein, and 15 percent fat. There can be periods in the annual plan 
when the ratio can be changed to favor the adaptations of training. We will discuss this 
topic in the section on nutrition periodization. This macronutrient ratio should be used 
by power athletes as well as endurance athletes who traditionally employ a much higher 
ratio of 70 percent carbohydrate and 15 percent fat. The ratio suggested here elicits greater 
sensitivity to insulin than is the case with chronically high carbohydrate intake. A greater 
insulin sensitivity, other than having beneficial effects on the health of an athlete as well 
as his or her body composition, actually amplifies the effect of carbohydrate loading that 
occurs by changing the ratio to 70 percent carbohydrate, 15 percent protein, 15 percent 
fat for the three or four days immediately preceding a competition day. This strategy is 
recommended to increase the amount of glycogen stored in the muscles for most glyco-
lytic and aerobic sports but not for anaerobic alactic speed and power sports, because 
they do not rely on glycogen as their primary energy substrate, and this approach might 
lead to unfavorable changes in body composition.

Bear in mind that not all carbohydrate sources are the same. Simpler carbohydrate, 
often referred to as “sugar,” is digested faster and reaches the bloodstream in the form of 
glucose at a higher rate than “complex” carbohydrate, which is made of longer-chains of 
saccharides that are digested more slowly. The degree of carbohydrate complexity in a 
food source determines its glycemic index—that is, its capacity to raise the level of blood 
glucose. A more accurate indicator of this capacity is glycemic load, which is the glycemic 
index multiplied by the fraction of the carbohydrate present in a serving of a given food.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2, depict the difference between glycemic index and glycemic load 
for various foods. Table 5.3 provides the recommended time of consumption during the 
day, which can make a big difference in proper nutrition. In fact, the sharp rise in blood 
glucose elicited by the intake of simple carbohydrate causes the pancreas to release more 
insulin, which can be defined as a storage hormone. Its release right after a training ses-
sion provides a host of positive effects on training adaptation, whereas a series of insulin 
spikes during the day would negatively affect the athlete’s body composition and health. 
Thus, an athlete should mostly consume complex carbohydrate.

table 5.1 Glycemic Index and Glycemic load of Common Foods

Food Glycemic index serving size (g) Glycemic load

Fruits
 Apple, fresh 34 120 5

 Apple juice, unsweetened 41 250 11

 Apricot, dried 32 60 8

 Apricot, fresh 57 120 5

 Banana, ripe 51 120 13

 Cantaloupe 65 120 4

 Cherries 22 120 3

 Cranberry juice 68 250 24

 Grapefruit 25 120 3
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Food Glycemic index serving size (g) Glycemic load
 Grapes 46 120 8

 Kiwi 53 120 6

 Mango 51 120 8

 Orange 42 120 5

 Orange juice 52 250 12

 Peach 42 120 5

 Pear 38 120 4

 Pineapple 59 120 7

 Plum 39 120 5

 Prunes, pitted 29 60 10

 Raisins 64 60 28

 Strawberries, fresh 40 120 1

 Strawberry jam 51 30 10

 Tomato juice, no sugar added 38 250 4

 Watermelon 72 120 4

other foods
 Bagel, white, frozen 72 70 25

 Baguette, white, plain 95 30 15

 Corn flakes (Kellogg’s) 92 30 24

 Corn Pops (Kellogg’s) 80 30 21

 Potato, baked 85 150 26

 Potato, French fries, frozen 75 150 22

 Potato, instant mashed 85 150 17

 Potato, sweet 61 150 17

 Potato, white, cooked 50 150 14

 Rice noodles, dried, boiled 61 180 23

 Rice pasta, brown, boiled 92 180 35

 Soft wheat spaghetti, boiled 46 180 22

 Hard wheat spaghetti, al dente 37 180 16

 Whole-wheat spaghetti, boiled 34 100 11

table 5.2 Glycemic Index and Glycemic load ratings

low medium High
Glycemic index How fast a carbohydrate can 

enter the bloodstream and raise 
blood glucose level (glycemia)

<55 55–70 >70

Glycemic load How much a serving of a certain 
food raises blood glucose level

<10 10–20 >20
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table 5.3 suggested timing of Carbohydrate Ingestion According  
to Glycemic load

Carbohydrate type (across)  
and timing (below)

low  
glycemic load

medium  
glycemic load

High glycemic 
load

Presession meal (3–4 hrs. before) **** ** —

Presession snack (1–2 hrs. before) *** *** —

Intra-session drink * * ****

Postsession drink (within 45 min.) — — ****

Postsession meal (2 and 4 hrs. after) ** ** —
Key: * = recommended in very low dosage (50 milligrams per kilogram [2.2 pounds] of lean body mass [LBM]), ** = 
recommended in low dosage (250 milligrams per kilogram of LBM), *** = recommended in moderate dosage (400 
milligrams per kilogram of LBM), and **** = recommended in high dosage (800 milligrams per kilogram of LBM).

Protein
Protein, which consists of amino acids, is extremely important for building muscle tissue 
and sustaining a host of physiological functions. Optimal protein intake varies from ath-
lete to athlete and depends in part on the volume of weight training performed and the 
objectives of the current training phase. Generally, however, most athletes should consume 
1.2 to 2 grams of protein daily per kilogram (2.2 pounds) of lean body mass during the 
anatomical adaptation, conversion, and maintenance phases. More specifically, a long- 
endurance athlete should usually consume a protein amount in the lower part of the 
range, whereas a power athlete should consume an amount in the higher part of the range.

During the hypertrophy and maximum strength phases, athletes should consider eating 
between 2 and 3 grams of protein per kilogram of lean body mass, because these phases 
involve very high intensity strength training (Tipton and Wolfe, 2004). As discussed ear-
lier in the chapter, protein intake should involve a variety of sources, including lean red 
meat, eggs, low-fat plain yogurt or cheese, poultry, fish, protein shakes, and an occasional 
protein bar.

Hydration
Water represents about 60 percent of human body weight. Upon losing 1 percent to 2 
percent of body weight due to liquid loss, a person feels thirst, which in itself implies a 
decrease in endurance performance. Dehydration by 4 percent results in cramps, which 
are preceded by a reduction in strength and coordination skills. Thus the sensation of 
thirst is not a good indicator of the athlete’s state of hydration; therefore, it is advisable 
not merely to respond to it but to prevent it.

To do so, athletes must drink plenty of water—before, during, and after training or 
competition. A well-hydrated body is better able to fight both muscular and cardiovascu-
lar fatigue. Generally speaking, we need about three quarts (liters) of water per day, one 
of which is usually taken in with food. An additional half liter is necessary in a warm 
climate, and in the case of training in such a climate the daily requirement can double. 
The hydration strategy to adopt is as follows: 17 ounces (500 milliliters) of fluid taken 30 
minutes before training plus 8.5 ounces (250 milliliters) every 15 minutes.

If you want to add carbohydrate, the solution must not exceed a concentration of 10 
percent in order to avoid delaying absorption and to prevent gastrointestinal problems 
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NutrItIoNAl PerIodIzAtIoN
Figure 5.1 shows a possible periodization of nutrition for a power-and-speed sport. During the max-
imum strength phase, protein and calories are increased to promote an anabolic effect, whereas 
carbohydrate is increased during the more specific training phases that heavily tax the anaerobic 
lactic system. During the competitive phase, caloric intake is reduced because the reduction in 
overall training load decreases the athlete’s energy expenditure.

Figure 5.1 sample diet Periodization for a Power-and-speed sport
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Nutri-
tion

Balanced 
—3:2:1*

Hypercaloric** 
—3:2:1

Balanced 
—3:2:1

Hyperglucidic*** 
—4:2:0.5

*Total daily protein intake at 2 grams per kilogram (2.2 pounds) of lean body mass (LBM). Intake proportions of macronutrients: 
3 carbohydrate, 2 protein, and 1 fat. For example, for a power athlete with 80 kilograms (177 pounds) of LBM: 2,320 calories 
from 240 grams of carbohydrate, 160 grams of protein, and 80 grams of fat.

**Protein at 2.5 grams per kilogram of LBM. Intake proportions: 3 carbohydrate, 2 protein, and 1 fat. For example, for an athlete 
with 80 kilograms (177 pounds) of LBM, 2,900 calories sourced as follows: 2.5 grams of protein × 80 kilograms of LBM = 200 grams 
of protein × 4 calories per gram of protein = 800 calories from protein; 200 grams of protein × 1.5 (per the 3:2:1 ratio) = 300 
grams of carbohydrate × 4 calories per gram of carbohydrate = 1,200 calories from carbohydrate; and 200 grams of protein 
÷ 2 (per the 3:2:1 ratio) = 100 grams of fat × 9 calories per gram of fat = 900 calories from fat; thus a total of 800 (protein) + 
1,200 (carbohydrate) + 900 (fat) = 2,900 calories.

***Protein at 2 grams per kilogram of LBM. Intake proportions: 4 carbohydrate, 2 protein, and 0.5 fat. For example, for an athlete 
with 80 kilograms (177 pounds) of LBM, 2,280 kilocalories sourced from 320 grams of carbohydrate, 160 grams of protein, and 
40 grams of fat. Calories reduced during taper phase, mainly through reduction of fat, to match lower energy expenditure 
and thereby maintain optimal body composition and specific performance.
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(the percentage should be lowered 
to 4 percent in a very hot climate). 
Electrolytes can be added in 2:1:1 
proportions of sodium, potassium, 
and magnesium and for no more than 
500 milligrams total—250 milligrams, 
125 milligrams, and 125 milligrams, 
respectively. Athletes who compete in 
events or competitions lasting longer 
than 45 minutes can benefit from sport 
drinks that help replace lost electro-
lytes. Studies show that sipping about 
5 ounces (150 milliliters) of a sport 
drink at 20-minute intervals can help 
decrease the reliance on muscle gly-
cogen stores and thus delay the onset 
of fatigue (Davis, Jackson, et al. 1997; 
Davis, Welsh, et al. 1999).

Some sport drinks on the market, 
however, make claims that may not 
be validated by science (Coombes 
and Hamilton 2000); therefore, ath-
letes would do well to shop wisely. In 
addition, sport drinks do not benefit 
athletes in high-intensity sports that 
require short bursts of speed and 
power, such as sprints, throws, and 
jumps because they don’t sweat as 
much or exhaust as much glycogen 
stores (Powers et al. 1990). However, 

athletes who perform the intermittent high-intensity activity typical of most team sports 
can benefit from consuming sport drinks that offer a carbohydrate–electrolyte mixture 
(Welsh et al. 2002).

Dehydration usually results from intense training or competition in a moderate or hot 
environment. Athletes exercising intensely in the heat lose fluid in the form of sweat at a 
rate of two to three quarts (liters) per hour. Therefore, hydration is important for recov-
ery after exercise or training. When an athlete is dehydrated, however, drinking water 
alone is insufficient to return his or her body to its preexercise state of hydration. In fact, 
drinking water alone tricks the body into thinking it is overhydrated and thus triggers 
the kidneys to increase urine output, which results in further fluid loss. However, studies 
show that when a higher concentration of sodium is ingested, as previously suggested, 
the amount of urine produced a few hours after exercise is lower (Maughan et al. 1993).

Following training, an athlete should drink a volume of fluid similar to or even greater 
than the amount lost through perspiration. This amount varies between athletes, but a 
relative amount can be calculated by weighing an athlete before and after training or 
competition. As a rule of thumb, an athlete should drink approximately 1.5 liters (quarts) 
of fluid for every kilogram (2.2 pounds) of weight lost. By combining proper hydration 
with adequate nutrition (in the form of drink or food, as well as appropriate nutritional 
supplements), the athlete begins the process of recovering and preparing for the vigor 
of training or competition that lies ahead.

To fight fatigue, an athlete should drink water before, 
during, and after competition.
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Peri-exercise Nutrition
In the training world, it is often said that a workout is only as good as the recovery that 
follows. This saying applies to nutrition. The high-intensity work of training for strength, 
speed, and endurance taxes the body’s energy reserves, depleting glycogen stores and 
causing the breakdown of muscle tissue. However, taking in proper nutrition immediately 
after a workout quickly shifts the body from breakdown to regeneration.

In recent years, researchers, coaches, and sports medicine practitioners have focused 
attention on what has been called “peri-workout nutrition”—that is, nutrition during the 
hours immediately preceding and following an exercise session, as well as during the 
session itself (Hawley, Tipton, and Millard-Stafford 2006; Hoffman et al. 2010; Kraemer 
et al. 2006). This attention, for example, has finally resulted in a position statement by 
the International Society of Sports Nutrition (Kerksick 2008), as well as a document pro-
duced in common by North American sports medicine doctors and dieticians, stating that 
a special postworkout nutrition strategy can increase muscle recovery and adaptation to 
training (American College of Sports Medicine 2000).

Training causes a strong disturbance of the body’s homeostasis, which results in import-
ant physiological changes. It has become increasingly clear that such alterations should 
be accounted for in an athlete’s nutritional approach in order to maximize the quality 
of performance and accelerate and amplify the body’s adaptation to training. Each mus-
cular status—energy production, energy substrate restoration, protein breakdown, and 
protein synthesis—requires a particular intake of macronutrients (carbohydrate, protein, 
and fat). This differentiation means that getting the right nutrition at the right time can 
increase an athlete’s recovery from exercise and improve his or her strength, power, and 
muscle-growth adaptations. Here, we adopt, with slight modification in terminology, the 
three phases of muscle status suggested by Ivy and Portman (2004): energetic, anabolic, 
and adaptive. The energetic state coincides with the training session, the anabolic state 
with the 45 minutes immediately following the session, and the adaptive state with the 
time between one training session and the next.

Research shows that during exercise (i.e., during the energetic phase), it is beneficial for 
an athlete to consume a mix of simple carbohydrate—300 to 400 milligrams per kilogram 
(2.2 pounds) of lean body mass (LBM), or, for an alactic session, half that dosage or none 
at all, depending on the training objective—and “fast” protein (whey isolate or, even better, 
hydrolyzed) at a ratio of 4 or 5 to 1. Doing so spares muscle glycogen (50 percent less 
glycogen utilization) (Haff et al. 2000), reduces muscle catabolism (i.e., reduces cortisol 
secretion), limits suppression of the immune system (which occurs mainly through gluta-
mine depletion, which is also mediated by cortisol levels) (Bishop, Blannin, Walsh, et al. 
2001), reduces muscle damage (decreases inflammatory markers by 50 percent) (Bishop, 
Blannin, Rand, et al. 1999; Ready, Seifert, and Burke 1999), increases muscle endurance, 
and speeds post-training recovery (Ivy et al. 2003).

These benefits can be extended in the anabolic phase, in which nutrition influences 
training effects (Tipton and Wolfe 2001), by taking the same mix immediately after a work-
out but at a higher dosage—600 to 800 milligrams of carbohydrate per kilogram of LBM 
(or half that dosage for an alactic session, depending on the training objective)—and a 
lower ratio (3:1) of carbohydrate to protein. Doing so helps sustain glycogen restoration—
increasing the enzyme glycogen synthetase by 70 percent following a postworkout insulin 
spike (Zawadzki, Yaspelkis, and Ivy 1992)—in a period of high cellular insulin sensitivity 
(which begins to decline just 30 minutes after exercise and becomes “insulin resistance” 
after two hours). It also aids protein uptake and synthesis: +200 percent cellular amino 
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PreComPetItIoN meAl tIPs
Athletes should eat a full meal three to four hours before a competition; eating closer 
to the event can cause gastrointestinal problems. When putting together a precom-
petition meal, use the following guidelines.

• The meal should consist of at least 50 percent complex carbohydrate to fuel 
the athlete for competition. He or she should stay away from simple carbohy-
drate, which is often contained, for example, in processed foods. Soft drinks 
(e.g., colas) should not even be placed on the table. Here is an example of a 
good precompetition meal: small to medium bowl of pasta with tomato sauce, 
8-ounce (227-gram) piece of chicken or fish (low-fat protein source), and a side 
salad with a mixture of fresh vegetables.

• Athletes who feel hungry one to three hours before competition should not 
reach for a chocolate bar or candy. The sugar content of such items offers a 
quick pick-me-up, but the athlete’s energy level will then drop quickly. In fact, 
such items, classified as high-glycemic foods (refer to table 5.1) leave the blood-
stream almost as fast as they enter it and leave the athlete starving for energy. 
Lethargy is not a good feeling prior to competition! After the event, however, 
high-glycemic foods can be consumed to enhance glycogen storage (Burkes, 
Collier, and Hargreaves 1998).

• During competition, the athlete can drink a hypotonic or isotonic (depending on 
the environmental temperature) fast-carbohydrate drink with some fast protein 
or amino acids (as suggested earlier) to aid hydration status and keep blood 
glucose levels up, thus helping the athlete maintain power output throughout 
the competition (Fritzsche et al. 2000). During exercise, muscle cells can take up 
glucose from the bloodstream independent of insulin level; therefore, despite 
taking in a fast carbohydrate, the athlete is not at risk for reactive hypoglycemia 
(sudden drop in blood glucose due to an insulin spike). For long-lasting events 
(more than 45 minutes), the athlete can also add slower carbohydrate, such as 
isomaltulose and waxy maize.

• Both alcohol and caffeine can dehydrate the body. Alcohol also activates the 
detoxification system of the body for up to 48 hours. For this reason, athletes 
should avoid consuming alcohol within 48 hours of the start of competition. If 
the environmental temperature is particularly high and the event is of medium 
or long duration, caffeine should also be limited on the day of competition.

• Very fatty, greasy food is digested slowly and is hard on the digestive system. 
For this reason, fast food should be excluded from athletes’ meal plans. Athletes 
should also be careful to eat foods that their bodies are accustomed to. The 
precompetition meal is not the time to try out new recipes or uncommon foods!

acid uptake and +25 percent of protein synthesis right after the training session (Biolo, 
Tipton, et al. 1997; Okamura et al. 1997; Biolo, Fleming, and Wolfe 1995; Tipton et al. 
1999; Biolo, Williams, et al. 1999).

The postworkout period is the only time that an insulin spike does not suppress growth 
hormone levels (whereas it does suppress cortisol and reduce muscle protein catabolism) 
(Grizard et al. 1999; Bennet and Rennie 1991; Rennie and Millward 1983). This fact indi-
cates that the body’s physiological systems compensate for the alterations induced by 
training, both in terms of the energy substrates and the structural damage and adaptation. 
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Furthermore, a less known characteristic of the insulin spike is its capacity to increase 
blood flow to the muscles by 100 percent, thus aiding in the removal of metabolites and 
the delivery of nutrients and oxygen and thereby enabling faster recovery and adaptation.

Ivy and Portman (2004) distinguish between a rapid segment and a sustained segment 
of the adaptive (or, in their term, “growth”) phase. The first segment lasts up to four hours 
after a workout and benefits from a further intake of carbohydrate (60 to 80 milligrams 
per kilogram of LBM) and protein (200 to 300 milligrams per kilogram of LBM) at two 
and four hours after training. The second segment, on the other hand, sees a return to 
the default macronutrient proportion of the diet. A daily protein intake up to 1.8 to 2. 5 
grams per kilogram of LBM is recommended for power athletes. This protein dosage has 
been proven necessary for such athletes during high-intensity training phases (Lemon et 
al. 1997; Forslund et al. 2000). As Ivy and Portman have said, “many nutrition traditional-
ists . . . fail to incorporate in their programs some of the landmark studies showing how 
nutrition could have improved the sport performances of the last two decades. . . . This 
information abyss presents a true challenge for the serious strength athlete as he or she 
tries to navigate through hype or outdated thinking” (p. 83)

Fasting or delaying the postworkout meal by a few hours further exhausts the body, 
delays compensation, and insufficiently prepares the athlete for the next training session, 
which might occur within the next 24 hours. Although most trainees, especially endurance 
athletes, like to ingest a form of carbohydrate instead of protein after a strength training 
session, doing so does not support the high rate of protein synthesis that follows a work-
out (Borsheim et al. 2004). For instance, the high-volume and high-intensity training often 
performed by endurance athletes not only depletes the high-energy glycogen stores, but 
also promotes muscle breakdown. For this reason, it is important that endurance athletes 
also supplement their diets with protein right after training.

More advanced trainees benefit from preparing a mixture with fast carbohydrate (e.g., 
Vitargo S2) and fast protein (e.g., whey isolate or, even better, hydrolyzed whey—the 
di- and tripeptides of hydrolyzed protein are absorbed faster than free-form amino acids) 
to be consumed right after training. Recovery and adaptation can be further increased 
by including amino acids (e.g., L-glutamine, taurine, and L-leucine) and peptides (e.g., 
creatine); for directions, see the discussion of supplement usage later in this chapter.

supplements
Phytonutrients, vitamins, essential amino acids, and essential fatty acids are necessary for 
normal physiological functioning but cannot be produced by the body itself. Therefore, 
it is necessary to get them either through the diet or in the form of a supplement. In 
addition, some amino acids are defined as “conditionally essential” because the need for 
them increases greatly in certain situations—for example, the need for glutamine during 
periods of intense training.

Unfortunately, the field of supplements has been the subject of a campaign of disinfor-
mation and deception unlike any other. This dubious distinction means that most of the 
information you hear or read about supplements is partially or completely false. Misin-
formation is misinformation regardless of where it comes from, so you must proactively 
distrust and verify by reading the scientific studies directly.

Not only that, but once you read the studies, consider the following factors: the study’s 
funder (in some cases, a supplement manufacturer), the type of subject (human or animal), 
the number of subjects (the more the better), the characteristics of the subjects (sex, age, 
level of training, state of health), the type of study (preferably double-blind, meaning that 
the subjects did not know what they were taking and the control group was reversed 
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at mid-study), the dosages used, the form of administration employed (e.g., oral, intra-
venous), and so on. You can find scientific studies at the PubMed website maintained 
by the (U.S.) National Institutes of Health (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/).This 
wonderful website provides an archive of the world’s scientific knowledge, including 
scientific studies about training.

Table 5.4 shows a list of supplements for essential and nonessential nutrients that you 
can use to improve training and competition quality or speed up recovery and adaptation.

table 5.4 Guidelines for use of Common sport supplements per training 
objective

supplement What it is Why to use it When to use it dosage
Alpha lipoic 
acid, type R

Derivative of 
octanoic (fatty) 
acid; strong 
antioxidant

To improve cellular 
insulin sensitivity 
and reduce insulin 
response to meals

Daily 100 mg 3 or 4 times 
per day, including 
postworkout and 
before main meals

Omega-3 
fatty acid

Essential fatty acid 
(EPA, DHA);
anti-inflammatory

To improve cellular 
insulin sensitivity

Daily 1 g 3–5 times per 
day

BCAA Branched-chain 
amino acid 
(essential)

To reduce muscle 
catabolism induced 
by heavy training 
sessions

On heavy 
training days

100–200 mg/kg  
of LBM, depending 
on diet (more for 
hypocaloric diets), 
to be taken before 
training

Creatine Peptide synthesized 
from the amino 
acids arginine, 
glycine, and 
methionine

To increase cellular 
creatine stores used 
in anaerobic efforts; 
to increase cellular 
volume

Daily during 
intense 
strength, 
power, or 
speed phases

1.5 g before and 
after training; up  
to 100 mg/kg 
of LBM during 
hypertrophy 
phases

ZMA Highly bioavailable 
form of zinc and 
magnesium 

To increase sleep 
quality and make 
up for eventual 
deficiencies that 
might lead to lower 
levels of testosterone 
and growth hormone

During high-
load phases 
or during the 
competitive 
phase

450 mg before 
sleeping

Caffeine Alkaloid xanthine To increase nervous 
system efficiency 
and speed up 
metabolism

Before 
competition 
or fat-loss 
training 
sessions

50–200 mg one 
hour before 
training or 
competition

L-tyrosine Nonessential amino 
acid

To increase nervous 
system efficiency

Before 
competition 
or fat-loss 
training 
sessions

2–3 g one hour 
before training  
or competition
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supplement What it is Why to use it When to use it dosage
Acetyl-L- 
carnitine

Acetylated peptide 
synthesized from the 
amino acids lysine 
and methionine

To increase nervous 
system efficiency 
and improve 
androgen receptor 
sensitivity

Before 
competition 
or intense 
training 
sessions

1–3 g one hour 
before training  
or competition

Beta-alanine Nonessential amino 
acid

To buffer hydrogen 
ions

Daily during 
phases of 
anaerobic 
lactic work

1 g 3 times per day 
or 3 g one hour 
before training  
or competition

Vitargo S2 High-molecular-
weight carbo-
hydrate

To spare glycogen 
stores or restore them 
more rapidly after 
training

During and 
after high-
intensity 
aerobic 
and mixed 
anaerobic–
aerobic 
training 
sessions or as 
a postworkout 
carbohydrate 
of choice

10% solution during 
training, 400–800 
mg/kg of LBM right 
after training

L-leucine Essential amino acid To increase protein 
synthesis or reduce 
catabolism

Daily during 
hypertrophy 
phases or 
during and 
after training

1–3 g mixed into 
protein shakes or 
3–9 g distributed 
during peri-
workout times

L-glutamine Conditionally 
essential amino 
acid

To prevent depletion 
due to high-load 
sessions; to sustain 
protein synthesis and 
the immune system

Daily during 
high-intensity 
phases or on 
training days 
only

3–6 g distributed 
during peri-
workout times or 3 
g before sleeping

Taurine Conditionally 
essential amino 
acid; inhibitory 
neurotransmitter

To increase 
parasympathetic 
system tone

After high-
intensity 
training 
sessions, 
especially if 
stimulants, 
such as 
caffeine, 
acetyl-L-
carnitine, and 
L-Tyrosine, 
have been 
used before 
the workout

1–2 g right after 
training
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suPPlemeNts ANd sPort
In 2001, a study examined 634 nutritional supplements on the U.S. market and found 
that 94 contained ingredients included in the World Anti-Doping Agency’s list of 
banned substances; another 66 contained “dubious” substances. Of course, we also 
know about cases of positive doping tests caused by supplements containing pro- 
hormones, which have been sold in the United States as “food supplements” since 
the early 2000s (Schanzer 2002).

This context helps us understand the aversion exhibited by many sport federations 
toward supplements in general. According to the study, supplements bought in 
Switzerland, Norway, France, Belgium, Spain, and Italy had the least probability of 
contamination or hidden ingredients.

This caveat does not mean that we must exclude all supplements produced in the 
United States. To the contrary, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the brothers Bill and 
Shawn Phillips published several reviews of supplements on the U.S. market and gave 
a fairly accurate picture of how the various manufacturers operate and which ones 
can be trusted. If you cannot find these supplement reviews, please visit the follow-
ing websites that deal with the analysis of food supplements: NSF (www.nsf.org) and 
ConsumerLab (www.consumerlab.com).

Reliable supplement providers tend to be large companies that have been in the 
business for a long time, do not produce pro-hormones, have a good reputation for 
product quality, do not invest most of their money in advertising campaigns based on 
extreme and glamorous statements, and offer products with a short list of ingredients. 
Examples include NOW Foods, Prolab, iSatori, MET-Rx, and EAS.

When analyzing a supplement’s ingredients, bear in mind that they are listed in 
order of amount. Be aware also that a “proprietary blend” is usually not an effort to 
protect a mix of ingredients used at a precise ratio but a trick to make an important or 
expensive ingredient “jump the queue” when it is in fact contained in a small quantity. 
Thus, the product looks better but costs less.
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Periodization involves two basic concepts: periodization of the annual plan and period-
ization of biomotor abilities.

• Periodization of the annual plan involves dividing the program into units in order 
to better manage the training and adaptation processes and, if necessary, to ensure 
peak performance at major competitions. Annual plan periodization is particularly 
useful to coaches for the following reasons:

 - It helps coaches design a rationally structured training plan.

 - It enhances coaches’ awareness of the time available for each phase.

 - It integrates, at appropriate times, technical and tactical loads, biomotor ability 
development loads, nutrition, and psychological techniques for the highest incre-
ment of the athlete’s motor potential and peak performance.

 - It allows management of fatigue and planning of a higher volume of high-quality 
training.

 - It helps coaches plan a rational alternation of loading and unloading periods in 
the training phases, thus maximizing adaptation and performance while avoiding 
the accumulation of a critical level of fatigue and the onset of overtraining.

• Periodization of biomotor abilities allows athletes to develop their biomotor abilities 
(strength, speed, and endurance) to an optimal level as the basis for a higher level 
of sport performance. This form of periodization is based on the following premises:

 - Improvement in sport performance is based (especially for the high-level athlete) 
on increasing the athlete's motor potential.
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 - Morpho-functional adaptations (i.e., positive changes in the body structure and 
functions) require time, as well as alternation of work and recovery, in order to 
manifest themselves.

 - The development of the biomotor abilities and the improvement of technical and 
tactical factors require a progressive approach in which the intensity of training 
stimuli is gradually increased on the basis of previously induced morphological 
and functional adaptations.

 - An athlete cannot maintain peak performance for a prolonged or undefined time.

Planning, Programming, and Periodization
The terms planning, programming, and periodization are often used as if they were syn-
onymous, but they are not. Planning is the process of arranging a training program into 
long and short phases in order to achieve training goals. Programming, in contrast, is the 
act of filling this structure with content in the form of training modalities. Periodization 
incorporates planning and programming—in other words, the structure of the annual 
plan and its content (consisting of training methods and training means) as it changes 
over time. Thus we can define the periodization of the annual plan as the structure of the 
training process and the periodization of biomotor abilities as the plan’s content. In other 
words, each time we divide the year into phases and establish a sequence of development 
for each biomotor ability, we form a periodized plan.

Some critics of periodization state that it was created for individual sports that include 
a long preparation phase and a short competitive phase. Therefore, they assert, period-
ization is not applicable to modern team sports, which feature a short preparation period 
and a very long competitive period. This criticism would be true if the relevant factors 
could be put together in only one combination. In reality, however, we can design as many 
periodized plans as necessary for the range of possible situations we may encounter in 
the sport training process. Furthermore, if we were to analyze what these critics actually 
do, we would see that their plans still entail a division of the year into smaller periods 
and a periodization of biomotor abilities, thereby qualifying them as periodized plans.

Figure 6.1 lists the composing elements of every theory about planning the training 
process. Periodization itself is a wide methodological doctrine that includes many theo-
retical and methodological concepts.

In fact, before we discuss which planning and programming method is better suited 
for a certain sport, we should agree on terminology—and, even more important, on the 
very concepts that form the theory of the planning and programming of training.

Annual Plan Terminology
Leonid Matveyev’s book The Problem of Periodization of Sport Training (1964) analyzed 
the training diary of Russian athletes who took part in the 1952 Olympic games. Unsur-
prisingly, in the same period, Tudor Bompa was already applying periodization of training 
with his athletes, including Mihaela Penes (gold medalist in the javelin throw at the 1964 
Tokyo Olympics), and developing what would become his concept of the periodization 
of strength, which is detailed in this book. However, it was not until Bompa’s popular 
work Periodization: Theory and Methodology of Training (1983) that periodization gained 
wide popularity, especially in North America.
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Periodization

Periodization of the
biomotor abilities

Specificity of
training means

Motor capacities
integration

Monocycle

Bi-cycle
Periodization of the

annual plan

Tri-cycle

Motor capacities
development

In the 
macrocycle

Sequential

Linear

Ondulatory

Standard

Complex

Pendular

Complex

Complex

Sequential

Sequential

At the training
unit level

At the
microcyle level

Delayed
improvement

Immediate
improvement

At the macrocyle
level (pendular)

In the 
microcycle

Load progression

E6171/Bompa/fig06.01/504829/alw/r2

Figure 6.1 Scheme representing all composing units of every theory of the planning and program-
ming of training.

Different from Soviet authors, who spoke of microcycle, mesocycle, and macrocycle—the 
latter being of various time lengths (six-month, annual, or four-year [Olympic cycle])—we 
use the following terminology (see figure 6.2):

• Annual plan (annual macrocycle for the Soviets): The year is divided into phases, 
subphases, macrocycles, and microcycles to better manage the training process. 
Annual plans are characterized by the number of competitive phases and are thus 
defined as monocyclical, bi-cyclical, or tri-cyclical.

• Phases (macrocycles for the Soviets): The three phases are preparation, competition, 
and transition.
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• Subphases: This further specification of the content of the phases includes general 
preparation, specific preparation, precompetition, competition, and transition. A 
subphase is made up of a group of macrocycles with the same training direction 
and whose length can vary from 1 week (for a short transition phase) to 24 weeks 
(for a long general preparation phase).

• Macrocycle (mesocycle for the Soviets): A macrocycle is a group of microcycles with 
the same training direction (according to the macrocycle and subphase) whose length 
can vary from 2 weeks (for a precompetitive unloading macrocycle, also called a taper 
macrocycle) to 6 weeks (for a long introductory macrocycle in general preparation) 
but are generally 3 or 4 weeks long.

• Microcycle: This is a cyclic sequence of training units that follow the macrocycle goals; 
its length can vary from 5 to 14 days but is usually 7 days long to match the week.

• Training unit: This is the single training session with pauses within the session 
shorter than 45 minutes.

Here we can make a distinction: The annual plan, phases, and subphases are tools used 
for planning, whereas the macrocycles, microcycles, and training units are tools used for 
programming. The former group allows trainers to draw up a long-term plan, and the 
latter group allows them to define in detail the content of the training process. Generally, 
the planning and programming process starts with the long-term tool (the annual plan) 
and ends with the shortest one (the training session). Thus the annual plan contains 
both elements of planning (e.g., phases and subphases) and elements of programming 
(e.g., macrocycles and microcycles depicting the periodization of biomotor abilities) and 
thereby addresses the whole training process (see figure 6.3). Note that intensity values 
refer to the overall training intensity, not to the dominant energy system.

The programming of the training process takes shape in the microcycle, through the 
use of methodological concepts such as the alternation of workloads and energy systems. 
Coaches can make use of training sessions and tests as feedback and feedforward elements 
to readily modify the program in order to individualize and maximize the training process.

Macro-
cycles

Micro-
cycles

Preparatory

Competitive Transition

Transition

Yearly Plan

Sub-
phases

Phases of
training

Competitive

General
preparation

Specific
preparation

Pre-
competitive

lE6171/Bompa/fig06.02/504830/alw/r2-pulled

Figure 6.2 Division of an annual plan into its phases and cycles of training.
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Periodization of Biomotor Abilities
The goal of biomotor abilities training is to improve the athlete’s performance on the basis 
of specialized morphological and functional adaptations. The most important feature of 
training the biomotor abilities is progressive overload. Even though an athlete’s full motor 
potential is present in his or her genetic code, its expression requires the training process 
to be composed by general and specific means, not only for the principle of variety of 
training but also according to the trainability of the biomotor abilities themselves. For 
instance, trainability determines that endurance training for long-duration sport should 
be based mainly on specific work, which can represent up to 90 percent of the annual 
training time. By contrast, the more limited speed trainability requires major focus on 
general elements (such as strength and its various expressions).

Four elements differentiate each theory and methodology of the planning and pro-
gramming of training in reference to the periodization of strength, speed, and endurance:

1. Integration of biomotor abilities

2. Development of each determinant biomotor ability throughout the plan

3. Degree of specificity of the training means throughout the plan

4. Load progression

Integration of Biomotor Abilities
When programming, the integration of biomotor abilities involves considering the dynam-
ics by which the training of each biomotor ability affects the others, as well as the mor-
phological and functional adaptations in response to the summation of stimuli. In the 
section of the annual plan dedicated to the periodization of biomotor abilities, you can 
understand the way that biomotor abilities are integrated by viewing the content of the 
three lines for strength, speed, and endurance for each macrocycle column (see figure 6.4).

Depending on how the biomotor abilities are integrated, it is possible to use one of 
two schemes: complex integration or sequential integration.

Strength

Periodization of
biomotor abilities

Speed Gen. speed

Endurance Gen. endurance

AA M×S

E6171/Bompa/fig05.04/504832/alw/r1

Figure 6.4 A vertical view of the annual plan depicts the integration of the biomotor abilities (in this 
case, anatomic adaptation, general speed, and general endurance during the general preparation 
phase).

Complex Integration
In this approach, strength, speed, and endurance are trained simultaneously during the 
whole year. That is, the load of each biomotor ability is distributed throughout the duration 
of the annual plan. This kind of integration is appropriate for all kind of sports, including 
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those (such as team sports) in which the preparatory phase is short and the competitive 
phase is long without the need for a special peak of performance. It is the only method 
indicated for young athletes, who need a multilateral approach, and for inexperienced 
athletes in general.

Sequential Integration
In this approach, often referred to as block periodization, the workloads for strength, 
speed, and endurance, respectively, are concentrated into separate blocks that come one 
after another during the annual plan. Because the strength block is devoted almost com-
pletely to increasing that biomotor ability, the main problem with sequential integration 
lies in the challenge of retaining specific technique and specific biomotor abilities. For 
this reason, it is more easily applied by experienced speed and power athletes (not nec-
essarily high level) who can better retain the other abilities.

Another possible limit of this planning method is that, during the speed or endurance 
block, there is no strength maintenance, which may lead to power loss if the competitive 
phase is long. A shorter version of sequential integration is indicated for racket sports 
and combat sports, where competitions are grouped into several periods throughout the 
year. In some sports, during the preparatory phase, coaches pursue the development of 
many aspects of physical training, such as aerobic power, maximum strength, muscular 
endurance, acceleration, and specific endurance. Each of these elements implies mor-
phofunctional and psychological adaptations that sometimes conflict with each other. 
For instance, the adaptations required by the hypertrophy training (at both the skeletal 
muscle structure level and the neural level) are limited by the metabolic and neural costs 
of the endurance training. Therefore, it is advisable to establish the contribution of the 
two elements to the athlete’s motor potential according to his or her sport and individual 
characteristics. This approach allows training to prioritize one element over the other and 
to develop the biomotor abilities with regard to the specific features of the sport itself 
without the need to clearly separate the training of a biomotor ability from the training 
of another and risking to detrain the latter.

Development of Biomotor Abilities
The term development addresses the way in which we want to train, or develop, a bio-
motor ability throughout the annual plan. In the section of the annual plan dedicated to 
the periodization of biomotor abilities, development is depicted by the horizontal line 
dedicated to each biomotor ability (see figure 6.5).

The development of biomotor abilities may be complex, sequential, or pendular. Each 
option is addressed in the following subsections.

Periodization
of

biomotor
abilities

Strength AA M×S
Conversion

to power
Conversion

to P-E
Maint. Maint. Maint. TaperComp. Comp.Comp.M×S M×S

E6171/Bompa/fig06.05/504834/alw/r2

Figure 6.5 A sequential development of strength within the annual plan.
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Complex
In complex development of a biomotor ability, two or more qualities of the same ability 
are trained simultaneously—for example, maximum strength and power or muscular 
endurance. This approach can be used at different levels.

• Training unit: Maximum strength and power or muscular endurance are trained in 
a single training unit.

• Microcycle: Maximum strength and power or muscular endurance are trained in the 
same microcycle but in different training units.

• Macrocycle: Maximum strength and power or muscular endurance are trained 
throughout the macrocycle during dedicated microcycles.

• If two qualities are training alternatively during the macrocycle (e.g., a maximum 
strength microcycle followed by a power microcycle, followed again by a maximum 
strength microcycle, followed by another power microcycle), we have what is a called 
a “pendular” macrocycle.

Complex programming is used at the training unit level in only a few circumstances—for 
example, in youth training or amateur team sports, where a reduced number of weekly 
training units is required, and for maintenance of maximum and specific strength. When 
the complex development of a biomotor ability is of short duration (four to six weeks), 
the positive training effects are marked. On the other hand, such benefits quickly plateau.

For example, consider an amateur soccer team whose coach thinks that physical 
training is over by the end of the preparation phase. During the preparation phase, the 
team trains for development and integration of biomotor abilities through the complex 
approach. In other words, everything is trained simultaneously: power, muscular endur-
ance, aerobic endurance, short anaerobic lactic power, and speed. When this training 
phase ends, however, the coach starts relying only on specific training, and the team 
slowly falls out of shape.

Sequential
In sequential development, as the name implies, the qualities of a biomotor ability are 
trained sequentially; for example, anatomical adaptation could be followed by maximum 
strength, which in turn could be followed by power. The sequence is such that each 
trained element promotes the development of the following one. For instance, maximum 
strength provides the basis for power, which in turn provides the basis for speed. The 
length of each training stimulus is determined by the time required to elicit the desired 
level of morpho-functional adaptation to the stimulus.

Figure 6.6 shows how each biomotor ability is developed to elicit the highest increase 
of a sprinter’s motor potential. For a 100-meter sprinter, the specific strength is power 
endurance, and the specific mix of speed and endurance is speed endurance (lactic power). 
Once the anatomical adaptation macrocycle has been completed, maximum strength is 
trained to later maximize power. Acceleration is the specific base of technical and power 
output for maximum speed, and low volume aerobic power training helps the athlete 
recover for the following anaerobic work on the track.

In the following phase, power is trained as the neural base for power endurance and 
speed, and the endurance training becomes lactic tolerance training to create the met-
abolic adaptations upon which the athlete can maximize his or her specific endurance: 
lactic power. Then, maximum speed—and later, power endurance—are trained in order to 
create the physiological adaptations to maximize speed endurance. This example shows 
how the development and integration of biomotor abilities can be planned rationally to 
enable the ultimate performance.

Strength MxS P (maint.: MxS) PE (maint.: MxS)

Speed Acceleration Max speed Speed endurance
(lactic P)

Endurance Intensive tempo 
(aerobic P)

Special endurance
(lactic capacity)

Key: maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, and PE = power endurance.

Figure 6.6 Morpho-Functional Adaptation Continuum for a 100-Meter Sprinter
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Complex
In complex development of a biomotor ability, two or more qualities of the same ability 
are trained simultaneously—for example, maximum strength and power or muscular 
endurance. This approach can be used at different levels.

• Training unit: Maximum strength and power or muscular endurance are trained in 
a single training unit.

• Microcycle: Maximum strength and power or muscular endurance are trained in the 
same microcycle but in different training units.

• Macrocycle: Maximum strength and power or muscular endurance are trained 
throughout the macrocycle during dedicated microcycles.

• If two qualities are training alternatively during the macrocycle (e.g., a maximum 
strength microcycle followed by a power microcycle, followed again by a maximum 
strength microcycle, followed by another power microcycle), we have what is a called 
a “pendular” macrocycle.

Complex programming is used at the training unit level in only a few circumstances—for 
example, in youth training or amateur team sports, where a reduced number of weekly 
training units is required, and for maintenance of maximum and specific strength. When 
the complex development of a biomotor ability is of short duration (four to six weeks), 
the positive training effects are marked. On the other hand, such benefits quickly plateau.

For example, consider an amateur soccer team whose coach thinks that physical 
training is over by the end of the preparation phase. During the preparation phase, the 
team trains for development and integration of biomotor abilities through the complex 
approach. In other words, everything is trained simultaneously: power, muscular endur-
ance, aerobic endurance, short anaerobic lactic power, and speed. When this training 
phase ends, however, the coach starts relying only on specific training, and the team 
slowly falls out of shape.

Sequential
In sequential development, as the name implies, the qualities of a biomotor ability are 
trained sequentially; for example, anatomical adaptation could be followed by maximum 
strength, which in turn could be followed by power. The sequence is such that each 
trained element promotes the development of the following one. For instance, maximum 
strength provides the basis for power, which in turn provides the basis for speed. The 
length of each training stimulus is determined by the time required to elicit the desired 
level of morpho-functional adaptation to the stimulus.

Figure 6.6 shows how each biomotor ability is developed to elicit the highest increase 
of a sprinter’s motor potential. For a 100-meter sprinter, the specific strength is power 
endurance, and the specific mix of speed and endurance is speed endurance (lactic power). 
Once the anatomical adaptation macrocycle has been completed, maximum strength is 
trained to later maximize power. Acceleration is the specific base of technical and power 
output for maximum speed, and low volume aerobic power training helps the athlete 
recover for the following anaerobic work on the track.

In the following phase, power is trained as the neural base for power endurance and 
speed, and the endurance training becomes lactic tolerance training to create the met-
abolic adaptations upon which the athlete can maximize his or her specific endurance: 
lactic power. Then, maximum speed—and later, power endurance—are trained in order to 
create the physiological adaptations to maximize speed endurance. This example shows 
how the development and integration of biomotor abilities can be planned rationally to 
enable the ultimate performance.

Strength MxS P (maint.: MxS) PE (maint.: MxS)

Speed Acceleration Max speed Speed endurance
(lactic P)

Endurance Intensive tempo 
(aerobic P)

Special endurance
(lactic capacity)

Key: maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, and PE = power endurance.

Figure 6.6 Morpho-Functional Adaptation Continuum for a 100-Meter Sprinter

Immediate and Delayed Improvement
The loading parameters for the sequential approach can be manipulated in such a way 
as to produce either immediate or delayed improvement. In the immediate-improvement 
approach, the indexes of the trained biomotor ability are improved at the end of the mac-
rocycle. More specifically, the volume of the training stimulus enables improvement of the 
trained quality after a limited period of unload (usually one week). With this approach, 
it is also possible to work on speed and technical or tactical elements simultaneously 
with physical training.

In the delayed-improvement approach, on the other hand, the indexes of the trained 
biomotor ability are depressed at the end of the macrocycle but will improve later (this 
approach is also known as planned overreaching). Because the workload concentration 
in this approach temporarily decreases the specific functional parameters, it is necessary 
to temporarily separate this training from work on speed and technical or tactical ele-
ments. This separation allows the athlete to take advantage of the long-term effect of the 
physical workload concentration itself.

Pendular
In pendular development, two qualities of a biomotor ability are trained in alternative 
fashion. For example, a maximum strength macrocycle is followed by a power macrocycle, 
which is followed by another maximum strength macrocycle, which itself is followed by 
another power macrocycle. This approach is particularly indicated for racket sports, con-
tact sports, and martial arts, for which a long maximum strength phase could negatively 
affect the power output of specific drills and the sometimes unpredictable competition 
schedule requires an athlete to not lower his or her readiness to compete too much.

Specificity of Training Means
Here again, we can distinguish between a complex approach and a sequential approach. 
The complex approach makes simultaneous and immediate use of both general and 
specific training means, at both moderate and high intensities. Because of the short 
preparation period and long competitive season, this approach is now common in team 
sports. By contrast, in the sequential approach, as the training potential of the chosen 
training means decreases over time, both the specificity and intensity of the training 
stimuli increase progressively. In this approach, each training means is used to exploit 
the morpho-functional adaptations induced by the previous ones (Verkhoshanskij 2008). 
This approach is particularly indicated to reach an athlete’s motor potential for individual 
sports with long preparation periods.
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Load Progression
Several sports have a consistent training load throughout the year, which is called a 
standard load. Some teams maintain 6 to 12 hours of training per week for the entire 
year with almost the same training contents throughout. Standard loading results in early 
improvement, followed by a plateau and then detraining during the competitive phase. 
On the other hand, despite being an effective way to progress the load over time for 
beginners, linear loading has been proven, both scientifically and empirically, to be an 
inferior way of applying progressive overload for intermediate and advanced athletes.

In fact, it is very unlikely that a biological system progresses in a mechanical or math-
ematical fashion over time. Instead, to elicit continuous and positive morpho-functional 
adaptations, a better approach is to implement a model that is cyclic, undulating, and 
self-adjusting. Such characteristics can—or better yet, should—be taken into consideration 
when designing a periodized plan.

Undulation at the Macrocycle Level
Undulation can be implemented at both the macrocycle level and the microcycle level. As 
shown in columns 1 and 2 of figure 6.7, the macrocycle can be undulated by alternating 
microcycles of different loads. Column 1 shows a sequence of medium-high, medium, 
high, and low weekly load, which is sometimes used by Cuban weightlifters. Column 2 
shows a sequence of high, medium, medium-high, and low weekly load. The macrocycle 
can also be undulated by placing an unloading microcycle at the end of it. Column 3 
shows this approach in a typical general preparation macrocycle of step loading (medium, 
medium-high, high, and low), and column 4 shows a typical specific preparation macro-
cycle of flat loading (high, high, low). The unloading microcycle placed at the end of the 
macrocycle results in a load undulation across macrocycles (see figure 6.8).

Undulation at the Microcycle Level
The undulation of load within a microcycle follows the very important methodological 
concepts of energy systems and load alternation (see figures 6.9 and 6.10). In planning 
competitive microcycles, we must also consider the need for postcompetition recovery 
and precompetition deloading (see figure 6.11).

Ascending Descending Step loading Flat loading

Microcycle 1 

Microcycle 2 

Microcycle 3 

Microcycle 4 

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

E6171/Bompa/fig05.06/504847/alw/r1-pulled

Figure 6.7 Four ways to design an undulating macrocycle.
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E6171/Bompa/fig06.09/504849/alw/r2-pulled
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E6171/Bompa/fig06.09/504850/alw/r2-pulled

Figure 6.8 Placing an unloading microcycle at the end of a macrocycle maximizes adaptations and gives 
an undulatory quality to the load progression.

Figure 6.9 Load alternation within the microcycle in a high-frequency specialized powerlifting program.

Figure 6.10 Load alternation within the microcycle in a maximum strength program for an individual sport.
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The self-adjusting training demand is met in multiple ways: constant monitoring of 
athletes, readiness to change the daily program according to their feedback, objective data 
collected during the training session, and testing at the end of each unloading microcycle 
placed at the end of a macrocycle. Periodization is not set in stone. The mechanistic rigid-
ity often associated with periodization is probably based on the linear periodization of 
strength popularized in the United States in the 1980s, which required very long training 
periods during which the body was supposed to go through a mathematical progression. 
Such an approach has little to do with the more sophisticated and educated periodized 
strategies of the best coaches, who base their load determination on a continuous process 
of feedforward, feedback, and adjustment—as it should be.

Periodization is, in fact, a bundle of methodological concepts whose application we 
adapt to specific situations. For this reason, it can take many different forms. Coaches 
should be aware of the existence of various planning models, each of which is more 
indicated for certain sports and for certain athletes’ developmental levels. On the pro-
gramming side, coaches’ training methodology and knowledge of exercise physiology 
should enable them to use their own intuition about how their athletes’ bodies work 
and change in response to training stimuli, thus permitting them to foresee the desired 
morpho-functional adaptations. Nevertheless, achieving the best possible results requires 
constant monitoring, assessment, and adjustment of the program.

Figure 6.11 Alternation of the load within a competitive microcycle. The day after competition is low 
load to allow recovery, whereas the two days before competition are low load to reduce residual 
fatigue and allow better performance.
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Proper application of training laws and principles ensures superior organization of train-
ing with the fewest possible errors. The seven laws of strength training (outlined in the 
following section) form the proper foundation for all strength training programs. The 
principles of training (addressed later in the chapter) outline the practical application of 
the laws in strength training programs.

A house is only as strong as its foundation. The seven basic laws of strength training 
work together to produce a strong, flexible, and stable athlete who can sustain the vigor 
required for sport. This result is achieved by developing the athlete’s tendons, ligaments, 
and bones; strengthening the core; and adapting the body to the movements of the sport. 
The laws apply to all athletes, regardless of the physiological qualities of their chosen sport.

The principles of training promote a steady and specific increase in strength and other 
abilities by specifically adapting the program to the needs of the sport and, most import-
ant, to the physical capacity of the individual athlete. The principles work hand in hand 
with the laws in the quest to develop superior programs of strength. These principles—
together with the periodization of strength and the integration of strength training with 
energy systems training—are essential to any successful training program.

Seven Laws of Strength Training
Any strength training program should be started by applying the seven laws of training to 
ensure adaptation and to the keep athlete free of injury. The laws are especially import-
ant for young or beginning athletes because they ensure the creation of a good base on 
which to build more specific training in later stages of the athlete’s development.
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Law 1: Develop Joint Mobility
In order to increase strength and mobility at the same time, most strength training exer-
cises should be used for the entire range of motion of major joints, especially the knees, 
ankles, and hips. Good joint mobility prevents strain and pain around the joints; it also 
prevents stress injury. In particular, ankle mobility—that is, dorsal and plantar flexion, 
or bringing the toes toward and away from the calf—should be a major concern for all 
athletes, especially beginners. Athletes should start developing ankle mobility during 
prepubescence and pubescence so that in the latter stages of athletic development they 
need only maintain it.

Two great methods for improving flexibility are partner-assisted stretching and pro-
prioceptive neuromuscular facilitation. In the case of myofascial adhesions—myofascia 
accounts for 41 percent of passive resistance to joint movement ( Johns and Wright 
1962)—effective methods include the use of foam rollers, Kelly Starrett’s myofascia- 
releasing elastic band exercises, and a myofascia-releasing session with a certified practi-
tioner. Myofascial release increases muscle flexibility and joint mobility without negatively 
affecting performance (Sullivan et al. 2013; McDonald et al. 2013; Healey et al. 2014). In 
fact, for peak performance, myofascia must be released before competition, especially in 
speed and power sports.

Law 2: Develop Ligament and Tendon Strength
Muscle strength improves faster than tendon and ligament strength. In addition, many 
training specialists and coaches overlook the strengthening of ligaments and tendons due 
to misuse of the principle of specificity or lack of a long-term vision. Yet most injuries 
occur not at the muscle but at the myotendinous junction. The reason is that without 
proper anatomical adaptation, vigorous strength training can injure the tendons and lig-
aments. With anatomical adaptation, however, tendons and ligaments grow strong. More 
specifically, training tendons and ligaments causes them to enlarge in diameter, thus 
increasing their ability to withstand tension and tearing.

Ligaments, which are made up of the fibrous protein collagen, play the important 
role of attaching articulated bones to each other across a joint. The collagen fibrils are 
arranged in varying degrees of folds to help resist an increase in load. The strength of 
a ligament depends directly on its cross-sectional area. A ligament may rupture when 
excessive force is directed at a joint. During regular exercise or activity, ligaments are 
easily elongated to allow movement in the joint to occur naturally. However, when a 
high load is applied, as in competition or training, ligament stiffness increases in order 
to restrict excessive motion in the joint. If the load is too great, the ligament is not able 
to withstand the stress and an injury can occur.

The best way to prevent such an injury is to properly condition the body to handle 
the stress. To adapt ligaments to handle the stress, and provide adequate time for regen-
eration, athletes can condition them through a cycle of loading and unloading, as in 
the anatomical adaptation phase of training. Progressively increasing the training load 
improves the viscoelastic properties of ligaments and allows them to better accommo-
date high tensile loads such as those used in dynamic movements, maximum strength 
training, and plyometrics.

Tendons, on the other hand, connect muscle to bone and transmit force from muscle 
to bone so that movement can occur. Tendons also store elastic energy, which is crucial 
to any ballistic movement, such as those used in plyometrics. The stronger the tendon is, 
the greater its capacity to store elastic energy. Therefore, powerful tendons are character-
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istic of sprinters and jumpers. With-
out strong tendons, they wouldn’t 
be able to apply such great force 
against their bones to overcome the 
force of gravity.

Both ligaments and tendons are 
trainable. Their material and struc-
tural properties change as a result 
of training, leading to increased 
thickness, strength, and stiffness by 
up to 20 percent (Frank 1996). Liga-
ments and tendons are also capable 
of healing, although they might not 
recover to their preinjury capability.

With all this in mind, exercise, 
especially the type performed 
during the anatomical adaptation 
phase, can be considered an injury 
prevention method. If the strength-
ening of tendons and ligaments is 
disrupted, the athlete may experi-
ence a decline in tendons’ ability 
to transmit force and in ligaments’ 
ability to secure the anatomical 
integrity of joints. For steroid users, 
abusing this substance increases 
the muscle force at the expense of 
the ligaments’ and tendons’ material 
properties (Woo et al. 1994). More 
generally, increasing force without 
correspondingly strengthening the ligaments and tendons results in the ligament and 
tendon injuries experienced by so many professional American football players.

Law 3: Develop Core Strength
The arms and legs are only as strong as the trunk. Put another way, a poorly developed 
trunk provides only a weak support for hard-working limbs. Therefore, strength training 
programs should first strengthen the core muscles before focusing on the arms and legs.

Core muscles activate highly during jumps, rebounds, and plyometric exercises. They 
stabilize the body and serve as a link, or transmitter, between the legs and arms. Weak 
core muscles fail in these essential roles, thus limiting the athlete’s ability to perform. Most 
of these muscles are dominated by slow-twitch fibers because of their supporting role 
in the body’s posture and their continuous activation during arm and leg actions. They 
contract constantly, but not necessarily dynamically, to create a solid base of support for 
the actions of other muscle groups.

Many people complain of low-back problems yet do little to correct them. The best 
protection against low-back problems is well-developed back and abdominal muscles. 
This area of the body should not be neglected by coaches and athletes. At the same time, 
though core strength training is currently touted as a new theory with concomitant new 
exercises, some of them are in fact useless and even dangerous. This section provides our 

During spiking, the core muscles contract to stabilize the 
trunk so that the legs can perform an explosive takeoff 
and the arms hit the ball.
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point of view or school of thought regarding core training. We believe that excessively 
focusing on the core does nothing to promote an increase in performance but serves only 
as a means of distracting the athlete from performing a host of exercises that are integral 
to sport performance—those that work the prime movers of the sport.

The abdominal and back muscles surround the core area of the body with a tight 
and powerful support structure of muscle bundles running in different directions. If the 
abdominal muscles are poorly developed, the pelvis tilts forward, and lordosis (sway-
back) develops at the lumbar area of the spine. The rectus abdominis, for example, runs 
vertically and keeps the spine from extending when the legs are fixed, as in sit-ups, to 

IrraDIaTIon
When an athlete performs a strength exercise, many core muscles are activated 
and contract synergistically to stabilize the body and act as a support so that a limb 
can perform the exercise. This synergistic contraction is called activation overflow or 
irradiation (Enoka 2002; Zijdewind and Kernell 2001). The process is illustrated in the 
following examples.

Upright rowing
The motion of upright rowing involves standing with the feet hip-width apart while the 
arms, holding a barbell, are lowered in front of the thighs. As the arms flex to lift the 
weight to and from the chest, the abdominal and back muscles, including the erector 
spinae (core muscles), contract to stabilize the trunk so that the arms can perform 
the action smoothly (an anti-flexion action in the sagittal plane). Without support from 
the core muscles to stabilize the trunk, the prime movers would not be very effective 
in performing the task.

While the exercise is performed, all the core muscles are activated (especially those 
of the back), are contracted (activation overflow), and, as a result, are strengthened. 
In fact, the level of muscle contraction can be higher during this exercise than during 
many body-weight exercises for core strength. Therefore, using it can better develop 
the core muscles (Hamlyn et al. 2007; Nuzzo 2008; Colado et al. 2011; Martuscello 2012).

Squatting and Deadlifting
During any leg action performed against resistance in the upright position, all core 
muscles are strongly activated to stabilize the trunk and use it as a support (Martuscello 
2012). This activation also strengthens the muscles involved. In particular, heavy quarter 
squats (performed by elite athletes with a load three to four times body weight), for 
instance, elicit particularly strong contractions of the core muscles.

Spiking
One of the most dynamic athletic skills, volleyball spiking could not be properly per-
formed without the direct support of the core muscles. During spiking, the core muscles 
contract to stabilize the trunk so that the legs can perform an explosive takeoff and 
the arms can hit the ball. The core muscles also fixate and stabilize the trunk in other 
situations where the arms and legs need to perform an athletic task; examples include 
running, jumping, throwing, medicine ball exercises, and various quick or agile foot 
movements. Indeed, the core is engaged by any strength or sport-specific exercise 
in which the core must contract in order to resist flexion or extension of the spine. As 
a result, the overall volume of specific core strengthening exercises can be reduced 
to a few sets of essential exercises per session.
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maintain good posture. The internal and external obliques help the rectus abdominis 
bend the trunk forward (spine flexion) and perform all twisting, lateral-bending, and 
trunk-rotating motions. They help an athlete recover from a fall in many sports and 
perform many actions in boxing, wrestling, and the martial arts. The anterior and lateral 
abdominal muscles perform delicate, precise trunk movements. These large muscles run 
vertically, diagonally, and horizontally.

Because many athletes have weak abdominal muscles in relation to their back muscles, 
general and specific abdominal muscle training is recommended. Isolating the abdominal 
muscles requires an exercise that flexes the spine but not the hips. Exercises that flex the 
hips are performed by the iliopsoas (a powerful hip flexor) and to a lesser extent by the 
abdominal muscles (which then work mostly isometrically to prevent spine extension in 
the sagittal plane). The most popular abdominal exercise is the sit-up, and the best sit-up 
position involves lying on the back with the calves resting on a chair or bench. This posi-
tion works the abdominal muscles more effectively because the hips are already flexed.

The back muscles, including the deep back muscles along the vertebral column, are 
responsible for many movements, such as back extension and trunk extension and rota-
tion. The trunk, in turn, acts as the transmitter and supporter of most arm and leg actions. 
The vertebral column also plays an essential role as a shock absorber during landing and 
takeoff actions.

Back problems can result from excessive, uneven stress on the spine or sudden move-
ment in an unfavorable position. For athletes, back problems may result from wear and 
tear caused by improper positioning or forward tilting of the body. More specifically, disc 
pressure varies according to body position relative to external stress. For example, stress 
increases on the spine while lifting in seated positions or standing when the upper body 
swings, such as in upright rowing or elbow flexion. Sitting produces greater disc pressure 
than standing, and the least stress occurs when the body is supine or prone (as in bench 
presses or prone bench pulls). In many exercises that use the back muscles, abdominal 
muscles contract isometrically, stabilizing the body.

The iliopsoas is an essential muscle for hip flexion and running. Though not large, it is 
the most powerful hip flexor (other hip flexors are the rectus femoris, the sartorius, and 
the tensor fascia lata) and is responsible for swinging the legs forward during running 
and jumping. Well-developed hip flexors are required in sports performed on the ground 
or on the ice. These important muscles can be trained through exercises such as leg and 
knee lifts against resistance.

Law 4: Develop the Stabilizers
Prime movers work more efficiently with strong stabilizer, or fixator, muscles. Stabilizers 
contract, primarily isometrically, to stabilize a joint so that another part of the body can 
act. For example, the shoulders are immobilized during elbow flexion, and the abdomi-
nal muscles serve as stabilizers when the arms throw a ball. In rowing, when the trunk 
muscles act as stabilizers, the trunk transmits leg power to the arms, which then drive 
the blade through the water. A weak stabilizer, therefore, inhibits the contracting capacity 
of the prime movers.

Improperly developed stabilizers can also hamper the activity of major muscles. When 
placed under chronic stress, the stabilizers spasm, thus restraining the prime movers and 
reducing athletic effectiveness. This condition is often seen in volleyball players who 
suffer injury as a result of inadequate muscle strength and balance in the shoulder mus-
cles (Kugler et al. 1996). At the shoulders, supra- and infraspinatus muscles rotate the 
arm. The simplest, most effective exercise to strengthen these two muscles is to rotate 
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the arm while holding a dumbbell. The resistance provided stimulates the two muscles 
stabilizing the shoulder. At the hips, the piriformis and gluteus medius muscles perform 
external (outward) rotation. To strengthen these muscles, the athlete should stand with 
the knees locked and lift the leg to the side with a strap connected to a cable machine.

Stabilizers also contract isometrically, immobilizing one part of the limb and allowing 
the other to move. In addition, they can monitor the state of the long bones’ interactions 
in joints and sense potential injury resulting from improper technique, inappropriate 
strength, or spasms produced by poor stress management. If one of these conditions occurs, 
the stabilizers restrain the activity of the prime movers, thus avoiding strain and injury.

Thus stabilizers play important roles in athletic performance. However, some strength 
and conditioning coaches have recently exaggerated the training of the stabilizer muscles, 
especially through the use of proprioception training (also known as balance training). 
In fact, unstable surface training elicits high motor units activation due to co-contraction 
(simultaneous contraction of agonists and antagonists to stabilize a joint), which is not 
conducive to the neuromuscular adaptations required by speed and power athletes, who 
need “silent” (i.e., inactive) antagonists during powerful actions.

STabILITy baLL TraInIng
Like everything in sport-specific training, the stability ball (also known as the Swiss ball 
or balance ball) is not new. It first hit the scene in the 1960s and has become very pop-
ular, especially in rehabilitative settings. Since the 1990s, it has also become popular 
in sport and fitness. Its popularity in the fitness field is understandable, given that the 
field is all about variety and excitement.

Many exercises performed on the stability ball provide good upper- and lower-body 
strength, flexibility, and of course core strength. However, the benefit of these exercises 
for athletes is overemphasized by some members of the sporting world, who claim that 
improvements in proprioception and balance translate to improvements in athletic 
performance. In reality, balance is not a limiting factor for performance; therefore, it 
is not in the same category as speed, strength, and endurance. In fact, the body will 
adapt to the unstable environment of sport through the stimulus of participating in 
the sport itself, as well as practicing technical and tactical drills related to the sport. 
Selected exercises can be performed on the ball, but they should be limited to the 
anatomical adaptation or transition phases of training, when general adaptation takes 
precedence over specific physiological adaptation.

Beyond these caveats, athletes and coaches should be well aware that performing 
a maximum strength phase on a stability ball can be very detrimental to athletic per-
formance. The ball limits the amount of weight that the athlete can lift because more 
neural drive is used to stabilize the body as a whole, as well as the specific involved 
joints, thus reducing the activation of the fast-twitch muscle fibers of the prime movers. 
Therefore, the only stability ball exercises we recommend are those intended for train-
ing the abdominal muscles, which allow the athlete to fully stretch the abdominals 
before the concentric part of the exercise. Other muscle groups can be trained more 
effectively through other means.

Stability balls do have a time and place in training. Activation overflow explains how 
all muscles involved in a movement essentially communicate with each other and 
offer their help. Our bodies are extremely plastic and adapt wonderfully to traditional 
methods of training. And, most important in sports, an athlete’s body performs better 
when it adapts better, thereby creating stability naturally.
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On the other hand, a number of studies have shown that proprioception training with 
balance boards does help provide stability to a formerly injured or unstable ankle (Caraffa 
et al. 1996; Wester et al. 1996; Willems et al. 2002). The theory is that if balance board 
training helps promote greater stability by increasing the proprioception and strength 
of the stabilizer muscles of an unstable structure, it will further strengthen and prevent 
injury to an already stable structure. This has to be proven, however, and in any case the 
real question is how much time should be devoted to exercises intended to strengthen 
the stabilizer muscles.

Certain studies show that proprioception training can decrease injury to the knee (Car-
affa et al. 1996), whereas other studies disprove the benefits of proprioception training for 
injury prevention (Soderman et al. 2000). A recent review study, in particular, challenged 
flaws in the design and implementation of proprioception studies (Thacker et al. 2003). 
Furthermore, in the last 10 years, strength and conditioning coaches who have completely 
disregarded the use of balance boards or proprioception training for team sports (soccer 
and volleyball) have reported no increase in ankle or knee injuries.

Having said all this, balance board or Swiss ball training can be helpful during the early 
part of the preparatory phase (the anatomical adaptation phase). Unilateral exercises are 
certainly the best choice for improving joint stability while training the prime movers. 
Nevertheless, if proprioceptive strength is trained during the anatomical adaptation phase, 
the board or Swiss ball should be put away in the next phase to allow time for training 
with methods that directly enhance the athlete’s physical stature and promote sport-specific 
strength, speed, and stamina. After all, even if exercises worked to improve an athlete’s 
proprioception, the slow to intermediate nature of these exercises would never protect 
the joint from the fast and powerful movements performed in sport (Ashton-Miller et al. 
2001). Preparing the stabilizers for movement is important; specifically, training for the 
movements of the sport with ideal sport-specific speed and power or endurance is vital 
to the athlete’s performance and physical state.

Figure 7.1 shows a three-week split routine for a junior soccer player’s anatomical 
adaptation macrocycle. Note the large use of unilateral exercises, the equal volume of 
work between agonists and antagonists, the sets’ time under tension that falls in the lactic 
acid system capacity range (48 seconds to 80 seconds), the progressive increase of load, 
and the shorter duration of the macrocycle, typical for junior and master athletes. The 
following points provide a description of each column of the figure:

• Sets—Each number shows the set volume performed in a specific week. For example, 
2-3-2 means that two sets are performed in the first week, three sets in the second 
week, and two sets in the third week.

• Reps—Each number shows the repetition volume performed in a specific week. For 
example, 20-15-12 means that 20 reps per set are performed in the first week, 15 
reps per set in the second week, and 12 reps per set in the third week.

• Rest interval—Each number shows the rest interval taken between sets of an exer-
cise in a specific week. For example, 1-1-1.5 means that one minute of rest is taken 
between sets in the first week, one minute in the second week, and one and a half 
minutes in the third week.

• Tempo—The first number depicts the duration in seconds of the eccentric phase, 
the second number depicts the pause between eccentric and concentric, and the 
third number depicts the duration of the concentric phase (an X means explosive).

• Load—These columns should be used to record the load used week by week for 
each set of each exercise.
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Law 5: Train Movements, Not Individual Muscles
 The purpose of strength training in sports is load the joints’ movements specifically used 
in performing the skills of a given sport. Athletes should resist training muscles in iso-
lation, as is done in bodybuilding. From its very beginning, bodybuilding has promoted 
the concept of working muscles in isolation, a concept that has served this activity very 
well for generations. However, isolation exercises do not apply to sports, because athletic 
skills are multijoint movements performed in a certain order, forming what is called a 
kinetic (movement) chain.

For instance, a takeoff to catch a ball uses the following kinetic chain: hip extensions, 
then knee extensions, and finally ankle extensions, in which the feet apply force against 
the ground to lift the body. This powerful sequence, typical of so many sport actions, is 
called triple extension.

According to the principle of specificity, especially during the conversion (to specific 
strength) phase, body position and limb angles should resemble those needed for the 
specific skills to be performed. When athletes train for a movement, the muscles are 
integrated and strengthened to perform the action with more power. Therefore, athletes 
should not resort to weight training alone but should broaden their training routines 
by incorporating medicine balls, rubber cords (for water sports or to accommodate the 
resistance in power training with barbells), shots, and plyometric equipment. Exercises 

ExErcIsE sETs rEps

rEsT  
INTErvaL 

(MIN.)
TEMpo 
(sEc.)

Load

1st  
week

2nd 
week

3rd 
week

Workout a

One-leg squat 2-3-2* 20-15-12* 1-1-1.5* 3-0-1**

One-leg curl 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-X

One-leg deadlift 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Quad glute extension 2-3-2 20-15-15 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Abductor machine 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Adductor machine 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Standing calf raise 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 2-2-1

Crunch with weight 2-3-2 20-15-12 1 3-0-3

Workout B

Supine dumbbell press 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Dumbbell row 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Seated dumbbell press 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Dumbbell curl 2-3-2 20-15-12 1-1-1.5 3-0-1

Front and side plank 2-2-1 30-30-45 (sec.) 0.5 Isometric

*For each trio of numbers in this column, the first number applies to the first week, the second number to the second 
week, and the third number to the third week.

**For each trio of numbers in this column, the first number depicts the duration in seconds of the eccentric phase, 
the second number depicts the pause between eccentric and concentric, and the third number depicts the 
duration of the concentric phase (an X means explosive).

Figure 7.1 Sample Three-week Split Routine for the Anatomical Adaptation Macrocycle of a Junior 
Soccer Player
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performed with these instruments allow athletes to potentiate their athletic skills. Chap-
ter 14 provides further examples of how these training instruments are used for better 
specific improvement.

Multijoint exercises, such as the squat, deadlift, bench press, military press, chin-up, 
Olympic lift, as well as throws and jumps, in sport training have been used since track-
and-field athletes introduced them in the early 1930s, prior to the 1936 Olympic Games. 
Most athletes still follow this tradition. Such exercises are key to strength training efficiency 
and efficacy. A few isolation exercises (referred to as accessory exercises) can still be 
used to support hypertrophy of lacking muscles or to increase blood flow (necessary for 
tendons’ health) and to support the muscle protein content of the prime movers during 
periods of low reps and very high loads in training.

In the end, don’t ask, “Where is the program’s biceps exercise?” Rather, ask yourself 
whether elbow flexion is part of the specific action required in the chosen sport and, if 
so, with what other movements it is integrated.

Law 6: Focus not on What Is new but on What  
Is necessary
In the past few years, the North American sport and fitness market has been invaded by 
many products that supposedly improve athletic performance. Often, however, they do 
not. In fact, an understanding of biomechanics and exercise physiology reveals that many 
products purported to improve strength, speed, and power may actually inhibit them. 
Two methods that have captured the minds of athletes, coaches, and trainers are balance 

Accelerating the body is a complex motor pattern. Knee extensors, hip extensors, and plantar flexors 
propel the body in concert with a vigorous action of the upper-body musculature.
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training and overspeed training. Balance training is safe but also widely overused in the 
sport training industry. Overspeed training, on the other hand—along with many training 
devices used in an effort to enhance speed and power—jeopardizes an athlete’s running 
technique and decreases the rate of force development.

In many cases, the preferred medium for promoting new ideas is the seminar. The 
speaker often shows new exercises and promises miraculous improvement. Not very often, 
however, does a speaker address the issues of anatomical and neuromuscular adaptation, 
which are central to performance improvement and should serve as the foundation for 
all sport-specific programs.

Certainly, it is important to have a good selection of exercises; however, an exercise is 
essential only if it targets the prime movers or the main muscle groups used in perform-
ing an athletic skill—no more, no less. It is immaterial, for example, whether the athlete 
uses a simple bench or a stability ball to perform bench presses. The essential goal is to 
perform the exercise with continuous acceleration through the range of motion. At the 
beginning of a bench press, fast-twitch muscle fibers are recruited to defeat inertia and 
the heavy load of the barbell. As the athlete continues to press the barbell upward, he or 
she should attempt to generate the highest possible acceleration. Under these conditions, 
the discharge rate is increased in the same fast-twitch muscle fibers. Maximum velocity, 
therefore, must be achieved toward the end of the action to coincide with the instant of 
releasing a ball or other athletic implement during sport performance.

Similarly, if a high level of strength adaptation is required in the leg muscles, then the 
athlete should squat, squat, and squat. The idea is to develop the greatest possible levels 
of strength and adaptation—in other words, to do what is necessary. Adding variety by 
implementing different exercises is fine as long as they target the same muscle group in 
the most specific way.

Law 7: periodize Strength in the Long Term
Instead of focusing on a strength program’s immediate returns in the form of maximal 
strength gains, strength and conditioning coaches should plan the strength training pro-
gression in a way that maximizes the athlete’s motor potential over the long term. This 
emphasis means not using high loads as soon as possible with complex exercises that 
have not been technically mastered.

As stated in chapter 2, the base for general strength gains over time should be provided 
by intermuscular coordination training: explosive technique work with light to submax-
imal weights, never to concentric failure, planned after the anatomical adaptation or 
hypertrophy phase. On the other hand, intramuscular coordination training—work with 
submaximal to maximal weights, still possibly not to concentric failure, unless absolute 
strength is sought—peaks maximum strength but cannot be used for extended periods 
(no more than six weeks at a time).

Specific strength—be it power, power endurance, or muscle endurance—can be maxi-
mized only on the basis of a preceding and well-planned maximum strength phase. This 
requirement holds both at the annual plan level and the multiyear level. Figure 7.2 depicts 
an example of a sequence of intermuscular coordination and intramuscular coordination 
macrocycles for the increase of maximum strength in the annual plan; these macrocycles 
are placed before the specific strength (power) macrocycles. Figure 7.3 shows the strength 
progression for a four-year plan for a developing athlete.
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principles of Strength Training
The purpose of any strength training program is to produce a continual increase in the 
athlete’s physical capacity. Strength training principles offer methods for adapting the 
body to the various loads used in training; they also provide guidelines for individualiz-
ing the program to the specific needs of the athlete and sport. Therefore, every strength 
training program should be built on principles.

progressive Increase of Load
The principle of progressive increase of load is best illustrated by the legend of Milo of 
Croton in Greek mythology. To become the world’s strongest man, Milo lifted and car-
ried a calf every day beginning in his teenage years. As the calf grew heavier, Milo grew 
stronger. By the time the calf was a full-grown bull, Milo was the world’s strongest man, 
thanks to long-term progression.

In more specific terms, training progressively elicits adaptations in the structure and 
functions of the athlete’s body, thus increasing his or her motor potential and ultimately 
resulting in improved performance. Of course, the body reacts both physiologically and 
psychologically to the increased training load (that is, to the sum of the volume and 

AA
3+1

M×S
2+1

Intermuscular
coordination
loads used:
70 − >75%

M×S
2+1

Intermuscular
coordination
loads used:
75 − >80%

M×S
2+1

Intramuscular
coordination
loads used:
85 − >90%

P
2+1

P
2+1

E6171/Bompa/fig07.02/504853/alw/r3

Figure 7.2 Strength training progression in the annual plan for an individual sport where the specific 
strength is power.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, MxS (intermuscular coordination) = maximum strength (at loads of 70% to 80% 
of 1RM), MxS (intramuscular coordination) = maximum strength (loads of 85% to 90% of 1RM), P = power, 3+1 = 
macrocycle structure with 3 loading weeks plus 1 unloading week, and 2+1 = macrocycle structure with 2 loading 
weeks plus 1 unloading week.
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E6171/Bompa/fig07.03/504854/alw/r2-pulledFigure 7.3 Distribution and progression of strength training methods in a multiyear plan.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, MxS = maximum strength (intermuscular coordination at loads of 70% to 80% of 1RM) 
or maximum strength (intramuscular coordination at loads of 80% to 90% of 1RM).
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intensity of all the training stimuli). Therefore, training also produces gradual changes in 
nervous reaction and functions, neuromuscular coordination, and psychological capacity 
to cope with stress. The entire process requires time and competent technical leadership.

As said in chapter 6, some coaches employ a consistent training load throughout the 
year, which is called a standard load. This approach may cause decreased performance 
during the late competitive phase because the physiological basis of performance has 
decreased and prevents consistent improvements (see figure 7.4). Superior adaptation 
and performance are produced only by steadily applying training load increments.

Another traditional strength training approach uses the overload principle. Early pro-
ponents of this principle claimed that strength and hypertrophy increase only if muscles 
work at their maximum strength capacity against workloads greater than those normally 
encountered (Hellebrand and Houtz 1956; Lange 1919). Contemporary advocates sug-
gest that the load to exhaustion in strength training should be increased throughout the 
program (Fox, Bowes, and Foss 1989). Therefore, the curve of load increment can rise 
constantly (see figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.5 Load increments according to the overload principle.
Adapted from Phys Ther Rev 1956; 36(6): 371-383, with permission of the American Physical Therapy Association. Copyright © 1956 
American Physical Therapy Association. APTA is not responsible for the translation from English.
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Figure 7.4 A standard load results in improvements only in the early part of the annual plan.
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Proponents of overloading suggest two ways to increase strength: (1) maximum loads 
to exhaustion, inducing strength gains, and (2) submaximal loads to exhaustion, induc-
ing hypertrophy (a popular approach among bodybuilders). However, athletes cannot 
be expected to lift to exhaustion every time they work out. This is especially true from 
the specific preparation onward, when most of their energy must be directed to sport- 
specific activities and their bodies must be well recovered in order to optimally perform 
sport-specific skills.

In fact, such physiological and psychological strain leads to muscle tightness, impaired 
sport-specific technical proficiency, fatigue, exhaustion, injury, or overtraining. To be effec-
tive, a strength training program must follow the concept of periodization of strength, 
in which specific goals for each phase lead up to either peak performance at the year’s 
major competitions or the best possible performance throughout a championship.

To achieve these goals, a more effective approach is step-type loading (see figure 7.6). 
The athlete’s ability to tolerate heavy loads improves as the result of adaptation to stress-
ors applied in strength training (Councilman 1968; Harre 1982). The step-type method 
requires a training load increase followed by an unloading phase during which the body 
adapts, regenerates, and prepares for a new increase.

The frequency of such unloading microcycles is determined by each athlete’s needs, the 
rate of adaptation, and the competitive calendar. Training load increases are determined 
by the rate of the athlete’s performance improvement; generally speaking, however, the 
intensity increase between steps (weeks) in a macrocycle commonly falls between 2 per-
cent and 5 percent. An abrupt increase in training load may exceed the athlete’s capacity 
to adapt and therefore affect his or her physiological balance.

The step-type approach does not necessarily mean increasing the load in each train-
ing session in a linear fashion. Furthermore, a single training session is insufficient to 
cause appreciable body adaptations. To achieve adaptation, the same exercise must be 
repeated several times in a week but at different intensities, followed by an increase in 
the following week.

In figure 7.6, let’s say that each horizontal line represents a week, or microcycle, of 
training and that the load is applied on Monday. This load fatigues the body, but it is 
within the capability of the athlete. The body adjusts by Wednesday and adapts to the 
load over the next two days, and by Friday the athlete feels stronger and capable of lifting 
heavier loads. Thus fatigue is followed by adaptation and then a physiological rebound 
or improvement. This new level can be called a new ceiling of adaptation. By the next 
Monday, the athlete is physiologically and psychologically comfortable. This process is the 
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Figure 7.6 Illustration of a macrocycle, in which each column represents the weekly load, increasing 
in a step-like fashion.
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reason that it is possible to either increase the strength training load linearly throughout 
the microcycle (if the loading parameters at the beginning of the macrocycle were well 
within the athlete’s capacity) or undulate it (heavy on Monday, light on Wednesday, and 
medium-heavy on Friday).

The third step in figure 7.6 is followed by a lower step or unloading microcycle. A 
reduction in overall demand allows the body to regenerate and fully adapt. During the 
unloading week, the athlete recovers almost completely from the fatigue accumulated 
in the first three steps, replenishes energy stores, and relaxes psychologically. The body 
accumulates new reserves in anticipation of further increases in training load. Training 
performance usually improves following the unloading microcycle. Testing takes place 
at the end of the unloading microcycle.

The shorter the macrocycle is (for instance, a 2+1 structure, which entails two weeks 
of loading followed by an unloading week), the lower the increase from the beginning 
load. Thus a longer macrocycle may permit a larger increase, but it generally starts at 
a lower intensity. Longer macrocycles (3+1 or even 4+1 weeks) are used in the general 
preparation when the intensity at the beginning of the macrocycle is low, whereas shorter 
macrocycles are used from the specific preparation onward, as the training intensifies. It 
is, in fact, harder to sustain a prolonged increase of intensity when the intensity at the 
beginning of the macrocycle was already high. Although training load increases in steps, 
the load curve in the annual plan has a wavy shape that represents the ongoing increases 
and decreases of loading to stimulate and realize adaptations (see figure 7.7).

Although the step-loading method is applicable to every sport and athlete, two variations 
are possible—reverse step loading and flat loading—and they must be applied carefully 
and with discretion. In reverse step loading (see figure 7.8), the load decreases rather than 
increases from step to step. Some Eastern European weightlifters maintain that this form 
of loading (planning the heaviest loads immediately following a microcycle of low-inten-
sity training) is more specific to their physiological needs. Reverse step loading has been 

Training load

PerformancePerformance

E6171/Bompa/fig06.07/504858/alw/r1-pulled

Figure 7.7 The curve of training load is undulatory (wavy arrow), whereas performance improves 
continuously (straight arrow).
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Figure 7.8 Reverse step loading as it used by some weightlifting schools.
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Figure 7.9 The flat loading pattern is usually employed during the specific preparation and compet-
itive phases of power sports.

Preparation phase

E6171/Bompa/fig07.10/504861/alw/r2-pulledFigure 7.10 Suggested loading patterns for the preparation phase. Step loading is used at the begin-
ning of the program since the load is increased progressively. After the first five weeks of progressive 
adaptation, flat step loading is used to ensure that training is very demanding and results in the specific 
adaptation necessary for performance improvement.

used in weightlifting since the late 1960s but has not been accepted in any other sport. 
The reason is simple: The goal of strength training for sports is progressive adaptation—
gradually increasing the athlete’s training capabilities, and performance improvements are 
possible only when training capabilities have increased. Reverse loading should be used 
only during the peaking cycle prior to competition as a tapering method (see chapter 15). 
Endurance improvements are much better achieved by step loading, as the main factor 
is the volume, and it is better increased in a step-loading fashion throughout the year.

The flat loading pattern (see figure 7.9) is appropriate for advanced athletes with a 
strong strength training background, athletes who do not tolerate prolonged exposure to 
high-intensity training, and, generally, for power  sports during the specific preparation 
phase. High-demand training is performed at the same level for two microcycles, followed 
by a low-load recovery week (three consecutive microcycles of high load cannot be per-
formed due to the high level of accumulated fatigue). The two microcycles must involve 
high demand for either one or all elements—technical, tactical, speed, and endurance 
training. When planning the lower-intensity microcycle, all the elements must be of lower 
demand in order to facilitate relaxation and recovery.

The dynamics of the loading pattern for a well-trained athlete are a function of the 
training phase and the type of desired training adaptation. During the early part of the 
preparatory phase for all sports, the step loading pattern prevails, ensuring better pro-
gression (see figure 7.10). The flat loading pattern is better suited for the late preparatory 
phase, especially for power sports and for athletes competing at or beyond the national 
level. The step loading pattern is always preferred, however, for endurance sports, in 
which the development of endurance (cardiorespiratory and muscular) is particularly 
suited for long, progressive overload.
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Progressive overload is the favorite modality for eliciting morpho-functional adaptations through 
a progressive increase of muscular, metabolic, or neural stress over time. There are many ways 
to rationally progress the load and thereby elicit the desired adaptations, such as higher levels 
of hypertrophy, muscular endurance, maximum strength, or power. In order to understand these 
options, we must analyze the loading variables and how they influ-
ence the final training effect.

In the case of strength training, the training parameters are shown 
in figure 7.11.

Throughout a macrocycle, we can progress one or more of 
these parameters according to the training effects (adaptations) 
that we want to elicit. The parameters are described in detail in the 
following sections.

repetitions
The number of repetitions per set is very much linked to the percent-
age of 1-repetition maximum (1RM) used and the desired buffer (the 
difference between the number of repetitions performed in a set 
and the number that the athlete could perform to exhaustion at 
that percentage of 1RM). Throughout a macrocycle, we can either 
increase repetitions in order to increase endurance (more volume), 
keep repetitions the same while manipulating other parameters, or 
decrease repetitions to increase intensity (percentage of 1RM) or to 
unload or peak while maintaining or slightly reducing the intensity. 
In the latter two cases, we unload by increasing the buffer.

Throughout a macrocycle, we can decrease the buffer while 
maintaining the same number of repetitions. Doing so makes each 
workout progressively harder, while maintaining the same number of sets and reps (a preferred 
method by powerlifters that can also be used in other sports). We can also keep the buffer the 
same while increasing or decreasing one of the other parameters. Usually, we do not increase 
the buffer throughout a macrocycle, unless we are transitioning from a maximum-strength devel-
opment macrocycle to a maximum-strength maintenance or a power macrocycle.

A high buffer allows for performing more technically correct repetitions because the load 
is less challenging, more explosive concentrics, and reduced residual fatigue. Thus high-buffer 
sets are used especially for intermuscular coordination work, for power development, and for 
unloading microcycles (see table 7.1). Buffer 0 means going to concentric failure, a preferred 
modality for hypertrophy training. Doing multiple 1 to 3 reps per set to failure or close to failure (5 
percent buffer) elicits gains in relative strength that is an increase of strength without an accom-
panying increase of body weight. Going to failure or getting close to failure with a slightly higher 
time under tension per set and performing 3 to 6 reps will elicit gains in absolute strength that 
are gains in both strength and muscle size. Performing sets of 1 to 3 reps with a buffer of 10 to 20 
percent will increase both maximum strength and power (what some call the “strength-speed 
method”). Performing 3 to 6 reps with a buffer of 25 to 40 percent will increase both maximum 
strength, via an improvement of the intermuscular coordination, and power (what some call the 
“speed-strength method”). We believe that terms such as strength-speed and speed-strength 
should be replaced by power training with high loads and power training with low loads, because 
in physics we have power, not strength-speed or speed-strength.

Reps
Buffer

% 1RM

Sets

Tempo

Rest
intervals Technique

E6171/Bompa/fig07.11/504862/alw/r1

Figure 7.11 Strength train-
ing parameters.
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Table 7.1 The relationship between Load (percentage of 1rM), repetitions, 
buffer, and the Training Effect
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Sets
Throughout a macrocycle, we can increase sets in order to increase work capacity and endur-
ance (more volume). We can also keep the same number of sets to increase one of the other 
parameters or decrease the number of sets to unload or peak. The number of sets (volume) is 
the single most influential variable the on training’s residual fatigue effect.

Tempo
Tempo is the duration of a full rep; therefore, it affects set duration. In turn, both the tempo of a 
single rep and the set duration directly influence the final training effect. For this reason, once 
the desired training effect and the corresponding rep tempo and set duration are established, 

(continued)
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it is advisable to keep them stable throughout the macrocycle. Changing them—for example, 
by performing the repetitions faster—might give the false impression of progressing when in fact 
the training effect is changed. Tempo is indicated with three or four numbers. The first number 
depicts the duration in seconds of the eccentric phase; the second number depicts the pause 
between eccentric and concentric; the third number depicts the duration of the concentric 
phase (an X means explosive); and the fourth number depicts the pause between the concen-
tric and eccentric phase. For example, 3.1.X.0 for a squat means a descent of three seconds, 
followed by a pause of one second, followed by an explosive ascent and no pause before 
descending again.

rest Interval
Like tempo and set duration, the rest interval directly influences the final training effect. We can 
increase the rest interval if the macrocycle moves toward a decrease in reps and an increase in 
intensity (percentage of 1RM). We can decrease the rest interval in order to increase endurance 
(more density). Or we can keep the rest interval the same while changing one or more of the 
other variables. When performing series of sets for power endurance and muscle endurance, 
reducing the rest interval between sets (while maintaining their power output) allows a densifi-
cation that later translates into a higher mean power output for a longer duration.

Technique should also be considered; indeed, it should never be sacrificed for the sake of 
a false load progression. As Paul Chek has said, changing technique to grind out more reps or 
complete a heavy one is just “the world’s fastest superset”—a potentially injurious and certainly 
deceiving action.

For an example of progression in parameters, see the program for the junior soccer player in 
the previous chapter (law 4).

DEFInIng anD UnDErSTanDIng STrEngTh TraInIng LoaD progrESSIon (continued)

variety
Contemporary training requires the athlete to perform many hours of work. The volume 
and intensity of training sometimes increase yearly, and exercises are repeated numerous 
times. To reach high performance, any athlete who is serious about training must dedicate 
two to four hours each week to strength training, in addition to performing technical, 
tactical, and energy systems training.

Under these conditions, boredom and monotony can become obstacles to motivation 
and improvement. The best way to overcome these obstacles is to incorporate variety into 
training routines. Variety improves training response and positively affects an athlete’s 
psychological well-being. In order to implement variety effectively, however, instructors 
and coaches must be well versed in strength training. A strength and conditioning coach 
should not, in fact, employ variety for variety’s sake. Periodization of strength naturally 
includes rational variations of means and methods throughout the annual plan to elicit 
the best neuromuscular adaptations. The following guidelines will help you in designing 
strength training programs with sensible variations over the course of the annual plan.

• Progress from full range of motion (ROM) in the general preparation phase to 
sport-specific ROM in the late specific preparation phase and the competitive phase. 
Be mindful of the fact that full-ROM exercises cause more muscular tension than 
their partial counterparts; therefore, a low volume of such exercises should always 
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be employed for maintaining maximum strength (Bloomquist et al. 2013; Hartmann 
et al. 2012; and Bazyler et al. 2014).

• Vary exercise selection by using more unilateral and dumbbell exercises during 
anatomical adaptation and compensation macrocycles.

• Vary loading by using the principle of progressive increase of load in training.

• Vary the type and speed of muscle contractions. The usual pattern goes from slow 
eccentrics (three to five seconds) and controlled concentrics (one to two seconds) in 
anatomical adaptation to slow eccentrics and fast concentrics (one second or less) 
in the hypertrophy and maximum strength macrocycles and then to fast eccentrics 
and explosive concentrics in macrocycles for power, power endurance, or muscle 
endurance short.

• Vary the method. Move from body weight, dumbbells, and machines during macro-
cycles for anatomical adaptation and hypertrophy to mainly barbells in macrocycles 
for maximum strength, conversion to specific strength, and maintenance.

Variety in exercise selection keeps the athlete motivated and the adaptation fresh. 
Problems can arise, however, when coaches and athletes substitute an exercise or change 
a method solely for the sake of doing something new. The principle of variety should 
be used only if the change or substitution keeps the athlete on the path of adaptation.

In addition, when athletes reach a high level of competition and fitness, certain exer-
cises should never leave their regimen. Coaches can alter the load or method used in 
training but should always stick to the movements that best work the kinetic chain used 
in the sport or best elicit the threshold of stimulation needed for maximum gains. For 
example, although the leg press is an effective exercise for leg development, it does not 
cause the same neuromuscular drive as the squat. In fact, the squat is probably one of 
the single best exercises for lower-body maximum strength development, and it should 
never be replaced for the sake of relieving boredom.

Coaches and athletes should also remember that sport training is different from fitness 
training and that fitness ideals do not always work in sport training. For example, many 
strength training instructors preach that exercises should be altered every other week. 
However, though this approach may be beneficial when training personal training clients 
who require constant variety and excitement, it is not appropriate for athletes. Alternating 
of strength exercises for a given sport can be done only if the new exercise addresses the 
prime movers in that sport. In addition, introducing a new exercise (or training method, 
for that matter) causes muscle soreness and tightness, which in turn produces a transitory 
(two- to seven-day) loss of performance in sport-specific technical and tactical training. 
With this reality in mind, plan accordingly.

Because adaptation is a physiological requirement for athletic improvement, the same 
type of training and muscle groups must be targeted repeatedly in order to produce the 
highest degree of adaptation. Without constant increase in the adaptation of bodily systems, 
athletes see no visible improvement in their performance. Yes, repeating the same type 
of exercise day in and day out is very boring. But so is constantly repeating the technical 
skills of running, swimming, cycling, and rowing, to name a few. Yet nobody suggests to 
runners, swimmers, cyclists, and rowers that they alter their primary skill training because 
it is boring. Therefore, coaches should choose a number of exercises that have the same 
functional purpose but add variety to training. In this way, they can spice up the training 
program but keep in mind the main focus—the athlete’s level of physiological adaptation.
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Individualization
Contemporary training requires individualization. Each athlete must be treated according 
to his or her ability, potential, and strength training background. Coaches are sometimes 
tempted to follow the training programs of successful athletes, thus disregarding their 
particular athlete’s needs, experience, and abilities. Even worse, they sometimes insert 
such programs into the training schedules of junior athletes, who are not ready, physio-
logically or psychologically, for such high loads.

Before designing a training program, the coach should assess the athlete. Even athletes 
who are equal in performance do not necessarily have the same work capacity. Individual 
work abilities are determined by several biological and psychological factors and must be 
considered in specifying the amount of work (volume), the load (intensity), and the type 
of strength training that an athlete performs. Work capacity is also affected by training 
background. Work demand should be based on experience. Even when an athlete exhibits 
great improvement, the coach must still be cautious in estimating training load (volume plus 
intensity). Thus, when assigning athletes of different backgrounds and experiences to the 
same training group, the coach should attend to individual characteristics and potential.

Another factor to consider when planning a training program is the athlete’s rate of 
recovery. When planning and evaluating the content and stress of training, coaches should 
remember to assess demanding factors outside of training. They should be aware of the 
athlete’s lifestyle and emotional involvements. Rate of recovery can also be affected by 
schoolwork and other activities. For help in monitoring the rate of recovery, coaches can 
use a heart rate variability monitoring device.

Sex-based differences also require consideration. Generally speaking, the total body 
strength of women is 63.5 percent of that of men. More specifically, the upper-body 
strength of women is, on average, 55.8 percent of that of men; the lower-body strength of 
women, however, is much closer to that of men, at an average of 71.9 percent (Laubach 
1976). Women tend to have lower hypertrophy levels and lower work capacity than men 
do, mostly because their testosterone level is as much as 20 times lower (Wright 1980). 
Female athletes can follow the same training programs as male athletes without worry-
ing about excessive bulky muscles. Women can apply the same loading pattern and use 
the same training methods as men without concern, except for when monitoring their 
recovery ability.

One study looked at sex-based differences in strength and muscle thickness changes 
following upper-body and lower-body resistance training. In both men and women, 12 
weeks of total body resistance training resulted in a greater increase in muscle thickness 
in the upper body than in the lower body; it also produced similar time-course and pro-
portionate increases in strength and muscle thickness for both men and woman (Evertsen 
et al. 1999). In other words, strength training is as beneficial for women as it is for men. 
In fact, strength gains for women occur at the same rate as men (Wilmore et al. 1978).

Strength training for women should be rigorously continuous, without long interrup-
tions. Plyometric training should progress carefully over a long period to allow adaptation 
to occur. Because women generally tend to be physically weaker than men, improved and 
increased strength training can produce more visible gains in performance (Lephart et 
al. 2002). Further increases in strength from plyometric training promote greater power 
capabilities. As for training the energy systems, women can use the same training meth-
ods used by men.

One major issue involving sex difference is injury in sport. Female athletes often report 
a higher incidence of lower-body injuries, in particular to the knee joint. Studies have 
been conducted in an effort to explain this fact both physiologically and anatomically. For 
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instance, when performing the kinematics and electromyographic activity of the one-leg 
squat, intercollegiate female athletes, as compared with their male counterparts, demon-
strated less lateral trunk flexion and more ankle dorsiflexion, ankle pronation, hip adduc-
tion, hip flexion, and external rotation (Zeller et al. 2003). Furthermore, female athletes 
who participate in jumping and agility exercises tend to exhibit less muscular-stiffness 
protection of the knee than males do (Wojtys et al. 2003). Involuntarily, females allow 
their knees to drift inward (knock knees), which places more stress on the knee joint 
and can aggravate or strain the anterior cruciate ligament.

Although sex-specific planning is not entirely required, these differences indicate that 
time should be dedicated to improving maximum strength, in particular the strength of 
the lower body, in female athletes. In particular, increased strengthening of the quadriceps 
and hamstring at the end of the early preparatory phase can physiologically prepare the 
athlete for game-specific drills and power training, which place more stress on the knee 
joint and can lead to injury.

Specificity
To be effective and achieve greater adaptation, training must be designed to develop 
sport-specific strength. To do so, a strength and conditioning coach must make a simple 
performance model analysis of the sport for which the strength training program is being 
created. The analysis should take into account the ergogenesis (i.e., the energy contribu-
tion to the sporting event of each of the three energy systems), the specific joints’ range 
of motion, the planes of movement, and the prime movers and their actions (eccentric, 
isometric, concentric). Training specificity is the most important mechanism for sport-spe-
cific neuromuscular adaptations.

Specificity and the Dominant Energy System
The coach should carefully consider the dominant energy system in the chosen sport. 
For instance, muscular endurance training is most appropriate for endurance sports such 
as rowing, long-distance swimming, canoeing, and speedskating (see chapters 3 and 14). 
The coach must also consider the specific muscle groups involved (the prime movers) and 
the movement patterns characteristic of the sport. Exercises should use the sport’s key 
movement patterns. They must also improve the power of the prime movers. Normally, 
gains in power transfer to skill improvement.

Specificity versus a Methodical approach
The principle of specificity sprang from the idea that the optimal strength training pro-
gram must be specific. Mathews and Fox (1976) developed this theory into a principle of 
training. According to this principle, an exercise or type of training that is specific to the 
skills of a sport results in faster adaptation and yields faster performance improvement. 
However, specificity should be applied only to advanced athletes during the competitive 
phase. These athletes devote a large portion of their annual strength training plan to train 
the dominant strength in their selected sport.

Misuse of specificity results in asymmetrical and inharmonious body development and 
neglects the antagonist and stabilizer muscles. Misuse can also hamper the development 
of the prime movers and result in injury. Overemphasizing specificity can result in narrow 
development of the muscles and one-sided, specialized muscle function. Therefore, com-
pensation strength exercises should always be used in training, especially during the early 
preparatory phase and the transition phases of the annual plan. These exercises balance 
the strength of agonist and antagonist muscles.
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Although specificity is an important principle, its long-term application can result 
in stressful, boring programs that lead to overtraining, overuse injury, and sometimes 
burnout. Therefore, specificity is best applied at appropriate times as part of a program 
based on a methodical, long-term approach. Such a program should have three main 
phases: the general and multilateral phase, the specialized training-specific phase, and 
the high-performance phase (refer to figure 7.3).

During the general-multilateral phase, strength training is performed in such a way that 
all muscle groups, ligaments, and tendons are developed in anticipation of future heavy 
loads and specific training. Such an approach will likely lead to an injury-free career. This 
phase may last one to three years, depending on the athlete’s age and abilities. Through-
out this phase, the coach needs to be patient. Overall multilateral development is a basic 
requirement for reaching a highly specialized level of training. Most of the maximum 
strength phase is dedicated to intermuscular coordination training (technique work with 
loads below 80 percent of 1RM).

After laying the foundation, the athlete begins the specialization phase, which contin-
ues throughout his or her career. During this phase, the strength training program does 
not address the specific needs of the sport through all phases of an annual plan. Rather, 
this program includes periodization of strength, which always starts with a buildup or 
anatomical adaptation phase (see the discussion of periodization of strength in law 7 in 
this chapter). Maximum strength training with loads above 80 percent is introduced in 
the annual periodization of strength.

The high-performance phase applies to athletes at the national and international 
levels. During this stage, specificity prevails from the latter part of the preparatory phase 
through the competitive phase of the annual plan. More time is now dedicated to the 
conversion-to-specific-strength phase than in earlier years.

Specificity of Exercises for Strength Training
When it comes to strength exercise selection for a sport, especially in the late prepara-
tory phase, coaches must try to imitate the dynamic structure of the skill, as well as the 
spatial orientation or body position in relation to the surrounding environment. In other 
words, coaches should select exercises that place the body and limbs in positions similar 
to those used when performing the skill.

The angle between limbs or other body parts influences how a muscle contracts and 
which parts of it contract. Therefore, familiarity with these aspects (the specific joints’ 
range or motion and prime movers muscle actions) is necessary for effective training.

To achieve maximum training specificity, an exercise must imitate the angle of the skill 
performed. For instance, the arm extensions used by shot-putters and American football 
linemen use the triceps muscles. One bodybuilding exercise that develops the triceps is 
the dumbbell elbow extension, which is performed either while bent over or in an erect 
position with the elbow above the shoulder. However, such exercises isolate the triceps 
from the other muscles involved in shot-putting and tackling and consequently are not 
very effective for these athletes. A better option for them is the incline bench press per-
formed at an angle of 30 to 35 degrees, which is similar to the angle used in the selected 
sports. This exercise also works the other active muscles, such as the pectoral muscles 
and the deltoids.
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Specific strength is often confused with functional strength. The term functional strength 
is fairly recent. It refers to exercises performed on various equipment, such as balls, ABS 
(plastic) pipes with foam, and proprioceptive platforms, all of which are designed to 
create a more difficult environment in order to increase participation by small and 
deep stabilizing muscles (Staley 2005, 22). However, can we think that Olympic and 
world championship events have been won, and world records set, without the ath-
letes having worked on specific strength, or not having done so in an optimal manner, 
until the year 2000? 

In fact, specific strength and functional strength are not synonymous. Training for 
the specific strength needed in a given sport involves replicating the specific modality 
of force expression needed in the chosen event, both neurally and metabolically. This 
training is achieved by using exercises that mimic the action of the kinetic chains in 
the specific motor skills (including specific joints’ range of motion and force vector). 
Particular emphasis is placed on the prime movers, without disturbing the motor pat-
terns required for the sport’s technique.

In contrast, the term functional strength, rather than referring to the physiological 
and biomechanical parameters of the specific event or motor skill, is more commonly 
considered as indicating the manner in which strength is trained—that is, its training 
means: free weights or cables, unilateral training, and possibly standing and through 
more than one plane of motion. (Exceptions to this definition are found in propaedeu-
tic exercises and some core stability exercises.) In other words, in order to talk about 
specific strength training, the essential starting points are the biomechanical—and in 
particular the physiological—parameters of the event. Functional training, in contrast, 
is simply defined by the use of exercises with the characteristics just listed.

To state that the exercise selection fully defines the degree of functionality of a 
strength training program is, obviously, methodologically wrong, but it is also true that 
the best functionalists apply the concept of periodization of strength to their planning. 
In addition, not only do they take into account the biomechanics when selecting 
exercises, but also they consider the physiology when choosing load parameters, 
despite preferring certain exercises and methods. We should, however, ask ourselves 
to what extent certain functional training methods are appropriate in order to reach 
the levels of maximum strength development needed in certain power sports (e.g., 
one-leg squat grabbing a suspension training belt). At this point, it should be clear that 
periodization of strength is a more comprehensive concept than functional training, 
and specific strength is grounded on biomechanics an physiology, rather than exercise 
novelty, variation, or simple skill mimicking.
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To create successful strength training programs, coaches and athletes manipulate several 
training variables, mainly volume and intensity. Both the volume and the intensity of 
training, as well as its frequency, change according to the competition schedule and the 
objective of training. More specific factors within the categories of volume and intensity 
include load, which is generally expressed as a percentage of 1-repetition maximum (1RM); 
buffer; repetitions; sets; tempo of execution; and rest intervals between sets. Manipulat-
ing these specific variables alters the volume, intensity, degree of effort, and density of 
training—and, consequently, the training effect.

Strength training programs must also include a mix of general and sport-specific exer-
cises. As a rule of thumb, the early part of the yearly training program, which can include 
three to six months of preparatory training, should include a higher volume of training 
with low proportion of sport-specific exercises. As the competitive season approaches, 
however, the intensity of training is stressed, the volume is decreased, and sport-specific 
exercises become a major part of the program.

Training Volume
Volume, or the quantity of work performed, can be measured either in terms of the weight 
lifted per training session, per microcycle, or per macrocycle or in terms of the total 
number of sets or reps performed per training session, per microcycle, per macrocycle, 
or per year. Instructors, coaches, and athletes should keep records of the tonnage (total 
weight) lifted or the sets and reps performed per session or per training phase to help 
them plan future training volumes.

Training volume varies based on the sport’s particular physical demands, the athlete’s 
strength training background, and the type of strength training performed. For example, 
athletes attempting to develop muscular endurance use a high volume of training because 
of the many reps they perform. Maximum strength training, on the other hand, results in 
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lower tonnage and density, despite 
the high load, because of the lower 
number of total reps and the longer 
rest intervals. A medium training 
volume is typical for athletes in 
sports that require power, because 
the load is low to medium.

Overall training volume becomes 
more important as athletes approach 
high performance. There are no 
shortcuts. Athletic performance 
requires high weekly training fre-
quency, which, in turn, may result in 
greater training volume. As athletes 
adapt to a higher volume of train-
ing, they experience better recovery 
and a higher level of structural and 
neural adaptation. This increase in 
work capacity can later translate 
into better handling of the inten-
sification phases, as well as better 
performance overall.

As seen in table 7.3 in the previous 
chapter, which addresses multiyear 
planning of strength training, once 
optimal volume has been reached 
the main stressor for mature athletes 
should be intensity. Work capacity 
is acquired over time; therefore, in 
order to increase training volume by 

increasing training frequency, it is necessary at first to lower the volume per training unit. 
This reduction is achieved by dividing the previous total volume of the microcycle by 
the new, higher number of training units. Increasing the number of training units while 
maintaining the same weekly training volume allows the work to be intensified thanks 
to increased recovery as the volume and duration per unit decrease. As a result, greater 
adaptations are possible (Bompa and Haff 2009).

Later, the volume per session can be increased, if necessary. For example, suppose 
that your objective is to increase strength training from three to four training units per 
microcycle and that your starting point is a microcycle with three strength training ses-
sions, each with 8 tons of volume (thus 24 tons of total volume per microcycle). In this 
situation, here are an incorrect method and a correct method.

• Incorrect method: Add a training unit of 8 tons, thus abruptly increasing the total 
volume of the microcycle from 24 to 32 tons (an increase of 25 percent).

• Correct method: Divide the total volume of 24 tons by the new total of four training 
units. The total microcycle volume remains unchanged at 24 tons, but the volume 
of the single sessions is reduced to 6 tons each (a decrease of 25 percent), thus 
allowing a greater average intensity and better recovery. The volume per session can 
be increased later if need be.

Weightlifters’ ability to endure continually higher training 
loads enables them to meet the strength requirements of 
their sport.
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Strength training volume depends on the athlete’s biological makeup, the specifics 
of the sport, and the importance of strength in that sport. Mature athletes with a strong 
strength training background can tolerate higher volumes, but volume should not be 
increased for its own sake. Rather, it should be increased if the specific situation requires 
it—and never at the expense of the quality of sport-specific training.

Because biomotor abilities training (increase of the athlete’s motor potential) must be 
integrated with sport-specific training (specific performance), our starting point should be 
the least training volume that is effective at increasing the indexes of a certain biomotor 
ability. As a principle, during general preparation the volume of biomotor abilities training 
can be such as to temporarily affect the specific performance. During specific prepara-
tion, there should a correlation between the increase of a biomotor ability’s indexes and 
the specific performance. And during the competitive phase, biomotor abilities training 
should be such as to allow maintenance, slight improvement, or peaking of the specific 
performance.

A dramatic or abrupt increase in volume can be detrimental, irrespective of the athlete’s 
sport or ability, resulting in fatigue, uneconomical muscular work, and possibly injury. 
These pitfalls can be avoided by implementing a progressive plan with an appropriate 
method of monitoring load increments. Here are a few rules of thumb.

a. The duration of a session should not exceed 75 minutes unless it is a high-volume, 
maximum-strength session with long rest intervals or a muscle-endurance-long ses-
sion for an ultra-endurance athlete.

b. The volume of an anatomical adaptation session should fall between 16 and 32 total 
sets; a hypertrophy session between 16 and 24 (and less than one hour in duration); 
a maximum strength session between 16 and 24; a power session between 10 and 
16; and a power endurance or muscle-endurance-short session between 4 and 12.

c. Once the sets’ volume is established, it should not vary more than 50 percent within 
a macrocycle—for example, 2 sets per exercise in the first microcycle, 3 sets per 
exercise in the second and third microcycles, 2 sets in the fourth (unload) microcycle.

The total volume depends on several factors, and the determinant is the importance 
of strength to the sport. For instance, international-class weightlifters often plan 33 short 
tons (30 tonnes) per training session and approximately 44,000 short tons (40,000 tonnes) 
per year. For other sports, the volume differs drastically (see table 8.1). Power and speed 
sports require a much higher volume than boxing does; in sports in which muscular 
endurance is dominant, such as rowing and canoeing, the volume of strength per year 
can be three to six times higher.

Training Intensity
In strength training, intensity is expressed as a percentage of load or 1-repetition maxi-
mum. It is an indicator of the strength of the nervous stimuli employed in training, and 
it is determined by the degree to which the central nervous system (CNS) is called into 
action. Stimulus strength depends on load, speed of movement, and variation of rest 
intervals between reps. Training load, expressed as intensity percentage of 1RM, refers 
to the mass or weight lifted. Strength training employs the intensity zones and loads 
presented in table 8.2.

A supermaximum load exceeds one’s maximum strength (1RM). In most cases, loads 
between 100 and 120 percent of 1RM can be used by applying the eccentric (yielding to 
the force of gravity) or isometric (maximal contraction without joint movement) method. 
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Table 8.1 Suggested Guidelines for Volume (in Tonnes) of Strength Training 
per Year

Volume Per mIcrocYcle  
In TraInInG PhaSeS Volume Per Year

Sport or event Preparatory competitive Transition minimum maximum
Shot put 24–40 8–12 4–6 900 1,450

Football 30–40 10–12 6 900 1,400

Baseball, cricket 20–30 8–10 2–4 850 1,250

Downhill skiing 18–36 6–10 2–4 700 1,250

Long and triple jumps 20–30 8–10 2 800 1,200

Rowing 30–40 10–12 4 900 1,200

Kayaking, canoeing 20–40 10–12 4 900 1,200

Wrestling 20–30 10 4 800 1,200

Swimming 20 8–10 2–4 700 1,200

High jump 16–28 8–10 2–4 620 1,000

Triathlon 16–20 8–10 2–4 600 1,000

Cycling 16–22 8–10 2–4 600 950

Ice hockey 15–25 6–8 2–4 600 950

Speedskating 14–26 4–6 2–4 500 930

Lacrosse 14–22 4–8 2–4 500 900

Basketball 12–24 4–6 2 450 850

Javelin 12–24 4 2 450 800

Volleyball 12–20 4 2 450 600

Sprinting 10–18 4 2 400 600

Gymnastics 10–16 4 4 380 600

Rugby 10–20 4–6 4 320 600

Squash 8–12 4 4 350 550

Figure skating 8–12 2–4 2 350 550

Tennis 8–12 2–4 2 350 550

Boxing, martial arts 8–14 3 1 380 500

Golf 4–6 2 1 250 300

Table 8.2 Intensity Value and load used in Strength Training

Intensity value load % of 1rm Type of contraction method adaptations
1 Supermax >105 Eccentric or isometric Maximum 

strength Intramuscular 
coordination

2 Max 90–100 Eccentric-concentric

3
Heavy

85–90 Eccentric-concentric Maximum 
strength 
and 
power 
(high 
load)

4 80–85 Eccentric-concentric

5

Medium

70–80 Eccentric-concentric

Intermuscular 
coordination

6 50–70 Eccentric-concentric Power 
(low load)7 Low 30–50 Eccentric-concentric
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Only a few athletes with a robust strength training background should use supermaximum 
loads. Such loads should be employed for limited time periods and only for some muscle 
groups, in particular those muscle groups whose eccentric loading is high during the 
sport-specific activity (for instance, the hamstrings during sprinting or the quads during 
landing or changing directions). Most other athletes should be restricted to loads of no 
more than 100 percent of 1RM.

Maximum load can range from 90 to 100 percent of 1RM, heavy load from 80 to 90 
percent, medium load from 50 to 80 percent, and low load from 30 to 50 percent. Each 
intensity zone elicits slightly different neuromuscular adaptations (see chapter 2) and 
necessitates a precise progression. Intensities above 90 percent should be used sparingly, 
especially to concentric failure, for their testosterone-lowering effect (Häkkinen and 
Pakarinen 1993; Izquierdo et al. 2006) despite their additional positive neuromuscular 
adaptations. The only weightlifting schools that supported frequent use of loads above 
90 percent were the Bulgarians, the Turks, and the Greeks—groups that were, not sur-
prisingly, plagued by an exceptionally high incidence of positive doping tests (Bulgaria 
had 3 positives at the 2000 Olympics, 3 before the 2004 Olympics, and 11 before the 
2008 Olympics; Greece had 11 positives before the 2008 Olympics; both teams had zero 
medals at the 2008 Beijing Olympics and 2012 London Olympics; and Turkey had 48 
positives in 2013).

Testing the 1RM every three or four weeks at the end of a macrocycle is usually enough 
to reap the benefits of the 90 percent to 100 percent intensity range. Over the years, 
Western strength training authors have often supported the use of concentric failure 
(with no buffer) as a required condition for strength gains. In reality, as can be seen from 
the information presented in chapter 2 (Neuromuscular Response to Strength Training), 
all of the performance-enhancing neuromuscular adaptations (except for the highest 
hypertrophic effect [Burd et al. 2010]) occur without the need for concentric failure. This 
view is further supported by the strength training load and repetition distribution of 
elite weightlifters and powerlifters; most of their strength training uses 70 percent to 90 
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Figure 8.1 The distribution of weights lifted by USSR weightlifting team members during preparation 
for the 1988 Olympic Winter Games (one year of direct observation).
Adapted from “Preparation of National Olympic Team in Weight Lifting to the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul,” Technical report 
#1988-67, All-Union Research Institute of Physical Culture, Moscow, 1989.
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percent and low reps and is never carried to concentric failure (see figures 8.1 and 8.2 
and tables 8.3 and 8.4).

Table 8.3, in particular, provides an example of the load distribution among training 
zones used by the former Russian national powerlifting coach Boris Sheiko, one of the most 
successful coaches in powerlifting history. Table 8.4 shows the reps-per-set guidelines of 
the USSR Junior National (1975 to 1980) and Senior National (1980 to 1985) weightlifters 
under coach Alexander Prilepin (1979). Prilepin’s athletes won 85 international medals, 
including Olympic medals, and set 27 world records.

Furthermore, as an athlete becomes objectively strong (thus neuromuscularly efficient), 
he or she can tolerate a less frequent exposure to maximum loads (see figure 8.3).

Load should relate to the type of strength being developed and, more important, to 
the sport-specific combination resulting from the blending of strength with speed or of 
strength with endurance. Details about training these sport-specific combinations are 
presented in chapter 14. For general guidelines about the load to use in developing each 
of these combinations, see table 8.5. The load is not the same through all training phases. 
Rather, periodization alters the load according to the goals of each training phase. As 
shown in the table, the load ranges from 30 percent to more than 100 percent of 1RM, 
and the corresponding intensities are shown in the second row of the table. The rows 
below that indicate the sport-specific combinations and the suggested load for each.

Periodization incorporates proper planning for all of the performance abilities needed 
in the chosen sport. For instance, training for a middle-distance runner addresses training 
distance covered, sessions per week, and of course volume of work (e.g., sets and reps) 
performed in each strength training session. The more reps and sets an athlete performs 
in a session, the greater the volume of work. Volume and intensity are very closely related 
and represent the quantity and quality of work. One is not more important than the other; 
both should be strategically manipulated in training to produce a desired effect.

Figure 8.2 Percentage of sets with various numbers of lifts in the training of elite athletes.
Reprinted, by permission, from V.M. Zatsiorsky, 1992, “Intensity of strength training facts and theory: Russian and Eastern European 
approach,” National Strength and Conditioning Association Journal 14(5): 46-57.
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Table 8.3 Intensity and Volume Fluctuations for the Sheiko Squat  
and Deadlift

SheIko SquaT 

macrocycle 1

Total lifts Zone

microcycle 1 2 3 4

Intensity (% of 
1rm) Volume Volume Volume Volume

50% 5 5 5 10 3 5 5 5 90 Zone 4

55% 5

60% 10 4 4 9 3 4 4 4

65% 4 84 Zone 3

70% 25 6 6 22 3 6 6 6

75% 15 6 104 Zone 2

80% 10 10 12 18 15 18

85% 8 8 Zone 1

SheIko DeaDlIFT

macrocycle 1

Total lifts Zone

microcycle 1 2 3 4

Intensity Volume Volume Volume Volume
50% 3 7 6 3 46 Zone 4

55% 4

60% 3 7 10 3

65% 4 8 46 Zone 3

70% 6 14 8 6

75% 24 12 74 Zone 2

80% 4 16 6 12

85% 6 12 Zone 1

90% 6
Reprinted, by permission, from P. Evangelista, 2010, “La programmazione della forza - criteri di scelta e analisi degli 
schemi di allenamento,” a workshop for the Tudor Bompa Institute Italia, May 23, 2010.

Table 8.4 reps-per-Set Guidelines of the uSSr Junior national  
(1975 to 1980) and Senior national (1980 to 1985) Teams

% of 1rm reps per set optimal total range
55–65 3–6 24 18–30

70–75 3–6 18 12–24

80–85 2–4 15 10–20

>90 1–2 7 4–10
Adapted from A.S. Vorobyev and M.S. Prilepin, 1979, “Comparative effectiveness of the different types of loadings 
applied in the weightlifters training,” “International Weightlifting Journal, Vol. 1, Sofia, Bulgaria: 7-9.
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Table 8.5 Relationship Between Load and Different Types and Combinations  
of Strength

% of 1RM >105 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30

Intensity Supermax Max Heavy Medium Low

Type of strength Maximum strength Strength and 
power
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Power
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Muscle endurance
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Figure 8.3 Percentage of 1RM and RPE according to the athlete’s level.
Reprinted, by permission, from P. Evangelista, 2010, “La programmazione della forza - criteri di scelta e analisi degli schemi di 
allenamento,” a workshop for the Tudor Bompa Institute Italia, May 23, 2010.
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As with most body systems, a dose response exists between the total volume of work 
and the level of adaptation. Beginning strength trainers or athletes initially benefit from 
a low volume, such as one or two sets, but eventually plateau and require greater stim-
ulation in order to experience further adaptation. Therefore, it is not surprising to have 
athletes perform the squat for multiple sets (such as six to eight) or 50-plus reps, depend-
ing on the desired physiological effect. Keep in mind that the term intensity, as used in 
the sporting world, is strictly a representation of a percentage of load used in training. 
In other words, the only true way to increase intensity is to increase the load.

For instance, suppose that an athlete performs two reps for the first set of a lift at 90 
percent of 1RM and then, after a four-minute rest, completes three reps to failure at the 
same load. From set 1 to set 2, the athlete has not increased the intensity. The volume has 
been increased, along with the stress inflicted on the muscle, but the load has remained 
at 90 percent; therefore, the intensity has not changed.

Trainers and coaches must be careful not to correlate intensity with the muscular feel-
ing that occurs following a set. As a rule of thumb, the more sets the athlete performs, 
the lower the number of reps, and vice versa. For instance, during a maximum strength 
phase, an athlete might perform six sets of three reps with an increase load from 70 
percent to 80 percent of 1RM; however, during the hypertrophy phase, the same athlete 
might perform only three sets of 10 reps with a load of 65 percent of 1RM.

Athletes’ training programs should always be individualized, and coaches and trainers 
should look for signs of fatigue. One of the biggest problems in the sport training world 
is the sacrifice of quality for quantity. Planning should be used only as a guideline for 
program design. That is, it should not be written in stone; instead, session-by-session 
progress and setbacks should be noted and used in revising the training program. Coaches 
should watch for the point at which an athlete is no longer capable of performing the 
suggested number of reps for a specific load or of performing the desired number of 
reps explosively and with sound technique. This judgment is critical, especially in the 
maximum strength phase of training, when the primary goal is to achieve nervous system 
adaptations.

Table 8.6 shows a hypothetical training log for an athlete performing the squat at maxi-
mum strength with no buffer (a method to simultaneously elicit strength and hypertrophy 

Table 8.6 Comparison of Suggested Plan to Actual Program for Squat 
Training

SeT

SuggeSTed ACTuAl

load  
(% of 1RM) Reps

Rest interval 
(min.)

load  
(% of 1RM) Reps

Rest interval 
(min.)

1 80 5–6 3 80 6 3

2 84 4–5 4 84 5 4

3 87 3–4 4 87 4 6*

4** 87 3–4 4 87 2* 5*

5 90 2–3 4 87* 2 5*

6 90 2–3 4 87* 1+1* (spot required 
to complete rep)

5*

*Differs from suggested program.

**Exercise should have been terminated following the fourth set.
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adaptations, also known as the absolute strength method). The athlete decided to complete 
the program that the coach designed and recorded the number of reps per set. Despite 
resting for a longer interval following the fourth set, however, the athlete was not able to 
complete the desired number of reps. To fulfill the repetition requirement, the fifth and 
sixth sets required a decrease in load. By making this decrease, the athlete in essence 
performed many wasted sets that will negatively influence recovery, physiological effect, 
and possibly sport-specific training. Instead, the athlete should have ended the exercise 
following the diminished performance of the fourth set.

number of exercises
The key to an effective training program is adequate exercise selection. It is difficult to 
establish an optimum number of exercises, and, desiring to develop more muscle groups, 
some coaches select far too many. The resulting program is overloaded and fatiguing. 
Instead, the number and types of exercise must be selected according to the age and 
performance level of the athlete, the needs of the sport, and the phase of training.

age and Performance level
One of the main objectives of a training program for juniors or beginners is the devel-
opment of a solid anatomical and physiological foundation. For strength training, the 
coach should select many exercises (nine to twelve) that address the primary muscle 
groups. Such a program may last one to three years, depending on the athlete’s age and 
the expected age for achieving high performance.

On the other hand, the main training objective for advanced athletes is to reach the 
highest possible level of performance. Therefore, their strength programs, especially 
during the competitive phase, must be specific, with only a few exercises (two to six) 
directed at the prime movers.

needs of the Sport
Strength training exercises, particularly for elite athletes, should meet the specific needs 
of the chosen sport and address the prime movers dominant in that sport. For example, 
an elite high jumper may need to perform only three or four exercises to adequately 
strengthen all prime movers. A wrestler or American football player, on the other hand, 
may need to perform six to nine exercises to accomplish the same goal. And all sprinting 
athletes should do one exercise for the hip extensors with the knee straight (hamstrings), 
one exercise for the hip extensors with flexed knee (glutes), one exercise for the knee 
extensors (quads), and one exercise for the plantar flexors (calves). Therefore, the more 
prime movers used in a sport, the more exercises are needed. However, it may be possible 
to lower the number by using well-selected multijoint exercises.

Phase of Training
 After the transition phase, a new annual plan should be used to start building the foun-
dation for future training. In a general strength training program, anatomical adaptation 
is desirable early in the preparatory phase. For such a program to involve most muscle 
groups, the number of exercises has to be high (nine to twelve), regardless of the spe-
cifics of the chosen sport.
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As a program progresses, the number of exercises is reduced, culminating in the 
competitive phase, in which the athlete performs only two to six very specific exercises 
that are essential to the sport. For instance, an American football, hockey, basketball, or 
volleyball player will perform perhaps nine or ten exercises during the preparatory phase 
but only four to six during the league season. By being selective, coaches can increase 
training efficiency and lower the athlete’s overall fatigue.

Strength training is done in addition to technical and tactical training. In short, an 
inverse relationship exists between the load used in training and the number of exercises 
per training session. A decrease in the number of exercises indicates that the athlete is 
training for the specifics of the sport. As the number of exercises decreases, the number 
of sets per exercise increases. In this way, more workload is placed on the specific prime 
movers of the sport in order to optimize the muscles’ strength, and power for competition. 
Once the competitive season begins, progressive adaptation is set aside, and a low number 
of exercises and moderate set increments are used to maintain physiological adaptation.

Even though the upper body is only minimally involved in some sports (such as soccer, 
many track-and-field events, and cycling), many strength programs emphasize exercises 
for the upper body. In addition, many physical education instructors, still influenced by 
bodybuilding theories, suggest far too many exercises for athletes. In reality, athletes who 
use a high number of exercises decrease the number of sets targeted to each prime mover. 
This approach leads to very low training adaptation and therefore very low training effect.

The desired result—high training adaptation and therefore improvement of perfor-
mance—is possible only when athletes perform more sets for the chosen kinetic chain. 
The coach has the option of spreading all required sets for the fundamental exercises 
across more sessions throughout the microcycle or concentrating them in a few sessions. 
The first option allows the athlete to perform shorter sessions and include more acces-
sory exercises, whereas the second option may require longer sessions and a reduction 
in accessory exercises.

order of exercises
The first determinant in exercise order is motor complexity. In fact, complex, multijoint 
exercises—those that normally target the prime movers in a kinetic sequence similar to the 
specific sport action—should always be performed first in a workout, when the nervous 
system is fresh. Thus, when selecting the number of exercises, strength and conditioning 
coaches should consider the prime movers involved in performing the skills of the sport 
and place the exercises in the order of their motor complexity.

Again, strength training for sport has been unduly influenced by the training method-
ologies of bodybuilding. Many strength training books and articles, for example, propose 
exercising the small-muscle groups first and then the large-muscle groups. However, this 
approach results in fatiguing the small-muscle groups, which leaves athletes unable to 
effectively train the large-muscle groups. The large-muscle groups are the prime movers 
in the sport, and it is extremely important that the prime movers be trained in a unfa-
tigued state.

Another overused training method from the world of bodybuilding is the preexhaustion 
method. Using this method, trainees exhaust the prime movers with single-joint exercises 
(such as leg extensions) before executing multijoint exercises (such as the squat). Although 
this theory may be useful to bodybuilders, current research challenges its usefulness in 
sport (Augustsson et al. 2003).
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Therefore, sport trainers should avoid using this method even during the hypertrophy 
phase of training. Instead, the main exercises in strength training programs for sport 
should be multijoint exercises in which the major prime movers work together. Single-joint 
exercises can be used during the early preparatory phase, such as during anatomical 
adaptation, but should be phased out in the later stages of training. Training for sport is 
all about optimizing strength, power, and endurance—not improving the aesthetic appeal 
of the athlete.

Specific strength exercises that resemble a sport-specific motor pattern repeat similar 
motions, thus giving the exercises a learning component. Imitation of technical skills 
also involves the chain of muscles in a pattern similar to their involvement in the sport. 
For instance, it makes sense for a volleyball player to perform half squats and toe raises 
together because spiking and blocking require the same moves. Therefore, the chain of 
muscles involved is acting in the same sequence as in jumping. A volleyball player, then, 
is concerned not with whether the small-muscle groups or the large-muscle groups are 
involved first but only with mimicking the sport-specific motion and involving the chain 
of muscles in the same way as in spiking and blocking.

Two options are available for choosing the order in which to perform the exercises 
prescribed by the coach: vertical and horizontal. First, the athlete may follow the order 
of exercises in sequence from the top down—a vertical sequence or strength circuit—as 
listed on the daily program sheet. This method leads to better recovery for the muscle 
groups involved. In fact, by the time the first exercise is performed again, the muscles 
have fully recovered. To ensure better recovery, exercises should alternate either between 
antagonist muscle groups or between upper and lower body. If all parts of the body are 
exercised, the following order is suggested: lower body push, upper body push, lower 
body pull, upper body pull, and so on.

For the second option, the athlete may perform all the sets for the first exercise, then 
move to the next exercise—a horizontal sequence. If the buffer used is low or nonexis-
tent (if sets are taken to, or close to, concentric failure), or if the rest intervals are inade-
quate, this sequence may cause great local fatigue by the time all sets are performed for 
one exercise. As a result, it may produce hypertrophy rather than power or maximum 
strength, and, in the case of maximum strength sessions with lengthy rest intervals, the 
total duration of the sessions may become excessive. One solution is to couple antago-
nistic muscle groups and do one set each alternatively; this method, referred to as jump 
sets, is a hybrid of the vertical and horizontal sequences. It halves the session’s duration 
and doubles the recovery between sets of the same exercise. Table 8.7 shows how the 
jump-sets method results in a shorter workout with the same training volume.

number of reps and Tempo
Speed of execution—that is, tempo—is an important parameter of loading in strength 
training, yet it is not necessarily properly understood. For example, it is considered 
common knowledge in bodybuilding circles that loads over 85 percent of 1RM are lifted 
slowly, but this is not necessarily so. Power athletes trained to lift explosively can be 
fast with weights up to 95 percent of 1RM and express high levels of power output even 
with such high loads.

It all comes down to training the nervous system to activate and fire all of the motor 
units in the shortest time. This effect can be achieved by periodizing the strength training 
program, going from intermuscular coordination training (moderate and heavy loads lifted 
explosively) to intramuscular coordination training (maximum loads lifted explosively, 
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or at least with the intent to move them explosively) (Behm and Sale 1993). Refer back 
to table 2.2.

For development of maximum strength (i.e., working at 70 to 100 percent of 1RM), the 
number of reps is very low (one to five); see also table 7.1. For exercises to develop power 
(i.e., working at 50 to 80 percent of 1RM), the number of reps is low to moderate (1 to 
10, performed dynamically). For muscular endurance of short duration, 10 to 30 reps will 
work, whereas muscular endurance of medium duration requires 30 to 60 nonstop reps, 
and muscular endurance of long duration requires an even higher number of reps—up 
to 200. Instructors who regard 20 reps as adequate for enhancing muscular endurance 
may find the suggested number of reps shocking. However, the performance of 20 reps 
makes only an insignificant contribution to overall performance in sports that require 
muscular endurance of medium or long duration, such as rowing, kayaking, canoeing, 
long-distance swimming, and cross-country skiing.

Table 8.8 shows the relationship between load and repetitions possible performed to 
failure by two different types of athletes. The table also shows that 1RM conversion tables 
are virtually useless, because they do not take into account the individual characteristics 
of the athlete, who could be at one of the extremes of the neural–metabolic continuum.

Table 8.7 comparison of Sample exercise Sequence arrangements
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A Squat 5 3 3 A1 Squat 5 3 1.5 A1 Squat 5 3 1.5

B Bench 
press

5 3 3 A2 Bench 
press

5 3 1.5 A2 Bench 
press

5 3 1.5

C Stiff-leg 
deadlift

4 3 3 A3 Stiff-leg 
deadlift

4 3 1.5 B1 Stiff-leg 
deadlift

4 3 1.5

D Bent-over 
row

4 3 3 A4 Bent-over 
row

4 3 1.5 B2 Bent-over 
row

4 3 1.5

E Standing 
calf raise

3 6 2 A5 Standing 
calf raise

3 6 1.5 C1 Standing 
calf raise

3 6 1.5

F Military 
press

3 6 2 A6 Military 
press

3 6 1.5 C2 Military 
press

3 6 1.5

G Weighted 
crunch

3 6 2 A7 Weighted 
crunch

3 6 2 D Weighted 
crunch

3 6 2

Session  
duration

70 min. Session  
duration

50 min. Session  
duration

50 min.

rest between 
sets of same 

exercise

2–3 min. rest between 
sets of same 

exercise

14 min. rest between 
sets of same 

exercise

3 min.
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Speed is critical in strength training. For the best training effects, the speed of execution, 
at least in the concentric phase, must be fast and explosive for most types of work. The 
key to proper execution of speed is the way in which the athlete applies force against 
resistance. For instance, when an American football player, a thrower, or a sprinter lifts a 
heavy load (over 90 percent of 1RM), the motion may look slow, but the force against the 
resistance is applied as fast as possible. Otherwise, the nervous system does not recruit 
and fire at high frequency all the motor units necessary to defeat resistance. Only fast 
and vigorous application of force trains the voluntary recruitment of fast-twitch muscle 
fibers. in fact, a recent study demonstrated that performing the concentric action of a lift 
at the maximal intended velocity versus half that velocity elicited a maximum strength 
increase over six weeks that was double that of the slow lifting as well as an increase in 
velocity with all loads (Gonzalez-Badillo et al. 2014).

For this reason, the speed of contraction plays a very important role in strength training. 
To achieve explosive force, the athlete must concentrate on activating the muscles quickly, 
even when the barbell is moving slowly. Most of the time, however, the bar should in 
fact move fast. Only a high speed of contraction performed against a heavy load (over 70 
percent of 1RM) rapidly recruits the fast-twitch fibers and results in increased maximum 
strength and power capability.

The physiological response to strength training is also affected by repetition tempo, 
which relates directly to the length of time that the muscle is under tension during a set; 
see table 8.9. For this reason, the speed of movement should vary from phase to phase. 
The appropriate tempo for each phase of the strength training program is indicated in 
table 8.10.

Moderate speeds in the concentric phase increase the metabolic stress and the mus-
cular force expression throughout the range of motion and can be used to increase the 
hypertrophic response to training. Moderate speeds can be used during the anatomical 

Table 8.8 relationship Between Percentage of 1rm and Possible 
repetitions to Failure for neurologically efficient athletes Versus 
metabolically efficient athletes

hIGh neuromuScular-
eFFIcIencY aThleTe (Power)

hIGh meTaBolIc- 
eFFIcIencY aThleTe (enDurance)

% of 1rm reps reps
100 1 1

95 1–2 2–3

90 3 4–5

85 5 6–8

80 6 10–12

75 8 15–20

70 10 25–30

65 15 40–50

60 20 70–90

50 25–30 90–110

40 40–50 120–150

30 70–100 150–200
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Table 8.10 Suggested Tempo per Training Phase

eccentric 
phase

Isometric between
eccentric  

and concentric
phases

concentric
phase

Isometric between
concentric  

and eccentric 
phases

example  
of suggested 

tempo
AA Slow Present Slow or fast Absent 3.0.2.0

Hyp. Slow Present or absent Fast Absent 4.1.1.0

MxS Slow Present or absent Fast Absent or present 3.0.X.1

P Fast Absent (cyclic),
present (acyclic)

Fast Absent or present 1.0.X.0

PE Fast Absent (cyclic),
present (acyclic)

Fast Absent 1.0.X.0

MES Fast Absent Fast Absent 1.0.1.0

MEM Moderate Absent Fast Absent 2.0.1.0

MEL Moderate Absent Moderate Absent 2.0.1.0
Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, Hyp. = hypertrophy, MEL = muscle endurance long, MEM = muscle endurance 
medium, MES = muscle endurance short, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, and PE = power endurance.

Table 8.9 Training effects according to Variation of Tempo

muScle 
acTIon

eccenTrIc 
PhaSe

ISomeTrIc 
BeTween

eccenTrIc anD  
concenTrIc

PhaSeS
concenTrIc

PhaSe

ISomeTrIc 
BeTween

concenTrIc  
anD eccenTrIc 

PhaSeS

TemPo Slow
(3 to 5 
sec.)

Fast
(< 1 

sec.) absent

Present
(1 to 5 
sec.)

Slow
(2 to 3 
sec.)

Fast
(< 1 
sec.) absent

Present  
(1 to 2 
sec.)

TraInInG 
eFFecTS

More 
hyper-
trophy

Less 
hyper-
trophy

Less 
hyper-
trophy

More 
hyper-
trophy

More 
hyper-
trophy

More 
max 
strength

More 
meta-
bolic 
stress

More 
fast-
twitch 
fiber 
recruit-
ment

More 
max 
strength

More 
cyclic 
starting 
strength

More 
cyclic 
starting 
strength

More 
acyclic 
starting 
strength

More 
meta-
bolic 
stress

More 
neural 
stress

adaptation phase of training because they allow more motor control and higher times 
under tension. The athlete can spend about three or four seconds in the eccentric portion 
of the lift, pause for one second for the transition from eccentric to concentric, and then 
spend two seconds in the concentric portion. For the rest of the annual plan, however, 
athletes should perform the concentric actions for strength exercises fast or explosively 
because the vast majority of sport actions require fast concentric contractions.
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The intended speed of contraction should be as fast as possible during the phases 
focused on maximum strength, power, power endurance, and muscle endurance short. 
During the maximum strength phase, athletes should slowly perform a three- to four- 
second eccentric action followed by an explosive concentric action. The transition from 
the eccentric action to the concentric action can be manipulated during this phase. The 
best way to maximize concentric strength is, in fact, to remove any reflexive or elastic 
qualities developed during the eccentric phase of the lift by pausing for one or two sec-
onds before performing a further concentric lift. Such methods should be used in the 
early part of the maximum strength phase.

Let’s take the bench press as an example. When performing the bench press, extending 
the arms forms the concentric portion of the lift, and returning the barbell to chest level 
and stretching the chest muscles forms the eccentric portion. Generally speaking, an 
athlete slowly flexes the arms to bring the bar to the chest before quickly returning the 
bar to the starting position and starting the cycle again. On the other hand, the eccentric 
portion of the lift can increase the force of the concentric lift that follows if the eccentric 
portion is also executed quickly, thus eliciting what is called the myotatic (stretch) reflex. 
This reflex is the reason that plyometric training is so popular in sport. In essence, plyo-
metric training improves sport performance by heightening the physiological properties 
of the prime movers for quick and explosive concentric actions.

As an athlete quickly lowers the bar to the chest, neural mechanisms in the muscles are 
heightened and elastic energy is stored in the tendons and used during the concentric or 
lifting portion of the exercise. Thus, a true increase in pure concentric force generation 
can be achieved by briefly pausing after the eccentric lift and making the upward motion 
of the bar a pure concentric lift without any positive influence from the eccentric action. 
This approach allows standardization of the range of motion for each rep by preventing 
the athlete from cheating or rebounding the weight. Because it encourages better tech-
nique, it improves intermuscular coordination.

The approach can also be used to help an athlete break through a strength plateau. The 
coach should decide whether the main focus is voluntary concentric strength maximization 
or imitation of the sport-specific neuromuscular pattern (usually an eccentric–concentric 
action). Eventually, the focus should be switched from the former to the latter, during 
the maximum strength phase.

Tempo is strictly linked to set duration; it represents the time under tension per rep, 
which, when multiplied by the number of reps in a set, determines the set’s set duration. 
Each training phase has an ideal way to perform each rep depending on the training 
effect pursued in that phase. This specificity applies as well to set duration, which is 
related to the energy system involved. The training effect for different set durations is 
presented in table 8.11.

number of Sets
A set is the number of reps per exercise followed by a rest interval. The number of sets 
depends on the number of exercises and the strength combination. The number of sets per 
exercise decreases as the number of exercises increases because otherwise the workout 
would get too voluminous. There is also an inverse relationship between the number of 
reps per set and the number of sets per exercise. For example, for a rower, canoeist, or 
cross-country skier attempting to develop muscular endurance of long duration, the key 
element is the number of reps per set. Because the number of reps is high, these athletes 
have difficulty performing more than three sets.

The number of sets also depends on the athlete’s ability and training potential, the 
number of muscle groups to be trained, and the training phase. For instance, a high jumper 
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or diver in a specialized training program may use three to five exercises for four to six 
sets each. A higher number of exercises would require fewer sets, which would entail 
obvious disadvantages. Consider a hypothetical high jumper who uses eight exercises 
involving several muscle groups of the legs, upper body, and arms. For each exercise or 
muscle group, the athlete performs work of 880 pounds (about 400 kilograms). Because 
the athlete can perform only four sets, the total amount of work per muscle group is 3,520 
pounds (about 1,600 kilograms). If the number of exercises is reduced to four, however, 
the athlete can perform, say, eight total sets for a total of 7,040 pounds (about 3,200 
kilograms) per muscle group. Thus the athlete can double the total work on the prime 
movers by decreasing the total number of exercises and increasing the number of sets.

The number of sets performed per training session also depends on the training phase. 
During the preparatory (preseason) phase—and in particular the anatomical adaptation 
phase, when most muscle groups are trained—more exercises are performed with fewer 
sets. As the competitive phase approaches, however, training becomes more specific, and 
the number of exercises decreases while the number of sets increases. Finally, during 
the competitive phase (season), when the purpose of training is to maintain a certain 
level of strength or a given strength combination, everything is reduced, including the 
number of sets, so that the athlete’s energy is spent mostly on technical and tactical work 
or sport-specific training.

In team sports where the competitive season is very long, the athlete performs only a 
few sets per exercise (two, three, or at most four) in order to reduce residual fatigue and 
the chance of negative influence on recovery and specific performance. A well-trained 
athlete in an individual sport, on the other hand, can perform three, six, or even eight 
sets. Certainly, it makes sense to perform a high number of sets. The more sets the athlete 
performs of a fundamental exercise for the prime movers, the more work the athlete can 
perform, ultimately leading to higher strength gains and improved performance.

rest Interval
Energy, of course, is necessary for strength training. During training, an athlete uses mainly 
the fuel of a given energy system according to the load employed and the duration of the 
activity. During high-intensity strength training, energy stores can be greatly taxed and 

Table 8.11 Set Duration and Training effects

Set duration Training effect
2 to 12 seconds Strength improvement without hypertrophy

gains (relative strength) and power

15 to 25 seconds Strength improvement with hypertrophy
gains (absolute strength)

30 to 60 seconds Hypertrophy

6 to 15 seconds (series of sets)  
15 to 30 seconds (sets)

Power endurance

15 to 60 seconds (series of sets)  
30 to 120 seconds (sets)

Muscle endurance short

1 to 4 minutes (series of sets)  
2 to 8 minutes (sets)

Muscle endurance medium

More than 8 minutes Muscle endurance long
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even completely exhausted. Therefore, in order to complete the work, athletes must take 
a rest interval to replenish depleted fuel before performing another set.

In fact, the rest interval between sets or training sessions is as important as the train-
ing itself. The amount of time allowed between sets determines, to a great extent, how 
much energy can be recovered before the following set. Therefore, careful planning of 
the rest interval is critical in avoiding needless physiological and psychological stress 
during training.

The duration of the rest interval depends on several factors, including the combination 
of strength being developed, the load employed, the tempo, the set duration, the number 
of muscles involved, and the athlete’s level of conditioning. The athlete’s body weight 
must also be considered because heavy athletes with larger muscles tend to regenerate 
at a slower rate than lighter athletes do.

rest Intervals Between Sets
The rest interval is a function of the load employed in training and the type of strength 
being developed, especially in relation to the buffer (see table 8.12).

Table 8.12 Suggested Guidelines for rest Intervals Between Sets

Intensity 
zone load % of 1rm

concentric 
failure  

(no buffer)  
or close to it 
(low buffer)

rest interval 
(minutes)

Far from 
concentric 

failure  
(high buffer)

rest  
interval 

(minutes)
1 Supermax >105 Relative 

strength
4–8 — —

2 Max 90–100 3–6 Max strength
(90%–95% of 
1RM)

2–4

3 Heavy 85–90 Absolute
strength

2–4 Max strength 
and power
(high load)

2–3

4 80–85

5 Medium 70–80 Hypertrophy 1–3 1–3

6 50–70 Muscle  
endurance

0.5–2 Power
(low load)7 Low 30–50

During a rest interval, the high-energy compounds adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 
and creatine phosphate (CP) are replenished proportionately to the duration of the rest 
interval. When the rest interval is calculated properly, creatine phosphate can be restored 
fully or almost fully and lactic acid accumulates more slowly, thus enabling the athlete to 
maintain a high power output for the entire workout. If the rest interval is shorter than 
one minute, lactic acid concentration gets high; when the rest interval is shorter than 30 
seconds, lactate levels are so high that even well-trained athletes find them difficult to 
tolerate. A proper rest interval, on the other hand, reduces the accumulation and facilitates 
the removal of lactic acid from the muscles.

Some sports require athletes to tolerate lactic acid; examples include short-distance 
running, swimming, rowing, canoeing, some team sports, boxing, and wrestling. 
Strength training for athletes in these sports should take into consideration the fol-
lowing factors.
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• A 30-second rest restores about 50 percent of depleted ATP-CP.

• Using a one-minute rest interval for several sets of 15 to 20 reps is insufficient to 
restore the muscle’s energy substrates and enable a high power output (see table 8.13).

• Fatigue accumulated during maximum strength exercise followed by too short a rest 
interval results in a reduced discharge rate of motor neurons, which reduces speed. 
This effect does not occur following a three-minute rest interval (Bigland-Ritchie et 
al. 1983); in fact, a rest interval of three minutes or longer allows almost complete 
ATP-CP restoration.

• A longer rest interval (over three minutes) results in greater improvement of ham-
string strength (Pincivero, Lephart, and Karunakara 1997).

• Sets taken to concentric failure require far more recovery time than sets not taken 
to concentric failure. For instance, a set of 5 reps with a 70 percent of 1RM load (15 
percent buffer) might require one to two minutes to repeat the set with the same 
power output, whereas the same load taken to failure with 12 to 15 reps might require 
more than five minutes to repeat the same mean power output, which is certainly 
lower than the 5 reps set (see figure 8.4). Furthermore, after an athlete works to 
failure, a four-minute rest interval is insufficient to eliminate lactic acid from the 
working muscles or to replenish all of the energy requirements, such as glycogen.

In addition, power output and metabolic profile differ considerably between the follow-
ing two options: five sets of 10 reps taken to concentric failure versus ten sets of 5 reps 
not taken to concentric failure using the same load as a percentage of 1RM (Gorostiaga et 
al. 2012). Not going to failure resulted in higher mean power output, a higher ATP level 
after the last set (6 versus 4.9 millimoles), a higher PC level (14.5 versus 3.1 millimoles), 
and a lower lactate level (5.8 versus 25 millimoles); see figure 8.4 and table 8.13.

The degree to which ATP-CP is replenished between sets depends on the duration of 
the rest interval—the shorter the rest interval, the less ATP-CP is restored and, conse-
quently, the less energy is available for the next set. Therefore, one consequence of an 
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Figure 8.4 Power output comparison for each repetition of five sets of 10 reps taken to failure versus 
ten sets of 5 reps not taken to failure.
Reprinted, by permission, from E.M. Gorostiaga, I. Navarro-Amézqueta, J.A. Calbet, et al., 2012. “Energy metabolism during repeated 
sets of leg press exercise leading to failure or not,” PLOS One 7(7): doi 10.1371/journal.pone.0040621. © 2012 Gorostiaga et al.
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inadequate rest interval between sets is an increased reliance on the lactic acid system for 
energy. If the rest interval is too short, the lactic acid system provides most of the energy 
needed for subsequent sets. Reliance on this energy system results in lower power output 
and increased lactic acid accumulation in the working muscles, which leads to pain and 
fatigue, thus impairing the athlete’s ability to train effectively.

Thus, unless the athlete is training for hypertrophy or lactate tolerance, a longer rest 
interval is required in order to maintain power output and combat excessive lactic acid 
accumulation.

A second consequence of an inadequate rest interval is local muscular and CNS fatigue. 
Most research findings point to the following possible causes and sites of fatigue.

Motor Neuron
The nervous system transmits impulses to muscle fibers through the motor neuron. 
A nerve impulse possesses a certain degree of frequency. Higher frequency of nerve 
impulses means stronger muscle contraction, which gives the athlete more ability to lift 
heavy loads or apply force rapidly for a sprint. The discharge frequency of nerve impulses 
is greatly affected by fatigue; specifically, as fatigue increases, the force of contraction 
decreases as a result of lower discharge rate (Ranieri and Di Lazzaro 2012; Taylor, Todd, 
and Gandevia 2006). Therefore, longer rest intervals (up to eight minutes) are necessary 
for CNS recovery during the maximum strength phase.

Neuromuscular Junction
The neuromuscular junction is the nerve attachment on the muscle fiber that relays nerve 
impulses to the working muscle. Fatigue at this site results largely from increased release 
of chemical transmitters (i.e., neurotransmitters) from the nerve endings (Tesch 1980). 
The electrical properties of a nerve usually return to normal levels if an athlete rests for 

Table 8.13 metabolic response to Five Sets of 10 reps Taken to Failure Versus Ten Sets 
of 5 reps not Taken to Failure

10 rePS 5 rePS

Pre
Post 1st 
series

Post final 
series Pre

Post 1st 
series

Post final 
series

aTP 6.46 ± 0.56 6.42 ± 0.57 4.90 ± 0.39 6.58 ± 0.35 6.19 ± 0.59 6.09 ± 0.41

aDP 0.86 ± 0.03 0.91 ± 0.10 0.92 ± 0.11 0.86 ± 0.04 0.89 ± 0.08 0.87 ± 0.08

amP 0.07 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.03

Tan 7.37 ± 0.59 7.42 ± 0.67 5.91 ± 0.44 7.52 ± 0.36 7.16 ± 0.66 7.04 ± 0.49

ImP 0.01 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.11 0.87 ± 0.69 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.02

Pcr 21.0 ± 8.86 7.75 ± 5.53 3.15 ± 2.88 19.5 ± 4.06 11.68 ± 7.82 14.47 ± 7.24

cr 8.93 ± 4.96 25.45 ± 3.80 22.90 ± 6.89 8.40 ± 3.25 16.97 ± 6.33 15.57 ± 5.01

Pcr + cr 29.91 ± 5.19 34.55 ± 6.23 26.06 ± 8.44 27.90 ± 3.65 30.56 ± 6.19 30.15 ± 8.46

la 1.70 ± 1.18 17.20 ± 3.50 25.01 ± 8.09 2.02 ± 1.05 7.10 ± 2.54 5.80 ± 4.62

energy change 0.933 ± 0.006 0.927 ± 0.004 0.909 ± 0.014 0.932 ± 0.007 0.927 ± 0.006 0.928 ± 0.006
Key: ATP = adenosine triphosphate; ADP = adenosine diphosphate; AMP = adenosine monophosphate; TAN =  total adenine nucleo-
tide; IMP = inosine monophosphate; PCr = phosphocreatine; Cr = creatine; La = lactate

Reprinted, by permission, from E.M. Gorostiaga, I. Navarro-Amézqueta, J.A. Calbet, et al., 2012. “Energy metabolism during repeated sets of leg press 
exercise leading to failure or not,” PLOS One 7(7): doi 10.1371/journal.pone.0040621. © 2012 Gorostiaga et al.
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a two- to three-minute interval after performing a set. However, after performing power-
ful contractions, such as those typical of maximum strength training with maximal loads 
or speed or speed-endurance training, sufficient recovery may require a rest interval of 
longer than five minutes.

Contractile Mechanisms
The muscle’s contractile mechanisms (actin and myosin) can also be sites of fatigue and 
performance breakdown. Specifically, the increased acidity caused by repeated muscular 
contraction, especially at high intensity, decreases the peak tension—or the ability of a 
muscle to contract maximally—and affects the muscle’s ability to react to the nerve impulses 
(Fox, Bowes, and Foss 1989; Sahlin 1986). The contracting muscle is also fatigued by the 
depletion of muscle glycogen stores, which occurs during prolonged exercise (more than 
30 minutes) (Conlee 1987; Karlsson and Saltin 1971; Sahlin 1986). Other energy sources, 
including glycogen from the liver, cannot fully cover the working muscle’s energy demands.

The CNS can also be affected by local muscle fatigue; in fact, this result is typical of 
sets taken to concentric failure. During training, chemical disturbances occur inside the 
muscle that affect its potential to perform work (Bigland-Ritchie et al. 1983; Hennig and 
Lomo 1987). When the effects of these chemical disturbances are signaled back to the 
CNS, the brain sends weaker nerve impulses to the working muscle, which decreases its 
working capacity in an attempt to protect the body. During an adequate rest interval of 
three to five minutes, the muscles are allowed to recover almost completely. The brain 
then senses the lack of danger and sends more powerful nerve impulses to the muscles, 
which results in better muscular performance.

Strength Training Frequency
The duration and frequency of rest intervals between strength training sessions depend 
on the athlete’s conditioning and ability to recovery, the training phase, and the energy 
source used in training. Well-conditioned athletes always recover faster, especially as 
training progresses toward the competitive phase, when they are supposed to reach their 
highest physical potential. Normally, strength training follows technical or tactical train-
ing, and if athletes tax the same energy system and fuel (e.g., glycogen) during technical 
and strength training, the next training of this type must be planned for two days later 
because 48 hours are required for full restoration of glycogen (Fox, Bowes, and Foss 
1989; Piehl 1974). Even with a carbohydrate-rich diet, glycogen levels do not return to 
normal in less than two days.

If athletes perform only strength training, as some do on certain days during the 
preparatory phase, the restoration of glycogen occurs faster—55 percent in 5 hours and 
almost 100 percent in 24 hours. This faster restoration means that strength training can be 
planned more frequently. In the case of a strength training session during which multiple 
sets of low reps not taken to failure followed by adequate rest intervals are performed, 
glycogen restoration is not even a concern, as the energy system mainly involved would 
be the anaerobic alactic ATP-CP system.

The planning of strength training sessions should also take into account the time 
required for recovery of muscle protein. Untrained subjects who take part in resistance 
training programs that include a combination of concentric and eccentric actions show 
muscle fiber breakdown (protein breakdown) that can persist as long as 48 hours after 
the bout of strength training (Gibala et al. 1995). The good news is that the concomitant 
net increase in the synthesis of muscle protein is greater than the breakdown. Protein 
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synthesis, or the rebuilding of muscle fibers, following a strength training session can be 
further increased by ingesting a mix of carbohydrate and protein immediately following 
the session. Muscle protein recovery also likely happens faster in trained athletes.

Finally, probably the most important factor to consider in planning strength training 
sessions is nervous system fatigue. Scheduling high-intensity workouts on back-to-back 
days does not allow proper time for neural recovery. For instance, many athletes per-
form maximum strength training on Monday followed by plyometric training on Tuesday. 
Because both sessions tax similar neural pathways, recovery time between the two is 
inadequate, and injury or signs of overtraining may appear unless the training uses a 
very low volume of both kinds of session.

Overall, then, scientific research overwhelmingly argues that recovery after a strength 
or aerobic training session must be adequate to allow time for all body systems to regen-
erate and adapt to the stimulus before being introduced to a similar or more aggressive 
training session of the same nature. In the circle of training, recovery plays as vital a role 
as the stimulus applied in training. Specifically, energy fuel must be restored, the nervous 
system must recover, and the net protein balance (synthesis minus breakdown) must 
remain positive in order to achieve progressive increases in muscular strength, power, 
endurance, or size.

The process can be simplified by designing training programs according to the energy 
systems used. Chapter 3 provides an in-depth discussion of the role of energy systems 
in training and the amount of time needed for recovery and regeneration following a 
training session.

restoration of Phosphates
As seen in the discussion of energy systems in chapter 3, adenosine triphosphate is the 
energy currency of the body, and creatine phosphate is used to form new ATP from the ADP 
that results from ATP metabolism. The body’s energy substrates, such as the phosphates 
and glycogen, are lowered by the fatigue that is slowly brought on by lifting weights or 
performing high-level metabolic activity. The body then recovers and replenishes energy 
supplies to preexercise conditions (or higher) through the restoration of phosphates and 
glycogen.

As shown in table 8.14, phosphagens 
(ATP-CP)  restoration reaches 50 percent 
in the first 30 seconds of recovery and 
100 percent within three to five minutes. 
This pattern explains why a three- to 
five-minute rest is needed between sets of 
high-intensity resistance training, such as 
lifting heavy weights for four to eight reps 
or sprinting for 50 meters. For instance, 
during a sprint workout, if the rest intervals 
between 50-meter repetitions are insuffi-
cient (say, one or two minutes only), the 
workout will become progressively more 
lactic, thus shifting from a speed training 
session to a lactate tolerance session (Jans-
sen 2001).

Table 8.14 Time course of aTP-cP 
restoration

Time (min.) % of restoration
0.5 50

1 75

1.5 87.5

2 93.7

2.5 96.8

3 98.3

3.5 99

4 99.4

4.5 99.8

5 100
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Beginning a set without proper phosphates recovery does not allow the athlete to 
maintain power output throughout the set or from one set to the next. Therefore, in the 
maximum strength phase of training, athletes should rest for three to five minutes before 
performing more sets with the same muscle group, unless they use a high buffer. For 
maximum recovery when exercising at very high intensity and with a low buffer, athletes 
should use the vertical method of training—moving to the next exercise after each set. In 
other words, the athlete completes one set of each suggested exercise before returning 
to the first exercise for the second set. This pattern allows ample time for phosphates 
recovery in the muscle.

activity During the rest Interval
When recovering between high-intensity intermittent (lactic) bouts of exercise, perfor-
mance in subsequent bouts is affected more positively by engaging in aerobic activity 
at approximately 20 percent of V

·
O

2
max than by than stretching or passive rest (Dorado, 

Sanchis-Moysi, and Calbet 2004). To facilitate faster recovery between sets, athletes could 
also perform relaxation exercises (such as shaking the legs, arms, and shoulders) or light 
massage, both of which speed up recovery. In addition, athletes can perform diversion-
ary activities that involve the unfatigued muscles in light contractions, which have been 
reported to facilitate faster recovery of the prime movers (Asmussen and Mazin 1978).

Static stretching should not be performed for the muscles that are going to be trained 
in a strength or power session unless it is placed at the beginning of a long warm-up 
routine that implies an escalation of intensity, because it may acutely inhibit their power 
output (Power et al. 2004; Cramer et al. 2005; Nelson et al. 2005; Yamaguchi et al. 2006; 
Samuel et al. 2008; La Torre et al. 2010). The purpose of stretching exercises is to artificially 
lengthen a muscle where the myosins and actins are overlapped. The sooner the muscles 
reach their anatomical length, the faster they start their recovery and regeneration process, 
thus more easily eliminating the metabolites accumulated during training. Static stretch-
ing addressing the muscles used should be planned for the end of the training session.

Strength Training loading Patterns
One of the most popular strength training loading patterns is the pyramid. Its structure, 
shown in figure 8.5, implies that the load increases progressively to a higher intensity 
while the number of reps decreases proportionately. The physiological advantage of 
using the pyramid is that it prepares the nervous system for higher tensions in a gradual 
way, thus stabilizing technique and lowering inhibitory 
mechanisms. To facilitate the highest level of strength 
adaptation, athletes should avoid going to concentric 
failure in any set and should use a range of 10 percent 
to 15 percent in the loading pattern from the first set to 
the last set of the pyramid. Any range greater than 15 
percent does not optimize strength gains.

Another pattern, the double pyramid, consists of two 
pyramids, one of which is inverted on top of the other. 
The number of reps decreases from the bottom up in 
the first pyramid, then increases again in the second 
pyramid. Conversely, the load gets higher as the reps 
decrease, then lower as the reps increase again (see 
figure 8.6).

95%
1 rep

90%
2 reps

82.5%
4 reps

80%
5 reps

85%
3 reps

E6171/Bompa/fig08.05/504925/alw/r3

Figure 8.5 Pyramid loading pat-
tern. In this case, a 5 percent buffer 
is used, so there is no concentric 
failure for any of the sets.
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Although the double pyramid has its merits, some 
cautions are necessary. Most proponents of this pattern 
suggest reaching concentric failure in all sets. In this 
approach, however, by the time the final sets are per-
formed, both the CNS and the muscles involved may be 
exhausted, in which case these sets will not produce the 
expected benefits.

To the contrary, because the fatigue will impair the 
recruitment of the fast-twitch fibers, the last sets in this 
loading pattern result in muscle hypertrophy rather than 
development of strength or power. Increases in power, 
in particular, can be obtained only when an athlete is in 
a unfatigued state, which generally occurs at the begin-
ning of a session immediately following the warm-up. 
However, if both maximum strength and hypertrophy 
training are planned in the same training session (the 
absolute strength method), the double pyramid may be 
an acceptable solution because it allows a high total time 
under tensions for the fast-twitch muscle fibers.

For an improved variant of the double pyramid, the 
skewed pyramid is suggested (see figure 8.7). In this 
approach, the load is constantly increased throughout 
the session, except during the last set, when it is low-
ered (e.g., 80 percent, 85 percent, 90 percent, 95 per-
cent, and 80 percent). Lowering the load in that last set 
(i.e., the back-off set) and taking it to failure has been 
proven to retain muscle hypertrophy when the major-
ity of high-intensity, low-rep sets would only stimulate 
relative strength (Goto et al. 2004). This method could 
be used during the strength maintenance phase of the 
annual plan.

One of the best loading patterns for maximizing strength gains is the flat pyramid (see 
figure 8.8). It develops maximum strength and also elicits some hypertrophy specific to 
fast-twitch fibers, thanks to the higher number of total reps performed at high loads. 
This loading pattern starts with a warm-up set of, say, 50 percent of 1RM, followed by 
intermediary sets at 60 percent, 70 percent, and 75 percent, then stabilizes the load at 80 

Figure 8.6 Double-pyramid load-
ing pattern. The progression over 
time can involve keeping the 
same sets and reps scheme yet 
increasing the intensity by 2.5 per-
cent of 1RM each microcycle, thus 
lowering the buffer from between 
10 percent and 15 percent to 2.5 
percent over the entire maximum 
strength phase.

85%
1 rep

82.5%
2 reps

77.5%
4 reps

75%
5 reps

80%
3 reps

75%
5 reps

77.5%
4 reps

82.5%
2 reps

85%
1 rep

80%
3 reps

E6171/Bompa/fig08.06/504927/alw/r2

80%
To concentric failure

80%
4 reps

85%
3 reps

90%
2 reps

95%
1 rep

E6171/Bompa/fig08.07/504928/alw/r2

Figure 8.7 Skewed pyramid loading pattern.
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percent for the entire workout. The physiological advantage of the flat pyramid is that by 
using a load of only one intensity level, the best neuromuscular adaptation for maximum 
strength is achieved without confusing the body with several intensities.

In traditional pyramids, on the other hand, the load often varies from 70 percent to 100 
percent. Load variations of such magnitude cross three levels of intensity: medium, heavy, 
and maximum. Despite the fact that the load necessary to produce gains in maximum 
strength falls between 70 percent and 100 percent, each intensity zone (70 percent to 80 
percent, 80 percent to 90 percent, and 90 percent to 100 percent) elicits slightly different 
neuromuscular adaptations (see chapter 2) and necessitates a precise progression. In fact, 
the volume spent in each intensity zone determines the main neuromuscular adaptations. 
Therefore, a traditional pyramid that uses a load of 70 percent to 100 percent may result 
in gains in both power and maximum strength, and, while this may be of general benefit 
to athletes, it does not maximize gains in either area.

Variations of the flat pyramid are certainly possible and necessary, as long as the load 
stays within the intensity range required for the desired neuromuscular adaptations in a 
specific macrocycle (70 percent to 80 percent for intermuscular coordination, 80 percent 
to 90 percent for intramuscular coordination). One such modification can be made by 
keeping all work sets at the same number of repetitions while increasing the load (thus 
lowering the buffer) from set to set. Figure 8.9 depicts the progression of such a loading 
pattern over three maximum strength macrocycles.

When seeking to maximize strength gains in intermediate and advanced athletes, wave 
loading is an excellent pattern. As its practical application is a bit more complex than the 
pyramids, we tend not to use the wave loading pattern with beginners but rather reserve it 
for later stages of athletic development. For a 14-week progression, see figure 8.10. Wave 
loading involves two or three waves, usually composed of three work sets, in which the 
load is increased progressively while the number of reps decreases. The same pattern of 
load and reps used for the first wave is repeated in the following wave(s).

The physiological advantage of wave loading hinges on the fact that a latter wave is 
potentiated by the higher-intensity sets of a former wave, thus increasing the power output 
at the same percentage of 1RM. It also leaves power athletes fresher for high-intensity 
sets, because they don’t need to do all of the more voluminous sets before the low-rep 
sets, as it happens for other loading patterns. Some proponents of wave loading have 
suggested exploiting the neural potentiation of the first wave by increasing the load in 
the second wave. Although this approach can be used to elicit gains in both strength 
and hypertrophy, we prefer to progress the load from week (microcycle) to week, thus 
increasing strength and power and leaving more energy for sport-specific activity.

50%
6 reps

60%
5 reps

W
ar

m
-u

p

70%
3 reps

75%
3 reps

80%
3 reps

80%
3 reps

80%
3 reps

80%
3 reps

80%
3 reps

E6171/Bompa/fig07.08/504929/alw/r1

Figure 8.8 Flat pyramid loading pattern.
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Micro 1 Micro 2 Micro 3

Micro 1 Micro 2 Micro 3

Micro 1
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85%
2 reps

82.5%
4 reps

87.5%
2 reps

82.5%
3 reps

80%
4 reps

75%
4 reps

72.5%
4 reps

77.5%
4 reps

85%
3 reps

80%
3 reps

77.5%
3 reps

82.5%
3 reps

92.5%
1 rep
90%

2 reps

85%
2 reps

87.5%
2 reps

80%
3 reps
77.5%
4 reps

85%
3 reps

80%
3 reps

82.5%
3 reps

87.5%
2 reps

82.5%
2 reps

85%
2 reps

80%
2 reps

82.5%
2 reps

E6171/Bompa/fig08.09/507191/alw/r3

Figure 8.9 Load and repetition progression in three 2+1 maximum-strength macrocycles using the 
modified flat pyramid loading pattern with a descending buffer. This kind of programming is used by 
power athletes whose specific activity also strongly taxes the nervous system.

Week

Reps 5,4,3,5,4,3 4,3,2,4,3,2 3,2,1,3,2,1 3,2,1,3,2,12 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

432

3+1

1

70-72.5-75 72.5-75-77.5 75-77.5-80 75-77.5-80 77.5-80-82.5 80-82.5-85 80-82.5-85 82.5-85-87.5 82.5-85-87.5 85-87.5-9070 50 T 70 50 T 70 50 T 70 50 T

3+1 2+1 2+1

1

Intensity

Macrocycle

Macrocycle
type

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

E6171/Bompa/fig08.10/507192/alw/r2

Figure 8.10 The wave loading pattern is particularly suited for intermediate and advanced power athletes. Here 
is a 14-week progression with three repetition schemes throughout the macrocycles.
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Training Program Design
All training programs must be planned, designed, and measured in order to assess whether 
the training objective has been achieved. The following steps remove any confusion from 
the process of designing a program and assessing its significance to the athlete’s level 
of development.

analysis of the Sport’s Performance model
Analyze the contribution of each biomotor ability and determine the most specific qual-
ities to train.

Endurance

1. Use scientific literature to determine the contribution of each energy system to the 
sport activity (at the competitive level of the team or athlete):

• Anaerobic alactic (ATP-CP)

• Anaerobic lactic (LA)

• Aerobic (O
2
)

2. Evaluate whether an activity is continuous or intermittent.

3. Determine the working intensity zones for endurance and the progression to be 
used throughout the training program.

4. Choose the methods to use in each macrocycle and the progression of training means.

Speed

1. Evaluate the number, intensity, and duration of sprints or quick actions.

2. Consider the differences between, and the contribution of, each of the following 
qualities of speed: alactic speed (acceleration, maximum speed), lactic speed short 
(repeated sprint ability, or RSA), and lactic speed long (speed endurance). Note: 
lactic speed long (speed endurance) is an expression of lactic power in which speed 
is maintained for more than eight seconds. In contrast, lactic speed short (repeated 
sprint ability or RSA) is an expression of alactic capacity in which sprints under six 
seconds are repeated with partial recovery until they become an expression of lactic 
power short, which also heavily engages aerobic power during short rest intervals 
to restore phosphates through aerobic phosphorylation.

3. Evaluate the type (active or passive) and duration of recovery between sprints or 
fast actions.

4. Evaluate whether speed is expressed linearly or nonlinearly.

5. Choose the methods to use in each macrocycle and the progression of training means.

Strength

1. Select the type of strength. Determine which of the following qualities of strength are 
specific to the event: power; power endurance; or muscle endurance short, medium, 
or long. The increase of the chosen quality or qualities will be the ultimate goal 
of the entire periodization of strength. Remember that for the endurance types of 
strength (of a more metabolic nature), the morpho-functional adaptations to training 
require longer exposure to the stimuli than is the case for the neural adaptations. 
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This factor directly affects the length of the conversion phase, and therefore the 
time remaining for other phases, as the program designing process works backward 
from the end point.

2. Determine the appropriate duration of the anatomical adaptation period based on the 
athlete’s characteristics (including his or her athletic development stage and strength 
training experience) and the time available for an introductory phase.

3. Decide whether or not to implement a period devoted to hypertrophy in light of the 
characteristics of the athlete and of the sporting event.

4. Select the exercises to use in training. Strength and conditioning coaches should 
select training exercises according to the specifics of the sport, the athletes’ needs, 
and the phase of training. Each athletic skill is performed by prime movers, which 
can differ from sport to sport, depending on the specific skill requirements. Therefore, 
coaches must first identify the prime movers, then select the strength exercises that 
best involve those muscles. At the same time, they must consider the athlete’s needs, 
which depend on his or her background and individual strengths and weaknesses.

Because the weakest link in a chain always breaks first, compensation exercises 
(also referred to as accessory exercises) should be selected to strengthen the weak-
est muscles. The selection of exercises is also phase specific. Normally, during the 
anatomical adaptation phase, most muscle groups are employed to build a better and 
more multilateral foundation. As the competitive phase approaches, training becomes 
more specific, and exercises are selected specifically to involve the prime movers. 
Thus, coaches must analyze the sport movements in order to determine exercises 
and loading parameters. The following factors should be considered:

• Planes on which the movements take place (sagittal, frontal, transverse)

• Force expressed at various joint angles within the sport-specific range of motion 
(i.e., the zone that must be most affected by the development of the specific 
strength)

• Muscle groups producing the movements (i.e., the prime movers, which also must 
be most affected by the development of the specific strength)

• Muscle actions (concentric, eccentric, isometric)

5. Choose the methods to use in each macrocycle and the progression of training 
means. Details about training methods and progression are provided in chapters 11 
through 15.

analysis of the Tradition of Training in a Sport
Analyze the training tradition of the chosen sport. Over the years, coaches have found 
solutions mostly based on practicality rather than science. Equipped with the latest 
knowledge and your practical experience, you can find the ideal starting point to over-
come such tradition.

analysis of the athlete
To determine the current state of training, you need to test the athlete’s degree of devel-
opment of each biomotor ability or its qualities, possibly in relation to the means that 
you will use in the training program. Consider test results and the athlete’s competitive 
level in order to establish the training load progression and the performance goals for 
every biomotor ability in each phase of the year.
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First, determine the athlete’s degree of strength training. Maximum strength is the 
highest load that an athlete can lift in one repetition (1RM). Before designing a maximum 
strength or power program, a coach should know each athlete’s maximum strength at least 
in the dominant exercises. An athlete’s individual data are valid only for a certain cycle 
of training, usually a macrocycle, because the degree of training changes continuously. 
The 1RM test should be performed only by athletes with some experience in strength 
training and only after macrocycles involving some exposure to loads equal to or greater 
than 70 percent of 1RM. This is especially true for beginners. You should also test muscle 
strength balance around the joints that are most important for the sport (using submaxi-
mal weights of 3RM to 8RM) and test sport-specific strength at the beginning of the year 
to enable monitoring of its progression and to get information about the dynamics of 
adaptation to your training programs.

All the preceding steps give you a clear picture of the athlete’s level of athletic devel-
opment and degree of training in each biomotor ability. You can use this information to 
determine the type and number of exercises, the loading pattern, the percentage of 1RM, 
the number of reps, and the number of sets to prescribe for a macrocycle training program. 
The program cannot, however, be the same for each macrocycle. Training demand must 
increase progressively so that the athlete adapts to a larger workload, which translates 
into increased strength. Coaches should test athletes in order to redetermine their 1RM 
before each new macrocycle in order to ensure that progress is achieved in maximum 
strength and that the new load is related to the gains made in strength.

It is also possible to use one or more sport-specific power or conditioning tests to 
gain an idea of the athlete’s sport-specific athletic shape throughout the whole training 
process.

TeSTInG The 1 rePeTITIon maxImum (1rm)
Some coaches believe that testing for 1RM is dangerous—that lifting 100 percent can 
result in injury. However, it is not dangerous for trained athletes to lift 100 percent once 
every three or four weeks. Most injuries occur during training and competition, not 
during testing. Sometimes the body of an athlete is subjected to forces up to five times 
his or her body weight during the sporting activity, so testing maximum strength should 
not constitute a safety concern. Consider, as well, that testing is performed at the end 
of the unloading microcycle of a macrocycle, when the athlete has recovered from 
the fatigue of the previous loading microcycles. However, a test for 1RM must follow 
a thorough, progressive warm-up, such as the one suggested here (in kilograms) for 
the squat (projected 1RM at 150 kilograms):

1st set: 20 kilograms × 10 reps, 30-second rest interval, 13 percent of 1RM

2nd set: 60 kilograms × 4 reps, 60-second rest interval, 40 percent of 1RM

3rd set: 80 kilograms × 2 reps, 90-second rest interval, 53 percent of 1RM

4th set: 100 kilograms × 2 reps, 2-minute rest interval, 67 percent of 1RM

5th set: 120 kilograms × 1 rep, 2-minute rest interval, 80 percent of 1RM

6th set: 130 kilograms × 1 rep, 3-minute rest interval, 87 percent 1RM

7th set: 140 kilograms × 1 rep, 4-minute rest interval, 93 percent 1RM

8th set: 145 kilograms × 1 rep, 5-minute rest interval, 97 percent 1 RM

9th set: 150 kilograms × 1 rep, 6-minute rest interval, 100 percent 1RM
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Record the information. In order to do so effectively, one must understand the notation 
used in a training program chart to express load, number of reps, and number of sets. 
Load is noted as a percentage of 1RM, and athletes must be tested, especially during the 
preparatory phase at the end of each macrocycle. Knowing an athlete’s 1RM allows the 
coach to select the percentage to use in training according to the training goals of each 
phase. Notation of load, number of reps, and number of sets is expressed as follows: The 
numerator (e.g., 80) refers to the load as a percentage of 1RM, the denominator (e.g., 5) 
represents the number of reps, and the multiplier (e.g., 4) indicates the number of sets. 
The advantage of expressing load as a percentage of 1RM is that when working with a 
larger group of athletes, such as a football team, the coach does not have to calculate the 
weight for each player; rather, each athlete uses his or her personal 1RM as the basis for 
calculating weight, which may vary from player to player. Thus individualization is built 
into this method.

SamPle noTaTIon For a STrenGTh TraInInG ProGram
Any strength training program should be written on a sheet of paper or in the training 
journal. Table 8.15 illustrates a sample format for a strength training program. The first 
column lists the exercises in sequential order. The second column specifies the load, 
number of reps, and number of sets. The last column indicates the rest interval to be 
taken following each set.

 Table 8.15 Sample Strength Training Program Format

exercise
load/reps/sets  

(load as % of 1rm)
rest interval  

(minutes)
1. Squat 80/4 × 4 3

2. Bench press 85/3 × 4 3

3. Deadlift 70/3 × 4 2

4. Lat machine 60/5 × 3 1.5

5. Crunches Body weight/15 × 3 1

exercise Prescription
The 656 muscles distributed throughout the human body are capable of performing a 
great variety of movements. All athletic skills and actions are performed by muscles as a 
result of contraction. Therefore, if an athlete wants to improve a skill or physical perfor-
mance, he or she must concentrate on training the muscles that perform the action—the 
prime movers.

The process of prescribing exercises for a given muscle group (or groups) must be 
based on phase-specific considerations. During the anatomical adaptation phase, exercises 
must be selected that develop most muscle groups—both agonist and antagonist—to build 
a stronger base for the training phases to follow. As the competitive phase approaches, 
exercises become very specialized and are prescribed specifically for the prime movers 
(see table 8.16; The asterisks indicate the relative volume dedicated to each group of 
exercises).
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Exercise prescription should be based not on exercises borrowed from weightlifting 
or bodybuilding but on an understanding of how the muscles produce a movement. 
Especially from the late preparatory phase onward, an exercise is good for an athlete 
in a given sport if it follows the principle of specificity. This means it must involve the 
prime movers and the synergistic muscles used in performing the skills of that particular 
sport or event.

Coaches often turn to bodybuilding for exercise ideas without understanding the 
differences between bodybuilding and other sports. One difference lies in the type of 
method—analytic or compound—used to determine how an exercise achieves a specific 
training goal. Bodybuilders use the analytic method for high muscle definition. They ana-
lyze each muscle’s individual action and movement, then train each muscle in isolation 
to achieve the best size development.

In sport, however, the compound method should be used because it involves not just 
an individual muscle but all muscles of the joint (or joints) necessary to produce an ath-
letic skill. Exercises should also involve the muscles and joints in a sequence similar to 
that used in performing the needed skills. For instance, to train the muscles involved in 
starting in sprinting, athletes should use squats, lunges, and step-ups rather than the leg 
extension machine.

In many cases, athletes and coaches rate the success of a strength training program 
according to the amount of muscle the athlete builds (hypertrophy). However, aside from 
exceptions such as American football linemen, shot-putters, and heavyweight boxers 
and wrestlers, constant increase in muscle size is not a desirable effect for most athletes. 
Power and speed sports—or sports with quick, explosive action (e.g., baseball, football, 
hockey, most track-and-field events, volleyball)—rely on nervous system training, which 
includes many power exercises and moderate to high loads (greater than 70 percent of 
1RM) that result in neural adaptation (Enoka 1996; Sale 1986; Schmidtbleicher 1992). For 
most sports, neural adaptation in strength training means increasing power and the speed 
of the contraction without increasing muscle mass—in other words, increasing relative 
strength and power.

Higher neural adaptation is achieved by carefully selecting training methods and 
exercises. Researchers and international-class coaches share similar views about what 
represents the specificity of strength training. These views can be summarized as follows.

• Strength training methods must be specific to the speed of contraction used in the 
sport (Coyle et al. 1991; Kanehisa and Miyashita 1983). This requirement means 
that from the second half of the preparatory phase through the competitive phase, 

Table 8.16 Periodization of exercise Prescription Throughout  
the annual Plan 

Type  
of exercise 

anatomical 
adaptation

max strength 
(early prep)

max strength 
(late prep)

conversion 
to specific 

strength
Unilateral ***** *** *** **

Bilateral *** ***** ***** *****

Full range of 
motion 

***** **** *** **

Specific range 
of motion

— — **** *****
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coaches should select methods that specifically increase the speed of contraction 
and therefore the level of power.

• Training methods and exercises must increase the contraction force in the intended 
direction of movement. This requirement means selecting exercises according to the 
muscles used to perform the technical skills of a given sport (the prime movers). 
Therefore, bodybuilding exercises waste time, especially during the second part of 
the preparatory and throughout the competitive phases.

• Training methods must increase activation of the prime movers. For this reason, 
selected exercises must be sport specific and primarily engage the prime movers.

• Training methods must increase the discharge rate of motor neurons (Hortobagyi 
et al. 1996) or stimulate the muscles to perform an athletic action with power and 
high speed. Motor neurons innervate, stimulate, and arouse the muscles. The more 
specific the training method and exercises are, the better the nervous system is 
trained to perform quick and powerful athletic movements.

• Motor unit recruitment and firing rate increase with higher loads and faster contrac-
tions (De Luca et al. 1982). Training methods that enhance maximum strength and 
power are the only ones that increase fast-twitch muscle fiber recruitment and the 
firing rate of motor units.

• Exercise action must be performed along the neural pathway used in the sport 
(Häkkinen 1989). More specifically, exercises must be selected so that contractions 
are performed in the same activation sequence that occurs during performance of 
the relevant sport skills. If an exercise does not realistically simulate, or is not spe-
cific to, a technical skill, the result is lower exercise transfer and lower performance 
improvement.

• Neural adaptation that results from training for specificity of strength increases the 
number of voluntarily activated motor units. This capability transfers from general 
to specific exercises. Well-selected training methods, such as maximum strength 
methods and power training, activate more motor units. As a result, an athlete can 
perform sport-specific skills with higher speed of contraction and more power.
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A successful strength training program should be part of a long-term training plan and not 
implemented only during certain parts of the annual plan. Nor should strength training be 
performed just for the sake of it. If (and only if) properly implemented, strength training 
helps protect athletes from injury, delays the onset of fatigue, and enables the athlete 
to generate the high level of power output required for optimal sport performance. In 
order to be effective, however, strength training must meet the objectives of the particular 
training phase and mesh with the overall plan.

Because a training program is a methodical, scientific strategy for improving perfor-
mance, it should be well organized and well designed. An effective training program 
incorporates the principles of periodization of strength throughout the year. Whether 
short-term or long-term, the training program also reflects the coach’s methodological 
knowledge and takes into account the athlete’s background and physical potential.

A good training plan is simple, objective, and flexible so that it can match the athlete’s 
physiological adaptation and performance improvements. Planning theory, however, is 
very complex, and this book discusses planning only as it pertains to strength training. 
Further information can be found in Periodization: Theory and Methodology of Training 
(Bompa 2009). In this chapter we address the organization of the training session plan 
and the microcycle; in the next chapter we cover the annual plan for the periodization 
of strength Refer to the periodization sections in chapter 10 for more sport-specific 
information.

Training Session Plan
The training session is the main tool for organizing the daily workout program. To achieve 
better management and organization, the training session can be structured into four 
main segments. The first two (introduction and warm-up) prepare the athlete for the main 
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part, in which the concerted training takes place, and the last part (cool-down) returns 
the athlete to the normal physiological state.

Introduction
During the introduction to a training session, the coach or instructor shares with the 
athletes the training objectives for the day and how they are to be achieved. The coach 
also organizes the athletes into groups and gives them necessary advice regarding the 
daily program.

Warm-Up
The specific purpose of the warm-up is to prepare athletes for the program to follow. 
During the warm-up, body temperature is raised, which appears to be one of the main 
factors in facilitating performance. The warm-up stimulates the activity of the central ner-
vous system (CNS), which coordinates all systems of the body, speeds up motor reactions 
through faster transmission of nerve impulses, improves the biomechanical performance 
of the motor system, increases the contraction speed and peak power that muscles can 
produce, and improves coordination (Enoka 2002; Wade et al. 2000). The elevation of 
body temperature also warms up and facilitates the stretching of muscles, myofascia, and 
tendons, thus preventing or reducing ligament sprains and tendon and muscle strains. 
Warmed-up muscle tissue is able to accommodate higher-velocity stretches before the 
tendon–bone coupling experiences damage (Enoka 2002).

The warm-up for strength training includes two parts: general and specific. The gen-
eral warm-up (5 to 10 minutes) involves light jogging, cycling, or step-ups, followed by 
calisthenics and dynamic stretching exercises to increase blood flow, which raises body 
temperature. This activity prepares the muscles and tendons for the planned program. 
During the warm-up, athletes should also prepare mentally for the main part of the 
training session by visualizing the exercises and motivating themselves for the strain of 
training. The specific warm-up (3 to 5 minutes) is a short transition to the working part 
of the session. In this portion, athletes prepare themselves for a successful workout by 
performing multiple sets of a few reps (5 down to 1 or 2 as the load increases) on the 
equipment to be used and employing gradually heavier loads leading to those planned 
for the day (which means fewer warm-up sets for high-rep sets, more warm-up sets for 
heavier sets of fewer reps).

Main Part
The main part of the training session is dedicated to the concerted training program, in 
which training objectives are accomplished, including strength training. In most sports, 
technical and tactical work are the main objectives of training, and strength development is 
a secondary priority. First-priority activities are performed immediately after the warm-up, 
followed by strength training. Frequently, the sport-specific activity preceding the strength 
training session functions as a general warm-up so that the athlete can directly begin 
performing the warm-up sets of the first exercise. The types of training to be performed 
in a given day depend on the phase of training as well as the training objectives. Table 
9.1 provides sample options for sequencing your training for several training sessions.

The training program must be based on scientific principles, and the fundamental 
guidelines are provided by the dominant energy systems in the chosen sport. When dis-
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cussing certain combinations for both the training session and the microcycle, coaches 
and athletes should remember the following key points.

• In sports characterized by short-duration (less than 10-second) explosive actions, 
power is the most specific quality of strength. Examples include sprinting, jumping, 
and throwing events in track and field; sprinting in cycling; ski jumping; free-style 
skiing; diving; pitching and batting; American football throwing; any takeoff or quick 
change of direction in a team sport; and quick limb actions in boxing, wrestling, 
and the martial arts.

• Speed endurance (15- to 50-second) activities characterized by fast actions inter-
spersed with quick changes of direction, jumps, and short rest intervals tend to rely 
on power endurance or muscle endurance short. These actions include 50-meter to 
100-meter swimming; 200-meter to 400-meter events in track and field; 500-meter 
speedskating; tennis; figure skating; and many game elements in team sports.

• Prolonged activities performed against any type of resistance (be it gravity, ground, 
water, snow, or ice) depend on mainly muscular endurance. These activities include 
rowing; swimming events longer than 100 meters; kayaking and canoeing; cross-coun-
try skiing; and certain elements of team, combat, and racket sports. Therefore, strength 
coaches must carefully analyze their sport and decide the proportions in which their 
athletes need to be exposed to power, power endurance, and muscular endurance.

Cool-Down
Whereas the warm-up serves as a transition from the normal biological state of daily 
activities to high-intensity training, the cool-down is a transition with the opposite effect: 
It brings the body back to its normal functions. Therefore, athletes should not leave for 
the showers immediately after the last exercise. Instead, during a cool-down of 10 to 20 
minutes, they can perform activities that facilitate faster regeneration and recovery from 
the strains of training.

As a result of training, especially intensive work, athletes build up high amounts of 
lactic acid, and their muscles are exhausted, tense, and rigid. To overcome this fatigue and 
speed up the recovery process, they should perform relaxation and stretching exercises. 
Specifically, at the end of the training, they should perform 5 to 10 minutes of low-intensity, 
continuous aerobic activity that causes the body to continue perspiring (intensity zone 
6; see chapter 3), followed by 5 to 10 minutes of stretching. Doing so improves general 
recovery and the removal of metabolites through their passage from the muscle cells to 

Table 9.1 Sample Sequence Options for Training Sessions

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4
1. Warm-up
2. Alactic 

technical 
skills

3. Speed
4. Maximum 

strength or 
power

1. Warm-up
2. Lactic 

technical 
and tactical 
skills

3. Power 
endurance

1. Warm-up
2. Aerobic 

tactical skills
3. Muscular 

endurance

1. Warm-up
2. Alactic 

tactical skills
3. Power
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the circulatory system, thus reducing body temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure 
(Moeller et al. 1985; Hagberg et al. 1979).

In addition, the cool-down lowers the level of cortisol, which can otherwise disturb 
night rest and remain at high levels up to 24 hours following training, thereby delay-
ing the recovery process and the adaptations to training, and it lowers catecholamines, 
particularly adrenaline and noradrenaline (Jezova et al. 1985). Cool-down activities also 
reduce the athlete’s emotional tension, thus favoring recovery even at a mental level 
( Jezova et al. 1985). Finally, stretching in particular allows the muscles to go back to 
their anatomical length and restores the joint range of motion, a process that otherwise 
may require up to 24 hours.

Once the cool-down has begun to dissipate the results of fatigue, it is fundamental 
to speed up recovery and training adaptations by starting the restoration of energy sub-
strates. This topic is discussed in detail in chapter 5. For now, we underline the fact that 
the rates of recovery and adaptation are determined not only by the type of training 
performed but also by the athlete’s training level, his or her internal load (i.e., residual 
fatigue; see chapter 4) at the end of the session, and his or her nutritional interventions 
(Bompa and Haff 2009).

Training Session Models
Many sports require technical and tactical training, as well as training for maximum speed, 
speed endurance, and aerobic endurance—all of which tax different energy systems. 
How can these components of training be combined without producing a high degree 
of fatigue and without the adaptation of one element interfering with the improvement 
of the others? These concerns can be addressed in one of two ways: (1) combine training 
components so that the athlete taxes only one energy system per training session or (2) 
alternate the energy systems in each microcycle so that the athlete trains according to 
the prevailing energy system(s) in the particular sport. The following sections describe 
training session models that tax the various energy systems used in sports.

Model Training Taxing the Anaerobic Alactic System

1. Warm-up

2. Technical training of short duration

3. Maximum speed and agility training (two to eight seconds)

4. Maximum strength training

5. Power training

The order of activities in this model was established based on the physiological and 
mental needs of the athlete. Training must focus first on activities that require more 
nervous system concentration, mental focus, and thus a fresh mind—in other words, 
technique, speed, or both. Maximum speed should be trained before maximum strength 
because gains in maximum strength and power have been found to be more effective 
when preceded by maximum-velocity sprints (Baroga 1978; Ozolin 1971).

This particular training model is applicable to team sports including American football, 
soccer, baseball, softball, and cricket; sprinting, jumping, and throwing events in track and 
field; diving; racket sports; the martial arts; contact sports; and other sports in which the 
anaerobic alactic system is dominant. Although there are two strength training options, 
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we suggest using only one type according to the phase of training. However, this does 
not exclude the possibility of using both.

The duration of a strength training session in this model depends both on the impor-
tance of strength in the sport and on the training phase. During the preparatory phase, a 
strength training session can last 45 to 75 minutes. In the competitive phase, it is much 
shorter (20 to 40 minutes), and the work is dedicated primarily to maintaining strength 
gained during the preparatory phase. Exceptions to this basic rule are made for throwers 
in track and field, linemen in American football, and wrestlers in the heavyweight cate-
gory, who require more time for strength training (60 to 90 minutes).

Model Training Taxing the Anaerobic Lactic System

1. Warm-up

2. Technical or tactical training of medium duration (10 to 60 seconds)

3. Training for speed endurance and agility of longer duration (between 15 and 50 
seconds) or short reps (3 to 10 seconds) with short rest intervals

4. Training for power endurance or muscular endurance of short duration

This model is suggested for any sport in which the anaerobic lactic system is taxed 
(10 to 60 seconds of activity burst). Thus, tactical training, especially in the form of 
prolonged but intensive drills, can be followed by a combination of strength training in 
which a certain degree of lactic endurance is used—either power endurance or muscu-
lar endurance of short duration. Applying this model once or twice a week is beneficial 
to athletes in most sports that use the anaerobic lactic energy system, such as in 50- to 
100-meter swimming, track and cycling; 200 to 800 meters in track and field; as well as 
team, racket, and contact sports and the martial arts.

Model Training Taxing Both the Anaerobic and Aerobic Systems

1. Warm-up

2. Technical or tactical training of long duration (between 1.5 and 8 minutes)

3. Training for muscular endurance of medium duration

Aerobic endurance includes endurance of medium duration that involves both the 
anaerobic lactic acid system and the aerobic system. Aerobic system training is generally 
of a long duration and dedicated to training strictly the aerobic system with little adapta-
tion of the anaerobic system. The model depicted previously combines tactical training of 
medium duration (1.5 to 8 minutes) with muscular endurance of medium duration, both 
of which tax the anaerobic lactic system, but mostly the athlete’s aerobic endurance or 
ability to delay the onset of fatigue. This model is good for specialized training sessions 
for team, racket, and contact sports and the martial arts, in which the scope of training 
is to stress the last part of the game or match.

Model Training Taxing the Aerobic System

1. Warm-up

2. Aerobic endurance training

3. Training for muscular endurance of long duration
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The previous model is most effective 
for sports in which aerobic endurance 
is either dominant or very important 
to achieving the expected athletic 
performance. These sports include dis-
tance running, triathlon, road cycling, 
cross-country skiing, rowing, canoeing, 
kayaking, mountain cycling, and mara-
thon canoeing. For these sports, mus-
cular endurance is trained at the end 
of the session because the resulting 
fatigue may affect the athlete’s ability 
to achieve the objectives of aerobic 
training.

Model Training to Develop 
Power and Agility in Fatigue

1. Warm-up

2. Technical and tactical training 
taxing the aerobic system

3. Power and agility training

Quite often, the result of a compe-
tition is decided in the final minutes. 
Athletes must be trained for such con-
ditions in order to generate greater 
power and quickness, display a high 
level of agility at the end of the com-
petition, and, as a result, perform at 
a higher level. The most efficient way 
to enhance these abilities is to train 
athletes under conditions of fatigue similar to those that they will encounter in com-
petition. Training sessions geared toward meeting this objective should first fatigue the 
athlete via metabolic conditioning (intensity zone 3 or 4), followed by 20 to 30 minutes of 
high-intensity power and agility drills. These drills can be both specific and nonspecific. 
Another option, especially for racket sports, martial arts, boxing, and wrestling, is to use 
muscular endurance training for 20 to 30 minutes, followed by power and agility drills 
of high intensity. This model is good for specialized training sessions for team, racket, 
and contact sports and the martial arts in which the scope of training is to stress the last 
part of the game or match.

Planning the Microcycle
The microcycle, or weekly training program, is probably the most important planning tool. 
Throughout the annual plan, the nature and dynamics of microcycles change according 
to the phase of training, the training objectives, and the physiological and psychological 
demands faced by the athlete. A macrocycle, on the other hand, is a training plan com-
posed of two to six weeks or microcycles.

Developing power and agility under fatigued conditions 
requires power and agility training to be placed at the 
end of a session after the technical and tactical training 
has taxed the aerobic system.
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Load Increments
Throughout macrocycles, the load in strength training is increased depending on the 
type of cycle and training phase. The work within each macrocycle follows a step-type 
progression. From an intensity standpoint, microcycles follow the principle of progressive 
increase of load in training. As illustrated in table 9.2, a through c, the load is progres-
sively increased during the first three cycles, which are followed by a regeneration cycle 
in which the load is decreased to facilitate recuperation and replenishment of energy. 
Then a maximum strength test is performed before another macrocycle begins. Based 
on this model, suggested load increments are provided in the tables using the notation 
system described in chapter 8, in which the nominator indicates the load as a percentage 
of 1RM, the denominator indicates the number of reps, and the multiplier indicates the 
number of sets. The following are three possible modalities of load progression,

• In table 9.2a, the volume stays the same, intensity increases, the buffer for the 
main working sets decreases, and a 1RM test is performed at the end of the fourth 
(unloading) microcycle.

Table 9.2a Macrocycle: Volume Stays the Same and the Intensity  
of the Main Working Sets Increase by 2.5 Percent Each Week*

Training 
load

70 1 75 1 80 3
 6      4      3

70 1 75 1 82.5 3
 6      4        3

70 1 75 1 85 3
 6      4      3

Day 1
70 4

         2

Day 2
50 3

   3
80 1

   1

Day 3
1RM
test

Microcycle 1 2 3 4 (unloading)
*The load suggested in each microcycle refers to the work per day, which can be repeated two to four times per 
week depending on the training goals.

• In table 9.2b, the volume of sets stays the same, the number of reps decreases, the 
intensity increases, the buffer stays the same, and a 1RM test is performed at the 
end of the fourth microcycle.

Table 9.2b Macrocycle: Volume Decreases While Mean Intensity* 
Increases by 5 percent Each Week**

Training  
load

70 1 75 1 80 3
   6      4      3

75 1 80 1 85 3
   5      3      2

80 1 85 1 90 3
   3      2      1

Day 1
70 4

   2

Day 2
50 3

   3
80 1

   1

Day 3
1RM
test

Microcycle 1 2 3 4
*Mean intensity = [(intensity1 × reps × sets) + (intensity2 × reps × sets) + (intensity3 × reps × sets)]/total reps. In this 
case: [(70×6×1) + (75×4×1) + (80×3×3)]/(6+4+9) = 75.8%; [75×5×1) + (80×3×1) + (85×2×3)]/(5+3+6) = 80.3%; [(80×3×1) + 
(85×2×1) + (90×1×3)]/(3+2+3) = 85%.

**The load suggested in each microcycle refers to the work per day, which can be repeated one to two times per 
week depending on the training goals.
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• In table 9.2c, the volume increases, and the intensity and the buffer stay the same.

Table 9.2c Macrocycle: Volume of the Main Working Sets Increases  
by One Unit Each Week*

Training  
load

70 1 75 1 80 3
   6      4      3

70 1 75 1 80 4
   6      4      3

70 1 75 1 80 5
   6      4      3

Day 1
70 4

   2

Day 2
50 3

   3
80 1

   1

Day 3
1RM
test

Microcycle 1 2 3 4 (unloading)
*The load suggested in each microcycle refers to the work per day, which can be repeated one to two times per 
week depending on the training goals.

As shown, the work, or the total load in training, is increased in steps, with the highest 
load occurring in microcycle 3. To increase the work from microcycle to microcycle, the 
coach has three options: increase the load while decreasing the buffer (table 9.2a), increase 
the load while keeping the same buffer, thus lowering the reps per set (table 9.2b), or 
increase the number of main work sets from microcycle 1 to microcycle 3 (table 9.2c).

The approach can be chosen to suit the needs of different classifications of athletes. 
For example, young athletes have difficulty tolerating a high number of sets. It is true that 
they should have a high number of exercises that develop the entire muscular system and 
adapt the muscle attachments on the bones (i.e., the tendons) to strength training. How-
ever, it is difficult to tolerate performing a high number of exercises and a high number 
of sets at the same time. Therefore, it is advisable to opt for a high number of exercises 
at the expense of the number of sets.

Microcycle 4 represents a regeneration week in which volume is lowered and buffer 
increased to reduce the fatigue resulting from the first three steps, to replenish the energy 
stores, and to promote psychological relaxation.

Again, in athletics, strength training is subordinate to technical and tactical training. 
Consequently, the load of strength training per week should be calculated in light of the 
overall volume and intensity of training.

Before discussing strength training options per microcycle, it is important to mention 
that the total work per week is also planned according to the principle of progressive 
increase of load in training. Figures 9.1 through 9.3 illustrate three microcycles, each of 
which is suggested for each of the conventional steps referred to earlier.
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Load

High

Medium

Low

Regeneration

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Note:
25p2 wide

E6171/Bompa/fig09.01/507199/alw/r1-pulled

Note:
25p9  wide

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Load

High

Medium

Low

Regeneration

E6171/Bompa/fig09.02/507200/alw/r1-pulled

Figure 9.1 Low-workload microcycle with one high-load day and several medium- and low-load 
days (Sunday is a rest day).

Figure 9.2 Medium-intensity microcycle.
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Number of Strength Training Sessions per Microcycle
The number of strength training sessions per microcycle depends on the following fac-
tors: the athlete’s classification, the importance of strength in the chosen sport, and the 
phase of training.

Athlete’s Classification
Young athletes should be introduced to strength training progressively. At first, they can be 
exposed to one to two short strength training sessions per microcycle following technical 
or tactical work. Progressively, over a period of two to four years, this exposure can be 
increased to three or four sessions. Senior athletes competing at national or international 
competitions can take part in three or four strength training sessions per week, mainly 
during the preparatory phase.

Importance of Strength in the Sport
Strength training may hold more or less importance in a particular sport depending on 
the sport’s relevant skills, dominant abilities, and energy system requirements. For exam-
ple, strength is less important in a sport in which aerobic endurance is clearly dominant, 
such as marathon running. On the other hand, strength plays a crucial role in sports in 
which power is dominant, such as American football and track-and-field throwing events. 
When strength is less important, one or two strength training sessions per week may 
suffice. When it is more important, strength training must be done at least three times 
per microcycle, especially during the preparatory phase.

Note:
25p9  wide

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Load

High

Medium

Low

Regeneration

E6171/Bompa/fig09.03/507201/alw/r1-pulled

Figure 9.3 High-workload microcycle with three high-intensity training days.
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Phase of Training
The number of strength training sessions also depends on the phase of training. Depend-
ing on the sport, two to four sessions per microcycle should be performed during the 
preparatory phase, and one to three sessions per microcycle should be performed during 
the competitive phase.

Athletes who perform four strength training sessions per week will have to perform 
some sessions on consecutive days. In such circumstances, coaches have two options: 
(1) train the same muscle groups in every session but alternate intensities—maximum 
strength one day and power the next—or (2) split the exercises for upper body and for 
lower body to achieve faster recovery. With the first option, some form of intensity alter-
nation is necessary because it would be impossible for the same muscle groups to fully 
recover if the same loading parameters were used for two sessions within 24 hours or, 
even worse, four sessions within 96 hours.

In sport, strength training is performed in addition to technical and tactical training. For 
maximum effectiveness—and for the most economical use of energy—strength training 
exercises must be chosen to stress mainly the prime movers. When we talk about strength 
training for sports, to increase effectiveness, the number of strength training exercises in 
a workout should be reduced as much as possible, especially after the anatomical adap-
tation phase. This reduction allows the athlete to perform more sets and forces the prime 
movers to contract many times. The outcome is more strength and power development 
for the required muscles. A special concern, though, is represented by multiplanar (i.e., 
acting on multiple planes of movement) sports, such as team sports, contact sports, and 
martial arts. For this sport, a higher number of exercises has to be employed to address, 
for instance, the high force demands in the transverse plane.

Types of Strength and Restoration  
of Energy Systems

Some proponents suggest that strength training should be planned on “easy” days. From 
a physiological standpoint, this thought does not make much sense. To some extent, 
the majority of sports require training of most, if not all, of the motor abilities of speed, 
strength, and endurance. Each ability uses and depends on a particular energy system, 
and the systems differ in their rate of recovery and restoration of fuel.

The full restoration of glycogen starts after 5 minutes of rest, but it might take up to 48 
hours to be completed, depending on the sport-specific training and the type of strength 
training performed in a day. In fact, glycogen can be fully restored given an appropriate 
dietary intake of carbohydrate in 24 hours after an intermittent activity and 48 hours after 
a highly taxing metabolic session (Hermansen and Vaage 1977). It takes about 48 hours 
after continuous intensive work but only about 24 hours after intermittent activity, such 
as strength training (Brooks, Brauner, and Cassens 1973; Fox, Bowes, and Foss 1989). 
Following high-intensity strength or speed training sessions in which the CNS is also taxed, 
complete nervous system recovery may take 48 hours. And after maximum-intensity efforts 
that highly stress the CNS, such as a 100-meter race or a powerlifting competition, the 
athlete may need up to seven days of lower loading in order to repeat the same level of 
performance, which indicates full regeneration of all the physiological systems involved.
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As explained in chapter 5, the time course of substrate restoration is heavily influenced 
by the quality and timing of food intake, as well as by the extent of damage to the myofi-
brils caused during the training session (Bompa and Haff 2009). The rate of regeneration 
from low-intensity aerobic activities is much faster—approximately eight hours. Restoration 
of energy stores and nervous system recovery may be sped up by aerobic compensation 
sessions or lower-intensity tactical work. These types of training day can be considered 
easy and can be planned after the hardest days of the week or after competition.

The largest effect of a training session falls, of course, on the energy system that is 
mainly trained during the session; the other two systems are affected to a lesser extent. 
This fact means that the trained energy system requires more recovery time than the 
others do. For instance, whenever an anaerobic system is trained first in a given week, it 
is possible to train the aerobic system the next day, then the other anaerobic system (the 
one not trained on the first day), and finally the first anaerobic one again. When the aer-
obic system is trained first, it can be followed by the anaerobic alactic system. Anaerobic 
alactic exercises, in fact, need less support from the aerobic system than do anaerobic 
lactic exercises because the former induces a lower oxygen debt than the latter.

Therefore, especially in power and speed sports, a microcycle should alternate between 
the anaerobic and aerobic systems. Here are three options, depending on the sport and 
the training phase: 

Alactic-Aerobic-Lactic-Aerobic-Alactic-Aerobic-rest

Alactic-Aerobic-Lactic-Aerobic-Alactic-Lactic-rest

Alactic-Lactic-Aerobic-Alactic-Lactic-Aerobic-rest

In the case of long-aerobic-endurance sports, on the other hand, the training menu is 
limited in terms of energy systems alternation. Therefore, the aerobic system is trained 
daily at various intensities.

Let’s assume that a coach plans intensive training sessions on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday and easy days on Tuesday and Thursday. Because the intensive days are 
separated by 48 hours—and especially because an easy day is scheduled during those 
48 hours—glycogen can reach full restoration and the CNS can recover before the next 
planned intensive day. This dynamic changes drastically, however, if the coach schedules 
intensive strength training sessions on the easy days. In that case, the athlete taxes the 
anaerobic energy systems on the easy days as well as on the intensive days, thus taxing 
the nervous system and the glycogen stores every day.

As a result, strength training becomes an obstacle to restoration. This pattern com-
plicates the ratio of energy expenditure to restoration and the recovery of the nervous 
system—a state of affairs that can bring the athlete to fatigue or even exhaustion. And it 
is only a short step from exhaustion to overtraining.

Consequently, strength training must be planned on the same days as technical and 
tactical training or speed and power training—that is, on the anaerobic days. In this 
approach, the athlete heavily taxes the glycogen stores and the nervous system, but the 
overall training program does not interfere with recovery and regeneration before the 
next high-intensity training, which is scheduled for 48 hours later. As a guideline for 
organizing a microcycle, table 9.3 shows activities grouped by energy system and thus 
possibly trained on three different days.

In addition to determining the sequence of training sessions within a microcycle, we 
must also consider the sequence of training means within the sessions themselves. In 
fact, certain training objectives can be achieved only in the right circumstances—namely, 
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when the athlete’s level of residual fatigue is adequate for the development, retention, or 
refinement of certain biomotor abilities. Table 9.4 shows the acceptable level of residual 
fatigue for training certain biomotor abilities.

The following tables provide examples of strength training programs related to other 
athletic activities and to the dominant energy systems. Table 9.5 suggests a microcycle 
for individual speed and power sports (sprints and jumps in track and field) in which 
energy systems are alternated. Strength training is consistently planned on days when 
other types of activity tax the same energy system. For instance, drills for speed training, 
which tax the anaerobic alactic system, are followed by training for power. In addition, 
each day of anaerobic activity (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) is followed by a day 
when aerobic training is taxed in the form of tempo running (100 to 200 yards or meters 
at 60 percent of maximum speed for 8 to 20 reps).

Table 9.6 illustrates how the energy systems and the specifics of strength can be alter-
nated for a sport in which aerobic endurance is dominant, such as rowing, kayaking, 
canoeing, cycling, triathlon, cross-country skiing, or a swimming event of more than 400 
meters. Each time aerobic endurance is trained, the only type of strength training proposed 
is muscular endurance. When anaerobic training is planned (Tuesday), it is followed by 
power endurance, which taxes the same system (anaerobic lactic).

Table 9.3 Classification of Training Methods According to the Main Energy 
System Taxed (Ergogenesis)

Anaerobic alactic day Anaerobic lactic day Aerobic day
1. Technical skills  

(1–10 seconds)
2. Tactical skills  

(5–10 seconds)
3. Acceleration and 

maximum speed
4. Maximum strength 

and power

1. Technical skills 
(10–60 seconds)

2. Tactical skills  
(10–60 seconds)

3. Speed endurance 
(10–60 seconds)

4. Power endurance, 
muscle endurance 
short

1. Long-duration 
technical skills  
(>60 seconds)

2. Long- and medium-
duration tactical 
skills (>60 seconds)

3. Aerobic endurance
4. Muscle endurance 

medium and long

Table 9.4 Training Objectives and Fatigue State 

Athlete’s residual fatigue Training objectives*

Absent (fresh) Technique, tactic (learning), acceleration, 
maximum speed, power

Low Technique, tactic, acceleration, speed 
endurance, maximum strength, power, 
power endurance

Moderate Special endurance, aerobic power, 
muscle endurance short and medium

High (fatigued) Aerobic capacity, technical and tactical 
refinement under specific conditions,  
muscular endurance long

*Training objectives that require minimal residual fatigue should be trained after an easy day and placed first in 
the sequence of a training session.
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Two taxing days of training (Monday and Tuesday) are followed by a lighter aerobic 
training day for compensation and to supercompensate the glycogen stores depleted the 
day before. The same approach is used again in the second part of the cycle.

For sports with high-complexity training (technical, tactical, and physical), the alterna-
tion of energy systems and strength training could follow the model presented in table 
9.7. Examples include all team sports, the martial arts, and racket sports. Every day, all 
proposed activities tax the same energy system. Obviously, no more than three of the 
suggested training activities may be planned, which for strength training may mean 
choosing either maximum strength or power.

On Tuesday, an anaerobic lactic day can be planned (tactical and specific endurance 
training). To tap the same energy system, the strength training program should consist of 
activities aimed at developing power endurance or muscle endurance short. Wednesday is 
a compensation day of less demanding technical and tactical training. For the remaining 
three training days, the same sequence pattern is used (AL-LA-O

2
).

Table 9.5 Alternation of Energy Systems for Speed-  
and Power-Dominant Individual Sports

Monday Accelerations 
Maximum speed
Maximum strength or power

Tuesday Tempo running

Wednesday Accelerations 
Speed endurance 
Power endurance

Thursday Tempo running

Friday Accelerations 
Maximum speed 
Maximum strength or power

Saturday Tempo running

Table 9.6 Alternation of Energy Systems for Aerobic-
Endurance-Dominant Sports

Monday Aerobic endurance
Muscular endurance 

Tuesday Anaerobic endurance
Power endurance

Wednesday Aerobic endurance
Compensation

Thursday Mixed training
Power endurance

Friday Aerobic endurance
Muscular endurance

Saturday Aerobic endurance
Compensation
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During the competitive phase, the approach used to maintain strength training depends 
strictly on the competition schedule. There are three possibilities: one competition per 
week, two competitions per week, or one tournament per week.

Table 9.8 presents types of activity to plan between two competitions that fall at the 
ends of consecutive weeks. Because the typical days of competition vary from sport to 
sport, we have numbered the training sessions rather than specifying a day of the week 

Table 9.7 Alternation of Energy Systems for High-
Complexity Sports

Monday Alactic technical skills
Speed
Maximum strength or power

Tuesday Lactic tactical skills
Speed endurance short
Power endurance or muscle endurance short

Wednesday Aerobic technical and tactical skills
Compensation

Thursday Alactic technical and tactical skills
Speed
Maximum strength or power

Friday Lactic technical and tactical skills
Speed endurance short
Power endurance or muscle endurance short

Saturday Technical and tactical skills
Compensation

Table 9.8 Suggested Training Program for a Microcycle Falling Between 
Two Competitions

Day Type of activity Loading pattern
1 Competition High

2 Day off (recovery and regeneration) Off

3 Technical skills
Longer-duration tactical drills
Aerobic power

Low to medium

4 Technical and tactical skills
Alactic capacity and agility
Maximum strength and power

High

5 Technical and tactical skills
High-intensity model training

Medium-high

6 Technical and tactical skills
Speed and agility
Maximum strength and power

Low

7 Tactical skills  
Model training 

Low

8 Competition High
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for each session. The postcompetition day is intended for recovery and regeneration, to 
remove fatigue from the systems, and to ready the athlete to resume training on the next 
day.

As in other microcycles, the suggested training programs consider the physiological 
need to alternate and thus tax mostly one energy system per day. As a result, maximum 
strength training is planned on days when the anaerobic alactic system is taxed and has 
the scope of strength maintenance. Certainly, the suggested maximum strength training 
is short and uses selected exercises specific to the sport for which the athlete is training. 
The workload of training must be subdivided into low-, medium-, and high-intensity days. 
Planning the training sessions accordingly helps the athlete better manage the demands 
and stress associated with training and competition. Keep in mind the need for alternation 
between training, unloading, competition, and recovery before resuming training again.

Table 9.9 illustrates a microcycle with three competitions over a week—a situation 
common in team sports where the team plays championship and cup simultaneously or 
the championship itself requires two game a week. Under such conditions, the mainte-
nance of strength is slightly different—one day of maximum strength and one for power, 
power endurance, or muscular endurance. On day 5, the postcompetition day, we suggest 
activities that can stimulate recovery and regeneration, such as massage, stretching, sauna, 
and low-intensity training. To best accommodate these activities, day 5 can be divided 
into two parts (for those athletes who can afford free time): recovery and regeneration 
in the morning and short, low-intensity technical and tactical training in the afternoon. 
On precompetition days, athletes engage in tactical training similar to the activities they 
will meet the next day in competition.

Table 9.10 illustrates a microcycle for sports that use weekend tournaments (such as 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday). Because such tournaments can be organized either a few 
weeks apart or repeated for several weeks in a row (e.g., high school and university 
competitions), the same structure can be used for one week or more. Coaches will want 
to make changes in the microcycle based on their athletes’ specific conditions, level of 

Table 9.9 Suggested Strength Training Program for a Microcycle With 
Three Competitions

Day Type of activity Loading pattern
1 Competition High

2 Day off (recovery and regeneration) Off

3 Technical and tactical skills
Alactic speed
Power training

Medium

4 Competition High

5 Recovery and regeneration
Technical and tactical skills

Low

6 Technical and tactical skills
Alactic speed
Maximum strength

High

7 Tactical skills
Model training

Low

8 Competition High
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fatigue, and classification, as well as other factors, such as travel and the feasibility of 
organizing daily training sessions.

On Thursday, coaches should organize a tactical training to model the strategies that 
their athletes will use for the duration of the tournament. Coaches who have time for a 
short training session during the tournament can even use very low intensity activities, 
say, in the morning, to mimic the strategies that their athletes will use in an afternoon 
or evening competition.

Integration of Microcycles Into Macrocycles
A microcycle should not be an isolated entity; rather, it should be integrated thoughtfully 
into the larger macrocycle. This integration should always occur. See chapters 11 through 
15 for more discussion of integrating different training phases and methods into a con-
tinuous training concept.

The integration of different types of microcycle into a macrocycle depends on the 
training phase, the athlete’s classification, the athletes’ strength training background, and 
the type of macrocycle. Two types of macrocycles are used during the preparatory phase: 
the step macrocycle and the flat macrocycle. Step loading is useful in developmental 
macrocycles. Consisting of progressive increases in load, step loading is less stressful 
and therefore more applicable to the early part of the preparatory phase. The step mac-
rocycle is advisable to be used all year long for entry-level and intermediate athletes and 
endurance athletes, whereas it can be limited to the early general preparation for more 
advanced athletes in power sports.

The flat macrocycle subjects athletes to a higher average level of training volume, inten-
sity, or both and thereby challenges their level of adaptation even more. It is suggested 
for advanced athletes with extensive training backgrounds or simply for macrocycles 
where the training is very intense or specific, thus requiring more frequent unloading. 
In fact, it is suggested to use a 2+1 structure for flat loading instead of the 3+1 normally 
used in step loading.

As illustrated in figure 9.4, the height of the each block reflects the demand training. The 
letter L indicates a loading microcycle, and the letter U indicates an unloading microcycle, 

Table 9.10 Suggested Strength Training Program for a Microcycle  
for a Weekend Tournament

Day Type of activity Loading pattern
Monday Day off (recovery and regeneration) Off

Tuesday Technical and tactical skills
Longer-duration drills

Medium

Wednesday Technical and tactical skills
Alactic speed and agility training
Power

Medium to high

Thursday Technical and tactical skills
Model training

Low

Friday Competition High

Saturday Competition High

Sunday Competition High
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which is placed at the end of each macrocycle for recovery purposes. During the com-
petitive phase, the integration of microcycles into macrocycles depends directly on the 
competition schedule. Therefore, because the schedule varies by the sport, so, too, does 
the structure of the macrocycle. As an example, let us consider the competitive phase for 
an individual sport. The macrocycle, shown in table 9.11, consists of a postcompetition 
recovery and regeneration microcycle to eliminate fatigue before resuming normal train-
ing. This microcycle is followed by two developmental microcycles, which are used to 
train the athlete in order to further improve or retain the specific biomotor abilities. Next 
comes a precompetition peaking microcycle, in which the volume of training is reduced 
dramatically (up to a 60 percent reduction), while the intensity is reduced only slightly, 
in order to peak for the competition.

Table 9.11 The Structure of a Macrocycle for the Competitive Phase  
of an Individual Sport

Type of 
microcycle

Postcompetition: 
recovery and 
regeneration

Developmental Developmental Precompetition 
peaking

Competition

Number 
of strength 

training 
sessions per 
microcycle

1or 2 (toward  
the end of the 
microcycle)

2–4 2–4 1 (in the early 
days of the 
microcycle)

Microcycles

Macrocycle
type

Step

L L L L L L LU U U

Flat Flat

PreparatoryTraining
phase

E6171/Bompa/fig09.04/507211/alw/r1
Figure 9.4 Step and flat macrocycles within the preparatory phase.

Strength training can normally be performed during developmental microcycles to 
ensure that detraining doesn’t affect the athlete’s ability to reach peak performance at the 
end of the competitive phase, when championship competitions are scheduled.

The structure of a macrocycle differs for team sports, in which each week represents 
an opportunity to compete, sometimes twice. As a result, strength training must be imple-
mented according to the microcycles exemplified in this chapter, especially in figures 9.1 
through 9.3. Because team sports have such a high number of competitions, the scope of 
strength training programs must be to maintain specific strength gains made during the 
preparatory phase. This approach avoids detraining. Moreover, thanks to the physiolog-
ical benefits from maintaining high levels of specific strength, athletes’ levels of athletic 
competence are maintained throughout the entire competitive season.
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The annual training plan is as important a tool for achieving long-term athletic goals as 
the microcycle is for achieving short-term athletic goals. An organized and well-planned 
annual training plan is a requirement for maximizing the athlete’s motor potential improve-
ments. To be effective, it must be based on the concept of periodization and employ 
its training principles as guiding precepts. One primary objective of training is for the 
athlete to reach peak performance at a specific time, usually for the main competition 
of the year. For the athlete to achieve this high level of performance, the entire training 
program must be properly periodized and planned so that the development of skills and 
motor abilities proceeds logically and methodically throughout the year.

Periodization consists of two basic components. The first component, periodization of 
the annual plan, addresses the various training phases throughout the year. The second 
component, periodization of the biomotor abilities, addresses the development of biomotor 
abilities training to increase the athlete’s motor potential. In particular, the periodization 
of strength structures strength training to maximize its effectiveness in meeting the needs 
of the specific sport.

Periodization of the Annual Plan
The first component of periodization consists of breaking down the annual plan into 
shorter, more manageable training phases. Doing so enhances the organization of training 
and allows the coach to conduct the program systematically. In most sports, the annual 
training cycle is divided into three main phases of training: preparation (preseason), 
competitive (season), and transition (off-season). Each training phase is further subdi-
vided into cycles.

The duration of each training phase depends heavily on the competition schedule, as 
well as the time needed to improve skills and develop the dominant biomotor abilities. 
During the preparation phase, the coach’s primary objective is to develop athletes’ physi-
ological foundations. During the competitive phase, it is to strive for perfection according 
to the specific demands of competition.
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Figure 10.1 illustrates the periodization of the annual plan into phases and cycles of 
training. This particular plan has only one competitive phase, so athletes have to peak 
only once during the year; such a plan is called a monocycle or single-peak annual plan. 
Of course, not all sports have only one competitive phase. For example, track and field, 
swimming, and several other sports have indoor and outdoor seasons or two major com-
petitions for which athletes must peak. This type of plan is usually called a bi-cycle or 
double-peak annual plan (see figure 10.2). Advanced athletes competing at international 
level, on the other hand, have to peak up to three times a year. Think of the most individ-
ual sports athletes that have to peak for the winter championship, summer championship 
(that usually functions as national selection trials), and, finally, for the world championship 
or the Olympics. In that case, we speak of a tri-cyclical annual plan.

Macro-
cycles

Micro-
cycles

Preparatory

Competitive

Yearly plan

Sub-
phases

Phases of
training

Competitive Transition

TransitionGeneral
preparation

Specific
preparation

Pre-
competitive

E6171/Bompa/fig10.01/507212/alw/r1-pulled

Preparatory (I)

Annual plan

Competitive (I) Transition (I) Preparatory (II) Competitive (II) Transition (II)

E6171/Bompa/fig10.02/507213/alw/r1

Figure 10.2 Periodization of a bi-cycle.

Figure 10.1 Periodization of a monocycle.

Periodization of Strength
Coaches should be more concerned with deciding what kind of physiological response or 
training adaptation will lead to the greatest improvement than with deciding what drills 
or skills to work on in a given training session or phase. Once they have made the first 
decision, they will have an easier time selecting the appropriate type of work to produce 
the desired development. Only by considering these overriding physiological factors can 
coaches choose an approach that results in the best training adaptation and ultimately 
leads to increases in physiological capacity and improved athletic performance.

Such an innovative approach is facilitated by periodization. Recall from chapter 1 that 
the purpose of strength training for sports is not the development of strength for its 
own sake. Rather, the goal is to maximize power, power endurance, or muscular endur-
ance, according to the needs of the chosen sport. This chapter demonstrates that the 
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best approach for achieving that goal is the periodization of strength, with its specific 
sequence of training phases.

As illustrated in figure 10.3, periodization of strength includes seven phases with spe-
cific strength training objectives. Training phases are conventionally divided by a vertical 
bar, illustrating where one phase ends and another begins. However, the type of strength 
training does not change from one phase to another as abruptly as the chart implies. To 
the contrary, a smoother transition can be made from one type of strength to another 
one (e.g., from maximum strength to power).

Preparation Competitive Transition

Anatomical 
adaptation

Hypertrophy 
if necessary

Maximum 
strength

Conversion 
to specific 
strength
(power; power 
endurance; 
or muscular 
endurance 
short, medium, 
or long)

Maintenance 
of maximum 
strength 
and specific 
strength

Cessation 
of strength 
training

Compensa-
tion training

Phase 1: Anatomical Adaptation
Periodization of strength has become very popular worldwide, and many training spe-
cialists and authors have discussed and written about this very efficient strength training 
concept. However, in their attempt to be different or to claim originality, some authors 
suggest a periodization of strength plan that starts with hypertrophy training. This might 
be acceptable in bodybuilding, but it is definitely not acceptable in strength training for 
sports. In fact, except for some throwers in track and field and some position players 
in American football, hypertrophy or muscle size is not a determining factor in high- 
performance athletics.

To the contrary, athletes in most sports—such as basketball, soccer, and swimming, not 
to mention sports divided into weight-class categories—are extremely reluctant to increase 
nonfunctional muscle hypertrophy. Furthermore, to maximize hypertrophy, athletes must 
work each set to exhaustion, which at times may result in a high level of discomfort that 
negatively affects the sport-specific training or even causes injury. For this reason, the 
original model of periodization of strength starts with an anatomical adaptation phase.

Following a transition phase, during which athletes usually do very little strength train-
ing, it is scientifically and methodologically sound to start a strength program aimed at 
adapting the anatomy for the heavy loads to follow. The main objectives of this phase are 
to involve most muscle groups and to prepare the muscles, ligaments, tendons, and joints 
to endure the subsequent lengthy and strenuous training phases. Strength training pro-
grams should not focus on only the legs or arms; they should also focus on strengthening 
the core area—the abdominal muscles, the low back, and the spinal column musculature. 
These sets of muscles work together to ensure that the trunk supports the legs and arms 
during all movements and also act as shock-absorbing devices during the performance 
of many skills and exercises, especially landing and falling.

Additional objectives for anatomical adaptation are to balance strength between the flex-
ors and extensors surrounding each joint; to balance the two sides of the body, especially 

Figure 10.3 Periodization of Strength for a Monocycle
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the shoulders and arms; to perform compensation work for the antagonist muscles; and 
to strengthen the stabilizer muscles (see the Exercise Prescription section in chapter 8). 
The volume of strength training must be balanced between muscle functions (see figure 
10.4)—in other words, between agonists and antagonists around a joint. Failing to do so 
may result in postural imbalances and injuries.

In some cases, balanced development between agonist and antagonist muscles is impos-
sible because some agonist muscles are larger and stronger than others. For instance, the 
knee extensors (quadriceps) are stronger than the knee flexors (hamstrings). The same 
is true for the ankle plantar flexors (gastrocnemii) and extensors (tibialis anteriori). The 
knee extensors and ankle plantar flexors are exposed to more training because activities 
such as running and jumping are used heavily in most sports. Professionals in the field, 
however, must be aware of the agonist-to-antagonist ratios and attempt to maintain them 
through training. If they neglect to do so and instead constantly train the agonists—the 
prime movers of given sport skills—the imbalance will likely result in impaired perfor-
mance due both to neural inhibition of force expression of the prime movers and to 
injuries (for example, rotator cuff injuries in baseball).

The transition and anatomical adaptation phases are ideal for balanced development 
of antagonist muscles because they occur at a time in the training cycle when there is no 
pressure from competition. Little information exists about the agonist-to-antagonist ratios, 
especially for the high-speed limb movements typical of sports. Table 10.1 provides some 
information on the subject for low, isokinetic speeds. This information should be used 
only as a guideline for maintaining these ratios, at least during the anatomical adaptation 
and transition phases.
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Push PushPull PullRotation Rotation
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Body
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bodyUpper

body
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Spine-
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sagittal
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(Straight-knee)

Knee

Ankle

Ankle

E6171/Bompa/fig10.04/507216/alw/r1
Figure 10.4 One way to achieve muscular balance is to use the same volume of work for the agonist and 
antagonist muscles around a joint.
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Throughout the anatomical adaptation phase, the goal is to involve most, if not all, 
muscle groups in a multilateral program. Such a program should include a high number 
of exercises (9 to 12) performed comfortably without pushing the athlete. Remember, 
vigorous strength training always develops the strength of the muscles faster than the 
strength of the muscle attachments (tendons) and joints (ligaments). Consequently, apply 
such programs too early often result in injuries to these tissues.

In addition, when large-muscle groups are weak, the small muscles have to take over 
the strain of the work. As a result, the small-muscle groups may become injured more 
quickly. Other injuries occur because insufficiently trained muscles lack the force to 
control landings, absorb shock, and balance the body quickly to be ready to perform 
another action (not because of a lack of landing skills). This is the reason why plyometric 
training is introduced gradually after two or three weeks of anatomical adaptations, using 
low-intensity jumps and bound to reach the highest intensities right after the maximum 
strength phase when a solid base of muscular strength has been laid down.

The duration of the anatomical adaptation phase depends on the length of the prepara-
tion phase, the athlete’s background in strength training, and the importance of strength 
in the given sport. A long preparation phase, of course, allows more time for anatomical 
adaptation. Logically, athletes who have a weak strength training background require 
a much longer anatomical adaptation phase. This phase fosters progressive adaptation 
to training loads and improves the ability of muscle tissue and muscle attachments to 
withstand the heavier loads of the phases that follow.

Young or  inexperienced athletes need eight to ten weeks of anatomical adaptation 
training. In contrast, mature athletes with four to six years of strength training require no 
more than two or three weeks of this phase. Indeed, for these athletes, a longer anatomical 
adaptation phase likely provides no significant additional training effect.

Phase 2: Hypertrophy
In some sports, an increase in muscle size is a very important asset. However, as mentioned 
throughout this text, hypertrophy training, which is extremely popular in bodybuilding, is 
overused in the sporting world. When applied to strength training for sports, hypertrophy 

Table 10.1 Agonist-to-Antagonist Ratios for Slow Concentric Isokinetic 
Movements

Joint Strength training Ratio
Ankle Plantar flexion (gastrocnemius, soleus) to dorsiflexion (tibialis anterior) 3:1

Ankle Inversion (tibialis anterior) to eversion (peroneus) 1:1

Knee Extension (quadriceps) to flexion (hamstrings) 3:2

Hip Extension (spinal erectors, gluteus maximus, hamstrings) to flexion  
(iliopsoas, rectus femoris, tensor fascia latae, sartorius)

1:1

Shoulder Flexion (anterior deltoids) to extension (trapezius, posterior deltoids) 2:3

Shoulder Internal rotation (subscapularis, latissimus dorsi, pectoralis major, teres 
major) to external rotation (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor)

3:2

Elbow Flexion (biceps) to extension (triceps) 1:1

Lumbar spine Flexion (abdominals) to extension (spinal erectors) 1:1

Reprinted, by permission, from D. Wathen, 1994, Muscle balance. In Essentials of strength training and conditioning, 
edited for the National Strength and Conditioning Association by T.R. Baechle (Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 425.
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training must extend beyond the old definition of training to exhaustion. Specifically, it 
can be used as a primer for the maximum strength phase to follow by adapting the body 
to using progressively heavier loads.

During this phase, athletes can use two different approaches: hypertrophy I and hyper-
trophy II. Hypertrophy I is often used with athletes who require a distinct increase in 
muscle size and strength. It relies on using loads between 15RM (i.e., 15 reps to failure) 
and 10RM with little rest (60 to 90 seconds maximum) between sets. If bodybuilding 
techniques such as rest-pause and drop sets are used during this phase to increase the 
tension and protein synthesis within the musculature, the load used is between 8RM 
and 5RM, because these techniques further increase the total time under tension per set.

Hypertrophy II involves a more hybrid kind of work between hypertrophy and max-
imum strength that prepares the fast-twitch muscle fibers for the hard work to follow 
during the maximum strength training phase. Hypertrophy II increases absolute strength 
by eliciting both neural and structural adaptations. This phase uses loads from 8RM to 
5RM with longer but not complete rest intervals (90 to 120 seconds).

For both hypertrophy I and hypertrophy II, the time devoted and the loads are deter-
mined by the athlete’s age, physical development, and strength training experience. At 
the end of the hypertrophy phase, a maximum strength test is performed in order to plan 
the training percentage of the first maximum strength macrocycle.

Phase 3: Maximum Strength
The main objective of this phase is to develop the highest possible level of strength. This 
goal can be achieved only by using heavy loads in training: 70 percent to 90 percent of 
1-repetition maximum (1RM) or, less often, 90 percent to 100 percent.

We like to divide the maximum strength phase into distinct two parts: maximum 
strength I and II. Maximum strength I works mainly on the intermuscular aspect of 
maximum strength adaptations. It is composed of one or two 3+1 macrocycles in which 
the load for the main strength exercises increases from 70 percent to 80 percent of 1RM. 
Maximum strength II works mainly on the intramuscular aspect of maximum strength 
adaptations. It is composed of one or two 2+1 macrocycles in which the load for the 
main strength exercises increases from 80 percent to 90 percent of 1RM (see figures 
10.5 through 10.8).

Macrocycle
type

Adaptation
emphasis Maximum strength (intermuscular coordination)

3+1

2

Maximum strength (intramuscular coordination)

2+1

3Macrocycle

Week 1

75%

2

77.5%

3

80%

4

50%70% T

5 6

85%

7

90%

50%70% T

E6171/Bompa/fig10.05/507218/alw/r21

Figure 10.5 Suggested load progression for a seven-week maximum strength phase (the latter part of the 
unloading week is devoted to finding the new 1RM on which to base the next cycle).

Key: T = maximum strength testing.
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Macrocycle
type

Adaptation
emphasis Maximum strength (intermuscular coordination)

3+1

1

Maximum strength (intramuscular coordination)

3+1

2Macrocycle

Week 1

75%

2

77.5%

3

80%

4

50%70% T

5

82.5%

6

85%

7

90%

8

50%70% T

E6171/Bompa/fig10.06/507219/alw/r1

Figure 10.6 Suggested load progression for an eight-week maximum strength phase (the latter part of the 
unloading week is devoted to finding the new 1RM on which to base the next cycle).

Key: T = maximum strength testing.

Week

1 2 3

3+1 3+1 2+1

Macrocycle
Macrocycle

type

Adaptation
Emphasis Maximum strength (intermuscular coordination) Maximum strength

(intramuscular coordination)

1

70%

72.5%

75%

75%

77.5%

80% 85%

90%

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

E6171/Bompa/fig10.07/507220/alw/r2

70%50% T 70%50% T 70%50% T

Figure 10.7 Suggested load progression for an 11-week maximum strength phase (the latter part of the unload-
ing week is devoted to finding the new 1RM on which to base the next cycle).

Key: T = maximum strength testing.

Week

1 2 3 4

3+1 3+1 2+1 2+1

Macrocycle
Macrocycle

type

Adaptation
Emphasis Maximum strength (intermuscular coordination) Maximum strength (intramuscular coordination)

1

70%

72.5%

75%

75%

77.5%

80% 82.5%

85% 87.5%

90%

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

E6171/Bompa/fig10.08/507222/alw/r2

70%50% T 70%50% T 70%50% T 70% T50%

Figure 10.8 Suggested load progression for a 14-week maximum strength phase (the latter part of the unloading 
week is devoted to finding the new 1RM on which to base the next cycle).

Key: T = maximum strength testing.
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The duration of this phase, roughly from one to three months, is a function of the 
chosen sport or event and the athlete’s needs. A shot-putter or American football player 
may need a lengthy phase of slightly more than three months, whereas an ice hockey 
player may need only one or two months to develop this type of strength. The load can 
be increased in a three- or four-week macrocycle (2+1 or 3+1), and it usually progresses 
by 2 percent to 5 percent per microcycle. Macrocycles for the intermuscular coordination 
type of maximum strength use loads up to 80 percent of 1RM and can be either 2+1 or 
3+1 but are usually 3+1. Macrocycles for the intramuscular coordination type of maxi-
mum strength use loads above 80 percent and mostly the 2+1 format, because of their 
higher mean intensity.

This phase is characterized by a higher number of sets with a lower number of exercises. 
The duration of this phase also depends on whether the athlete follows a monocycle or 
bi-cycle annual plan. For obvious reasons, young athletes may have a shorter maximum 
strength phase with lower loads (intermuscular coordination work only).

Most sports require either power (e.g., for jumps and throws in track and field), power 
endurance (e.g., for sprints in track and field), muscular endurance (e.g., for 800- to 
1,500-meter swimming), or all three (e.g., for rowing, canoeing, wrestling, combat sports, 
martial arts, and some team sports). Each of these types of specific strength is affected by 
the level of maximum strength. For instance, without a high level of maximum strength, 
an athlete cannot reach high levels of power. Because power is the product of force and 
velocity, it is logical to develop maximum strength first, then convert it to power.

Phase 4: Conversion to Specific Strength
The main purpose of this phase is to convert gains in maximum strength into competitive, 
sport-specific combinations of strength. Depending on the characteristics of the chosen 
sport or event, maximum strength must be converted into power; power endurance; or 
muscular endurance short, medium, or long. By applying an adequate training method 
for the type of strength sought and using training methods specific to the selected sport 
(for example, speed training), athletes gradually convert maximum strength into power.

Throughout this phase, depending on the needs of the sport and the athlete, a certain 
level of maximum strength must be maintained (usually employing both sport-specific 
range and full-range-of-motion exercises). If not, power may decline (due to detraining 
of neuromuscular qualities) toward the end of the competitive phase. This is certainly the 
case for professional players in American football, soccer, and baseball, because each of 
these sports has such a long season.

For sports in which power or muscular endurance is the dominant strength, the appro-
priate method must be dominant in training. When both power and muscular endurance 
are required, the training time and methods should adequately reflect the optimal ratio 
between these two abilities. For instance, for a wrestler, the ratio should be almost equal; 
for a canoeist in a 500-meter program, power should dominate; and for a rower, muscular 
endurance should dominate. In team sports, martial arts, wrestling, boxing, and most 
other power-dominant sports, coaches should combine power training with exercises 
that lead to the development of agility and quick reaction and movement times during 
the conversion phase. Only this type of approach prepares athletes for the sport-specific 
requirements of competition.

The duration of the conversion phase depends on the ability that needs to be developed. 
Conversion to power can be achieved in four or five weeks of specific power training. 
On the other hand, conversion to muscular endurance requires as many as six to eight 
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weeks because both the physiological and the anatomical adaptations to such demanding 
work take much longer.

Phase 5: Maintenance
The tradition in many sports is to eliminate strength training when the competitive season 
starts. However, athletes who do not maintain strength training during the competitive 
phase experience a detraining effect with the following repercussions.

• Muscle fibers decrease to their pretraining size, resulting in a strength and power 
loss (Staron, Hagerman, and Hikida 1981; Thorstensson 1977).

• Loss of strength also results from decreases in motor unit recruitment. The athlete 
fails to voluntarily activate the same number of motor units as before, which causes 
a net decrease in the amount of force that can be generated (Edgerton 1976; Hainaut 
and Duchatteau 1989; Houmard 1991).

• Power decreases ensue because the rate of force production depends on the firing rate.

• Detraining becomes evident after four weeks, when athletes begin to be unable to 
perform skills requiring strength and power as proficiently as they did at the end of 
the conversion phase (Bompa 1993a).

As the term suggests, the main objective of strength training during this phase is to 
maintain the standards achieved during the previous phases. Once again, the program 
followed during this phase is a function of the specific requirements of the chosen sport. 
Such requirements must be reflected in the training ratio between maximum strength 
and the specific strength. For instance, a shot-putter may plan two sessions to train for 
maximum strength and two to train for power, whereas a jumper may consider one for 
maximum strength and two for power. Similarly, a 100-meter swimmer may plan one 
session to train for maximum strength, one for power, and one to train for muscular 
endurance short, whereas a 1,500-meter swimmer may dedicate the entire strength pro-
gram to perfecting muscular endurance long.

For team sports, ratios should be calculated according to the role of strength in the 
particular sport; in addition, they should be position specific. For instance, a pitcher should 
perform maximum strength and power equally while also doing compensation work to 
avoid rotator cuff injury. Similarly, distinctions should be made between linemen and wide 
receivers in American football and sweepers, midfielders, and forwards in soccer. Linemen 
and wide receivers should spend equal time on maximum strength and power but use 
different percentages of 1RM (linemen use a lower velocity of the application of force in 
their specific activity). Soccer players have to maintain both power and power endurance 
short—that is, the ability to repeat numerous power actions with incomplete rest.

Between one and four sessions per week must be dedicated to maintaining the required 
strength qualities, depending on the athlete’s level of performance and the role of strength 
in skill performance. Studies show that at least one strength maintenance session per 
week is necessary to maintain most of the strength gains and the power output reached 
during preparation (Graves et al. 1988; Wilmore and Costill 2004; Rønnestad et al. 2011).

Compared with the preparation phases, the time allocated to the maintenance of strength 
in the maintenance phase is much lower. Therefore, the coach has to develop a very 
efficient and specific program. For instance, two to (at most) four exercises involving the 
prime movers will enable the athlete to maintain previously reached strength levels. As 
a result, the duration of each strength training session will be short—20 to 40 minutes.
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Phase 6: Cessation
As the main competition of the 
year approaches, most of the 
athlete’s energy must be directed 
to the main sport-specific bio-
motor ability or mix of biomotor 
abilities. Again, the purpose of 
the cessation phase  is to con-
serve the athlete’s energy for 
competition and peak his or her 
sport-specific biomotor abilities. 
For this reason, the strength 
training program should end 
at least three to fourteen days 
before the main competition. 
The exact timing depends on 
multiple factors:

• The athlete’s sex—female 
athletes, who retain strength 
gains less easily than males 
do, should usually maintain 
strength training until three 
days before competition.

• The chosen sport—A longer 
cessation phase, one to two 
weeks long, may result in 
improved alactic speed performance due to overshooting of the fast-twitch Type 
IIx muscle fibers. For long endurance sports for which strength is not as important 
as for anaerobic sports, strength training can be ended two weeks before the main 
competition for the year.

• Body type—Heavier athletes tend to retain both adaptations and residual fatigue 
longer and therefore should end strength training earlier than lighter athletes.

Phase 7: Compensation
Traditionally, the last phase of the annual plan has been inappropriately called the “off- 
season”; in reality, it represents a transition from one annual plan to another. The main 
goal of this phase is to remove fatigue acquired during the training year and replenish the 
exhausted energy stores by decreasing both volume (through a decrease in frequency) 
and intensity of training. During the months of training and competition, most athletes are 
exposed to numerous psychological and social stressors that drain their mental energy. 
During the transition phase, athletes can relax psychologically by getting involved in 
various physical and social activities that they enjoy.

The transition phase should last no longer than four weeks for serious athletes. A 
longer phase results in detraining effects, such as the loss of most training gains, espe-
cially strength gains. The detraining that results from neglecting strength training in 

Donovan Bailey after his 100-meter victory at the 1996 Olym-
pics.
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DeTRAInIng
Strength can be improved or maintained only if an adequate load or training intensity 
is administered continually. When strength training is decreased or ceased, as often 
happens during competitive or long transition phases, a disturbance occurs in the bio-
logical state of the muscle cells and bodily organs. This disturbance results in a marked 
decrease in the athlete’s physiological well-being and work output (Fry, Morton, and 
Keast 1991; Kuipers and Keizer 1988).

Decreased or diminished training can leave athletes vulnerable to “detraining 
syndrome” (Israel 1972). The severity of strength loss depends on the elapsed time 
between training sessions. Many organic and cellular adaptation benefits may be 
degraded, including the protein content of myosin.

When training proceeds as planned, the body uses protein to build and repair dam-
aged tissues. When the body is in a state of disuse, however, it begins to catabolize or 
break down protein because it is no longer needed (Appell 1990; Edgerton 1976). As 
this process of protein degradation continues, some of the gains made during training 
are reversed. Testosterone levels, which are important for strength gains, have also 
been shown to decrease as a result of detraining, which may, in turn, diminish the 
amount of protein synthesis (Houmard 1991).

Total abstinence from training is associated with a range of symptoms, including a 
rise in psychological disturbances, such as headache, insomnia, a feeling of exhaustion, 
increased tension, increased mood disturbance, lack of appetite, and psychological 
depression. An athlete may develop any one of these symptoms or a combination 
of two or more. The symptoms all have to do with lowered levels of testosterone and 
beta-endorphin, a neuroendocrine compound that is the main forerunner of euphoric 
postexercise feelings (Houmard 1991).

Detraining symptoms are not pathological and can be reversed if training resumes 
shortly. If training is discontinued for a prolonged period, however, athletes may dis-
play symptoms for some time. This pattern indicates the inability of the human body 
and its systems to adapt to the state of inactivity. The length of time needed for these 
symptoms to incubate varies from athlete to athlete, but they generally appear after 
two to three weeks of inactivity and vary in severity.

Coaches of athletes involved in speed- and power-dominant sports must be aware 
of the fact that when muscles are not stimulated with strength or power training activ-
ities, muscle fiber recruitment is disrupted (Wilmore and Costill 2004). This disruption 
results in a deterioration of performance. Costill reported that strength gained during a 
12-week program decreased by 68 percent as a result of 12 weeks of strength training 
interruption; this is a substantial loss for some athletes, especially those in speed- and 
power-dominant sports. In contrast, subjects who kept performing at least one strength 
training session per week retained all of the strength they had gained in the 12 weeks 
of training.

The decrease in muscle fiber cross-sectional area is quite apparent after a few 
weeks of inactivity. The fastest rate of muscle atrophy, especially the degradation of 
contractile protein, takes place in the first two weeks. These changes result from lower 
glycogen content in the muscle, and especially from protein breakdown, as a result 
of inhibition of the cellular anabolic pathways (Kandarian and Jackman 2006; Zhang 
et al. 2007). In addition, the tendons’ tensile strength diminishes as a consequence of 
atrophy in collagen fiber, and the ligaments’ total collagen mass diminishes as well 
(Kannus et al. 1992).

(continued)
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Slow-twitch fibers are usually the first to lose their ability to produce force. Fast-twitch 
fibers are generally least affected by inactivity. In fact, when exposed to lactic train-
ing, fast-twitch glycolytic muscle fibers of Type IIx (more precisely, their myosin-heavy 
chains) take on the characteristics of fast-twitch oxidative glycolytic fibers of Type IIa 
(Andersen et al. 2005). Yet they regain their faster characteristics when training volume 
is greatly reduced. This is not to say that atrophy does not occur in these fibers—it just 
takes a little longer than in slow-twitch fibers.

After an initial increase due to rebound in fast-twitch fibers, speed is affected by 
longer detraining because the breakdown of muscle protein and the loss of neural 
adaptation decrease the power capabilities of muscle contractions. The loss in power 
becomes more pronounced as a result of diminished motor recruitment. The reduction 
in nerve impulses to the muscle fibers makes muscles contract and relax at slower rates. 
Reduction in the strength and frequency of these impulses can also decrease the total 
number of motor units recruited during a series of repeated contractions (Edgerton 
1976; Hainaut and Duchatteau 1989; Houmard 1991).

Detraining also affects aerobic-dominant sports. Coyle and colleagues (1991) 
observed that an 84-day training stoppage did not affect glycolytic enzyme activ-
ity but did decrease the activity of oxidative enzymes by 60 percent. This finding 
demonstrates that anaerobic performance can be maintained longer than aerobic 
performance, although both lactic capacity and aerobic power are affected by 
decreases in muscle glycogen of up to 40 percent that result from at least four weeks 
of detraining (Wilmore and Costill 2004).

DeTRAInIng (continued)

the off-season can be detrimental to athletes’ rate of performance improvement in the 
following year.

Athletes and coaches should remember that strength is hard to gain and easy to lose. 
Athletes who perform no strength training at all during the transition phase may expe-
rience decreased muscle size and considerable power loss (Wilmore and Costill 1993). 
Because power and speed are interdependent, such athletes also lose speed. Some authors 
claim that the disuse of muscles also reduces the frequency of discharge rate and the 
pattern of muscle fiber recruitment; thus, strength and power loss may be the result of 
not activating as many motor units.

Although physical activity volume is reduced by 50 percent to 60 percent during the 
transition phase, athletes should find time to work on the maintenance of strength training. 
Specifically, it can be beneficial to work on the antagonists, stabilizers, and other mus-
cles that may not necessarily be involved in the performance of the sport-specific skills. 
Similarly, compensation exercises should be planned for sports in which an imbalance 
may develop between parts or sides of the body—for example, pitching, throwing events, 
archery, soccer (work the upper body more), and cycling.

Variations in the Periodization of Strength Model
The periodization of strength example presented earlier in this chapter (see figure 10.3) 
was helpful for illustrating the basic concept, but it cannot serve as a model for every 
situation or every sport. Each individual or group of athletes requires specific planning 
and programming based on training background, sex, and the specific characteristics of 
the chosen sport or event. This section of the chapter explains variations of periodization 
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of strength and offers follow-up illustrations of specific periodization models for certain 
sports and events.

Some sports, and some positions in team sports, require strength and heavy muscle 
mass. For instance, it is advantageous for throwers in track-and-field events, linemen in 
American football, and heavyweight wrestlers and boxers to be both heavy and powerful. 
These athletes should follow a unique periodization model with a long phase of training 
planned to develop hypertrophy (see chapter 12). Developing hypertrophy first seems 
to increase force potential faster, especially if followed by maximum strength and power 
development phases, which are known to stimulate the activation and firing rate of fast-
twitch muscle fiber.

Figure 10.9 shows a periodization model for heavy and powerful athletes. The tradi-
tional anatomical adaptation phase is followed by a hypertrophy phase of at least six 
weeks, which in turn is followed by maximum strength training and conversion to power. 
During the maintenance phase, these athletes should dedicate time to preserving maxi-
mum strength and power that will also preserve the hypertrophy gains obtained in the 
previous stages. The annual plan concludes with compensation training specific to the 
transition phase.

Because the preparation phase in power sports can be very long (e.g., in U.S. and 
Canadian college football), the coach may decide to build even more muscle mass. To this 
end, another model can be followed—see figure 10.10—in which phases of hypertrophy 
are alternated with phases of maximum strength. The numbers above each phase in figure 
10.10 and some of the following tables indicate the duration of that phase in weeks.

Figure 10.11 illustrates a periodization with a longer preparation phase and pendular 
alternation between maximum strength and power macrocyles. The longer preparation 

Prep. Comp. T

3
AA

7 
Hyp.

6 
MxS

3 
Hyp.

3 
MxS

3 
Hyp.

3
MxS

4
Conv. 
to P

16
Maint.: P, MxS

4 
Compens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, hyp. = 
hypertrophy, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.10 Variation of Periodization for Development of Hypertrophy and Maximum Strength

Prep. Comp. T

AA Hyp. MxS Conv. to P Maint.: P, MxS Compens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, hyp. = 
hypertrophy, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.9 Periodization Model for Athletes Requiring Hypertrophy

Prep. Comp. T

7
AA

6
MxS

3
P

6
MxS

3
P

3
MxS

4
P

16
Maint.: P, MxS

4 
Compens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = maintenance, MxS 
= maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition. 

Figure 10.11 Periodization Model for Athletes Requiring Frequent Alternations of Strength Training 
Emphasis
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phase assumes either a summer sport or a sport played during the winter and early 
spring. The pendular alternation between maximum strength and power is indicated for 
sports (e.g., racket and combat sports) characterized by a few concentrated competitions 
throughout the year, which means that a longer maximum strength phase could be det-
rimental to sport-specific skills.

Furthermore, similar variations of power and maximum strength phases are necessary 
because gains in power are faster if muscles are trained at various speeds of contraction 
(Bührle 1985; Bührle and Schmidtbleicher 1981). Both power and maximum strength 
training train the fast-twitch fibers. In addition, maximum strength training results in motor 
unit recruitment patterns that display high levels of force, and power training increases the 
frequency or speed at which the muscles carry out the work. Anyone who has witnessed 
the performance of a shot-putter, javelin thrower, or hammer thrower can appreciate the 
force and speed characteristics involved. Macrocycles alternating maximum strength and 
power can also be employed by power athletes such as sprinters and jumpers in track 
and field at a more advanced stage of development.

If the same methods and loading pattern are maintained for longer than two months, 
especially by athletes with a strong strength training background, the pattern of fiber 
recruitment becomes standard, eventually reaching a plateau. At that point, no drastic 
improvement can be expected. Thus bodybuilding methods defeat their purpose in sports 
in which speed and power are dominant abilities. This reality explains why several of the 
figures in this chapter propose a sequence of maximum strength and power macrocycles.

In addition, the importance of maximum strength phases should not be underestimated 
because any deterioration in maximum strength affects the athlete’s ability to maintain 
power or muscle endurance at the desired level throughout the competitive phase. In 
sports in which athletes must peak twice a year (e.g., swimming and track and field), a 
bi-cycle annual plan is optimal. Figure 10.12 presents the periodization of strength plan 
for a double-peak (bi-cycle) annual plan.

OCT. nOV. DeC. JAn. Feb. MAR. APR. MAy June July Aug. SePT.

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

AA MxS Conv. 
to P

Maint. AA MxS Conv. 
to P

Maint. Compens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. 
= maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition. 

Figure 10.12 Periodization Model for a Bi-Cycle Annual Plan

For sports with three competitive phases, athletes must peak three times a year. Examples 
include wrestling, boxing, and international-level swimming and track and field, which 
feature a winter season, an early summer season ending with national championships or 
trials, and a late summer season ending with the world championship or Olympics. The 
annual plan for such sports is called a tri-cycle plan, and a periodization model for this 
plan is presented in figure 10.13.

For sports with a long preparation phase—such as softball, American football, and track 
cycling—figure 10.14 shows a periodization option with two peaks: an artificial peak at 
the end of April and a real peak (e.g., for the football season) during the fall. This model 
was developed at the request of a football coach who wanted to improve his players’ 
maximum strength and power. The model was very successful, both with the football 
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 OCT. nOV. DeC. JAn. Feb. MAR. APR. MAy June July Aug. SePT.

Prep. I Comp. I T
Prep. 

II Comp. II T
Prep. 

III
Comp. 

III T

Periodization 
of strength

3 9 4 6 1 6 4 6 1 2 3 3

AA MxS Conv. 
to P

Maint.:
P and 
MxS

AA MxS Conv.
to PE

Maint.: 
PE and 
MxS

AA MxS, 
PE

Maint.: 
PE and 
MxS

Com-
pens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. = maintenance, 
MxS = maximum strength, P = power, PE = power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition. 

Figure 10.13 Periodization Model for a Tri-Cycle Annual Plan

DeC. JAn. Feb. MAR. APR. MAy June July Aug. SePT. OCT. nOV.

Prep. T Prep. II Comp. T

AA MxS Conv. to P AA MxS Conv. to P Maint.: P, MxS Compens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. = maintenance, 
MxS = maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.14 Double-Peak Periodization

players and with cycling sprinters; all of the athletes increased their maximum strength 
and power to the highest levels ever. This new approach for a typical monocycle sport 
was based on the following reasons:

• A very long preparation phase with heavy loading and little variety was considered 
too stressful and therefore of dubious physiological benefit.

• A double-peak periodization offers the advantage of planning two phases for max-
imum strength training and two for power training. American football linemen 
followed a slightly different approach, in which hypertrophy training preceded the 
maximum strength phase. The benefits expected by the coach were realized: an 
increase in overall muscle mass, an increase in maximum strength, and the highest 
level of power ever achieved by his players.

Periodization Models for Sports
To make this book practical and readily applicable, it includes several sport-specific 
periodization models for strength. For each model, we include five factors that indicate 
the physiological characteristics for the relevant sport:

• Dominant energy system(s)

• Ergogenesis (percentage of each energy system’s contribution to final performance)

• Main energy substrate(s)

• Limiting factor(s) for performance

• Objective(s) for strength training

Strength training should be linked to the sport-specific energy system(s). Doing so 
makes it relatively easy to decide the strength training objectives. For instance, for sports 
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in which the anaerobic alactic system is dominant, the limiting factor for performance is 
power. On the other hand, sports dominated by the anaerobic lactic system or the aerobic 
system always require a certain component of muscular endurance.

In this way, coaches can better train their athletes physiologically and, as a result, 
improve their performance. For example, increments in power should never be expected 
if the training applies bodybuilding methods. The phrase “limiting factor(s) for perfor-
mance” means that the desired performance cannot be achieved unless those factors are 
developed at the highest possible level. More specifically, good performance is limited 
or hindered if the athlete possesses only a low level of the required sport-specific com-
bination of strength.

The following examples cannot cover all possible variations for each sport. To develop 
such a model, one would have to know the specific competition schedule, as well as the 
competition level and objectives of the individual athlete. Thus, for example, for sports 
such as track and field and swimming, the periodization models are designed around the 
main competitions in winter and summer.
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SPRInTIng
A sprinter requires frequent strides that are long and powerful. His or her velocity 
correlates directly with the amount of force applied during the very short ground 
contact of each step (200 milliseconds out of the blocks and 80 milliseconds at 
maximum velocity). For the 60-meter event, endurance is not as important as ac-
celeration because the sprinter needs to move as fast as possible over a short 
distance. For the 100-meter and 200-meter events, however, speed endurance 
(lactic power) is fundamental; in fact, it makes the difference between elite and 
sub-elite sprinters. A sample periodization model for sprinters is presented in figure 
10.15.

• Dominant energy system: 60-meter—anaerobic alactic; 100-meter and 200-
meter—anaerobic lactic

• Ergogenesis: 60-meter—80% alactic, 20% lactic; 100-meter—53% alactic, 44% 
lactic, 3% aerobic; 200-meter—26% alactic, 45% lactic, 29% aerobic

• Main energy substrate(s): 60-meter—creatine phosphate; 100-meter and 200-
meter—creatine phosphate and glycogen

• Limiting factors: 60-meter—acceleration power; 100-meter and 200-meter—
power endurance; all—starting power, reactive power

• Training objectives: 60-meter—power; 100-meter and 200-meter—power endur-
ance; all—maximum strength

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. 
II

T Prep. 
III

Comp. 
III

T

Strength 3
AA

 9
MxS

4
Conv. 
to P

7
Maint.: 
P and 
MxS

1
A
A

5
MxS

4
Conv. 
to PE

6
Maint.: 
PE and 
MxS 

1
AA

3
MxS, 
PE

4
Maint.: 
PE and 
MxS

4
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems O2 

P

Lactic cap., 
alactic P, and 
O2 P

Alactic and 
lactic P

Alactic 
P and 
lactic 
cap.

Alactic and lactic P Alactic 
P and 
lactic 
cap.

Alactic and 
lactic P

Games
play

Aerobic (O2) training for a sprinter represents the cumulative effect of tempo training (repetitions of 600-meter, 400-meter, and 200-meter).

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, PE = power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.15 Periodization Model for Sprinters
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THROwIng eVenTS: SHOT PuT, DISCuS, HAMMeR,  
AnD JAVelIn
Training for throwing events in track and field requires great power (based on im-
provement of maximum strength) and hypertrophy (especially for shot put and to 
some degree for discus). Specifically, a high level of muscular strength is required 
in the legs, torso, and arms for generating acceleration through the range of mo-
tion and maximum throwing power. A sample periodization model for throwing 
events is presented in figure 10.16.

• Dominant energy system: anaerobic alactic
• Ergogenesis: 95% alactic, 5% lactic
• Main energy substrate: creatine phosphate
• Limiting factor: throwing power
• Training objectives: maximum strength, power

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 3
AA

5
Hyp.

6
MxS, 
hyp.

3
Conv. 
to P

8
Maint.: 
MxS, hyp., 
P

2
A
A

3
Hyp.

4
MxS, 
hyp.

2
Conv. 
to P

10
Maint.: 
MxS, P

3
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

Lactic and 
alactic cap.

Alactic P and cap. Alac-
tic P

Alactic P and cap. Games
play

Hypertrophy training follows AA and must be maintained during the maximum strength macrocycles but at a ratio of 
one hypertrophy set for every three maximum strength sets (the back-off set method can be used in this case).

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, hyp. = hypertrophy, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

Figure 10.16 Periodization Model for Throwing Events
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lOng SPRInTIng AnD MIDDle-DISTAnCe RunnIng
Long sprinters and middle-distance runners are fast runners who can also tolerate 
a large buildup of lactic acid during the race. Good performance requires the 
ability to respond quickly to changes in running pace. Therefore, these athletes 
need both good aerobic power and good lactic capacity, as well as lactic acid 
tolerance. A sample periodization model is presented in figure 10.17.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 400-meter—12% alactic, 50% lactic, 38% aerobic; 800-meter—6% 

alactic, 33% lactic, 61% aerobic; 1,500-meter—2% alactic, 18% lactic, 80% 
aerobic

• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factor(s): starting power (400-meter); acceleration power (400-meter); 

muscle endurance short (400-meter, 800-meter elite level); muscle endurance 
medium (800-meter, 1,500-meter)

• Training objectives: maximum strength (all); power endurance (400-meter); 
muscle endurance short (400-meter, 800-meter); muscle endurance medium 
(800-meter, 1,500-meter)

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 3
AA

6
MxS

5
Conv. 
to ME

6
Maint.: 
ME, MxS

1
A
A

6
MxS

6
Conv. 
to ME

15
Maint.: ME, MxS

4
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 P Lactic cap., O2 P, 
lactic P, alactic P

O2 P Lactic cap., O2 P, lactic P, 
alactic P

O2

The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, maint. = maintenance, ME = muscle endurance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = prepa-
ration, specific str. = specific strength, and T = transition.

Figure 10.17 Periodization Model for Long Sprinting and Middle-Distance Running
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lOng-DISTAnCe AnD MARATHOn RunnIng
High aerobic capacity is an essential physical attribute of distance runners. In fact, 
it is necessary to maintain a steady, fast pace throughout the long race. Glyco-
gen and free fatty acid are the fuels used to produce energy for the race. For a 
sample periodization model, see figure 10.18.

• Dominant energy system: aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 10,000-meter—3% lactic, 97% aerobic; marathon—100% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: glycogen, free fatty acid
• Limiting factor: muscular endurance long
• Training objectives: muscular endurance long (all), power endurance (10,000-

meter).

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 8
AA

6
MxS,
P

6
MEM, MxS, 
PE

8
Conv. to 
MEL

14
Maint.: MEL, MxS, PE

Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap. O2 cap., 
O2 P

O2 cap., O2 P, lactic cap. Alternative 
activites

MxS < 80% of 1RM

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, maint. = maintenance, MEL = muscle endurance long, MEM = muscular endurance medium, MxS = maximum 
strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, PE = power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.18 Periodization Model for Long-Distance and Marathon Running
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SPRInT SwIMMIng
Sprint swimmers use mainly the lactic acid system. They must generate quick, pow-
erful strokes to move efficiently through the water for an extended period of time. 
For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.19, which presents a bi-cycle for a 
nationally ranked sprinter.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, aerobic, anaerobic alactic
• Ergogenesis: 50-meter—20% alactic, 50% lactic, 30% aerobic; 100-meter—19% 

alactic, 26% lactic, 55% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power (all), power endurance (50-meter), muscular endurance 

short (100-meter)
• Training objectives: maximum strength (all), power endurance (50-meter), 

muscular endurance short (100-meter)

Periodization Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 4
AA

8
MxS

4
Conv. 
to spe-
cific str.

8
Maint.: 
specific 
str., MxS

2
AA

6
MxS

4
Conv. 
to spe-
cific str.

7
Maint.: 
specific 
str., MxS
=

7
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap. Lactic 
cap., 
O2 P

Lactic P,
O2 P,
lactic 
cap.,
alactic P

Lactic P, alactic 
P, O2 compens.

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic 
P, O2 P, 
lactic 
cap., 
alactic 
P

Lactic P, alactic P, O2 com-
pens.

O2 
cap.

The order of energy systems training per phase also represents the priority of training for that phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, specific str. = specific strength, and T = transition.

Figure 10.19 Periodization Model for a National-Class Sprinter in Swimming (Bi-Cycle)
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lOng-DISTAnCe SwIMMIng
Long-distance swimmers must train for muscular endurance. A long race taxes the 
aerobic energy system, and proper muscular endurance training gives the swim-
mer an endurance edge. For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.20. The 
model assumes two competitive phases—one beginning in January and the other 
beginning in late spring.

• Dominant energy system: aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 10% lactic, 90% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: glycogen, free fatty acid
• Limiting factor: muscular endurance long
• Training objectives: muscular endurance medium, muscular endurance long

Periodization Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 3
AA

3
MxS

3
MEM

3
MxS

6
Conv. 
to MEL

6
Maint.: 
MEL, 
MxS

3
AA

4
MxS

6
Conv. 
to MEL

7
Maint.: 
MEL, MxS

4
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic cap.,  
O2 cap.

O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, 
O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic cap., O2 
cap.

O2 

com-
pens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, 
maint. = maintenance, MEL = muscle endurance long, MEM = muscular endurance medium, MxS = maximum strength, O2 
= aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.20 Periodization Model for a National-Class Long-Distance Swimmer
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SHORT-DISTAnCe SwIMMIng by A MASTeR ATHleTe
The dominant training factor for a master athlete is power. Developing both pow-
er and maximum strength requires a long preparation phase. For a sample period-
ization model for a master swimmer, see figure 10.21. The model assumes only one 
competitive phase—from May through late August.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, anaerobic alactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 50-meter—18% alactic, 45% lactic, 37% aerobic; 100-meter—15% 

alactic, 25% lactic, 60% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power (all), power endurance (50-meter), muscular endurance 

short (100-meter)
• Training objectives: maximum strength (all), power endurance (50-meter), 

muscular endurance short (100-meter)

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. Comp. Transition

Strength 8
AA

4
MxS

3
P

4
MxS

3
P

4
MxS

6
Conv. 
to PE

12
Maint.: PE, MxS

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap., 
O2 P

O2 P,  
O2 cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
O2 P

Lactic P, 
O2 P, lactic 
cap., alac-
tic P

Lactic P, alactic P, O2 P O2 cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = 
conversion, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, PE = power endurance, 
and prep. = preparation.

Figure 10.21 Periodization Model for a Master Athlete (Short-Distance) Swimmer
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CyClIng: ROAD RACIng
Road racing overwhelms the aerobic system. The only times that cyclists tax the 
anaerobic energy system are during steep climbing and at the finish of the race. 
Cyclists must be prepared to work hard over a long distance, generating constant 
rotations per minute to maintain speed and power against the resistance of the 
pedals, the environment, and the terrain. For a sample periodization model, see 
figure 10.22.

• Dominant energy system: aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 5% lactic, 95% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: glycogen, free fatty acid
• Limiting factors: muscular endurance long, power endurance
• Training objectives: muscular endurance long, power endurance, maximum 

strength

Periodization nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

6
MxS

6
MEL

3
MxS

9
Conv. to 
MEL

13
Maint.: MEL, PE, MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap. O2 P, O2 cap., lactic cap. O2 cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = 
conversion, maint. = maintenance, MEL = muscle endurance long, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, PE = 
power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.22 Periodization Model for Road Racing
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TRIATHlOn
Triathlon, which requires proficiency in three athletic skills, presents a great chal-
lenge to both physical and psychological endurance. Paramount to success in 
triathlon is the body’s efficiency in using the main fuel-producing source: free fatty 
acid. For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.23.

• Dominant energy system: aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 5% lactic, 95% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: glycogen, free fatty acid
• Limiting factor: muscular endurance long
• Training objectives: muscular endurance long, maximum strength

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

8
MxS

12
Conv. to MEL

20
Maint.: MEL, MxS

4
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap. O2 cap., O2 P O2 P, O2 cap., lactic cap. O2 cap.

The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, 
maint. = maintenance, MEL = muscle endurance long, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, prep. = preparation, and T 
= transition.

Figure 10.23 Periodization Model for Triathlon
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CAnOeIng AnD KAyAKIng: 500 AnD 1,000 MeTeRS
Flatwater sprints are all about speed and specific endurance. In order to move 
quickly to the finish line, the racer must quickly pull the paddle against the resis-
tance of the water. For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.24.

• Dominant energy systems: aerobic, anaerobic lactic, anaerobic alactic
• Ergogenesis: 500-meter—16% alactic, 22% lactic, 62% aerobic; 1,000-meter—8% 

alactic, 10% lactic, 82% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: muscular endurance, power endurance, starting power
• Training objectives: power endurance, maximum strength, muscular endurance 

short and medium

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 5
AA

6
MxS

4
PE

1
T

6
MxS

3
MES

3
MxS

7
Conv. to 
MEM

13
Maint.: MEM, MxS

4
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 
cap., 
O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

O2 P, O2 
cap., 
alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
cap.

O2 
P

O2 P, lactic 
cap., alactic P, 
O2 cap.

O2 P, lactic P, alactic P, O2 cap. O2 cap.

The order of energy systems training represents the order of priority in a given training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, MES 
= muscle endurance short, MEM = muscle endurance medium, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P 
= power, PE = power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.24 Periodization Model for Canoeing and Kayaking (500 and 1,000 Meters)
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CAnOeIng AnD KAyAKIng: MARATHOn
Unlike sprints, marathon races require muscular endurance of long duration. In ad-
dition, a racer must have a well-developed aerobic energy system to endure the 
length of the race. For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.25.

• Dominant energy system: aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 5% lactic, 95% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: glycogen, free fatty acid
• Limiting factor: muscular endurance long
• Training objectives: muscular endurance long, power endurance, maximum 

strength

Periodization nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 6
AA

6
MxS

3
MEM

 3
MxS

12
Conv. to MEL

18
Maint.: MEL, MxS

4
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap. O2 cap., O2 P O2 P, O2 cap., lactic cap. O2 
cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = 
conversion, maint. = maintenance, MEL = muscle endurance long, MEM = muscular endurance medium, MxS = 
maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.25 Periodization Model for Canoeing and Kayaking (Marathon)
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SKIIng: AlPIne
Alpine skiers must be able to react quickly to the course flags. Over the long 
preparation phase, maximum strength development alternates with power de-
velopment. For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.26.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, anaerobic alactic
• Ergogenesis: 10% alactic, 40% lactic, 50% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: reactive power, power endurance
• Training objectives: maximum strength, power endurance, muscle endurance 

short

Periodization May June July July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

8
MxS

3
PE

6
MxS

3
PE

3
MxS

6
Conv. 
to MES

15
Maint.: MES, MxS, PE

4
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic cap. Lactic P, lactic cap., O2 P Alter-
native 
activi-
ties

The aerobic training (O2) can be the cumulative effect of longer-duration specific drills.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = con-
version, maint. = maintenance, MES = muscle endurance short, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, 
PE = power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.26 Periodization Model for Alpine Skiing
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SKIIng: CROSS-COunTRy AnD bIATHlOn
Cross-country races require strong aerobic endurance. Maximum strength is con-
verted to muscular endurance toward the end of the preparation phase so that 
the skier is primed to withstand the demands of a long race. For a sample period-
ization model, see figure 10.27.

• Dominant energy system: aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 5% lactic, 95% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: glycogen, free fatty acid
• Limiting factor: muscular endurance long
• Training objectives: muscular endurance long, power endurance, maximum 

strength

Periodization May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 6
AA

8
MxS

7
MEL

3
MxS

11
Conv. to MEL

13
Maint.: MEL

4
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 cap., 
O2 P

O2 cap., O2 P, lactic cap. O2 
cap.

The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = 
conversion, maint. = maintenance, MEL = muscle endurance long, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = 
power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.27 Periodization Model for Cross-Country and Biathlon Skiing
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FIguRe SKATIng
In order to complete the required jumps, figure skaters must develop powerful 
takeoff (concentric) strength and landing (eccentric) strength. They also need 
strong anaerobic and aerobic energy systems, especially for long programs. For a 
sample periodization model, see figure 10.28.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 40% alactic, 40% lactic, 20% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: takeoff power, landing power, reactive power, power endur-

ance
• Training objectives: power, power endurance, maximum strength

Periodization May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 8
AA

4
MxS

4
P

4
MxS

4
P

4
MxS

4
PE

10
Maint., P, PE, MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap., O2 P Lactic cap., 
O2 P

Lactic P, O2 
P, alactic P

Lactic P, alactic P, O2 P Alternative 
activies

The aerobic training (O2) is achieved by performing specific drills, lines, and repetitions. The suggested order of energy 
systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.28 Periodization Model for Figure Skating
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gOlF
The paramount factors in this popular sport are the golfer’s power in hitting the ball 
off the tee and his or her precision in putting on the green. Good aerobic endur-
ance helps any player cope with the fatigue of the sport and therefore improve 
concentration and effectiveness, especially during the last holes. For a sample 
periodization model, see figure 10.29.

• Dominant energy system: aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 100% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power, mental concentration, aerobic endurance
• Training objectives: power, maximum strength

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 6
AA

5
MxS

1
T

8
MxS, P

2
T

4
Conv. 
to P

20
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap. O2 P O2 cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = con-
version, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = tran-
sition.

Figure 10.29 Periodization Model for Golf
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ROwIng
Rowing requires aerobic endurance and the ability to generate powerful strokes 
against water resistance. The athlete should also develop strong starting power 
and muscular endurance. For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.30.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 10% alactic, 15% lactic, 75% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: muscular endurance medium and short, starting power
• Training objectives: muscular endurance medium, muscle endurance short, 

maximum strength

Periodization Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 6
AA

6
MxS

4
MES

4
MxS

4
MEM

4
MxS

6
MEM

10
Maint.: MEM, MES, 
MxS

4
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap. O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap., 
alactic 
P, O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic P, lactic 
cap., alactic P, O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic cap., alactic 
P, lactic P, O2 cap.

The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = main-
tenance, MEM = muscular endurance medium, MES = muscular endurance short, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, 
P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.30 Periodization Model for Rowing
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bASebAll, SOFTbAll, AnD CRICKeT
The dominant ability in these three sports is power displayed in the specific drills of 
batting and pitching, reaction, and high acceleration. Any restriction placed on 
training during long preparation phases, especially in professional baseball, may 
reduce the amount of preparation time, and the long competition schedule can 
lead to fatigue or injury. Since power and acceleration depend greatly on the 
ability to recruit the highest possible number of fast-twitch muscle fibers, maximum 
strength is a very important ability in these athletes’ quest for success. Maintaining 
power and maximum strength helps players succeed throughout the season. For 
a sample periodization model for an elite baseball team, see figure 10.31. For a 
sample model for an amateur baseball, softball, or cricket team, see figure 10.32.

• Dominant energy system: anaerobic alactic
• Ergogenesis: 95% alactic, 5% lactic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate
• Limiting factors: throwing power, acceleration power, reactive power
• Training objectives: maximum strength, power

Periodization Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov.

Prep. Precomp. Comp. T

Strength  4
AA

10
MxS

6
Conv. to P

26
Maint.: power, MxS

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Alactic P, lactic P short O2 

com-
pens.

The metabolic training represents the cumulative effect of tempo training and specific tactical drills. The suggested 
order of energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase. Since the competition phase is very 
long, detraining of strength may occur; therefore, players must maintain power and maximum strength.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = 
conversion, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

 

Periodization nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

6
MxS

4
P

4
MxS

4
P

4
MxS

4
P

16
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Alactic P, lactic P short O2 com-
pens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition. 

Figure 10.31 Periodization Model for an Elite Baseball Team

Figure 10.32 Periodization Model for an Amateur Baseball or Softball Team
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bASKeTbAll
Basketball requires players to be strong, agile, and capable of quick acceleration, 
deceleration, and changes of direction. Proper strength and power training pre-
pares a basketball player for the rigors of the season. For a sample periodization 
model for a college basketball team, see figure 10.33. For a sample model for an 
elite basketball team, see figure 10.34.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic alactic, anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 60% alactic, 20% lactic, 20% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: takeoff power, acceleration power, power endurance
• Training objectives: maximum strength, power, power endurance

Periodization July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

8
MxS

8
Conv. to P

26
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap., 
alac-
tic P

Lactic cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Lactic P short, alactic P, O2 P O2 com-
pens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Periodization Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 3
AA

8
MxS

7
Conv. to P

28
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap., 
alac-
tic P

Lactic cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Lactic P short, alactic P, O2 P O2 com-
pens.

Aerobic training (O2) represents the cumulative effect of tempo running during the anatomical adaptation phase and 
the specific drills for O2 training during the other training phases (two to five minutes nonstop). The suggested order of 
energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.33 Periodization Model for a College Basketball Team

Figure 10.34 Periodization Model for an Elite Basketball Team
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wATeR POlO
Water polo requires high energy expenditure, using the aerobic system, inter-
spersed with fast acceleration and powerful shooting actions. Passing and shoot-
ing precision are essential skills to learn during the many hours of training. For a 
sample periodization model, see figure 10.35.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 10% alactic, 30% lactic, 60% aerobic
• Main energy substrate: glycogen
• Limiting factors: muscular endurance medium, power endurance, acceleration 

power, shooting power
• Training objectives: muscular endurance medium, power endurance, maxi-

mum strength

Periodization Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

8
MxS

6
PE

4
MxS

6
Conv. to 
MEM

16
Maint.: MEM, MxS, PE

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, lactic cap.,  
alactic P, O2 cap.

O2 P, lactic 
P, alactic P, 
O2 cap.

O2 P, lactic cap., alactic P O2 cap.

O2 training implies also using tactical drills of longer duration (two to four minutes).

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, maint. = maintenance, MEM = muscular endurance medium, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, 
PE = power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.35 Periodization Model for a National League Water Polo Team
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AMeRICAn FOOTbAll: lIneMen
Linemen must be able to react explosively when the ball is put into play. They must 
also withstand an opponent’s strength. Therefore, in order to build bulk, a hyper-
trophy phase is included. For a sample periodization model for college football 
linemen, see figure 10.36. For a sample model for elite football linemen, see figure 
10.37.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic alactic, anaerobic lactic
• Ergogenesis: 70% alactic, 30% lactic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: starting power, maximum strength
• Training objectives: maximum strength, hypertrophy, power

Periodization Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

6
Hyp.

9
MxS

6
Conv. 
to P

20
Maint.: MxS, P

7
Compens.

energy 
systems

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic P

Alactic 
P, lactic 
cap.

Alactic P, lactic P short O2 P, alac-
tic P

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, hyp. = hypertrophy, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

Periodization Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 2
AA

10
Hyp.

 6
MxS

4
Conv. 
to P

22
Maint.: MxS, P

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

Lactic cap., alac-
tic P

Alactic P, lactic P short O2 P, 
alactic 
P

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, hyp. = hypertrophy, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

Figure 10.36 Periodization Model for College Football Linemen

Figure 10.37 Periodization Model for Elite Football Linemen
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AMeRICAn FOOTbAll: wIDe ReCeIVeRS, DeFenSIVe 
bACKS, TAIlbACKS
Unlike linemen, these players require speed and agility rather than muscular bulk. 
For a sample periodization model for college football wide receivers, defensive 
backs, and tailbacks, see figure 10.38. For a sample model for players at these 
positions in professional football, see figure 10.39.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic alactic, anaerobic lactic
• Ergogenesis: 60% alactic, 30 % lactic, 10% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: acceleration power, reactive power, starting power
• Training objectives: power, maximum strength

Periodization Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

4
MxS

3
P

3
MxS

3
P

3
MxS

4
P

22
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap., 
alactic P

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Lactic P, alactic 
P, O2 P

Alactic P, lactic P O2 P, 
alactic P

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = main-
tenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Periodization Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

Prep. Comp. T

Period. of 
strength

2
AA

6
MxS

3
P

3
MxS

3
P

3
MxS

4
Conv. 
to P

22
Maint.: P

6
Com-
pens.

Period. of 
energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap., 
alac-
tic P

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic 
P, O2 P

Lactic P, alactic P, O2 
power 

Alactic P, lactic P O2 P, 
alactic 
P

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.38 Periodization Model for College Football Wide Receivers, Defensive Backs, and Tailbacks

Figure 10.39 Periodization Model for Pro Football Wide receivers, Defensive Backs, and Tailbacks
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SOCCeR
The most popular sport in the world is a game of great technical and physical 
demands, in which the result is determined by power, speed, agility, and specific 
endurance. The accompanying figures provide sample periodization models for 
an amateur American soccer team (figure 10.40), a professional American soccer 
team (figure 10.41), a European season for an amateur soccer team (figure 10.42), 
a European season for a professional soccer team (figure 10.43), and a European 
season for a goalkeeper (figure 10.44).

• Dominant energy systems: aerobic, anaerobic lactic, anaerobic alactic
• Ergogenesis: alactic 2%, lactic 23%, aerobic 75%
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power, starting power, power endurance short, acceleration 

power, deceleration power, reactive power
• Training objectives: power, maximum strength

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

8
MxS

 4
P, MxS

2
T

6
Conv. 
to P

20
Maint.: P, MxS

8
Compens.

energy systems O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P,  
alactic P

O2 P, 
alactic 
P, lactic 
P short

O2 
P

Alactic P, lactic P short, O2 P Compens.

The energy systems can be trained via tempo training, interval training, or repetition training, as well as by means of specific 
drills and short-sided matches. The order of energy systems listed for each phase also represents the priority of training in 
that training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, 
maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

 

Periodization Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

Prep. Comp. I T Comp. II T

Strength 2
AA

6
MxS, P

12
Maint.: P, MxS

2
T

20
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, alac-
tic P, lactic 
P short, O2 
compens.

Alactic P, lactic 
P short, O2 P, O2 
compens.

O2 
P

Alactic P, lactic P short, O2 P, O2 
compens.

O2 cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = mainte-
nance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.40 Periodization Model for an Amateur Soccer Team

Figure 10.41 Periodization Model for a Professional Soccer Team
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Periodization Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 2
AA

4
MxS, P

13
Maint.: P, MxS, 

1
Cess.

3
MxS, P

19
Maint.: P, MxS

10
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, 
alactic 
P, lactic 
P short, 
O2 com-
pens.

Alactic P, lactic 
P short, O2 P, O2 
compens.

Cess. Alactic P, lactic P short, O2 P, O2 compens. Games, O2 
cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, cess. = cessation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Periodization July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 2
AA

6
MxS, P

15
Maint.: P, MxS 

1
Cess.

3
MxS, P

19
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, alac-
tic P, lactic 
P short, O2 
compens.

Alactic P, lactic P 
short, O2 P, O2 com-
pens.

Cess. Alactic P, lactic P short, O2 P, O2 com-
pens.

O2 cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, cess. = cessation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Periodization Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 2
AA

6
MxS, P

15
Maint.: P, MxS

1
Cess.

3
MxS, P

19
Maint.: P, MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

Alactic P, O2 compens. Cess. Alactic P, O2 compens. Games, O2 
cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, cess. = cessation, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.42 Periodization Model for an Amateur Soccer Team (European Season)

Figure 10.43 Periodization Model for a Professional Soccer Team (European Season)

Figure 10.44 Periodization Model for a Soccer Goalkeeper (European Season)
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Rugby
Rugby is a game of high energy, power, and intricate skills performed in rhythm. 
For a sample periodization model for an amateur rugby team, see figure 10.45. For 
a sample model for a professional rugby team, see figure 10.46.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic alactic, lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 10% alactic, 30% lactic, 60% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power, power endurance, acceleration power
• Training objectives: power, maximum strength

Periodization Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

12
MxS

8
Conv. to P

20
Maint.: P, MxS

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, alactic P, 
lactic P short, O2 
compens.

Alactic P, lactic P short, O2 P, O2 compens. O2 cap.

O2 training refers mostly to performing specific tactical drills of longer duration (three to five minutes nonstop). The 
suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priorities for each training phase. Power endurance 
is also trained performing lactic power short drills.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = con-
version, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

Periodization July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 3
AA

8
MxS

4
Conv. 
to P

31
Maintain.: P, MxS

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap., 
O2 P

O2 P, alactic P, 
lactic P short, O2 
compens.

Alactic P, lactic P short, O2 P, O2 compens. O2 cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = con-
version, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

Figure 10.45 Periodization Model for an Amateur Rugby Team

Figure 10.46 Periodization Model for a Professional Rugby Team
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HOCKey
Important elements in this sport include acceleration and quick changes of di-
rection. Training should focus on refining skills and developing power and both 
aerobic and anaerobic endurance. For a sample periodization model, see figure 
10.47.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 10% alactic, 40% lactic, 50% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: acceleration power, deceleration power, power endurance
• Training objectives: maximum strength, power, power endurance

Periodization June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

6
MxS

4
P

4
MxS

4
Conv. 
to PE

24
Maintenance: P, PE, MxS

6
Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap., 
O2 P, 
alactic 
P

Lactic cap., O2 P, 
alactic P

Alactic and lactic P short, O2 P O2 
cap.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conver-
sion, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, PE = power endurance, prep. = prepa-
ration, and T = transition.

Figure 10.47 Periodization Model for Ice Hockey
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VOlleybAll
A volleyball player must react quickly and explosively off the ground in order to 
spike, block, or dive. Maximum strength and power are required for carrying a 
player through the long competitive phase with stable performance and con-
fidence. For a sample periodization model for American college volleyball, see 
figure 10.48. For a sample model for a European season, see figure 10.49.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic alactic, anaerobic lactic
• Ergogenesis: 70% alactic, 20% lactic, 10% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: reactive power, takeoff power, power
• Training objectives: power, maximum strength

Periodization June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 4
AA

6
MxS

4
P

4
MxS

4
P

22
Maint.: MxS, P

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
alactic 
P, lactic 
P short

Alactic P, lactic P short Alternative 
activities  
(e.g., beach  
volleyball)

The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = maintenance, 
MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Periodization Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

Prep. Comp. T Comp T

Strength 2
AA

4
MxS

4
Conv. 
to P

9
Maint.: MxS, P

2
AA

21
Maint.: MxS, P

10
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short

Alactic P, lactic P short Alternative activ-
ies (e.g., beach  
volleyball)

The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priorities per training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, 
maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.48 Periodization Model for Volleyball (American Season)

Figure 10.49 Periodization Model for Volleyball (European Season)
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bOxIng
Boxers must be able to attack and react quickly and powerfully to an opponent’s 
attack throughout the duration of the match. They require both aerobic and an-
aerobic energy. For a sample periodization model, see figure 10.50.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 10% alactic, 40% lactic, 50% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power endurance, reactive power, muscular endurance 

medium
• Training objectives: power endurance, maximum strength, muscular endur-

ance medium

Period-
ization

Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

Prep. I Spe-
cific 
prep. 
I

Match T Prep. II Spe-
cific 
prep. 
II

Match T Prep. 
III

Specific 
prep. III

Match T

Strength 3
AA

6
MxS,
P

3
Conv. 
to 
MEM

2
Maint.: 
MEM, 
MxS

2
AA

4
MxS, P

4
Conv. 
to 
MEM

4
Maint.: 
MEM, 
MxS

2
AA

3
MxS, 
P

3
Conv. 
to 
MEM

8
Maint.: MEM, 
MxS

Com-
pens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 P, 
alactic 
P, lactic 
cap.

Lactic cap., 
O2 P, alactic P

O2 
cap.

O2 P, 
alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic cap., O2 
P, alactic P

O2 
cap.

O2 P, 
alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic cap., O2 P, alac-
tic P

O2 

com-
pens.

Maximum strength training is performed at 70 percent to 80 percent of 1RM for two of the three phases and 80 to 90 percent for the third 
phase. For heavyweights, use loads of 80 percent to 90 percent of 1RM for the second and third phases. Aerobic (O2) training should 
include specific boxing drills performed nonstop for two to five minutes. The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training 
priorities for each training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. = maintenance, MEM = mus-
cular endurance medium, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.50 Periodization Model for Boxing
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RACKeT SPORTS: TennIS, RACqueTbAll, SquASH,  
AnD bADMInTOn
Racket sports involve fast and reactive play in which success is determined by 
reaction time and quick, precise changes of direction. For a sample periodization 
model for an amateur tennis player, see figure 10.51. For a sample model for a 
professional player, see figure 10.52. For a sample model for racquetball, squash, 
and badminton, see figure 10.53.

• Dominant energy systems: alactic, aerobic, anaerobic lactic
• Ergogenesis: tennis—50% alactic, 20% lactic, 30% aerobic; squash—40% alac-

tic, 20% lactic, 40% aerobic; badminton—60% alactic, 20% lactic, 20% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power, reactive power, power endurance
• Training objectives: power, power endurance, maximum strength

Period-
ization

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prep. I Comp. 
I

T Prep. II Comp. 
II

T Prep. III Comp. 
III

T Prep. 
IV

Comp. 
IV

T

Strength 4
AA

6
MxS, PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

4
MxS, PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

6
MxS, PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

4
MxS, 
PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lac-
tic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P 
short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lac-
tic 
cap.

Lactic 
capacity, 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lac-
tic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic 
P, O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 cap.

This model assumes a program with four major tournaments. Since dates for major tournaments vary, the months of the year are numbered 
rather than named. Aerobic (O2) training means specific drills of longer duration performed nonstop (three to five minutes). The suggested 
order of energy systems training also implies the priority of training for each training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum 
strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Periodization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. 
II

T Prep. III Comp. III T

Strength 3
AA

6
MxS

3
PE

4
Maint.: 
P, MxS

2
AA

6
MxS

4
PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

3
MxS

3
PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic 
P, O2 P

Alactic P, 
lactic P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic cap., 
alactic P, O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 com-
pens.

Because competition dates vary by geographical region, months are numbered rather than named. This model is a tri-cycle. The order of 
energy systems training also represents the priority of training in a given phase. Aerobic training (O2) can be done via tempo training and by 
performing specific drills.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum 
strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.52 Periodization Model for a Professional Tennis Player

Figure 10.53 Periodization Model for Racquetball, Squash, and Badminton

Periodization Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Prep. Comp. T

Strength 6
AA

8
MxS, P

6
Conv. to 
PE

24
Maint.: P, PE, MxS

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., alac-
tic P, O2 P

Alactic P, lactic P short, O2 P O2 compens.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = 
conversion, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, PE = power endurance, 
prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.51 Periodization Model for an Amateur Tennis Player
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Period-
ization

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prep. I Comp. 
I

T Prep. II Comp. 
II

T Prep. III Comp. 
III

T Prep. 
IV

Comp. 
IV

T

Strength 4
AA

6
MxS, PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

4
MxS, PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

6
MxS, PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

4
MxS, 
PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lac-
tic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P 
short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lac-
tic 
cap.

Lactic 
capacity, 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lac-
tic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic 
P, O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 cap.

This model assumes a program with four major tournaments. Since dates for major tournaments vary, the months of the year are numbered 
rather than named. Aerobic (O2) training means specific drills of longer duration performed nonstop (three to five minutes). The suggested 
order of energy systems training also implies the priority of training for each training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum 
strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Periodization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. 
II

T Prep. III Comp. III T

Strength 3
AA

6
MxS

3
PE

4
Maint.: 
P, MxS

2
AA

6
MxS

4
PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

2
AA

3
MxS

3
PE

4
Maint.: 
PE, 
MxS

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic 
cap., 
alactic 
P, O2 P

Alactic P, 
lactic P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic cap., 
alactic P, O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 P, 
lactic 
cap.

Lactic cap., 
alactic P, 
O2 P

Alac-
tic P, 
lactic 
P short, 
O2 P

O2 com-
pens.

Because competition dates vary by geographical region, months are numbered rather than named. This model is a tri-cycle. The order of 
energy systems training also represents the priority of training in a given phase. Aerobic training (O2) can be done via tempo training and by 
performing specific drills.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maximum 
strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.52 Periodization Model for a Professional Tennis Player

Figure 10.53 Periodization Model for Racquetball, Squash, and Badminton
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MARTIAl ARTS
Martial artists need flexibility, power, agility, and quick reflexes based on energy 
supplied by all three energy systems. Figure 10.54 shows a sample periodization 
model for martial arts without a considerable endurance component. Figure 10.55 
shows a sample for martial arts with a considerable endurance component.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic alactic, anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 50% alactic, 30% lactic, 20% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: starting power, power endurance, reactive power, muscular 

endurance short
• Training objectives: power, maximum strength, power endurance, muscular 

endurance short

Periodization June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

Prep. I Comp. 
I

T Prep. II Comp. 
II

T

Strength 4
AA

12
MxS

8
Conv. to P

4
Maint.: 
P, MxS

2
AA

8
MxS

4
Conv. 
to P

4
Maint.: 
P, MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic cap.,  
alactic P

Alactic P, lactic P, 
O2 P

O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic 
cap., alac-
tic P

Alactic P, lactic 
P, O2 P

Alternative 
activities

Metabolic training can be done via specific drills. The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priority for each 
training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. = 
maintenance, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = transition.

Figure 10.54 Periodization Model for Martial Arts Without a Considerable Endurance Component

Periodization June July Aug. Sept. Oct. nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

Prep. I Comp. 
I

T Prep. II Comp. 
II

T

Strength 4
AA

8
MxS

4
P

4
MxS

6
Conv. 
to 
MEM

3
Maint.: 
MEM, 
MxS

2
AA

8
MxS

4
Conv. 
to 
MEM

3
Maint.: 
MEM, 
MxS

6
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic cap., 
alactic P

O2 P, alactic P, lactic P O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic 
cap., alac-
tic P

O2 P, alactic P, 
lactic P

Alterna-
tive activ-
ities

Metabolic training can be done via specific drills. The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training priority for each 
training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, conv. = conversion, maint. = 
maintenance, MEM = muscular endurance medium, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

Figure 10.55 Periodization Model for Martial Arts With a Considerable Endurance Component
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wReSTlIng
A wrestler’s success is determined by technique and tactical skills, as well as pow-
er, power endurance, and flexibility. For a sample periodization model, see figure 
10.56.

• Dominant energy systems: anaerobic alactic, anaerobic lactic, aerobic
• Ergogenesis: 30% alactic, 30% lactic, 40% aerobic
• Main energy substrates: creatine phosphate, glycogen
• Limiting factors: power, power endurance, flexibility
• Training objectives: power, power endurance, maximum strength, muscular 

endurance short

Periodization

Prep. I Comp. I T Prep. II Comp. II T

Strength 4
AA

10
MxS, P, PE

8
Maint.: P, PE, 
MxS

2
Com-
pens.

4
AA

6
MxS, P, MES

10
Maint.: P, MES, 
MxS

8
Compens.

energy 
systems

O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic cap., 
alactic P

O2 P, alactic P, 
lactic P

O2 
cap.

O2 
cap.

O2 P, lactic 
cap., alac-
tic P

O2 P, alactic P, 
lactic P

O2 compens.

This is a bi-cycle geared to national championships and an international competition. Aerobic (O2) training can be achieved via 
sport-specific drills of longer duration (two to three minutes). The suggested order of energy systems training also implies training pri-
orities for each training phase.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, cap. = capacity, comp. = competitive, compens. = compensation, maint. = maintenance, MES = 
muscular endurance short, MxS = maximum strength, O2 = aerobic, P = power, PE = power endurance, prep. = preparation, and T = 
transition.

Figure 10.56 Periodization Model for Wrestling

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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No. of
weeks

Type of
strength
training

Load

4 6 3 3 3 3 4

AA MxS P MxS P MxS Conv. to P 

H

M

L

E6171/Bompa/fig10.57/507283/alw/r3-pulled

Periodization of loading Pattern  
per Training Phase

Loading patterns in training are not standard or rigid. Just as they vary according to the 
sport or level of performance, they also change according to the type of strength sought 
in a given training phase. To make this concept easier to understand and implement, fig-
ures 10.57 through 10.63 show how it is applied in several sports. The examples illustrate 
the dynamics of loading pattern per training phase for a monocycle in amateur baseball, 
softball, or cricket (figure 10.57), for college basketball (figure 10.58), for American col-
lege football linemen (figure 10.59), for an endurance-dominant sport such as canoeing 
(figure 10.60), and for bi-cycles for sprinting in track and field (figure 10.61), and sprint 
and long-distance swimming (figures 10.62 and 10.63).

The charts indicate (from top to bottom) the number of weeks planned for a particular 
training phase, the type of training sought in that phase, and the loading pattern (high, 
medium, or low). Even if your chosen sport is not addressed in the examples, you will 
be able to apply the concept to your own case once you understand it. In addition, the 
examples are so varied that they are applicable through association.

Figure 10.57 Variations of loading pattern for strength training phases for an amateur baseball, 
softball, or cricket team. To maximize the level of power development, the last three macrocycles 
involve two adjacent high loads followed by regeneration cycles (low loads).

No. of
weeks

4

Type of
strength
training

AA MxS Conv. to P 

Load

H

M

L

66

E6171/Bompa/fig10.58/507284/alw/r3-pulled
Figure 10.58 Suggested loading pattern for a college basketball team in which the preparation 
phase must be performed from early July through late October.
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4

AA MxS

H

M

L

65

Conv. to P 

No. of
weeks

Type of
strength
training

Load

E6171/Bompa/fig10.61/507287/alw/r3-pulled

Figure 10.61 Variations of loading pattern for the first part of a bi-cycle annual plan for sprinting in 
track and field.

No. of
weeks

Type of
strength
training

AA Hypertrophy MxS Conv. to P 

Load

H

M

L

94 8 4

E6171/Bompa/fig10.59/507285/alw/r3-pulled

Figure 10.59 Variations of loading pattern for periodization of strength in American college football 
linemen. A similar approach can be used with throwers in track and field and for the heavyweight 
category in wrestling.

Figure 10.60 Variations of loading pattern for marathon canoeing, in which muscular endurance long 
is the dominant ability. A similar approach can be used for cycling, Nordic skiing, triathlon, and rowing.

6 3 3 9

AA MxS P MxS Conv. to MEL

H

M

L

No. of
weeks

Type of
strength
training

Load

3

E6171/Bompa/fig10.60/507286/alw/r5-pulled
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Periodization effects on the Force–Time Curve
In chapter 2, we analyze the force–time curve and pointed out the various components of 
strength it depicts. We also show how different loads affect the neuromuscular system’s 
adaptations and explain how an athlete needs to train the nervous system to display 
the highest amount of force in the shortest amount of time. Because of the influence of 
bodybuilding, strength training programs often include a high number of reps (12 to 15) 
performed to exhaustion. Such programs mainly develop muscle size, not quickness of 
contraction. As illustrated in figure 10.64, the application of force in sports is performed 
very quickly—specifically, in a period lasting from a bit less than 100 milliseconds to 200 
milliseconds. The only type of strength that stimulates the highest development of such 
quick application of force is a sequential application of maximum strength training and 
power training (Verkhishansky 1997). 

5 3 3 3 6

AA MxS M-E MxS Conv. to MEL

H

M

L

No. of
weeks

Type of
strength
training

Load

E6171/Bompa/fig10.63/507289/alw/r3-pulled

Figure 10.63 Variations of loading pattern for a long-distance swimming event. The load for maximum 
strength should not exceed 80 percent of 1RM. Similarly, the load for muscular endurance is low (30 
percent to 40 percent), but the number of repetitions is very high (see training parameters for the 
MEL in chapter 14).

4 6 3 3 4

AA MxS P MxS Conv. to P 

H

M

L

No. of
weeks

Type of
strength
training

Load

E6171/Bompa/fig10.62/507288/alw/r3-pulled

Figure 10.62 Variations of loading pattern for a sprinter in swimming (first part of a bi-cycle annual 
plan). Training demand for the last two phases is high, since the load is high for two adjacent weeks.
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However, the opposite is true if training employs a variant of bodybuilding work. In that 
case, the repetitions per set are higher than for maximum strength and power training, 
so the force application takes longer (more than 250 milliseconds). Therefore, it is not 
specific to the needs of most sports. Because the application of force in sports is usually 
very fast, the main purpose of strength training for sports is to shift the force–time curve 
to the left—or as close as possible to the typical sport-specific time of force application 
(less than 200 milliseconds)—through the use of maximum strength and power training 
applied sequentially. See figure 10.65.
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E6171/Bompa/fig10.64/507290/alw/r2-pulled

Figure 10.64 The force–time curve of two weight training programs.
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Figure 10.65 The purpose of strength training is to shift the force–time curve to the left.
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This shift toward the sport-specific time of application of force is not achieved quickly. 
Indeed, the whole point of periodization of strength is to use phase-specific strength 
training to shift the force–time curve to the left—that is, to decrease execution time—
before the start of major a competition. This is when athletes need the quick application 
of strength and when they benefit from gains in power.

As explained earlier, each training phase of the periodization of strength focuses on 
certain objectives. By plotting the force–time curve for each training phase, both coaches 
and athletes can see from another angle how the curve is influenced by training. Figure 
10.66 shows the periodization of strength when a hypertrophy phase is included. Cer-
tainly, only athletes in some sports use this model, whereas those in many other sports 
exclude hypertrophy from the annual plan.

As figure 10.66 shows, the type of program performed during the anatomical adap-
tation phase has little effect on the force–time curve. At most, it may shift it slightly to 
the right (i.e., increase execution time). Typical hypertrophy training methods make the 
curve shift to the right because each set is performed to exhaustion, and thus the power 
output of per rep gets lower and lower. Therefore, the resulting gains in muscle size do 
not translate into gains in the fast application of strength.

In contrast, the use of heavy loads from the maximum strength phase onward results 
in explosiveness during the conversion of maximum strength to power, thus shifting 
the curve to the left as desired. As this type of strength training is continued during the 
maintenance phase, the curve should remain to the left.

A high level of power, or explosiveness, cannot be expected before the start of the 
competitive phase. Power is maximized only as a result of implementing the conversion 
phase; therefore, a high level of power should not be expected during the hypertrophy 
phase or even during the maximum strength phase. However, gains in maximum strength 
are vital if increments in power are expected from year to year, because power is a func-
tion of maximum strength. Periodization of strength, then, offers the best road to success 
for both muscular endurance and power development.

100   250   400 100   250   400 100   250   400 100   250 100   250

Remains
unchanged

Shifts to
the right

Shifts to
the left

Shifts to
the left

Remains
shifted to
the left

AA Hypertrophy MxS Conv. to P Maintenance

Preparatory Competitive

E6171/Bompa/fig10.66/507292/alw/r1-pulled

Figure 10.66 Influence of the specifics of training for each phase on the force–time curve.
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All athletes involved in competitive sports follow a yearly program intended to enable peak 
performance in major competition. Peak performance requires athletes to build a proper 
physiological foundation, and one key factor in doing so is strength training. Therefore, 
strength training is an essential element in a coach’s quest to produce good athletes.

General athletic training must be planned and periodized in a way that ensures per-
formance improvement from phase to phase and enables peak performance during the 
competitive season. The same is true of strength training. Like general athletic ability and 
skill, strength can be refined through various methods and phases of training to create 
the desired final product: sport-specific strength.

As illustrated in table 10.3, strength training should be performed throughout the annual 
plan according to the concept of periodization of strength. As explained in more detail 
elsewhere in this book, each sport requires a certain combination of types of strength, 
which provides the key part of the physiological basis for performance. Athletes can 
transform strength into a sport-specific quality by applying the periodization of strength 
and by using training methods specific to the needs of each strength training phase. Thus, 
an athlete’s training methods must change as the training phase changes.

This chapter and the next four discuss all available training methods as they relate to 
the periodization of strength. Each training phase is treated separately in order to show 
which method best suits a particular phase and the needs of athletes. The discussions 
also address positive and negative aspects of most methods and how to apply them, as 
well as training programs using particular methods.
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Circuit Training and the Anatomical  
Adaptation Phase

During the early stages of strength training, especially with entry-level athletes, almost any 
strength training method or program results in strength development to some degree. As 
the athlete develops a strength foundation, however, the coach should create a specific, 
periodized strength training program to maximize the athlete’s natural abilities. Coaches 
must bear in mind the fact that each athlete possesses a unique rate of adaptation to a 
given method—and therefore a different rate of improvement.

Strength training is a long-term proposition. Athletes reach their highest performance 
level not after four to six weeks of a strength training program but rather during the com-
petitive phase, which comes months after the anatomical adaptation (AA) phase. The goal 
of the AA phase is to progressively adapt the muscles, and especially their attachments 
to bone (tendons), so that they can cope more easily with the heavier loads used in the 
ensuing training phases. As a result, the overall training load must be increased without 
causing the athlete to experience much discomfort.

The simplest method to consider for anatomical adaptation is circuit training, mainly 
because it provides an organized structure and alternates muscle groups. Circuit training 
can be used not only to develop the foundation of strength for future training phases 
but also to develop nonspecific cardiorespiratory endurance by combining strength and 
endurance training.

Some authors suggest that combining aerobic endurance with strength training during 
the same phase may seriously compromise the development of maximum strength and 
power. Their claim is that strength training is incompatible with long-distance aerobic 
training because fast-twitch fibers may adapt to behave like slow-twitch fibers. These 
studies scientifically validate the theory that adaptation in speed and power sports is 
negatively affected by combining a long duration and slow aerobic activity (one hour 
or longer) with maximum strength or hypertrophy training on the same day. Short-term 
adaptation suffers.

However, athletes in sports for which both strength and aerobic endurance are equally 
important (e.g., soccer, rowing, kayaking, canoeing, and cross-country skiing) have no 
choice but to train both during the preparatory phase. In addition, the argument against 
such combined training is based mostly on research that was conducted for just a few 
weeks, whereas training is a long-term endeavor. Has the full adaptation to such training 
actually occurred? Indeed, some research suggests the opposite—that a certain compat-
ibility exists between strength and endurance training performed at the same time (see 
chapter 1). In fact, as shown by the following examples, the type of endurance training 
suggested in this text for the AA phase differs considerably from long and slow-duration 
activities.

Circuit training was first proposed by Morgan and Adamson (1959) of Leeds University 
as a method for developing general fitness. Their initial circuit training routine consisted 
of several stations arranged in a circle (hence the term circuit training) so as to work 
muscle groups alternately from station to station. As circuit training grew in popularity, 
other authors began to modify it.

A wide variety of approaches can be used in a circuit training routine, such as body 
weight, surgical tubing, medicine balls, light implements, dumbbells, barbells, and strength 
training machines. A circuit may be short (6 to 9 exercises), medium (10 to 12 exercises), 
or long (13 to 15 exercises) and may be repeated a certain number of times, depending 
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on the number of exercises involved—the more exercises, the fewer circuit repetitions. 
The number of circuits should be no more than two for a long circuit and no more than 
four for a short circuit. The number of reps per station should start higher (say, at 20) 
and decrease over time (say, down to 8 to 10). Fewer reps (5 or 6) can be used for the 
fundamental exercises starting with a very high buffer that is decreased over time.

In determining the number of reps per station, the number of circuit repetitions, and 
the load, the coach must consider the athlete’s work tolerance and fitness level. Total 
workload during the anatomical adaptation phase should not be so high as to cause the 
athlete pain or great discomfort. Athletes themselves should help determine the amount 
of work to perform.

Circuit training is a useful, though not magical, method for developing the foundation of 
strength during the anatomical adaptation phase. Other training methods (e.g., jump sets, 
as explained in chapter 8) can be equally beneficial if they alternate the muscle groups.

As shown in the following examples, the training methodology used for the anatomical 
adaptation phase must be adapted to the physiological profile of the sport (e.g., speed or 
power versus endurance) and the needs of the athlete. The methodology must also develop 
most muscles used in the chosen sport. More specifically, in line with the overall purpose 
of the preparatory phase—and particularly the goal of anatomical adaptation—exercises 
should be selected to develop the core area of the body as well as the prime movers.

The alternation of muscle groups in circuit training facilitates recovery. The rest inter-
val can be 30 to 90 seconds between stations and one to three minutes between circuits. 
Circuit training also enables a wide variety of routines to be created because most gyms 
contain many apparatuses, workstations, and strength training machines. This variety 
constantly challenges an athlete’s skills while also keeping him or her interested.

Program Design for the Circuit Training Method
Circuit training may be used from the first week of the anatomical adaptation phase. The 
coach should select the workstations according to the equipment available. Athletes should 
follow a certain progression, depending on their classification and training background. 
Younger athletes with little or no strength training background should start with exer-
cises using their own body weight or lower loads (e.g., medicine balls, small dumbbells, 
empty barbells). Over time, they can progress the load using medicine balls, barbells, and 
strength machines. Again, exercise during this phase must be selected to involve most 
muscle groups, irrespective of the needs of the specific sport; in other words, the coach 
should implement a multilateral approach. However, the prime movers should also be 
targeted. After all, they are the engines for effective performance of sport-specific skills.

The three circuits presented in figure11.1 do not come close to exhausting the available 
possibilities in a gym, but they are typical for entry-level or junior athletes. Young athletes 
who are new to circuit training may want to split circuits into two phases. As adaptation 
occurs, an athlete can begin progressively adding exercises from phase 2 to the end of 
phase 1 until he or she can perform all of the exercises nonstop. Start with two groups 
of four, as presented in circuit B; as the athlete adapts to the program, bring the fifth 
exercise into phase 1, and so on. This approach keeps the athlete motivated to reach 
the goal, and it keeps his or her body open to new challenges and levels of adaptation.

Entry-level athletes should individualize the number of reps by working up to the point 
of feeling either slight discomfort or discomfort per se. Slight discomfort can be translated 
as uneasiness. Discomfort, on the other hand, refers to the threshold at which the athlete 
is maintaining good technique but must stop the exercise due to pain.
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Table 11.1 shows how to plan a circuit training program, including duration, frequency 
of training sessions per week, and other parameters for both novice and experienced 
athletes. As you can see, training parameters for experienced athletes are quite different 
from those for novices. For example, it makes good sense for a novice athlete to use a 
longer anatomical adaptation phase because he or she needs more time for adaptation 
itself and for creating a good base for the future. On the other hand, extending this phase 
much longer than four weeks does not produce visible gains for an experienced athlete.

Similar differences apply to the number of stations per circuit. Because novice athletes 
must address as many muscle groups as realistically possible, they use more stations, and 
their circuits are longer. Advanced athletes, however, can reduce the number of stations 
to focus on exercises for the prime movers, on compensation, and on core exercises, thus 
resulting in shorter circuits that are repeated more times.

Both load and the total physical demand per circuit must be increased progressively 
and individually. The example shown in figure 11.2 illustrates that both the load and the 
pattern of increase differ between novice and experienced athletes. Of course, as the 
number of repetitions goes down, the load goes up, and the load changes from cycle to 
cycle. For exercises performed against resistance, lower loads are used for entry-level 
athletes, and slightly heavier loads are used for advanced athletes.

Circuit A: body weight 1. Squat to parallel
2. Push-up
3. Bent-knee sit-up
4. Quad hip extension
5. Back extension
6. Toe raise
7. Plank

Circuit B: body weight 
(combination of two minicircuits)

Phase 1
1. Squat to parallel
2. Push-up (wide stance)
3. Bent-knee sit-up
4. Quad hip extension

Phase 2
1. Push-up (narrow stance)
2. Back extension
3. Toe raise
4. Front plank

Circuit C: dumbbells 
and medicine ball

1. Squat to parallel
2. Floor press
3. Quad hip extension
4. Bent-over row
5. Toe raise
6. Military press
7. Upright row
8. Medicine ball forward throw
9. Jump squat

10. Medicine ball overhead throw
11. Bent-knee sit-up
12. Plank

Figure 11.1 Sample Circuit Training Programs
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Table 11.1 Training Parameters for Circuit Training

Training parameter Novice athlete Experienced athlete
Duration of anatomical adaptation 6–10 weeks 2–4 weeks

Load (if applicable) 20 reps down to 8 
throughout the entire 
phase

12–15 reps down to 8 
throughout the entire 
phase

Buffer 1 or 2 reps short of 
exhaustion

1 rep short of exhaustion  
or to exhaustion

No. of stations per circuit 10-15 6–9

No. of circuits per session 2 or 3* 3 or 4*

Total time of circuit training session 35–60 minutes 40–60 minutes

Rest interval between exercises 30–90 seconds 30–120 seconds

Rest interval between circuits 2–3 minutes 1–2 minutes

Frequency per week 2 or 3 3 or 4
*Higher figure for the lower number of stations; lower figure for the higher number of stations.

Novice athlete 
(performing sets to 
slight discomfort)

20 reps,  
2 circuits

15 reps,  
3 circuits

12 reps,  
2 circuits

15 reps,  
2 circuits

12 reps,  
3 circuits

10 reps,  
2 circuits

Experienced athlete
(performing sets to 

discomfort)

15 reps,  
2 circuits

12 reps,  
3 circuits

12 reps,  
2 circuit

10 reps,  
3 circuits

8 reps,  
3 circuits

8 reps,  
2 circuits

Microcycle 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 11.2 Suggested Pattern for Load Increments During Circuit Training for Novice and Experi-
enced Athletes

Standard Training Program During the Anatomical 
Adaptation Phase

Circuit training is not the only possible way to organize strength training during the 
anatomical adaptation phase. In fact, a standard, horizontal execution strength training 
program can be used as well. In a horizontal approach all the planned warm-ups and 
work sets of an exercise are performed before switching to the next one in the program. 
As long as the methodological characteristics of the anatomical adaptation phase are 
respected (such as starting with a high number of exercises, short rest intervals, and 
a higher number of reps per set, and progressing to lower number of reps and higher 
loads over the course of the phase), the horizontal approach is just as valid as the circuit 
training and actually more indicated for intermediate and advanced athletes.

The following list shows how to plan a standard training program during the anatom-
ical adaptation phase, including duration, frequency of training sessions per week, and 
other parameters that are valid for intermediate and advanced athletes.
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Figure 11.3 Example of a Standard Strength Training Program for the Anatomical Adaptation Phase

Exercise

WEEk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Leg press 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6

2. Chest press 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6

3. Dumbbell stiff- 
 leg deadlift

2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6

4. Military press 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6

5. Leg curl 2×12 3×10 3×8 2×8 3×8 3×6 2×5

6. Upright row 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6

7. Toe raise 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6

8. Bent-knee sit-up 2×12 3×12 3×15 2×15 3×18 3×20 2×20

LoADiNg PATTErN

High High

Medium Medium
Low Low Low

Training Parameters for Standard Training

Duration (of anatomical adaptation): 2 to 4 weeks

Load: 12 to 20 reps down to 6 to 8 throughout the entire phase

Buffer: 1 rep short of exhaustion or to exhaustion

Number of exercises: 6 to 8

Number of sets: 2 to 4

Total time of training session: 40 to 60 minutes

Rest interval between exercises: 30 to 120 seconds

Frequency per week: 3 or 4

Figures 11.3 through 11.7 illustrate standard and circuit training in various sports for 
four and seven weeks of anatomical adaptation training. A seven-week cycle gives the 
athlete time to build a stronger base and offers the physiological benefits of longer and 
better adaptation. These programs should be adapted to each athlete’s classification and 
abilities.

Toward the end of the anatomical adaptation phase, the load reached allows athletes 
to make an immediate transition to the maximum strength phase, as shown in figure 
11.3. This approach can be used for all athletes except those requiring increased muscle 
mass, such as throwers and American football linemen. For these athletes, a hypertrophy 
phase must be planned between the AA phase and the MxS phase. Figure 11.4 illustrates 
a four-week anatomical adaptation program appropriate for athletes with a very short 
preparatory phase, especially those in racket and contact sports that require three or four 
major peaks per year. Because this AA phase is so short, the load in training is increased 
very quickly to ready the athlete for the maximum strength phase. Detraining poses less 
of a concern in these sports because their transition phase is much shorter than those of 
most other sports (see figure 11.4). Figure 11.5 illustrates standard strength training for 
team sports with a high-endurance component; in fact, cardio repetitions are placed both 
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Figure 11.4 Sample Suggested Standard Training for Sports With a Short Preparatory Phase

Rope skipping aids in cardiorespiratory training. 

Exercise

WEEk

Rest interval1 2 3 4

1. Rope skipping 3 min. 2×3 min. 4×2 min. 2×2 min. 30 sec.

2. Squat 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×5 2 min.

3. Bench press 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×5 2 min.

4. Back hyperextension 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×8 2 min.

5. Front lat pull-down 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×5 2 min.

6. Toe raise 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×8 1 min.

7. Ab crunch 2×15 3×20 3×30 2×30 1 min.

8. Trunk side bend  
 (each side)

2×10 3×8 3×6 2×5 1 min.

9. Medicine ball chest  
 throw (4 kg)

2×8 3×8 3×10 2×8 1 min.

10. Low-impact  
 plyometrics

2×10 3×10 3×12 2×12 1 min.

Loading pattERn

High

Medium
Low Low

Figure 11.5 Sample Suggested Standard Training Program for Team Sports in Which Caridorespiratory 
Endurance is an Important Component

The cardio component in this example could include any of various options (e.g., running, using a stair stepper, 
riding a bicycle ergometer). 

Exercise

WEEk Rest 
interval1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Cardio 10 min. 10 min. 2×5 min. 2×5 min. 3×3 min. 4×2 min. 2×2 min. 1 min.

2. One-leg squat 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6 2 min.

3. Dumbbell press 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6 1 min.

4. One-leg curl 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×5 2 min.

5. Dumbbell row 2×15 3×15 3×12 2×12 3×10 3×8 2×8 1 min.

6. Toe raise 2×15 3×15 3×12 2×12 3×10 3×8 2×8 1 min.

7. Ab crunch 2×20 3×20 3×25 2×20 3×25 3×30 2×25 1 min.

8. Medicine ball  
 backward   
 throw (4 kg)

2×6 3×8 3×10 2×8 3×10 3×10 2×8 2 min.

9. Low-impact   
 plyometrics

2×8 3×10 3×12 2×10 3×12 3×12 2×10 1 min.

10. Power ball side  
 throw (10 kg)

2×6 3×8 3×10 2×8 3×10 3×10 2×8 1 min.

11. Cardio 5 min. 7 min. 7 min. 2×5 min. 3×3 min. 3×3 min. 2×2 min. 1 min.

Loading pattERn

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low Low
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Figure 11.6 Sample Suggested Circuit Training Program for Team Sports

Exercise Tempo

rEPS

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

1. One-leg press 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

2. Dumbbell press 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

3. One-leg hip bridge 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

4. Dumbbell row 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

5. One-leg semi-stiff  
 deadlift

3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

6. Dumbbell press 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

7. Standing calf raise 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

8. Upright row 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

9. Bent-knee sit-up 3.0.1 20 15 12 10 8 6

10. Front plank — 45 sec. 60 sec. 75 sec. 75 sec. 90 sec. 60 sec.  
with weight

No. of circuits 2 3 2 2 3 2

rest interval between 
exercises

1 min. 

rest interval between circuits 2 min. No rest 
interval

2 min. No rest  
interval

Workout duration 
(approximate)

50 min. 65 min. 40 min. 35 min. 50 min. 30 min.

LoADiNg PATTErN

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low

at the beginning and at the end of the strength workout. Figure 11.6 illustrates a circuit 
training program with a higher number of unilateral lower-body exercises for athletes in 
team sports such as soccer, basketball, rugby, lacrosse, water polo, and hockey. Figure 
11.7 illustrates standard training for baseball, softball, and racket sports. To enable max-
imum adaptation in these sports, certain specific exercises are introduced early on in 
the AA phase for trunk and hip rotation—specifically, abdominal rainbows, incline trunk 
rotations, and power ball side throws.
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Exercise

WEEk rest 
interval1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Side or diagonal  
 lunge (each side)

2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6 2 min.

2. Cable cross-over 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6 1–2 min.

3. Back extension 2×15 3×15 3×12 2×12 3×10 3×8 2×8 1–2 min.

4. Front lat pull-down 2×15 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2×6 2 min.

5. Dumbbell   
 external rotator 

2×15 3×15 3×12 2×12 3×10 3×8 2×8 1 min.

6. Toe raise 2×15 3×15 3×12 2×12 3×10 3×8 2×8 1–2 min.

7. Bent-knee sit-up 2×20 3×20 3×25 2×20 3×25 3×30 2×25 2 min.

8. Ab rainbow  
 (each side)

2×20 3×20 3×25 2×20 3×25 3×30 2×25 1–2 min.

9. Power ball side  
 throw (10 kg)

2×6 3×8 3×10 2×8 3×10 3×10 2×8 1–2 min.

10. Low-impact  
 plyometrics

2×8 3×10 3×12 2×10 3×12 3×12 2×10 2–3 min.

LoADiNg PATTErN

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low Low

Figure 11.7 Sample Suggested Standard Training Program for Baseball, Softball, and Racket Sports
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PrEvENTiNg iNjuriES iN ThE ANAToMiCAL  
ADAPTATioN PhASE

Injury during sport training affects the future of many athletes. For example, in the 
year 2000 alone, more than 150,000 injuries occurred in soccer in the United States. 
As if that were not enough, injuries are most common in the team sports that attract 
young athletes. The good news is that many of these injuries can be prevented by 
introducing strength training with the purpose of promoting injury prevention. For this 
reason, continual education is extremely important, especially for coaches who work 
with young athletes whose bodies are in the process of maturing. For these athletes, 
strengthening exercises that use body weight should be as much a part of the training 
program as are the technical and tactical skills of their chosen sport.

Unfortunately, in most training programs for young adults, muscle strengthening is 
overemphasized and injury prevention is overlooked. More specifically, programs often 
omit the training of ligaments and tendons for injury prevention simply because the 
anatomical adaptation phase is nonexistent. In such cases, improper periodization of 
strength, starting with a stressful hypertrophy phase, often results in a higher incidence 
of injury. And here is another reason that connective tissue adaptation should be 
included in every strength training program: The integrity of the ligament–joint appa-
ratus can become a limiting factor in the performance of many athletes, especially 
those who possess only a superficial strength training background.

Coaches should remember that, unlike muscle tissue adaptation, which takes only 
a few days, connective tissue (ligament and tendon) adaptation often takes several 
weeks (McDonagh and Davies 1984). This time requirement is why we suggest a longer 
anatomical adaptation phase for most athletes. AA training must focus not only on 
strengthening the muscles but also (and most important) on progressively strengthen-
ing the connective tissues for the purpose of injury prevention. Recognizing this reality 
serves coaches well during the maximum strength training phase, when the load is 
very challenging even for advanced athletes.

Another important element in the quest to prevent injury is good flexibility exercise 
performed religiously both at the beginning of the warm-up and during the cool-down. 
The joints emphasized should be sport specific. As part of the ankle mobility routine, 
the range of motion of the Achilles tendon can be improved through stretching (spe-
cifically, through dorsiflexion—bringing the toes toward the tibia).

Finally, contrary to what coaches and physiotherapists used to say, athletes should 
avoid knee circles (the knee is designed to work mainly in the sagittal plane). In addi-
tion, in recent years, more and more spine specialists have suggested avoiding lumbar 
spine mobility exercises, especially when they involve flexion or rotation, in order to 
avoid damaging the intervertebral discs.
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Phase 2: 
Hypertrophy

Many people think that the larger a person is, the stronger that person is. This is not 
always the case. For example, a weightlifter may be capable of lifting heavier loads than 
a larger, bulkier bodybuilder can lift. For this reason, athletes should seek an increase of 
lean body mass that is functional for their sport, as some hypertrophy, especially of the 
fast-twitch muscle fibers, contributes to an increase in force expression.

As the preceding distinctions imply, bodybuilding hypertrophy and sport-specific hyper-
trophy differ in important ways. In bodybuilding hypertrophy, the bodybuilder generally 
uses loads of 60 percent to 80 percent of 1-repetition maximum (1RM) for sets of 8 to 15 
reps taken to failure. Some bodybuilders, however, attribute their success to using fewer 
reps and high training loads taken beyond failure with forced and negative reps, while 
others believe in performing as many reps as possible (usually up to 20). Given that all 
these types of bodybuilders are massively built and share similar records and numbers 
of wins, we may infer that in professional bodybuilding, it is not only training that makes 
a difference.

In any case, athletes and coaches of other sports must keep in mind that the purpose 
of bodybuilding is not optimal performance but optimal symmetry and maximal muscle 
mass. Aesthetical symmetry, however, is irrelevant to many sports, in which function is 
the main priority. And although bodybuilders do increase muscle mass, the functionality 
of that mass is questionable, whereas functionality—that is, improved performance—is 
the goal of training in other sports.

Sport-Specific Hypertrophy
Hypertrophy training is intended for athletes whose sport performance will be helped 
by an increase in muscle size. To name a few, such athletes include football linemen, 
shot-putters, and discus throwers (for a detailed periodization-of-strength model for your 
sport, refer to chapter 10.)
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For athletes, the enlargement of muscle size (hypertrophy) should be achieved by 
applying a sport-specific training methodology. In other words, whereas bodybuilding 
focuses on enlarging overall musculature, hypertrophy training for sports focuses mainly 
on increasing the size of the specific prime movers without neglecting the neural com-
ponent of force expression.

This kind of hypertrophy—sport-specific hypertrophy—is achieved by means other 
than bodybuilding methods. Specifically, training for sport-specific hypertrophy requires 
heavy loads with minimal rest and high number of sets to increase the density (thickness) 
of, and amount of protein in, the prime movers. This way, hypertrophy training for sports 
is long lasting because the increase in muscle size is based on the increase in strength.

To simplify hypertrophy training, we have broken it down into two phases: hypertrophy 
I and hypertrophy II. Hypertrophy I uses various bodybuilding techniques to optimize 
muscle exhaustion and growth, whereas hypertrophy II refers to sport-specific hypertro-
phy. Since we have discussed hypertrophy II at some length here and in chapter 10, this 
section offers in-depth explanation of hypertrophy I methods.

When incorporating hypertrophy I methods into a training program, athletes and 
coaches should be cautious. Specifically, they must take into consideration the athlete’s 
physical maturity and the timing in relation to the yearly training program. During the 
early preparatory season, hypertrophy I bodybuilding methods work very well to help 
stimulate the highest increase lean muscle mass. Late in the preparatory season, however, 
sport-specific hypertrophy II techniques should be implemented. Regardless of which 
method of hypertrophy is employed in training, the majority of the program should 
consist of multijoint exercises, such as squats, leg presses, bench presses, back rows, 
chin-ups, dips, and core exercises to stimulate hormonal response and muscle growth 
and strengthen the prime movers integrated in a complex kinetic chain, as happens in 
sporting activities. Isolation exercises should be kept to a minimum.

Sprinter Kim Collins, 2003 World Indoor (60 meters) silver medalist and World Outdoor (100 meters) gold 
medalist, did not need huge muscles to be among the fastest men on earth.
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The hypertrophy phase can last six to eight weeks depending on the needs of the 
athlete and the sport or event. And again, if both hypertrophy I and II training methods 
are used, hypertrophy I should be used early in the preparatory season. The total length 
of the preparatory phase is also important because the longer it is, the more time the 
athlete has to work on hypertrophy, as well as maximum strength.

The end of the hypertrophy phase does not mean that an athlete who needs to build 
muscle mass must stop this training. As illustrated in the example for a lineman in figure 
12.1, hypertrophy training can be maintained and even further developed during the 
maximum strength phase. Depending on the needs of the athlete, the proportion between 
maximum strength training and hypertrophy training can be three to one, two to one, or 
even one to one. During the maintenance phase, however, only certain athletes—such as 
shot-putters and linemen in American football—should continue hypertrophy training, 
and then only during the first half. As the most important competitions approach, power 
and maximum strength training should prevail.

Preparatory Competitive

3
AA

6
Hyp.: 3 or 4 ses-
sions

6
MxS: 2 or 3 sessions
Hyp.: 1 or 2 ses-
sions

5
Conv. to P: 2 ses-
sions
MxS: 1 session
Hyp.: 1 session

Maint.: P, MxS, hyp.

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, conv. = conversion, hyp. = hypertrophy, maint. = maintenance, MxS = maxi-
mum strength, and P = power.

Figure 12.1 Suggested Proportions of Hypertrophy, Maximum Strength, and Power Training for Amer-
ican Football Linemen

Program Design for Sport-Specific  
Hypertrophy Training

Once the anatomical adaptation phase has readied the connective tissue (tendons and 
ligaments), hypertrophy training can begin with a test for 1RM. in that case, the 1RM 
test must be performed at the end of the last microcycle (unloading) of the anatomical 
adaptation phase. Athletes then start with a 60 percent load, or one that allows them to 
perform 12 reps. The load is then increased in each microcycle until it reaches a level at 
which the athlete can perform only 6 reps. For training parameters of the hypertrophy 
phase, see table 12.1.

To achieve maximum training benefits, the athlete must reach the highest number of 
reps possible in each set. This means reaching a degree of exhaustion that prevents him 
or her from doing another rep even when applying maximum contraction. Without per-
forming each set to exhaustion, the athlete does not achieve the expected level of muscle 
hypertrophy because the first reps do not produce enough stimulus to maximize muscle 
mass. The key element in hypertrophy training is not just exhaustion per set but the 
cumulative effect of exhaustion in the total number of sets. This cumulative exhaustion 
stimulates the chemical reactions and protein metabolism necessary for optimal muscle 
hypertrophy.

Hypertrophy exercises should generally be performed at low to moderate speed 
in order to maximize the muscles’ time under tension. However, athletes in speed- or 
power-dominant sports are strongly advised against slow concentric speed of execution, 
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especially if the hypertrophy phase is longer than six weeks. The primary reason for this 
advice is that the neuromuscular system adapts to slow execution and therefore does 
not stimulate the recruitment of fast-twitch muscle fibers that is crucial for speed- and 
power-dominant sports.

As compared with bodybuilding, hypertrophy training for sports involves fewer exer-
cises in order to focus mainly on the prime movers rather than on all muscle groups. 
The benefit of this approach is that more sets are performed per exercise (three to six, or 
even as many as eight), thus stimulating better muscle hypertrophy for the prime movers.

Depending on the microcycle, the rest interval between sets can vary from two to five 
minutes. The closer the athlete gets to switching to a maximum strength phase of training, 
the longer the rest interval must be between sets. For instance, in a six- to eight-week 
hypertrophy phase of training, the first three (or four) weeks can be used to stimulate 
maximum hypertrophy gains by using short rest periods (60 to 90 seconds between sets), 
and the last three or four weeks can use longer rest periods.

At the end of a training session, an athlete should stretch the muscles that he or she has 
worked. Because of the many contractions, the muscles shorten. This results in reduced 
muscle range of motion and decreased quickness of contraction, which in turn affects 
the joint positioning and overall body posture, as well as neurally facilitates the agonist 
and neurally inhibits the antagonist, reducing, over time, overall performance ability of 
the affected muscles. In addition, a shortened muscle has a slower rate of regeneration 
because only the normal biological length facilitates active biochemical exchanges. These 
exchanges provide nutrients to the muscles and remove metabolic wastes, thus facilitating 
better recovery between sets and after training sessions.

Figure 12.2 shows a sample eight-week program developed for a heavyweight 
wrestler. The program suggested in each box is repeated three times per week. Figure 
12.3 shows a sample six-week program for a female college volleyball player who has 
a relatively large disproportion between height and weight. Figure 12.4 shows a sample 
six-week program for a power and speed athlete who wants to gain muscle mass. The 
first eight exercises for the lower body are performed on days 1 and 4, and the next 
eight exercises for the upper body are performed on days 2 and 5. Figure 12.5 shows 

VariaTionS oF HyPerTroPHy Training MeTHoDS
The main factors responsible for hypertrophy are not fully understood, but researchers 
increasingly believe that increased muscle size is stimulated mainly by 1) the mechan-
ical stress to the muscle fibers (Owino et al. 2001; Goldspink 2005; Ahtiainen et al. 2001; 
Liu et al. 2008; Hameed et al. 2008; Roschel et al. 2011; Goldspink 2012; Schoenfeld 
2012), mainly determined by the load used, the total time under tension, especially 
of the eccentric phase, and the total volume in terms of reps; 2) the metabolic stress 
(Sjogaard 1985; Febbraio and Pedersen 2005; Hornberger et al. 2006), mainly deter-
mined by the set duration that should be preferable in the anaerobic lactic energy 
system domain (30 to 60 seconds), and, again, the total volume in terms of reps. 
Because taking a set to concentric failure represents the main element of success in 
achieving muscle hypertrophy, several variations of the original bodybuilding method 
have been developed. Most of them pursue same objective: When exhaustion is 
reached, a few more reps must be performed through hard work. The expected result 
is greater muscle growth, or increased hypertrophy. Of all the variations (there are 
more than 20), the following ones are most representative.

• Split routine—Athletes perform two or three exercises per muscle group. Be-
cause they address every muscle of the body, they may be in the gymnasium 
for almost two hours to finish the entire program. Even if athletes have the ener-
gy to do this, the physiological response to such endurance does not favor the 
maximization of hypertrophy. The solution is to divide the total volume of work 
into parts and address one part of the body on each day—thus the term split 
routine. This approach means that even if an athlete trains four times per week, 
any given muscle group is worked only twice per week.

• Forced repetitions—As an athlete performs a set to concentric failure, a partner 
assists by providing sufficient support to enable one or two more reps.

• Rest-pause—An athlete reaches concentric failure in a set, then rests only 10 to 
20 seconds before starting again until concentric failure is reached (usually after 
one to three reps). This approach increases the set’s duration and the hypertro-
phic stimulus.

• Drop sets—An athlete reaches concentric failure in a set, then quickly lowers 
the load by 5 percent to 10 percent (depending on how many more reps the 
trainer expects the athlete to perform, or whether an additional drop set is pro-
grammed), starts again, and continues until concentric failure. This technique 
also increases the set’s duration and the hypertrophic stimulus.

The initial load in the rest-pause and drop-set approaches can be higher than in the 
usual bodybuilding programs because the set’s duration is increased via micropauses 
(in rest-pause) or small deloading (in drop sets). This characteristic makes these two 
techniques particularly useful for athletes’ hypertrophy because it increases the fast-
twitch muscle fibers’ time under tension during a set. Bodybuilding books and mag-
azines often refer to many other methods, some of which are said to work miracles 
for athletes. Coaches and athletes should take care to distinguish the fine line that 
separates fact from fantasy.

Table 12.1 Training Parameters for the Hypertrophy Phase

Duration of  
hypertrophy phase

6–8 weeks

Load 60%–80% of 1RM

no. of exercises 6–9

no. of reps per set 12 down to 6

no. of sets per session  10–12 (split*) or 18–24 (full body)

rest interval 2–5 minutes

Speed of execution Slow eccentric (3 to 5 seconds), possible pause between 
eccentric and concentric (1 to 5 seconds), fast concentric 
(1 second or less—explosive)

Frequency per week 2–4 times
*Exercises for the lower body are trained on separate days from the exercises for the upper body. A usual split 
routine for sports during the hypertrophy phase is as follows: Monday: lowery body; Tuesday: upper body; Wednes-
day: rest; Thursday: lower body; Friday: upper body; Saturday and Sunday: rest.
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especially if the hypertrophy phase is longer than six weeks. The primary reason for this 
advice is that the neuromuscular system adapts to slow execution and therefore does 
not stimulate the recruitment of fast-twitch muscle fibers that is crucial for speed- and 
power-dominant sports.

As compared with bodybuilding, hypertrophy training for sports involves fewer exer-
cises in order to focus mainly on the prime movers rather than on all muscle groups. 
The benefit of this approach is that more sets are performed per exercise (three to six, or 
even as many as eight), thus stimulating better muscle hypertrophy for the prime movers.

Depending on the microcycle, the rest interval between sets can vary from two to five 
minutes. The closer the athlete gets to switching to a maximum strength phase of training, 
the longer the rest interval must be between sets. For instance, in a six- to eight-week 
hypertrophy phase of training, the first three (or four) weeks can be used to stimulate 
maximum hypertrophy gains by using short rest periods (60 to 90 seconds between sets), 
and the last three or four weeks can use longer rest periods.

At the end of a training session, an athlete should stretch the muscles that he or she has 
worked. Because of the many contractions, the muscles shorten. This results in reduced 
muscle range of motion and decreased quickness of contraction, which in turn affects 
the joint positioning and overall body posture, as well as neurally facilitates the agonist 
and neurally inhibits the antagonist, reducing, over time, overall performance ability of 
the affected muscles. In addition, a shortened muscle has a slower rate of regeneration 
because only the normal biological length facilitates active biochemical exchanges. These 
exchanges provide nutrients to the muscles and remove metabolic wastes, thus facilitating 
better recovery between sets and after training sessions.

Figure 12.2 shows a sample eight-week program developed for a heavyweight 
wrestler. The program suggested in each box is repeated three times per week. Figure 
12.3 shows a sample six-week program for a female college volleyball player who has 
a relatively large disproportion between height and weight. Figure 12.4 shows a sample 
six-week program for a power and speed athlete who wants to gain muscle mass. The 
first eight exercises for the lower body are performed on days 1 and 4, and the next 
eight exercises for the upper body are performed on days 2 and 5. Figure 12.5 shows 

VariaTionS oF HyPerTroPHy Training MeTHoDS
The main factors responsible for hypertrophy are not fully understood, but researchers 
increasingly believe that increased muscle size is stimulated mainly by 1) the mechan-
ical stress to the muscle fibers (Owino et al. 2001; Goldspink 2005; Ahtiainen et al. 2001; 
Liu et al. 2008; Hameed et al. 2008; Roschel et al. 2011; Goldspink 2012; Schoenfeld 
2012), mainly determined by the load used, the total time under tension, especially 
of the eccentric phase, and the total volume in terms of reps; 2) the metabolic stress 
(Sjogaard 1985; Febbraio and Pedersen 2005; Hornberger et al. 2006), mainly deter-
mined by the set duration that should be preferable in the anaerobic lactic energy 
system domain (30 to 60 seconds), and, again, the total volume in terms of reps. 
Because taking a set to concentric failure represents the main element of success in 
achieving muscle hypertrophy, several variations of the original bodybuilding method 
have been developed. Most of them pursue same objective: When exhaustion is 
reached, a few more reps must be performed through hard work. The expected result 
is greater muscle growth, or increased hypertrophy. Of all the variations (there are 
more than 20), the following ones are most representative.

• Split routine—Athletes perform two or three exercises per muscle group. Be-
cause they address every muscle of the body, they may be in the gymnasium 
for almost two hours to finish the entire program. Even if athletes have the ener-
gy to do this, the physiological response to such endurance does not favor the 
maximization of hypertrophy. The solution is to divide the total volume of work 
into parts and address one part of the body on each day—thus the term split 
routine. This approach means that even if an athlete trains four times per week, 
any given muscle group is worked only twice per week.

• Forced repetitions—As an athlete performs a set to concentric failure, a partner 
assists by providing sufficient support to enable one or two more reps.

• Rest-pause—An athlete reaches concentric failure in a set, then rests only 10 to 
20 seconds before starting again until concentric failure is reached (usually after 
one to three reps). This approach increases the set’s duration and the hypertro-
phic stimulus.

• Drop sets—An athlete reaches concentric failure in a set, then quickly lowers 
the load by 5 percent to 10 percent (depending on how many more reps the 
trainer expects the athlete to perform, or whether an additional drop set is pro-
grammed), starts again, and continues until concentric failure. This technique 
also increases the set’s duration and the hypertrophic stimulus.

The initial load in the rest-pause and drop-set approaches can be higher than in the 
usual bodybuilding programs because the set’s duration is increased via micropauses 
(in rest-pause) or small deloading (in drop sets). This characteristic makes these two 
techniques particularly useful for athletes’ hypertrophy because it increases the fast-
twitch muscle fibers’ time under tension during a set. Bodybuilding books and mag-
azines often refer to many other methods, some of which are said to work miracles 
for athletes. Coaches and athletes should take care to distinguish the fine line that 
separates fact from fantasy.
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exercise Tempo

Week rest 
interval1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Deadlift 3.1.1 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 3×5 2×5 2-3 min 
(weeks 
1-4)

Bench press 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 3×5 2×5 2-3 min 
(weeks 
1-4)

Squat 3.2.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 3×5 2×5 2-3 min 
(weeks 
1-4)

Pulley row 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 3×5 2×5 2-3 min 
(weeks 
1-4)

Hip thrust 3.0.1 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 3×5 2×5 1-2 min 
(weeks 
1-4)

Floor press 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 3×5 2×5 1-2 min 
(weeks 
1-4)

Good morning 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 3×5 2×5 1-2 min 
(weeks 
1-4)

Farmer’s walk 
(weight on 
one side; time 
in sec)

— 30+30 × 
2 sets

40+40  
× 2 sets

50+50 × 
2 sets

30+30 × 
2 sets

40+40 
×2 sets

50+50 
×2 sets

60+60 
× 2 sets

40+40 
×2 sets

1 min

LoaDing PaTTern

High High

Medium Medium
Low Low Low Low

Figure 12.2 Sample Training Program for a Heavyweight Wrestler in the Hypertrophy Phase

All sets are taken to failure, so the weight might be adjusted downward in the second set in order to fulfill the required 
number of reps per set.

a sample hypertrophy program designed in jump set format to save time. Figure 12.6 
shows a sample split routine (upper/lower) where bodybuilding intensification methods 
are employed to further elicit hypertrophy. When such methods are employed, a lower 
number of sets per session must be planned because they heavily tax both the muscles 
and the CNS. In the following figures, you find the repetitions decreasing from week to 
week. Each decrease of repetitions corresponds to an increase of load so that each set is 
taken to failure. Because of the residual fatigue, the load might be adjusted downward 
in the second and third set to fulfill the required number of reps per set.

Bodybuilding workouts, even those using the split routine, are very exhausting; often, 
in fact, 120 to 180 reps are performed in a single training session. Such high muscle 
loading requires a long recovery. Because of the type of work specific to bodybuilding, 
the ATP-CP and glycogen stores are greatly taxed after a demanding training session. 
Although ATP-CP is restored very quickly, liver glycogen (if tapped) requires 40 to 48 
hours to replenish. Thus, heavy workouts to complete exhaustion should not be performed 
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exercise Tempo

Week

rest interval1 2 3 4 5 6

Half squat 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. (weeks 1-4)

Incline dumbbell 
press

3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. (weeks 1-4)

Dumbbell walking 
lunges

3.0.1 2×20 2×15 2×12 1×12 3×10 3×8 1-2 min. (weeks 1-4)

Mid-pronated lat pull-
down

3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. (weeks 1-4)

Back hyperextension 3.0.X 2×12 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1-2 min. (weeks 1-4)

Dumbbell shoulder 
press

3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1 min.

Standing calf raise 3.0.1 2×12 2×12 3×10 2×10 2×8 2×6 1 min.

Dumbbell triceps 
extensions

3.0.1 2×12 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1 min.

Dumbbel external 
rotator

3.0.2 2×12 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1 min.

Crunch with weight 3.0.1 2×12 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×8 1 min.

LoaDing PaTTern

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low

Figure 12.3 Sample Training Program for a Female College Volleyball Player in the Hypertrophy Phase

All sets are taken to failure, so the weight might be adjusted downward in the second set in order to fulfill the 
required number of reps per set.

more than two times per microcycle for the same muscle groups (for intensity variations, 
refer to the discussion of microcycle planning in chapter 9). 

Some may argue that athletes who use the split routine train a given group of muscles 
on every second day, thus leaving 48 hours between the two training sessions, which 
is sufficient for the restoration of energy fuels. However, though this may be true for 
local muscle stores, it ignores the fact that when muscle glycogen is exhausted, the body 
starts tapping the glycogen stores in the liver. If the liver source is tapped every day, 24 
hours may be insufficient to restore glycogen. This deficit may result in the overtraining 
phenomenon. Moreover, many of the routines and methods used by bodybuilders, such 
as four- or five-day split routines or two workouts per day, do not allow for nervous 
system recovery or the recruitment of the fast-twitch muscle fibers that are integral to 
sport performance.

In addition to exhausting energy stores, constant intense training puts wear and tear on 
the contractile proteins, exceeding their anabolism (the myosin’s protein-building rate). 
Such overloading can cause the muscles involved to no longer increase in size; in other 
words, there may be no gains in hypertrophy.

When this happens, coaches should reassess the application of the overloading prin-
ciple and start using the step-type method, as suggested by the principle of progressive 
increase of load in training. They should also consider inserting an unloading microcycle 
more frequently in order to facilitate regeneration, which is just as important as training. 
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Figure 12.4 Sample Training Program for an Ice Hockey Player in the Hypertrophy Phase

All sets are taken to failure, so the weight might be adjusted downward in the second set in order to fulfill the 
required number of reps per set.

exercise Tempo

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

rest 
interval

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Squat  
(day 1) or 
deadlift (day 4)

3.2.1 2×8 3×8 3×6 2×6 3×5 4×5 2-3 min. 
(weeks 1-4)

Hip thrust 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. 
(weeks 1-4)

Back hyperex-
tensions

3.0.1 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. 
(weeks 1-4)

Leg curls 3.0.X 2×8 3×8 3×6 2×6 3×5 4×5 1-2 min. 
(weeks 1-4)

Standing calf 
raise

3.1.1 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1 min.

Crunches with 
weight

3.0.1 2×12 3×12 3×12 2×10 3×8 3×6 1 min.

exercise Tempo

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

rest 
interval

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Bench press 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2-3 min. 
(weeks 1-4)

Mid-pronated 
lat pull-down

3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 2-3 min. 
(weeks 1-4)

Military press 3.0.X 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. 
(weeks 1-4)

Dumbbell curls 3.0.1 2×8 3×8 3×6 2×6 3×5 4×5 1 min.

French press 3.0.1 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1 min.

Land mine 
(reps, left  
and right)

— 12+12 14+14 16+16 14+14 16+16 18+18 1 min.

Farmer’s 
walk (time in 
seconds, left 
and right)

— 30+30 40+40 50+50 40+40 50+50 60+60 1 min.

LoaDing PaTTern

High High

Medium Medium
Low Low
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Figure 12.5 Sample Loading Pattern for a Six-Week Training Program for a Heavyweight Wrestler in 
the Hypertrophy Phase

All sets are taken to failure, so the weight might be adjusted downward in the second set in order to fulfill the 
required number of reps per set.

Sequence* exercise Tempo
rest 

interval Week 1 Week  2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

A1 Squat 4.1.1 2 min. 3×12 4×10 2×10 3×8 4×6 2×6

A2 Hip thrust 3.0.1 2 min. 3×12 4×10 2×10 3×8 4×6 2×6

B1 Bench 
press

3.1.1 2 min. 3×12 4×10 2×10 3×8 4×6 2×6

B2 Barbell row 3.0.1 2 min. 3×12 4×10 2×10 3×8 4×6 2×6

C1 Semi- 
stiff-leg 
deadlift

4.0.1 1 min. 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

C2 Standing 
calf raise

4.1.1 1 min. 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

D1 Narrow dip 3.0.1 1 min. 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

D2 Dumbbell 
curl

3.0.1 1 min. 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

E Weighted 
crunch

3.0.3 1 min. 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

LoaDing PaTTern

HIgh High

Medium Medium

Low Low

*Jump set format: Do one set of exercise A1, take rest interval, do one set of exercise A2, take rest interval, and 
repeat the sequence. Then pass to next pair (B1 and B2), and continue until finished.

A workout is only as good as an athlete’s ability to recover from it. Athletes can perform 
lower-volume split sessions—working two or three muscle groups for a total of 12 to 18 
sets, tapping less into the liver’s glycogen, and generating less muscle breakdown (catab-
olism)—up to four times per week with at least 72 hours of recovery between trainings 
of the same muscle group. For example, an athlete could devote Monday and Thursday 
to the lower body and Tuesday and Friday to the upper body.

Because improperly used bodybuilding techniques can handicap most athletes, they 
are used sparingly in sport training. Even so, bodybuilding methods may benefit some 
athletes in a certain phase of strength development. For instance, because bodybuilding 
is relatively safe and employs moderately heavy loads, some novice athletes can use its 
methods, provided that they do work just short of exhaustion in each set (i.e., use a low 
buffer of one or two reps). The techniques may also benefit athletes who want to move 
up a weight class in sports such as boxing, wrestling, and the martial arts.
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exercise Tempo

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

rest 
interval

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Days 1 
and 4

Leg press 3.2.1 2×8 2×8+ds 2×6+ds 2×8 3×5 4×5 2-3 min. 
(weeks  
1-4)

Dumbbell 
walking lunges

3.0.X 2×10 2×12+rp 2×14+rp 2×10 3×8 3×6 2 min.

Semi-stiff legs 
deadlift

3.0.1 2×12 3×10 3×8 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. 
(weeks  
1-4)

Leg curls 3.0.X 2×8 2×8+rp 2×6+rp 2×6 3×5 4×5 2 min.

Standing calf 
raise

3.1.1 2×8 2×+ds 2×6+ds 2×10 3×8 3×6 2 min.

Crunches with 
weight

3.0.1 2×12 3×12 3×10 2×10 3×8 3×6 1 min.

exercise Tempo

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

rest 
interval

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Days 2 
and 5

Bench press 3.0.X 2×8 2×+ds 2×6+ds 2×6 3×5 4×5 2-3 min. 
(weeks  
1-4)

Pulley rows 3.0.X 2×8 2×8+ds 2×+ds 2×6 3×5 4×5 2-3 min. 
(weeks  
1-4)

Dumbbell 
shoulder press

3.0.X 2×12 3×10+ds 3×8+ds 2×10 3×8 3×6 1-2 min. 
(weeks  
1-4)

Dumbbell curls 3.0.1 2×8 2×8+rp 2×6+rp 2×6 3×5 4×5 1 min.

Cable  
push-downs

3.0.1 2×12 3×10+ds 3×8+ds 2×10 3×8 3×6 1 min.

Plank (sec.) — 40 50 60 40 60 70 —

LoaDing PaTTern

High HIgh

Medium Medium

Low Low

Key: ds = drop sets; rp = rest pause.

Figure 12.6 Sample Split Routine Using Bodybuilding Intensification Methods to Elicit Hypertrophy

All sets are taken to failure, so the weight might be adjusted downward in the second set in order to fulfill the 
required number of reps per set.
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Phase 3:  
Maximum Strength

Nearly every sport requires strength, but what each sport really calls for is sport-specific 
strength. In creating sport-specific strength, an important role (if not the determinant 
one) is played by maximum strength. The specific role played by maximum strength 
varies between sports, and this role determines the length of the maximum strength train- 
ing phase for a given sport. The more important the role is—for example, it is quite 
important for throwers in track and field and for American football linemen—the longer 
the maximum strength phase is. Similarly, the phase is shorter for sports (e.g., golf, table 
tennis) in which maximum strength contributes less to final performance. For these rea-
sons, the coach must know the physiology behind the increase of maximum strength as 
well as the methods to apply during each training phase to maximize the final outcome: 
the highest possible level of specific strength.

Physiology of Strength Training
Until a few years ago, we believed that strength was determined mainly by the muscles’ 
cross-sectional area (CSA). For this reason, weight training was used to increase “engine 
size”—in other words, to produce muscular hypertrophy. Now, we see it differently. CSA 
remains the single best predicting factor of an individual’s strength, but the main factors 
responsible for strength increase (especially in nonbeginner athletes) are in fact the 
neural adaptations to strength training, such as improvements in inter- and intramuscular 
coordination and disinhibition of inhibitory mechanisms (refer back to chapters 2 and 7 
for further explanation on the neural adaptations to strength training).

In a nutshell, an athlete’s ability to generate high forces depends to a great extent on 
the following factors:

• Intermuscular coordination—ability to synchronize all muscles of a kinetic chain 
involved in an action
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• Intramuscular coordination—capacity to voluntarily recruit as many motor units as 
possible and send nerve impulses at high frequency

• Hypertrophy—the diameter or cross-sectional area of the muscle involved

Improving intermuscular coordination—that is, muscle groups’ coordination—depends 
strictly on learning (technique), which requires many reps of the same exercise using a 
moderate load (40 percent to 80 percent of 1-repetition maximum [or 1RM]) and performed 
explosively with perfect technique (MxS-I). Intramuscular coordination—the capacity to 
recruit fast-twitch fibers—depends on training content, in which high loads (80 percent 
to 90 percent of 1RM) are moved explosively (MxS-II). Both of these types of strength 
training, MxS-I and MxS-II, activate the powerful fast-twitch motor units.

Overall muscle mass depends on the duration of the hypertrophy phase, but an athlete 
does not necessarily have to develop large muscles and high body weight to become 
significantly stronger. Throughout maximum strength and power training, athletes learn 
to better coordinate the relevant muscle groups and use loads that result in higher recruit-
ment of fast-twitch muscle fiber (loads greater than 80 percent of 1RM). As a result, by 
using the methods outlined in this chapter for the maximum strength phase, athletes can 
improve their maximum strength with some gains in functional muscle mass.

Of the three types of muscle contraction, eccentric contractions create the highest 
tension (up to 140 percent of concentric 1RM strength). The second-highest tension is 
created by isometric contractions (up to 120 percent of concentric 1RM strength). Still, 
concentric strength must be developed at the highest levels because most sport actions 
are concentric. Indeed, the direct application of other forms of contraction—isometric 
and especially eccentric—directly benefits athletic performance by supporting further 
improvements in concentric force.

Exercises used to develop maximum strength should never be performed under con-
ditions of exhaustion, as they are in bodybuilding, except when the goal is to achieve 
absolute strength gains (strength plus hypertrophy). Because maximum strength training 
engages maximum activation of the central nervous system—including factors such as 
concentration and motivation—it improves intermuscular and intramuscular coordination. 
High CNS adaptation (e.g., improvement of neuromuscular coordination) also results in 
adequate inhibition of the antagonist muscles. This result means that when maximum 
force is applied, these muscles are coordinated in such a way that the antagonists do not 
contract to oppose the movement.

The CNS normally prevents the activation of all the motor units available for contrac-
tion. Eliminating this inhibition is one of the main objectives of MxS-II training—that is, 
intramuscular coordination training with loads above 80 percent of 1RM. This reduction 
in CNS inhibition is accompanied by an increase in strength that results in the greatest 
improvement in specific performance potential.

Training Methods for the Maximum Strength Phase
Throughout the maximum strength (MxS) phase a number of training methods can be 
used. The most commonly employed methods entail the use of moderately heavy (MxS-I) 
and heavy (MxS-II) loads, applied in this sequence. In certain circumstances, the eccentric 
method, the isometric method or the Maxex method can supplement the former, basic 
methods. In the following sections, you will find a discussion about what these methods 
are and how to implement them within a periodized training plan.

Please note that all of these methods are percentage-based, meaning that the load indi-
cated is a percentage of the 1RM. For this reason, before the beginning of the maximum 
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strength phase (be it at the end of the anatomical adaptation phase or the hypertrophy 
phase when present) and at the end of each macrocycle that constitutes it, the 1RM for 
the main exercises must be tested. The 1RM test serves the double purpose of assessing 
the maximum strength improvement of the athlete and as a base for the calculation of 
the training loads for the following macrocycle (refer to chapter 8 for further instructions 
on how to test the 1RM).

Submaximum (MxS-I) and Maximum (MxS-II) Loads 
Methods
In periodization of strength for sports, the submaximum and maximum load methods are 
probably the most effective ways to develop maximum strength. Improving maximum 
strength is paramount for most sports for the following reasons:

• The increases in voluntary motor unit activation results in high recruitment of fast-
twitch muscle fibers that transfers to any sport activity.

• Maximum strength is the determinant factor in increasing power. As such, it enables 
the athlete to reach a high neural output for sports in which speed and power are 
dominant.

• Maximum strength is also a critical element in improving muscular endurance, espe-
cially of short and medium duration.

• Maximum strength is important for sports in which relative strength is crucial, such 
as martial arts, boxing, wrestling, sprinting, and jump events in track and field, and 
most team sports. Relative strength is the proportion between maximum strength 
and body weight, meaning that the higher the relative strength is, the better the 
performance will be.

Submaximum and maximum load methods positively influence athletes in speed- and 
power-dominant sports by increasing the muscle size and recruitment of more fast-
twitch fibers. Although large increases in muscle size are possible for athletes who are 
just starting to use these methods, they are less likely in athletes with longer training 
backgrounds, though they too will steadily put on small amounts of functional muscle 
mass as their training loads increase over time. The greatest gains in maximum strength, 
however, result from better muscle group coordination and increased recruitment of fast-
twitch motor units.

The loads used for maximum strength development—70 percent to 90 percent of 1RM 
for only one to five reps—result in sets of short duration and, combined with complete 
rest intervals, allow complete restoration of ATP. As a result, the ATP deficiency and the 
depletion of structural protein are too low to strongly activate the protein metabolism 
that stimulates hypertrophy. Consequently, when used with sufficient rest intervals, such 
loads result in an increase in maximum strength but not so much in hypertrophy unless 
total volume (i.e., high total time under tension) is high enough.

The submaximum and maximum load methods also increase testosterone level, which 
further explains   improved maximum strength. The level of testosterone in the blood 
appears to depend on the frequency (per day and per week) of sessions using the 
maximum load method. Testosterone increases when the number of these sessions per 
week is low, and it decreases when maximum load training is performed twice a day. A 
correct training frequency with maximum loads can lead to higher testosterone levels, 
while a too-high frequency may lead to depressed levels of testosterone. Such findings 
substantiate and further justify the suggestions made earlier (chapters 8 and 9) regarding 
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the frequency of high-intensity training sessions per microcycle as well as the reduced 
duration of high-intensity macrocycles (2+1 weeks).

The maximum load method II can be used only after a minimum of one year (two 
years for junior athletes) of general strength training (using anatomical adaptation and 
the submaximum load method). Strength gains can be expected even during long-term 
use of the submaximum method, mainly because of the motor learning that occurs as 
athletes learn to better use and coordinate the muscles involved in training—that is, as 
they develop better intermuscular coordination.

However, highly trained athletes with four to five years of maximum strength training 
are so well adapted to such training that further increases in maximum strength may be 
difficult to achieve. Therefore, if further maximum strength development is necessary, 
alternate methods enable continued improvement. Options include the following:

• If an athlete has used periodization of training for three to four years and cannot 
see a further positive transfer of strength to his or her specific performance, he 
or she can alternate various stimulations of the neuromuscular system. Following 
anatomical adaptation and the first phase of maximum strength training, the athlete 
should alternate three weeks of maximum strength training with three weeks of 
power training. Power training, with its explosiveness and fast application of force, 
stimulates the CNS.

• For power sports, another option can be used for stimulation: Alternate three weeks 
of hypertrophy training with three weeks of maximum strength training. The addi-
tional hypertrophy phases result in slight enlargement in muscle size or an increase 
in lean muscle mass. This additional gain in hypertrophy provides a new biological 
base for further improvement of maximum strength.

• Increase the ratio between eccentric and concentric types of contraction, as explained 
later in this chapter. The additional eccentric training produces higher stimulation 
for maximum strength improvement because eccentric contraction creates higher 
tension in the muscle.

Important elements of success for training with the maximum load method include 
load, buffer, rest interval, exercise order, the speed performing the contraction, and the 
loading pattern. These factors are discussed in the following sections.

Load Maximum strength is developed only by creating the highest possible tension 
in the muscle. Although lower loads engage slow-twitch muscle fibers, loads of greater 
than 70 percent of 1RM, moved explosively, are necessary if most muscle fibers, espe-
cially fast-twitch fibers, are to be recruited in contraction. In fact, in terms of recruitment, 
loads of 80 percent or higher are even better. Using high loads with few reps results 
in significant CNS adaptation: better coordination of the muscles involved in a kinetic 
chain, and increased capacity to recruit fast-twitch fibers.

These changes are the reasons that maximum strength and explosive power training 
are also called nervous system training (Schmidtbleicher 1984). If, as Goldberg and col-
leagues (1975) suggested, the stimulus for protein synthesis is the tension developed in 
the myofilaments, it is further proof that maximum strength training should be carried 
out mianly with high loads (70 percent or higher).

To produce the most maximum strength improvement that transfer to the sport- 
specific activity, the prime movers must do the greatest amount of work. Coaches should 
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plan training sessions with the highest number of sets per prime mover that the athlete 
can tolerate (3 to 8). Because this approach is possible only with a low number of fun-
damental exercises that work the prime movers (no more than 5), coaches should resist 
the temptation to use higher numbers of exercises.

In addition, exercises can be differentiated as either fundamental or accessory. Fun-
damental exercises lie at the core of the strength program, and their loading parameters 
are those of the maximum strength phase. Accessory exercises are isolation exercises 
aimed at addressing individual weaknesses or supporting the strength increase in a fun-
damental exercise—for example, using an adductor machine for an athlete deficient in 
adductor strength or the French press to increase an athlete’s bench-press strength. Given 
the nature of accessory exercises, their loads are lower, and their rep counts higher, than 
those of the fundamental exercises.

Table 13.1 and table 13.2 provide the training parameters for the submaximum load 
method (MxS-I) and maximum load method (MxS-II).

Table 13.1 Training Parameters for the Submaximum Load Method (MxS-I)

Load 70%–80% (up to 100% for 1RM testing every 3 or 4 weeks)

No. of exercises 2–5 fundamental
1 or 2 accessory

No. of reps per set 2–6 fundamental
8–12 fundamental accessory

No. of sets per exercise 3–8 fundamental*
1–3 accessory

Rest interval 2–3 minutes fundamental
1–2 minutes accessory

Total sets per session 16–24

Frequency per week 2–4
*Lower figure for the higher number of fundamental exercises; higher figure for the lower number of fundamental 
exercises.

Table 13.2 Training Parameters for the Maximum Load Method (MxS-II)

Load 80%–90% of 1RM (up to 100% for 1RM testing every 3 or 4 
weeks)

No. of exercises 2–5 fundamental
1 or 2 accessory

No. of reps per set 1–3 fundamental
8–10 accessory

No. of sets per exercise 3–8 fundamental
1–3 accessory

Rest interval 3–5 minutes fundamental
1 to 2 minutes accessory

Total sets per session 16–24

Frequency per week 2–4
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When using a high load, the number of reps per set is kept low (1 to 5), and the 
suggested total number of reps per exercise for a training session is between 6 and 25. 
The number of reps per exercise varies depending on the athlete’s classification, training 
background, and training phase. To stimulate the necessary physiological and morpho-
logical CNS changes, a higher number of sets should always take precedence over a 
higher number of reps. See table 13.3 for the number of reps per exercise proposed per 
training session.

The number of fundamental exercises dictates whether to use the lower or higher 
number of total reps (see table 13.3). Athletes performing five fundamental exercises 
should use the lower number, whereas those performing two fundamental exercises should 
use the higher number. If the number of total reps is much lower than recommended, 
maximum strength benefits decline seriously. These suggestions should reinforce the 
wisdom of selecting a low number of exercises—the fewer the exercises, the more sets 
and reps the athlete can perform, and the greater the maximum strength improvement 
will be for the prime movers.

Table 13.3 Proposed Number of Reps per Exercise per Training Session  
in the Maximum Strength Phase (MxS)

Percent of 1RM Reps per set
Suggested range of reps 

and sets per session
Range of total reps  

per session
70–75 3–5 4×3 to 5×5 12–25

75–80 2–4 4×2 to 5×4 8–20

80–85 2–3 4×2 to 5×3 8–15

85–90 1 or 2 6×1 to 5×2 6–10

90–95 1 3×1 to 6×1 3–6

Buffer Field experience tells us that taking sets to failure in maximum strength train-
ing soon creates a strength plateau. For this reason, we strongly suggest never taking a 
strength set to failure unless the goal is absolute strength (strength and hypertrophy). 
We can control how close a strength set comes to failure by using a purposeful buffer—
the difference between the number of reps performed in a set and the number of reps 
that the athlete could perform to failure at that intensity.

For example, if we are doing sets of three reps with a load of 85 percent of 1RM, we 
are using a buffer of two reps or 5 percentage points. This buffer is calculated as follows: 
Using a load that is 85 percent of 1RM normally allows five reps to failure (5RM); therefore, 
performing only three reps gives a buffer of two reps. To calculate buffer more precisely, 
we can consider what intensity would make a set go to failure at a certain number of 
reps. In our case, a 3RM load is usually 90 percent of a 1RM load; therefore, by doing 
sets of three reps at 85 percent, we have a buffer of 5 percentage points.

Figure 13.1 shows sample progressions over the course of a six-week maximum strength 
phase (two 2+1 macrocycles) using a constant buffer (despite the load going up, the sets 
will be felt by the athlete more or less at the same level of effort) or a progressively lower 
buffer (the effort felt by the athlete will increase as the load increases). Figure 13.2 shows 
a sample nine-week progression, passing from the submaximum load method (the first 
two 2+1 macrocycles) to the maximum load method (the last 2+1 macrocycle). Notation 
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Figure 13.1 Sample Progressions Over a Six-Week Maximum Strength Phase Using Either a Constant 
Buffer or a Progressively Lower Buffer for Relative or Absolute Strength

CoNSTaNT BuFFER
(5%)

PRogRESSIvE BuFFER
(10% dowN To 5%)

Relative 
strength

week 
1

week 
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week 
3

week 
4

week 
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week 
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week 
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week 
4

week 
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6

80 3
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week 
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 5
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   4
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 3
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   5
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80 2
 2
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Figure 13.2 Sample Nine-Week Progression Passing From the Submaximum Load Method to the 
Maximum Load Method

of load, number of reps, and number of sets is expressed as follows: The numerator 
(e.g., 80) refers to the load as a percentage of 1RM, the denomiter (e.g., 5) represents the 
number of reps, and the multiplier (e.g., 3) indicates the number of sets.

During each of the low steps, a 1RM testing session is planned for the latter part of 
the week, when the athlete has better recovered from the strain of the preceding high 
step. For the low step, the load is always decreased (by 5 percent to 10 percent), and the 
number of total reps per exercise is reduced (50 percent).

Rest Interval The rest interval between sets is a function of the athlete’s fitness level 
and should be calculated to ensure adequate recovery of his or her neuromuscular sys-
tem. For the submaximum load method, a rest of two to three minutes between sets is 
sufficient both for CNS and ATP-CP recovery. For the maximum load method, a three- to 
five-minute rest interval is necessary because maximum loads heavily tax the CNS, which 
therefore takes longer to recover. If the rest interval is much shorter, CNS participation 
could plummet in terms of maximum concentration, motivation, and the power of nerve 
impulses sent to the contracting muscles (Robinson et al. 1995; Pincivero, Lephart, and 
Karunakara 1997; Pincivero and Campy 2004; de Salles et al. 2010). Insufficient rest may 
also jeopardize complete restoration of the required fuel for contraction (ATP-CP).
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Exercise order Ordering exercises to ensure better alternation of muscle groups facil-
itates local muscle recovery between sets. Four approaches have been developed for se-
quencing exercises in order to maximize muscle group involvement. Some people prefer 
to perform one set of each exercise from the top to the bottom of the exercise list and 
then repeat until all the prescribed sets are performed (vertical sequences—also known 
as a strength circuit). Others choose to perform all sets for the first exercise before mov-
ing on to the next exercise (horizontal sequence).

Still others prefer using the jump set, which is a mix between the vertical and horizontal 
approaches. In this sequence, the athlete alternates one set each of a pair of antagonist 
muscle exercises until the planned number of sets per exercise has been reached, then 
proceeds to another couple of antagonist muscles. For example:

• A1: squat

• A2: Stiff-leg deadlift

• B1: Bench press

• B2: Barbell row

Finally, some use the mini-circuit approach, which is especially suitable for team sports 
in which the strength session must be efficiently organized due to the high number of 
athletes training simultaneously. In this approach, the exercises are divided into groups—
such as upper body, lower body, core, and plyometrics—and performed in a circuit fashion 
by rotating groups of athletes, who pass from one set of stations to the next.

Compared to all the other methods, the vertical approach provides better recovery 
between sets, less local and central fatigue, and less hypertrophic response. The vertical 
approach is particularly suited for macrocycles using the maximum load method (high 
load and low buffer), in which athletes train in the gym of their club or college (not in a 
commercial gym, where a customer could occupy a station or load or deload the athlete’s 
barbell). The horizontal approach, on the other hand, is well suited to the submaximum 
load method (moderate to high loads with high buffer).

Speed of Contraction Speed of contraction plays an important role in submaximum 
and maximum load training. Athletic movements are often performed fast and explo-
sively, and for this reason athletes should perform explosive concentric actions almost 
all year long when performing strength training (the anatomical adaptation phase could 
be an exception). To maximize speed, the entire neuromuscular system must adapt to 
quickly recruiting fast-twitch fibers—a key factor in all sports dominated by speed and 
power. Therefore, even with the maximum loads typical of the maximum load method, 
the athlete’s force application against resistance must be exerted as quickly as possible, 
even explosively.

To achieve explosive force, the athlete must maximize concentration and motivation 
before each set. The athlete must concentrate on activating the muscles quickly. Only a 
high speed of contraction performed against a submaximum or maximum load will quickly 
recruit fast-twitch fibers, resulting in the highest increase in maximum strength and power 
(Gonzalez-Badillo et al. 2014). For maximum training benefits, athletes must mobilize all 
strength potentials in the shortest time possible and from the early part of the lift.
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Loading Pattern Considering the high demand placed on the neuromuscular system, 
most athletes should perform submaximum and maximum load training no more than 
two or three times per week. Only elite athletes, particularly shot-putters and American 
football linemen, should do this training four times a week. During the competitive 
phase, the frequency can be reduced to one or two maximum load sessions per week, 
often performed in combination with other strength components, such as power.

Figure 13.3 shows the maximum strength phase of a strength training program for 
Olympic-class sprinters. To better exemplify the step method for load increment, the step 
loading pattern is illustrated graphically at the bottom of the chart. This nine-week pro-
gram is repeated twice a year because sprinters usually follow a bi-cycle annual plan. A 
testing session is planned in each of the low steps and is performed in the latter part of 
the week when the athlete has better recovered from the strain of a high step. For the 
low step, the load is always decreased (by 10 percent to 20 percent), and the number of 
sets is reduced (by 30 percent to 50 percent). The goal of the test, of course, is to deter-
mine the new 100 percent (1RM) so that it can be used to calculate the load for the fol-
lowing three-week cycle. The discrepancy in the number of sets results from the fact that 
fundamental exercises are given high priority, whereas accessory exercises are given 
lower priority. In this way, most of the athlete’s energy and attention are focused on the 
high-priority exercises.

Exercise Tempo

Rest 
interval 
(min.)

wEEk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Half squat 3.0.X 3 75 4
 3

80 3
 3

70 4
 1

82.5 3
   3

85 3
 3

70 4
 1

87.5 3
   2

90 3
 2

70 4
 1

2. Bench  
 press

3.0.X 3 75 4
 3

80 3
 3

70 4
 1

82.5 3
   3

85 3
 3

70 4
 1

87.5 3
   2

90 3
 2

70 4
 1

3. Hip thrust 3.0.X 3 75 4
 3

80 3
 3

70 4
 1

82.5 3
   3

85 3
 3

70 4
 1

87.5 3
   2

90 3
 2

70 4
 1

4. Chin-up 3.0.X 2 3×10 3×10 1×10 3×8 3×8 1×8 3×6 3×6 1×6

5. Back  
 hyperex- 
 tension

3.0.X 2 3×8 3×8 1×8 3×6 3×6 1×6 3×5 3×5 1×5

6. Military  
 press

3.0.X 2 3×10 3×10 1×10 3×8 3×8 1×8 3×6 3×6 1×6

7. Standing  
 calf raise

3.0.X 2 3×10 3×10 1×10 3×8 3×8 1×8 3×6 3×6 1×6

8. Crunch 3.0.3 1 3×10 3×10 1×10 3×8 3×8 1×8 3×6 3×6 1×6

LoadINg PaTTERN

High High High

Medium Medium Medium

Low Low Low

Figure 13.3 Sample Maximum Strength Phase of an Olympic-Class Sprinter
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Figure 13.4 shows a sample six-week maximum strength program for a college-level 
women’s volleyball team. In the program, force was applied aggressively without jerking 
or snapping. During the rest interval, the limbs used were shaken to relax the muscles. 
Dumbbells were used for deadlifts. The program was repeated three times a week.

Exercise

wEEk

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Half squat 70 3
 5

75 3
 4

80 3
 3

75 2
 2

85 3
 3

90 3
 2

2. Lat pull-down 70 3
 5

75 3
 4

80 3
 3

75 2
 2

85 3
 3

90 3
 2

3. Romanian deadlift 70 3
 5

75 3
 4

80 3
 3

75 2
 2

85 3
 3

90 3
 2

4. Incline dumbbell press 70 3
 5

75 3
 4

80 3
 3

75 2
 2

85 3
 3

90 3
 2

5. Calf raise 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

6. Dumbbell French press 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

7. External rotator (sagittal) 2×15 2×12 1×12 2×10 2×8 1×8

8. Crunch with weight 2×12 2×10 1×10 2×8 2×6 1×6

LoadINg PaTTERN

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low

Figure 13.4 Sample Six-Week Maximum Strength Phase for a College-Level Women’s Volleyball Team

Isometric Method
The isometric training method was known and used for some time before Hettinger and 
Müler (1953) and again Hettinger (1966) scientifically justified the merits of static con-
tractions in the development of maximum strength. This method’s popularity peaked in 
the 1960s, then faded. Although static contraction has little functional effect overall, it is 
still useful for the development of maximum strength and can be used in strength train-
ing by fighters in grappling, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, mixed martial arts, sailboat racing, wind-
surfing, or any other sport where the activity requires repeated or prolonged isometric 
contractions. Static conditions can be realized through two techniques: (1) attempting to 
lift a weight heavier than one’s potential and (2) applying force (by pushing or pulling) 
against an immobile object.

An isometric contraction produces high tension in the muscle, which makes this 
method most useful during the maximum strength phase, although it can be used for 
specific muscular endurance, too, if required. However, even if, as some enthusiasts claim, 
isometric training can increase maximum strength by 10 to 15 percent more than other 
methods, it has clear limitations in the development of power. in fact, maximum strength 
gains obtained through the isometric method cannot be applied readily to dynamic con-
tractions because they do not shift the force–time curve to the left, a disadvantage that 
must not be ignored.
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As isometric force is applied against a given resistance, the tension in the muscle 
builds progressively, reaching maximum in about two or three seconds and, toward the 
end, decreasing in a much shorter time (one or two seconds). Because training benefits 
are angle specific, each interested muscle group must be trained at sport-specific angles. 
For instance, if the range of motion of a joint is 180 degrees, and the isometric actions 
usually encountered during the sport-specific activity are at 180 and 45 degrees, then 
those are the angles at which the isometric contractions must be performed in training, 
either in isolation or interspersed in the eccentric–concentric motion of an exercise (this 
approach is referred to as functional isometrics).

The isometric method can also be used to rehabilitate injured muscles. Because no 
joint motion occurs, “the athlete may continue training even with a joint or bone injury” 
(Hartmann and Tünnemann 1988). This approach can certainly reduce the risk of mus-
cular atrophy.

As stated previously, strength development is angle specific. In fact, to be more precise, 
strength increases in a range of 15 degrees—7.5 degrees above and below the angle at 
which the isometric contraction is performed. Athletes with heart, blood pressure, or cir-
culation problems are strongly discouraged from engaging in isometric training, as blood 
flow is temporarily stopped in the isometrically contracted muscle, which increases blood 
pressure and might have severe consequences for people with such health conditions.

Achieving maximum transferable gains with isometric training requires the athlete 
to perform exercises that are as similar as possible to the sport-specific angle of force 
application. The isometric method should be used primarily by advanced athletes in com-
bination with other maximum strength methods. See table 13.4 for training parameters.

Table 13.4 Training Parameters for the Isometric Method

Load 80–100 percent of 1RM or against an 
immobile resistance

No. of exercises 2–4

No. of sets per session 6–8

duration of contraction  
per set

6–8 seconds for maximum strength, longer  
for specific muscle endurance

Total duration of isometric contractions  
per session

30–50 seconds for maximum strength, 
longer for specific muscle endurance

Rest interval 60–90 seconds

Frequency per week 2 or 3

Isometric contraction can be performed with all limbs using angles ranging from com-
pletely open to fully bent. The following issues should be considered.

• Isometric training is most effective when contraction is near maximum (80 percent 
to 100 percent).

• For maximum strength at sport-specific angles, a single contraction can range from 
6 to 8 seconds, for a total of 30 to 50 seconds per muscle per training session.

• The training load is intensified by increasing either the load or the number of sets—
not the duration of contraction.
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• During the 60- to 90-second rest interval, relaxation and breathing exercises are 
recommended. Performance of breathing exercises is a compensatory necessity 
because static contraction is performed in a state of apnea (holding the breath). In 
addition, this training increases intrathoracic pressure, which restricts circulation 
and thus oxygen supply.

• For a more effective program, static contractions should be alternated with isotonic 
contractions, especially in sports that require speed and power.

• A more effective variant of the isometric method is the functional isometric con-
traction, which involves free weights. This variant combines isometric with isotonic 
exercises. The athlete executes the lift to a certain angle, then holds for 3 to 6 seconds. 
While working through the entire range of motion, the athlete may stop two to four 
times at sport-specific angles and for sport-specific durations, thus combining the 
isotonic and isometric methods. This variant provides better physiological benefit 
(hence the term functional), especially for sports that have repeated isometric actions.

Eccentric Method
Any strength exercise performed with free weights, or most isokinetic equipment, employs 
both concentric and eccentric actions. During the concentric phase, force is produced 
while the muscle shortens; during the eccentric phase, force is produced as the muscle 
lengthens.

Practice has demonstrated that the eccentric phase always seems to be easier than 
the concentric phase. For example, when performing a bench press, the return of the 
barbell to the chest (the eccentric part of the lift) always seems easier than the lift itself. 
Thus, one could logically conclude that because an athlete can work with heavier loads 
during the eccentric action, strength is certainly improved to higher levels by using the 
eccentric method alone. Researchers have indeed concluded that eccentric training cre-
ates higher tension in the muscles than isometric or isotonic contractions do. In turn, 
because higher muscle tension normally means higher strength development (Goldberg 
et al. 1975), eccentric training could logically be considered a superior training method.

Other researchers have found that gains in maximum strength appear to result mostly 
from changes in neural activation rather than from hypertrophic response (Dudley and 
Fleck 1987). This finding means that maximum strength improvements do not result 
mainly from gains in muscle mass, but rather from specific neural adaptations, such as an 
increase in fast-twitch muscle fiber recruitment (intramuscular coordination), increased 
strength with little or no hypertrophy, and modifications in the neural commands used 
to control the movement (intermuscular coordination), resulting in increased strength 
with little or no hypertrophy.

The CNS commands the eccentric contraction differently than the concentric one. This 
process occurs mostly as grading, or ranking, the amount of muscle activation necessary 
to complete a task (Enoka 1996). Specifically, the amount of muscle activation and the 
number of fibers involved are proportional to the training load. The neural command for 
eccentric contraction is unique in that it decides (1) which motor units should be activated, 
(2) how much they need to be activated, (3) when they should be activated, and (4) how 
the activity should be distributed within a group of muscles (Abbruzzese et al. 1994).

Because muscles resist fatigue during eccentric action, such activity can be maintained 
longer than concentric (Tesch et al. 1978), possibly because of the altered recruitment 
order of motor units. In addition, the load in eccentric training can be much higher than 
the load in the maximum concentric contraction (up to 140 percent of the concentric 1RM). 
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When using supermaximum loads (for very advanced athletes, and only for one or two 
exercises, for a limited amount of time), one or two spotters (depending on the exercise 
and the athlete’s strength level) are needed to help the athlete lift the barbell for the 
concentric phase because the load for eccentric training is higher than 1RM. The spot-
ters should also ensure that as the bar is lowered, the athlete does not let it drop, which 
can cause injury. The need for careful assistance as the bar is slowly lowered makes it 
impossible to perform the exercise quickly. Another option for supermaximum training 
comes from unilateral exercises. in fact, when working one limb at a time, such as on 
a leg extension or leg curl machine, the other limb can help in the concentric phase, 
whereas the trained limb does the eccentric phase by itself (this is also referred to as 
the 2/1 method).

During the first few days of eccentric training, athletes may experience muscle sore-
ness. This is to be expected because higher tension provokes more muscle damage. As 
athletes adapt, the muscle soreness disappears (in 5 to 7 days). Short-term discomfort 
can be avoided by increasing the load in steps.

As expected, the eccentric method shifts the force–time curve to the left. Heavy loads 
that generate high tension in the muscles improve strength because they result in high 
recruitment of the powerful fast-twitch motor units. The eccentric method is particularly 
useful for strengthening muscle groups whose peak of activation is encountered during 
an eccentric phase, such as the biceps femoris in the sprinting cycle.

The supramaximum eccentric training method should be used only by athletes with 
at least five years of strength training because it employs the heaviest loads (110 percent 
to 140 percent of 1RM). The eccentric method should always be limited to one or two 
muscle groups and should be combined with other methods, especially the maximum 
load method. Eccentric contractions should not be used excessively. Every time an athlete 
uses maximum or supramaximum loads, maximal mental concentration is required, which 
can be psychologically wearing. Therefore, athletes should use the eccentric method care-
fully—no more than twice a week—in combination with maximum strength training. In 
addition, the use of active recovery techniques eliminates discomfort, reduces soreness, 
and encourages faster regeneration (for additional information, see chapter 4).

Training parameters for the eccentric method are presented in table 13.5. The range of 
the load is presented as the percentage of maximum strength capacity for the concentric 
contraction and suggests a resistance between 110 and 140 percent. Athletes at all levels 
should be progressed from lower loads up to the highest load allowed by their capabilities. 
Because the load is supramaximum, the speed of execution is slow. Such loads should 
be used only after at least four seasons of maximum strength training.

Table 13.5 Training Parameters for the Eccentric Method

Load 110%–140% of 1RM

No. of exercises per session 1 to 2 

No. of reps per set 1–5

No. of sets per exercise 2–4

Rest  
interval

2–8 minutes, depending on the size of the 
muscle group

Speed  
of execution

Slow (3 to 6 seconds, depending on the 
range of motion of the exercise)

Frequency per week 1 to 2
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The rest interval is also an important element in the athlete’s capacity to perform highly 
demanding work. If an athlete does not recover well enough between sets to complete 
the next set at the same level—insufficient recovery is indicated by inability to perform 
the eccentric phase in the time allowed—the rest interval must be increased accordingly. 
Other important factors include the athlete’s motivation and concentration capacity. 
Because eccentric actions involve such heavy loads, athletes must be highly motivated 
and able to concentrate in order to perform them effectively.

The eccentric method should never be performed in isolation from the other maximum 
strength methods. Even during the maximum strength phase, the eccentric method is 
used with the maximum load method; therefore, only one eccentric training session per 
muscle group is suggested per week.

Figure 13.5 shows the last three weeks of a nine-week program developed for an 
international-class shot-putter. A three-week conversion-to-power phase followed, then 
two weeks of unloading prior to an important competition.

Exercise

wEEk

7 8 9

1. Squat (eccentric) 110 3
  5

120 3
  4

130 3
  3

2. Incline bench press (eccentric) 110 3
  5

120 3
  4

130 3
  3

3. Back hyperextension 80 3
 3

85 3
 2

90 3
 1

4. Calf raise 80 3
 5

85 3
 3

90 3
 3

5. Jump squat 70 3
 5

70 3
 5

70 3
 5

Figure 13.5 Last Three Weeks of a Nine-Week Program for an International-Class Shot-Putter

Maxex Training
Maximum tension exercises can be combined with exercises requiring explosiveness. This 
method, which combines maximum strength exercises with high loads with exercises for 
explosiveness, is called maxex training.

Motor unit force is determined by the rate at which the CNS sends firing signals, called 
action potentials, from the motor neuron to the muscle fibers. A higher rate means a 
greater magnitude of motor unit force. As the frequency of the action potentials increases, 
tetanus changes from an irregular force profile to a “fused tetanus,” or plateau profile 
(Enoka 2002). The peak force of a fused tetanus represents the maximum force that a 
motor unit can exert.

The goal of maximum strength exercises with very high loads performed before explo-
sive exercises, then, is to create a period in which the motor units of the prime movers 
are maximally activated to produce the greatest possible force. This is really the only 
way to physiologically produce maximum force output. To this end, the maxex training 
discussed here, at its best, can be used to combine maximum force with exercises for 
explosiveness. More specifically, it can elicit a high level of motor unit recruitment and 
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force production before the athlete performs a high-discharge-rate power exercise such 
as plyometrics. Maximum strength methods can be combined with plyometrics for all 
team sports; for sprinting, jumping, and throwing events in track and field; for the martial 
arts, boxing, and wrestling; for alpine skiing and ski jumping; for fencing; for diving; for 
figure skating; and for sprint events in swimming.

The variations of training proposed here need not be performed year-round. They can 
be planned at the end of the preparatory phase or, in the case of a long maximum strength 
phase, during the last macrocycle, as well as during the maintenance phase. A maximum 
strength phase is still necessary before any power training because power is a function 
of maximum strength. The incorporation of power training during the maximum strength 
phase enhances speed and explosiveness to ready athletes for the competitive phase.

However, combining maximum strength with power must be done carefully and con-
servatively. Although many combinations are possible, training must be simple so that 
athletes can focus on the main task of the workout or training phase. The more variations 
coaches use, the more they may confuse their athletes and disrupt the way their athletes’ 
bodies adapt.

The concept of maxex training relies on science—specifically, manipulating two phys-
iological concepts to produce speed and explosiveness and thereby improve athletic 
performance. The first part of the maxex routine is performed against a heavy (85 to 95 
percent of 1RM) load, which stimulates high recruitment of fast-twitch muscle fibers. The 
follow-up explosive or quickness movements increase the firing rate of the fast-twitch 
muscle fibers, thus preparing the athlete for the quick, explosive actions required for all 
speed and power sports during the competitive phase.

Maxex training is suggested for the prime movers only. Because this training method 
can be quite stressful mentally and physically, only athletes with a good background in 
strength training should use it. The duration of Maxex training should be approximately 
three to six weeks, depending on the athlete’s background. Maxex training should follow a 
maximum strength phase in which eccentric-concentric contraction has been used. One or 
two training sessions per week with at least 48 hours of rest between bouts are suggested.

Maxex training applies to the upper body as well as the lower body. Strong arms and 
shoulders are essential in various sports, including basketball, baseball, ice hockey, football, 
lacrosse, the martial arts, boxing, wrestling, kayaking, squash, European handball, water 
polo, wrestling, and throwing events in track and field. Without exhausting all options, 
exercises that can be applied in these sports for maxex training include drop jumps, jump 
squats, drop push-ups, short sprints, hurdle jumps, and medicine ball throws.

During the maximum strength phase, athletes can combine maximum strength methods 
with some of the following variations or with plyometrics (either low or medium impact). 
Coaches should consider the following methods:

• Isometric-dynamic—This is a near maximal or maximal isometric contraction imme-
diately followed by a plyometric contraction for the same kinetic chain. Perform 
one or two sets of three or four reps of four to six seconds per isometric contrac-
tion. Each set is followed by a very short sprint or by three to five plyometric reps 
(reactive jumps). Take at least three minutes of rest between reps and five minutes 
between sets.

• Complex drill—For better exemplification, we use the squat exercise (for sprinters, 
jumpers, throwers, volleyball spikers, and martial artists). Perform one or two sets 
using a load of 80 percent to 85 percent of 1RM in the following sequence: (1) slow 
eccentric contraction, (2) isometric contraction for one or two seconds in the deepest 
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part of the squat, and (3) concentric contraction with maximum acceleration. Imme-
diately afterward, the athlete does a very short sprint or three to five plyometrics 
(reactive jumps). Alternatively, the athlete uses the quarter squat for two sets of two 
dymamic reps with 150 percent of the full-squat 1RM, followed immediately by a 
very short sprint or three to five plyometrics (reactive jumps).

All of these techniques increase speed, reactivity, explosive strength, and especially the 
discharge rate of fast-twitch muscle fibers.
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Today almost every athlete uses some sort of strength training program to improve per-
formance. However, most strength programs fail to transform the strength gains made 
during the maximum strength training phase into sport- or event-specific strength, such 
as power or muscular endurance. This failure prevents athletes from maximizing their 
athletic potential in order to increase their sport performance in tasks requiring speed, 
agility, or prolonged effort. Periodization of strength, on the other hand, is designed pre-
cisely to produce such transformations during the conversion phase so that the athlete 
achieves peak performance during his or her main competitions.

The loading parameters used in the conversion stage should reflect the characteristics 
of the sport, particularly the relationship between strength and the dominant energy 
system. Table 14.1 shows how an event’s duration and intensity of effort determine the 
energy systems, and therefore the specific strength, that must be trained.

Table 14.1 Event Duration and Specific Strength Conversion

Event duration Event intensity Main energy system Specific strength
<10 sec. Maximum ATP-CP Power

10 to 30 sec. Maximum to  
very high

Anaerobic glycolysis 
(power)

Power endurance

30 sec. to 2 min. High Anaerobic glycolysis 
(capacity)/aerobic 
glycolysis (power)

Muscular endurance 
short

2 to 8 min. Moderately high Aerobic glycolysis 
(power)

Muscular endurance 
medium

>8 min. Moderately high 
to low

Aerobic glycolysis 
(power to capacity)/fat 
oxidation (capacity)

Muscular endurance 
long
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During the year, the goals of strength training and their consistent methods vary 
depending on the characteristics of the sport, the characteristics of the athlete, and the 
competition calendar. The ultimate goal, however, is the maximization of specific strength. 
In relation to this final objective of strength training periodization, we can distinguish 
two main types of sport:

1. Sports that require power (a synonym for what is sometimes called “speed-strength,” 
or starting strength and explosive strength in the force–time curve)—that is, the ability 
to apply force as quickly as possible, as in the jumps, throws, and sprints in athletics, 
most team sports, and all sports in which power strongly influences performance

2. Sports that require muscular endurance—that is, the ability to apply less force for a 
longer time, as in most events in swimming, rowing, kayaking, triathlon, cross-country 
skiing, and middle- and long-distance running

The human body can adapt to any environment and therefore any type of training. If an 
athlete is trained with bodybuilding methods, which is often the case in North America, 
the neuromuscular system adapts to those methods. More specifically, because bodybuild-
ing methods focus on a slow rate of contraction, they increase muscle size (hypertrophy) 
but do not increase power, speed, agility, or quickness. Therefore, an athlete who trains 
in this way should not be expected to display fast, explosive power because his or her 
neuromuscular system has not been not trained for it.

To develop sport-specific power, a training program must be specifically designed to 
achieve that objective. Such a program must be specific to the sport or event and must 
use exercises that simulate the physiological and biomechanical characteristics of the 
sport’s skills as closely as possible. Because power training addresses muscles at a high 
degree of specificity, the athlete’s inter- and intramuscular coordination become more 
efficient and his or her skill performance becomes smoother, quicker, and more precise.

During the conversion phase, athletes should use more energy for technical and tactical 
training than they do for specific strength training. Coaches must plan training with the 
lowest possible number of exercises that closely relate to the skill. For maximum return, 
such programs must be efficient, with two or three exercises performed dynamically over 
several sets. Time and energy should not be wasted on anything else.

Power Training
Power is the main ingredient for all sports that require a high rate of force, speed, and 
agility. Sports that are speed and power dominant include sprinting, jumping, and throwing 
events in track and field; team sports; racket sports; gymnastics; diving; and the martial 
arts. For an athlete’s performance to improve, his or her level of power must improve; 
indeed, power is the main ingredient necessary to produce a fast, quick, and agile athlete.

People use different terms for power, including dynamic strength and the aberrant 
and confusing terms strength-speed (which is, in fact, power training with high loads) 
and speed-strength (which is power training with low loads). If we are committed to 
employing science in sport training, the correct term should be borrowed from physics 
and physiology, both of which use the term power, which is defined as

• the rate of producing force,

• the product of force and velocity (P = F × V, or force times velocity),

• the amount of work done per time unit, or

• the rate at which muscles can produce work (Enoka 2002). 
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For athletic purposes, any increase in power must be the result of improvements in 
either strength, speed, or a combination of the two. An athlete can be very strong, with 
a large muscle mass, yet be unable to display power because of an inability to contract 
already-strong muscles in a very short time. To overcome this deficiency, the athlete must 
undergo power training to improve his or her rate of force development.

The advantage of explosive, high-velocity power training is that it trains the central 
nervous system (CNS). Improvements in performance can be based on neural changes 
that help individual muscles achieve greater performance capability (Sale 1986). This gain 
is accomplished by shortening the time required for motor unit recruitment, especially 
of fast-twitch fibers (Häkkinen 1986; Häkkinen and Komi 1983).

Power training exercises activate and increase the discharge rate of fast-twitch muscle 
fibers leading to specific CNS adaptations. Adaptation, especially in well-trained athletes, 
shows itself in the form of discharging a greater number of muscle fibers in a very short 
time. Both training practice and research have shown that such adaptations require con-
siderable time and that they progress from year to year.

Adaptation to power training is further evidenced by better intermuscular coordina-
tion, or the ability of agonist and antagonist muscles to cooperate in order to perform a 
movement. This coordination is achieved through better linkage between the excitatory 
and inhibitory reactions of a muscle in a complex motor pattern. As a result of such 
adaptation, the CNS learns when and when not to send a nerve impulse that signals the 
muscle to contract and perform a movement. In practical terms, improved intermuscular 
coordination enhances the athlete’s ability to contract some muscles and relax others (i.e., 
to relax the antagonist muscles), which improves the speed of contraction of the prime 
movers—the agonist muscles.

During the conversion phase—except for the conversion to muscular endurance 
long—exercises must be performed quickly and explosively in order to recruit the highest 
number of motor units at the highest rate of contraction (in other words, at an increased 
discharge rate). Especially for the conversion to power, the entire program should be 
geared to achieving only one goal: moving the force–time curve as far to the left as pos-
sible (refer to figure 10.66) so that the neuromuscular system is trained to display force 
explosively. Coaches should select only training methods that fulfill the requirements of 
power development—that is, that enhance quickness, facilitate explosive application of 
force, and increase the reactivity of the relevant muscles.

The methods presented in this chapter can be used separately or in combination. When 
they are combined, the total work per session must be distributed among them.

Physiological Strategy to Increase Power
Some sport practitioners and authors maintain the philosophy that athletes who want to 
increase power should do only power drills all year long, that athletes who want to be 
fast should do only short reps with high speed, and that athletes who want to be quick 
and agile should do only agility drills. This training philosophy takes to the extreme 
the fundamental physiological principle that a given type of work results in a specific 
adaptation, but contradicts the methodological principle that specific adaptations are 
maximized on the base of general adaptations, especially for low-trainability biomotor 
abilities such as speed.

In addition, athletes who maintain the same type of work for longer periods of time 
experience a plateau, a stagnation of improvement, or even a slight detraining, which 
results in performance deterioration. To prevent this outcome, and to ensure that athletes 
consistently improve their power in order to benefit their performance during the 
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competitive phase, they must constantly stimulate their neuromuscular system to produce 
the highest voluntary recruitment of fast-twitch muscle fibers and display higher levels 
of muscular strength more quickly. This stimulation can be achieved by applying the 
training methods of the periodization of strength.

Research shows that using lighter loads exclusively produces a more modest increase 
in peak power than is produced by using heavier loads. In fact, the greatest increases 
in power are obtained not from higher-velocity training but from a combination of high 
force and high velocity training (Verkhoshansky 1997; Aagaard et al. 1994; Enoka 2002). 
Indeed, the peak power that a muscle can produce depends directly on gains in maximum 
strength (Fitts and Widrick 1996).

The same is true for speed. As trainers have known since the 1950s, maximum velocity 
does not increase unless power is increased first. These findings validate and add more 
substance to the theory of periodization of strength, allowing us to draw the conclusion 
that speed, agility, and quickness never increase unless maximum strength is trained first 
and then converted to power.

With these realities in mind, we propose two training phases to maximize power, speed, 
agility, and quickness (see figure 14.1).

During the first phase, the scope of training is to train the CNS to recruit the highest 
number of fast-twitch fibers. This training usually occurs during the maximum strength 
phase, in which athletes use loads of more than 70 percent of 1-repetition maximum (1RM) 
moved explosively. These training loads result in high stimulation of the neuromuscular 
system, which then recruits high numbers of fast-twitch muscle fibers. To avoid detrain-
ing and a loss in strength, maximum strength training sessions should also be planned 
during the conversion and maintenance phases of the annual plan.

The power exerted during athletic actions depends on the number of active motor 
units, the number of fast-twitch fibers recruited into the action, and the rate at which 
those fibers are discharged, producing a high force-to-frequency ratio (Enoka 2002). The 
increase in the discharge rate of fast-twitch fibers is achieved by training with lighter 
loads, either by using less than 50 percent of 1RM for novice athletes and between 50 and 
60 percent of 1RM for advanced athletes (Buzzichelli 2015; Enoka 2002; Moritani 1992; 
Van Cutsem, Duchateau, and Hainaut 1998) or by using any type of lighter implement 
(e.g., shots from track and field, power balls, medicine balls) or by performing plyomet-
rics or specific drills for speed, agility, and quickness. Such exercises—performed with 
maximum power, speed, and quick application 
of force against the resistance provided by the 
implement, the pull of gravity, or both—facili-
tate activation of high-threshold motor units and 
high frequency of discharge. Such high-velocity 
exercises are necessary during the second phase 
when a higher discharge rate of the fast-twitch 
fibers is sought.

Clearly, then, the main scope of strength train-
ing for sports is to continually increase maximum 
strength so that 50 percent of 1RM is always 
higher. This gain, in turn, produces the maximum 
benefit of increasing peak performance.

Power

Phase 1

Increase recruitment
of fast-twitch fibers

Increase the discharge
rate of fast-twitch fibers

Phase 2

E6171/Bompa/fig14.01/507471/alw/r1

Figure 14.1 The physiological strategy 
used to increase power, speed, and agility.
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Heavy Loads Versus Light Loads in Power Enhancement
Trainers and athletes often debate the merits of using heavy loads or light loads to 
improve power performance. The fact is that both play a role but at different points in 
training. Indeed, this is the beauty of periodization: All training methods have a place in 
the various phases of training.

The speed at which an athlete can perform concentric (shortening) movements—such 
as pushing a barbell up from the chest during a bench press—depends, of course, on 
the load that the athlete is using. As the load is increased, the velocity of the shortening 
activity decreases. However, the opposite is true for eccentric or lengthening movements. 
When performing an eccentric contraction, the force production is greater when the 
movement is performed at a high velocity. This relationship explains the positive trans-
fer from plyometric exercises to power performance. The intrinsic elastic properties of 
muscles favor the absorption and reuse of stored elastic energy, which is optimized when 
a muscle is lengthened as quickly as possible. Therefore, to improve force expression 
of the full spectrum of velocity and increase the rate of force development, both heavy 
loads and light loads are necessary in training.

Moderate-velocity strength training (characteristic of the maximum strength phase) 
enhances intramuscular coordination as a result of both motor unit recruitment and the 
firing rate of motor units. In essence, moderate-velocity training using high resistance 
leads primarily to improvement in muscular strength. In contrast, high-velocity training 
(characteristic of power training) involves training with lighter resistances at higher 
velocities. This type of training increases the rate of force development, which obviously 
includes a speed component. The exact nature of that component may be a question 
in itself. One study, for instance, concluded that the intent to produce ballistic contrac-
tions—not the speed of movement per se—was responsible for a high-velocity training 
effect (Behm and Sale 1993).

However, because heavy loads cause a very slow angular speed—much lower than the 
sport-specific one—the transition from maximum strength training to sport-specific speed 
is vital in sports that require explosive movement. For example, a long jumper who spends 
hours squatting will develop a high level of strength, but that strength will not automati-
cally transfer into jump-specific movements that synchronize the use of all prime movers. 
Such a transfer can be achieved only by performing plyometric and sport-specific drills.

The degree of emphasis placed on heavy loads versus light loads ultimately depends on 
the type of sport. The periodization of strength program is characterized by a maximum 
strength phase (using high loads) followed by a conversion phase (using low loads). 
The most effective approach is a combination of both, as presented in the periodization 
model. To explore this issue, one study compared the training of three groups. Group 1 
performed heavy squat training, group 2 performed plyometric training with a light load, 
and group 3 combined squat and plyometric training. Because the largest gain in indexes 
of power occurred in group 3, the authors concluded that optimal training benefits are 
acquired by combining heavy-load training with explosive movements (Adams, Worlay, 
and Throgmartin 1987).

An even more intriguing study, conducted by Verkhoshansky in the 1970s, also com-
pared three groups. Group 1 performed a macrocycle of heavy squat training followed    
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by a macrocycle of plyometrics, group 2 performed a macrocycle of plyometrics  
followed by a macrocycle of heavy squat training, and group 3 combined both squat  
and plyometrics for the two macrocycles (that is, engaged in complex training). The third 
method (complex training) delivered the quickest improvement, but the first sequential 
method resulted in the highest improvement at the end of the two macrocycles (Verk-
hoshansky 1997). This is the same approach that we use in the periodization of strength.

Agility and Periodization of Power Training
Agility training is one of the most misunderstood elements of sport training. Agility refers 
to the athletic ability to swiftly accelerate and decelerate, to quickly change direction, and 
to rapidly vary movement patterns. Intrinsic elements of agility include high-frequency 
footwork or quick feet, speed of reaction and movement, dynamic flexibility, and effective 
rhythm and timing of movements.

Agility as an ability does not exist independently. Rather, it relies on the development 
of a host of other abilities, such as those just listed, in which the determinant factors are 
relative strength and power. Indeed, without high levels of relative strength and power, 
no one would ever be agile or quick. The higher an athlete’s maximum strength is rela-
tive to body weight—that is, the higher his or her relative strength is, the easier it is for 
the athlete to decelerate and accelerate his or her own body weight. Similarly, the higher 
the athlete’s level of power is, the more quickly he or she can do it. Agility, then, is the 
ability to accelerate quickly by using concentric strength; to decelerate by using eccentric 
strength, as in stop-and-go movements; and to change direction or perform the cuts that 
are so important in many sports, especially team and racket sports.

Agility does not improve as expected without consistent activation and increased 
recruitment of fast-twitch fibers. Therefore, athletes who repeatedly perform agility drills 
ultimately reach a plateau and stagnate in their performance of any skills in which agility 
is a determinant factor. For these reasons, the periodization of agility is based on the 
physiological strategy suggested earlier in figure 14.1.

More specifically, the periodization model illustrated in figure 14.2 results in the great-
est improvement in agility (Bompa 2005). The top of the chart lists traditional training 
phases of the annual plan and specific phases of the periodization of strength, which are 
explained in other chapters. During the anatomical adaptation phase, which focuses on 
building a foundation of strength and general conditioning, repeating agility drills will 
not produce visible improvement because the neuromuscular system is not yet trained 
to recruit fast-twitch fibers.

Training phase Preparation Competitive Transition

Periodization  
of strength

Anatomical 
adaptation

Maximum 
strength

Conversion  
to power

Maintenance: 
maximum strength, 
power

Compensation 
training

Periodization  
of agility

No agility 
drills

Learning 
phase: 
repeating 
known agility 
drills, learning 
new ones

Increasing 
velocity of 
agility drills

Increasing velocity 
of agility drills

No agility drills 
(not in scope  
of training for 
this phase)

Benefits to agility Low Good to high Maximum Low

Figure 14.2 Periodization of Agility
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During the maximum strength phase, however, the recruitment of fast-twitch fibers 
becomes the scope of training, and therefore agility training can be initiated in the form 
of repeating known drills and learning new ones. As the neuromuscular system improves 
its ability to recruit more motor units, and in particular a higher numbers of fast-twitch 
fibers, especially toward the end of the maximum strength phase, the athlete improves 
in his or her velocity or quickness of performing agility drills. This ability is then maxi-
mized toward the end of the conversion phase and during the competitive phase, when 
the discharge rate of fast-twitch fibers increases as a result of increasing the velocity of 
agility drills and applying force against lighter implements or against the force of gravity. 
From this phase of training onward, and throughout the maintenance phase, agility is 
maximized and contributes to improvement in the athlete’s performance.

Finally, many trainers still consider agility and quickness (quick feet) to be separate 
physical qualities. This view is apparent in many seminars and books published on 
these topics. In reality, however, when the neuromuscular system is trained according 
to the physiological strategy suggested in figure 14.1, the final physiological product is 
an increased discharge rate of the fast-twitch fibers. As a result of high adaptation to the 
periodization of strength, athletes possess more power, run faster, and can perform any 
type of drill with quickness. The human body doesn’t care whether we use two different 
terms to describe the same neuromuscular quality. No matter what we call these move-
ments, the properly trained body is capable of performing powerful actions, moving limbs 
fast, and changing direction quickly.

Some agility instructors or coaches have their athletes perform similar agility drills 
and quickness exercises throughout the year of training—thus disregarding the concept 
of periodization—and with pretty much the same duration, intensity, and number of 
repetitions. In addition, some instructors take no account of an athlete’s age or training 
background. In these conditions, one should not be surprised that some athletes, espe-
cially those with a shallow training background, experience anatomical discomfort or 
even injury. The best method for avoiding injury is to apply the concept of periodization.

During the preparatory phase of the annual plan, athletes can improve their agility 
and quickness by using implements or types of training that include power balls, medi-
cine balls, and plyometric exercises. For the best training organization and periodization, 
plyometric exercises are organized into five categories of intensity. These intensities can 
also be periodized, as can the weight of power and medicine balls (see figure 14.3).

Figure 14.3 shows particular activities and intensities used in the preparatory phase. 
During the anatomical adaptation portion, which emphasizes the foundation of strength, 

Training phase Preparatory Competitive

Periodization  
of strength

Anatomical 
adaptation

Maximum 
strength

Conversion to power, 
maximum strength

Maintenance: maxi-
mum strength, power

Periodization of power 
ball or medicine ball 
(weight)*

Light Medium to 
heavy

Medium Light Light

Periodization of  
plyometrics (intensity)

5 4 4 3 2 2 or 1 2 or 1 1 and 3 3

*Power balls weigh between 2 and 35 pounds (about 1 and 16 kilograms). Light weight ranges from 2 to 10 pounds 
(about 1 to 4.5 kilograms); medium weight ranges from 12 to 20 pounds (about 5.5 to 9 kilograms), and heavy 
weight ranges from 22 to 35 pounds (about 9 to 16 kilograms). Medicine balls weigh between 2 and 20 pounds 
(about 1 and 9 kilograms). For plyometric intensity level descriptions, please refer to table 14.5 later in this chapter.

Figure 14.3 Periodization of Plyometrics and Power and Medicine Balls
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low loads are used for the implements and low intensity (level 5) is used for plyometrics. 
During the maximum strength portion, the athlete uses high loads for power ball and 
medicine ball training in order to activate a higher number of motor units. At the same 
time, the intensity of plyometric exercises is increased in order to heighten the reactivity 
of the athlete’s neuromuscular system. Finally, during the conversion portion, the loads 
are decreased for power ball and medicine ball training in order to maximize the benefits 
of quickness of force application. The intensity of plyometrics, however, is at its highest, 
pushing the eccentric contractions to their maximum, which results in higher force pro-
duction. Under these conditions, the discharge rate of fast-twitch muscle fibers increases 
to ensure that the athlete reaches peak performance at the time of a major competition.

During the competitive phase, the first period features high-intensity plyometrics and 
is followed by alternating microcycles in which high- and medium-intensity plyometrics 
are used according to the macrocycle structure and the competitive calendar. In the week 
preceding the major competition of the year (for individual sports), medium-intensity plyo-
metrics are used, and they are then suspended during the final, competitive microcycle.

Throughout this book, illustrations of the planning of periodization and training meth-
ods use a vertical bar to separate training phases. This approach may imply that a certain 
type of training ends on the last day of one phase and that a completely different type 
begins on the first day of the next phase. In reality, the transition between phases is not 
quite so abrupt. There is always an overlap, and a training method to be used in a given 
phase is introduced progressively in the previous phases. For instance, as depicted in 
figure 14.3, this approach is used for power training that starts from the beginning of the 
annual plan and gets its moment of emphasis after the maximum strength phase. Simi-
larly, the method used in a previous phase is usually maintained in the next phase with 
a progressive reduction in emphasis. Thus each training phase focuses on a dominant 
method (or methods) but also involves another that is progressively introduced. This 
training approach allows for a more effective transition from one method to the next and 
finally higher levels of adaptation by the athlete.

A transition of emphasis between two training methods or phases can take place over 
the span of a few microcycles. Figure 14.4 shows that as the isotonic method for power 
development is progressively introduced, maximum strength work is progressively reduced. 
This transition can be accomplished by controlling the number of training sessions dedi-
cated to each ability. An example is provided in figure 14.5, where, in the third maximum 
strength microcycle, all three training sessions are dedicated to maximum strength. In 
the following microcycles, however, maximum strength is decreased, whereas power is 

Conversion to powerMaximum strength phase

Maximum strength methods Power methods

E6171/Bompa/fig14.04/507474/alw/r2-pulled

Figure 14.4 Switch of training emphasis in the preparation phase.
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Figure 14.5 Progressive Transition From a Maximum Strength Macrocycle to a Power Macrocycle*

Macrocycle Maximum strength Power

Microcycle 3 4 1 2

Training days Maximum strength 3 2** 1*** 1***

Power 0 1 2 2

*Maximum strength is maintained via a dedicated session.

**Including one day for the 1RM test. 

***Maximum strength maintenance session.

Macrocycle Maximum strength Power

Training day

Microcycle 4 Microcycle 1 Microcycle 2

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Sets Maximum 
strength

5 2 1RM 
test

3 2 1** 1** 1** 1**

Power 0 1 2 3 4 4 4 4

*Maximum strength is maintained via maximum strength sets in each session.

**Maximum strength maintenance sets.

Figure 14.6 Progressive Transition From a Maximum Strength Macrocycle to a Power Macrocycle* 

increased. As a result, during the power macrocycle, two of the three training days are 
dedicated to power, and one maximum strength session is planned to retain gains in 
maximum strength.

Another method of transitioning from the maximum strength phase to the conversion 
(power) phase is to create different combinations of sets of maximum strength and power, 
as illustrated in figure 14.6. This figure also depicts a different way to retain maximum 
strength during a power macrocycle. For easier presentation, it is assumed that each 
microcycle includes three strength training sessions of five sets per fundamental exercise. 
In this option, during the power phase, a lower number of maximum strength sets is 
performed in each training session in order to retain maximum strength levels.

The transition from one type of training to another can also be planned more elab-
orately, as illustrated in figure 14.7. This chart shows the periodization of strength, the 
number of workouts per week, the duration of each phase in weeks, and the transition 
from one type of strength to another. In this case, the core strength for synchronized 
swimming—which is the strength of the hips, abdominal muscles, and low back—was 
emphasized or maintained throughout the annual plan. A well-organized coach also 
structures a plan that shows how to use a certain type of training method and for how 
long. In doing so, the coach plans the most appropriate methods for each training phase, 
showing the duration of each as well as which method is dominant.

Figure 14.8 illustrates how training methods can be planned. The example refers to 
hypothetical sports in which power is the dominant ability. As usual, the top of the chart 
shows the training phases of a monocycle, and the row below that shows the periodization 
of strength. The bottom part of the chart lists several methods. Three types of symbols are 
used because in a given training phase, a certain method can have a higher priority than 
the others. The solid line indicates the method with the highest priority, the dashed line 
shows second priority, and the dotted line shows the third priority. For instance, during 
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Dates Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
Pe

ri
O

D
iz

A
ti

O
N

Competition — Provincial Divisional National

training 
phase

Preparatory Competitive

Periodization 
of strength

AA; 
core 
strength 

MxS; 
maint. 
of core 
strength

Conversion to P; ME; maint. of core 
strength

Maint. Cessation

Duration in weeks 5 9 4 4 4 4 4 1

No. of workouts 
per week

3 3 or 4 3 2 0

No. of workouts 
per type of 

strength 

2 AA, 1 
core 

2 or 3 MxS, 
1 core

2 ME, 1 P, 1/2 
MxS, 1/2 core

2 ME,  
1 P,  
1/2 MxS, 
1/2 core

3 
ME, 
1 P

2 ME, 
1 P 

1 ME, 
1 P

Key: AA = anatomical adaptation, maint. = maintenance, ME = muscular endurance, MxS = maximum strength, 
and P = power.

Figure 14.7 Transition to Different Types of Strength for Synchronized Swimming

the anatomical adaptation phase, circuit training is the dominant training method. When 
the maximum strength phase begins, the submaximum load method prevails, and during 
the latter part of the maximum strength program, the maximum load method dominates.

In power training, the figure presents the ballistic method and plyometrics (explained 
a bit later in this chapter). The dotted line shows that these methods are a third priority 
in some phases. Please bear in mind that figure 14.8 is a hypothetical example and does 
not show all available methods or all possibilities for using those that are presented.

DeCelerAtiON–ACCelerAtiON: the Key tO Agility
To change direction quickly, an athlete must first slow down before moving quickly in 
another direction. In other words, the action is performed in two phases: deceleration 
followed by acceleration, or deceleration–acceleration. Deceleration, or slowing down 
almost to a stop, results from the eccentric loading (lengthening) of the knee and 
hip extensors (quadriceps, hamstrings, glutes) and the plantar flexors (gastrocnemii). 
Elastic energy stored in the muscle–tendon unit during deceleration is then used to 
start the acceleration.

A high level of quickness and agility can be developed by improving the strength 
and power of the major lower-leg muscles (particularly the gastrocnemius) and major 
upper-leg muscles (the quadriceps, semimembranosus, semitendinosus, long head of 
the biceps femoris, and gluteui). The ability to decelerate and accelerate quickly relies 
heavily on the ability of these muscles to contract powerfully, both eccentrically and 
concentrically. In particular, deceleration (related to eccentric strength) appears to 
be the determinant and limiting factor for performance. Furthermore, deceleration–
acceleration coupling is slow if power is not trained adequately.

An athlete should learn to perform deceleration and acceleration using a specific 
technique that involves not only the legs but also the arms. In the case of deceleration, 
the arms move in coordination with the legs but with a reduced amplitude and force. 
In other words the arms make a very slight action that influences deceleration. Quick 
deceleration, however, invariably depends on the strength of the legs. Do you want 
to decelerate fast? If so, then improve the strength (especially the eccentric strength) 
of the knee and hip extensors and the plantar flexors!

Acceleration, on the other hand, is greatly influenced by arm action. In particular, 
for an athlete to initiate the acceleration part of a sprint, an agility movement, or one 
requiring quick feet, the arms must move first! If one’s legs are to move fast, the arms’ 
back-and-forth drive must be very active, even powerfully performed. In addition, the 
stronger the push-off is against the ground (which is related to concentric strength), 
the more powerful the ground reaction force is that works in the opposite direction. 
Remember Newton’s third law of motion: Every action has an equal and opposite 
reaction. Therefore, during the propulsion phase, an athlete exerts force onto the 
ground, and the ground simultaneously exerts a force back onto the athlete. As a 
result, maximizing an athlete’s sprinting ability requires a high level of maximum strength 
and the ability to display it in the shortest possible time.

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.

training 
phase

Preparatory Precom-
petitive

Competi-
tive

Period ization  
of strength

Ana-
tomical 
adap-
tation

Maximum strength (MxS) Conversion 
to power 
(P)

Maintenance: P 70%, 
MxS 30%

MxS P MxS P MxS

Microcycles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

Circuit 
training

<------------------->

MAxiMuM StreNgth

Submaximum 
load

<----------------------> <…………………………………..>

Maximum 
load

<-->

POwer trAiNiNg

 Plyometrics <………………………...> <> <…..> <> <…..> <------------------> <……>

 Ballistic <--> <..> <--> <..> <--> <……………> <---->

Figure 14.8 Hypothetical Example of Planning the Training Methods for a Power-Dominated Sport
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the anatomical adaptation phase, circuit training is the dominant training method. When 
the maximum strength phase begins, the submaximum load method prevails, and during 
the latter part of the maximum strength program, the maximum load method dominates.

In power training, the figure presents the ballistic method and plyometrics (explained 
a bit later in this chapter). The dotted line shows that these methods are a third priority 
in some phases. Please bear in mind that figure 14.8 is a hypothetical example and does 
not show all available methods or all possibilities for using those that are presented.

DECELErATION–ACCELErATION: THE KEy TO AgILITy
To change direction quickly, an athlete must first slow down before moving quickly in 
another direction. In other words, the action is performed in two phases: deceleration 
followed by acceleration, or deceleration–acceleration. Deceleration, or slowing down 
almost to a stop, results from the eccentric loading (lengthening) of the knee and 
hip extensors (quadriceps, hamstrings, glutes) and the plantar flexors (gastrocnemii). 
Elastic energy stored in the muscle–tendon unit during deceleration is then used to 
start the acceleration.

A high level of quickness and agility can be developed by improving the strength 
and power of the major lower-leg muscles (particularly the gastrocnemius) and major 
upper-leg muscles (the quadriceps, semimembranosus, semitendinosus, long head of 
the biceps femoris, and gluteui). The ability to decelerate and accelerate quickly relies 
heavily on the ability of these muscles to contract powerfully, both eccentrically and 
concentrically. In particular, deceleration (related to eccentric strength) appears to 
be the determinant and limiting factor for performance. Furthermore, deceleration–
acceleration coupling is slow if power is not trained adequately.

An athlete should learn to perform deceleration and acceleration using a specific 
technique that involves not only the legs but also the arms. In the case of deceleration, 
the arms move in coordination with the legs but with a reduced amplitude and force. 
In other words the arms make a very slight action that influences deceleration. Quick 
deceleration, however, invariably depends on the strength of the legs. Do you want 
to decelerate fast? If so, then improve the strength (especially the eccentric strength) 
of the knee and hip extensors and the plantar flexors!

Acceleration, on the other hand, is greatly influenced by arm action. In particular, 
for an athlete to initiate the acceleration part of a sprint, an agility movement, or one 
requiring quick feet, the arms must move first! If one’s legs are to move fast, the arms’ 
back-and-forth drive must be very active, even powerfully performed. In addition, the 
stronger the push-off is against the ground (which is related to concentric strength), 
the more powerful the ground reaction force is that works in the opposite direction. 
Remember Newton’s third law of motion: Every action has an equal and opposite 
reaction. Therefore, during the propulsion phase, an athlete exerts force onto the 
ground, and the ground simultaneously exerts a force back onto the athlete. As a 
result, maximizing an athlete’s sprinting ability requires a high level of maximum strength 
and the ability to display it in the shortest possible time.

Methods for Power Training
A number of training methods can be used during the power phase; normally, this phase 
uses a combination of the isotonic, ballistic, power-resisting, and plyometric. The following 
sections describe these methods and how to implement them in a periodized training plan.

Isotonic Method
One classic method of power training is to attempt to move a weight as rapidly and 
forcefully as possible through the entire range of motion. Therefore, good means for 
developing power include free weights and other equipment that can be moved quickly. 
The weight of the equipment used in the isotonic method provides the external resis-
tance. The force necessary to defeat the inertia of a barbell, or move it, is referred to as 
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applied force—and the more the applied force exceeds the external resistance, the faster 
the acceleration of the weight.

If a novice athlete applies force equal to 95 percent of 1RM to lift a barbell loaded 
with the 1RM load, then he or she is incapable of generating any acceleration. However, 
if the same athlete works on maximum strength for one or two years, his or her strength 
increases so much that lifting the same weight equals only 40 percent to 50 percent of 
1RM. The athlete is then capable of moving the barbell explosively and generating the 
acceleration that is necessary in order to increase power. This difference explains why 
the periodization of strength requires a maximum strength phase prior to power training. 
No visible increments of power are possible without clear gains in maximum strength.

A high level of maximum strength is also necessary for the early part of a lift or throw. 
Any barbell or implement (such as a ball) has a certain inertia, which is its mass or weight. 
The most difficult part of lifting a barbell or throwing an implement explosively is the 
early part. To overcome the inertia, the athlete must build a high level of tension in the 
relevant muscles. Consequently, the higher an athlete’s maximum strength is, the easier it is 
for him or her to overcome the inertia, and the more explosive the start of the movement 
can be. As an athlete continues to apply force against the barbell or implement, he or she 
increases its velocity. As more velocity is developed, less force is necessary to maintain it.

Increasing velocity continuously means that the limb speed is also increasing. This 
increase is possible only if the athlete can contract the muscle quickly, which is why 
athletes involved in speed- and power-dominant sports need to power-train during the 
conversion phase. Without power training, an athlete will never be able to jump higher, 
run faster, throw farther, or deliver a quicker punch. In order to improve, the athlete 
needs more than just maximum strength. He or she must also be able to express maxi-
mum strength at a very high rate—a capacity that can be achieved only through power 
training methods.

During the maximum strength phase, the athlete gets accustomed to heavy loads. 
Therefore, using loads between 30 percent and 80 percent of 1RM helps the athlete 
develop sport-specific power and at the same time meet the challenge of creating the 
high acceleration needed for power performance.

For most sports involving cyclic motions (such as sprinting, team sports, and the martial 
arts), the load for the isotonic method can be 30 percent or higher (up to 50 percent). 
For sports involving acyclic motions (such as throwing, weightlifting, and line play in 
American football), the load can be higher—50 percent to 80 percent—because these 
athletes have much higher mass and maximum strength to start with and must defeat 
a higher external resistance. In fact, power improvements are very specific in terms of 
angular speed and load; as a result, we must choose the load according to the external 
resistance to be defeated. See table 14.2 for a summary of training parameters.

As a joint approaches its full extension, the nervous system would naturally activate the 
antagonist muscles to slow down the movement. At the same time, the exercise usually 
becomes biomechanically more advantageous as a joint “opens” (requiring less applica-
tion of force). For these reasons, it is advisable to use accommodating resistance, such 
as bands or chains, when using lower loads (30 percent to 50 percent). In fact, research 
has proven that accommodating resistance leads to higher increase of power when light 
loads are used (Rhea et al. 2009).

Please remember, however, that the use of bands in particular heavily taxes the CNS, 
which means that one must appropriately adjust the rest between sets and the frequency 
of exposure to this type of training. In addition, because the key element for power train-
ing is not how many reps one performs but the ability to activate the highest number of 
fast-twitch fibers, we suggest a low number of reps (one to eight).
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Athletes should also attend to safety. When a limb is extended, it should not be snapped. 
In other words, exercises should be performed explosively but without jerking the barbell 
or implement. Again, perfect technique is paramount.

For sport actions that require power to be performed in an explosive, acyclic manner—
for example, throwing, jumping, diving, cricket actions, batting, pitching, and line play 
in American football—reps must be performed with some rest between them so that 
the athlete can concentrate maximally in order to achieve the most dynamic move. This 
strategy also improves fast-twitch motor unit recruitment and power output (Gorostiaga 
et al. 2012). The athlete can perform one rep at a time, as long as it is performed explo-
sively in order to achieve maximum recruitment of fast-twitch muscle fibers and increased 
discharge rate.

When the athlete can no longer perform a repetition explosively, he or she should 
stop, even if the set has not been completed. Continuing the reps without explosiveness 
trains power endurance (discussed at the end of this chapter) rather than power. Only 
the combination of maximum concentration and explosive action produces the greatest 
fast-twitch fiber recruitment and discharge rate, and these crucial elements are attainable 
only when the athlete is relatively fresh.

During the rest interval, regardless of whether the athlete is working on power or 
power endurance, he or she should try to relax the muscles previously involved. Relaxing 
during the rest interval enhances the resynthesis of ATP, thus helping resupply the work-
ing muscles with necessary fuel. This recommendation does not mean that the athlete 
must stretch the muscles involved, which in fact would lower the power output in the 
following set; therefore, stretching of agonist muscles should be avoided between sets.

Exercises for power training must be very sport specific in order to replicate the 
kinetic chain used in the sporting activity. From this perspective, we can see that bench 
presses and power cleans, despite being traditional power-training exercises, offer no 
built-in magic! Power cleans are useful for throwers and American football linebackers 
but not necessarily for, say, athletes in soccer or racket sports. These athletes can better 
use jumping squats and heavy kettlebell swings.

Selecting the lowest number of exercises (three to six) allows the athlete to perform 
the highest number of sets realistically possible (three to six per exercise for a maximum 
of eighteen sets per session) for maximum benefit of the prime movers. When decid-
ing the number of sets and exercises, coaches should remember that power training is 

Table 14.2 Training Parameters for the Isotonic Method

Phase duration 3–6 weeks

Load Cyclic: 30%–50% of 1RM
Acyclic: 50%–80% of 1RM

No. of exercises 3–6

No. of reps per set Cyclic: 5–8 reps at 30%–40% of 1RM, 3–6 reps at 40%–50%
Acyclic: 5 or 6 reps at 50%–70%, 1–5 reps at 70%–80% 

No. of sets per exercise 3–6*

rest interval Cyclic: 1–2 min. at 30%–40% of 1RM, 2–3 min. at 40%–50%
Acyclic: 2–4 min.

Speed of execution Explosive

Frequency per week 2 or 3
*Lower figure for the higher number of exercises; higher figure for the lower number of exercises.
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performed in conjunction with technical and tactical training. Therefore, it can be given 
only a certain amount of energy.

A key element in developing power through the isotonic method is the speed of exer-
tion. For maximum power improvement, exertion speed must be as high as possible. 
Fast application of force against an implement or weight throughout the range of motion 
is essential and must start from the early part of the movement. To be able to displace 
the barbell or implement immediately and dynamically, the athlete must be maximally 
concentrated on the task.

Figure 14.9 shows a sample power training program for a college-level female bas-
ketball player with four years of strength training. Maximum mechanical power output 
is usually achieved at 50 percent of 1RM (plus or minus 5 percent) in strength exercise 
(Baker, Nance, and Moore 2001) and around 85 percent for Olympic lifts (Garhammer 
1989). A power loss occurs at about the sixth rep of a given set (Baker and Newton 2007).

Exercise

wEEK

1 2 3

1. Power clean 80 4
 2

82.5 4
   2

85 4
 2

2. Jump squat 40 3
 5

45 3
 5

50 3
 5

3. Military press 50 4
 3

55 4
 3

60 4
 3

4. Lat pull-down 50 4
 3

55 4
 3

60 4
 3

5. Weighted crunch 2×12 2×10 2×8

Figure 14.9 Sample Power Training Program for a College-Level Female Basketball Player With Four 
Years of Strength Training

Ballistic Method
Muscle energy can be applied in different forms and against different resistances. When 
the resistance is equal to the force applied by the athlete, no motion occurs; this is iso-
metric exercise. If the resistance is less than the force applied by the athlete, the barbell 
or strength training equipment moves either slow or fast; this is isotonic exercise. And if 
the athlete’s applied force clearly exceeds the external resistance (e.g., with a medicine 
ball), a dynamic motion occurs, in which either the athlete’s body or the implement is 
projected; this is ballistic exercise.

For power training purposes, an athlete’s muscle power can be applied forcefully 
against implements such as the track-and-field shots, medicine balls, barbells, kettlebells, 
and rubber cords (surgical tubing). The resulting motion occurs explosively because the 
force of the athlete far exceeds the resistance of the implement. Therefore, employing 
such instruments to enhance power is referred to as the ballistic method.

During a ballistic action, the athlete’s energy is exerted dynamically against resistance 
from the beginning to the end of the motion. As a result, the implement is projected 
for a distance proportional to the power applied against it. Throughout the motion, the 
athlete must apply considerable force in order to accelerate the equipment or implement 
continuously, culminating in the release. To project the implement for the maximum 
possible distance, the athlete must achieve the highest velocity at the instant of release.
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The fast ballistic application of force is possible as a result of quick recruitment of 
fast-twitch muscle fibers, high discharge rate, and effective intermuscular coordination 
of the agonist and antagonist muscles. After years of practice, an athlete can contract the 
agonist muscles forcefully while the antagonist muscles reach a high level of relaxation. 
This superior intermuscular coordination maximizes the force capabilities of the agonist 
muscles because the antagonist muscles exert no opposition to the agonists’ quick con-
traction.

Depending on training objectives, ballistic exercises can be planned to occur either after 
the warm-up or at the end of the training session. For example, if technical and tactical 
work has been planned for a given day, then the development and improvement of power 
is a secondary goal. However, for events in which speed and power are dominant—such 
as sprinting, field events in track and field, and the martial arts—power work can often 
be planned to occur immediately after the warm-up, especially in the late preparatory 
phase, thanks to the stimulatory effects on the nervous system, typical of power training. 
Training parameters for a ballistic program are summarized in table 14.3.

Table 14.3 Training Parameters for the Ballistic Method

Load Load that allows projection of the body or implement

No. of exercises 2–6

No. of reps per set 5 or 6

No. of sets per session 2–6*

rest interval 2–3 min.

Speed of execution Explosive

Frequency of training 2–4
*Lower figure for the higher number of exercises; higher figure for the lower number of exercises.

Power training of an explosive nature is enhanced when the athlete is physiologically 
fresh. A well-rested CNS can send more powerful nerve impulses to the working muscles 
for quick contractions. The opposite is true, however, when the CNS and muscles are 
exhausted and inhibition is dominant; these conditions prevent the effective involvement 
of fast-twitch muscle fibers. Thus we see the problem of having an athlete perform inten-
sive work prior to explosive power training: His or her energy supplies (ATP-CP) are 
exhausted, sufficient energy is not available, and high-quality work is impossible because 
fast-twitch fibers fatigue easily and are hardly activated. As a result, the athlete performs 
movements without vigor.

When using the ballistic method, speed of performance is paramount. Each rep should 
start dynamically, and the athlete should try to increase the speed constantly as the release 
or end of the motion approaches. This effort enables the involvement of a higher number 
of fast-twitch motor units. The critical element here is not the number of reps. Again, 
the athlete does not have to perform many reps in order to increase power. Instead, the 
determining factor is speed of performance, which is dictated by the speed of muscle 
contraction. Therefore, exercises should be performed only as long as quickness is pos-
sible. Repetitions must be discontinued the moment that speed declines.

The speed and explosiveness of an exercise are guaranteed only as long as a high 
number of fast-twitch fibers are involved. When they fatigue, speed decreases. Continuing 
an activity after speed declines is futile because at this point there is no full activation of 
fast-twitch motor units, and those that are activated adapt to become slower—an unwanted 
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result for athletes seeking power development. Thus the plasticity of the CNS can work 
either for or against the objective of training. To be effective, adaptation must lead to the 
improvement of the athlete’s sport performance.

Ballistic training load is dictated by the standard weight of the implements. Medicine 
balls weigh from 2 to 9 kilograms (about 4.5 to 20 pounds), whereas power balls weigh 
between 1 and 16 kilograms (about 2 to 35 pounds).

As in other power-related methods, the number of ballistic exercises must be as low 
as possible so that the athlete can perform a high number of sets in order to achieve 
maximum power benefits. Again, exercises should closely mimic technical skills. If such 
mimicry is not possible, then the coach should select exercises that involve the sport’s 
prime movers.

For any explosive power method, the rest interval should be as long as necessary to 
reach full recovery so that the athlete can repeat the same quality of work in each set. 
In fact, because most ballistic exercises require a partner, a short interval between rep-
etitions is often dictated by necessity. For instance, a shot must be fetched, a position 
taken, and a few preparatory swings made before the shot is heaved back to the first 
athlete. By that time, some 15 to 20 seconds have elapsed in which the first athlete can 
rest. For this reason, the number of reps can be higher in ballistic training than in other 
power training methods.

The frequency per week of using the ballistic method depends on the training phase. 
In the late preparatory phase, the frequency should be low (one or two sessions); during 
the conversion phase, it should be higher (two to four sessions). One must also consider 
the sport or event. The frequency is higher for speed- and power-dominant sports than 
for sports in which power is of secondary importance. Figure 14.10 shows a sample pro-
gram combining ballistic and maximum acceleration exercises. This program has been 
used successfully by players in American football, baseball, lacrosse, soccer, and hockey.

Exercise

wEEK

week 1 week 2 week 3*

1. Jump squat and medicine ball chest throw 2×5 3×5 3×5*

2. Medicine ball overhead backward throw 2×5 3×5 3×5*

3. Medicine ball chest throw 2×5 3×5 3×5*

4. Medicine ball overhead forward throw 2×5 3×5 3×5*

5. Medicine ball side throw (each side) 1×5 3×5 3×5*

6. Two-handed shot throw from chest followed  
 by 15-yard (-meter) sprint

3× 4× 5×

7. Push-up followed by 15- yard (-meter) sprint 3× 4× 5×

*With a load heavier than the previous week.

Figure 14.10 Sample Program Combining Ballistic and Maximum Acceleration Exercises

Power-resisting Method
This method represents a three-way combination of the isotonic, isometric, and ballistic 
methods. To help explain this method, here is a description of an exercise. An athlete lies 
down with knees bent to perform a sit-up. His or her toes are held against the ground by 
a partner, and the coach stands behind the athlete. The athlete begins the sit-up. When 
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he or she reaches approximately a quarter of hip flexion (135 to 140 degrees), the coach 
places his or her palms on the athlete’s chest or shoulders, thus stopping the movement. 
At this point, the athlete is in a maximum static contraction, trying to defeat the resisting 
power of the coach by recruiting most or all of the possible motor units. After three or 
four seconds, the coach removes his or her hands, and the maximum static contraction 
is converted into a dynamic ballistic motion for the rest of the sit-up. The athlete slowly 
then returns to the starting position and rests for 10 to 20 seconds before performing 
another rep.

The most important parts of this method are the maximum isometric contraction and 
the ensuing ballistic action. The ballistic-type motion, with its quick muscle contraction, 
results in power development. The actions used in this method are similar to those of 
a catapult machine. The initial isotonic action must be performed slowly. Following the 
stop, the maximum isometric contraction represents a high pretension (loading phase) 
of the muscles involved. In the case of the sit-up, as the chest or shoulders are released, 
the trunk is catapulted forward (the ballistic phase). Any other movements that duplicate 
the previous phases of action can be categorized under the ballistic method with similar 
effects on power development. In fact, similar power-resisting exercises can be performed 
for a variety of other movements, such as the following:

• Pull-up—The athlete performs an early elbow flexion, at which point the coach or 
partner stops the action for a few seconds; a dynamic action then follows.

• Dip—The athlete performs an early elbow extension, at which point the coach or 
partner stops the action for a few seconds; a dynamic action then follows.

• Jump squat with no weights—The athlete bends the knees, at which point the coach 
or partner stops the action for a few seconds; a dynamic action then follows.

• Squat with weights—Place a first set of safety pins at the height that results in the 
knee or hip angles at which you want the isometric action to happen (usually a 
half-squat angle). Place a second set of pins two or three holes below. The athlete 
pushes against the pins for two to four seconds, then one or two spotters remove 
the pins for the dynamic action to follow.

• Bench press—Place a bench inside a power rack; place a first set of safety pins in a 
way that the bar barely touches the chest and a second set one or two holes higher. 
The athlete pushes against the pins for two to four seconds, then one or two spotters 
remove the pins for the dynamic action to follow.

• Trunk rotation with medicine ball held sideways in the hands—The athlete performs 
a backward rotation, and as the rotation comes forward the athlete is stopped for 
two to four seconds; the ballistic action that follows culminates with the release of 
the ball. The same concept can be applied to most any medicine ball throw.

Another type of power stimulation can be achieved through isotonic weight training 
by alternating loads (this is also known as the contrast method). The athlete first per-
forms one to three reps with a load of 80 percent to 90 percent of 1RM, then immediately 
performs five or six reps with a low-resistance load of 30 percent to 50 percent. The 
heavy-load reps produce neuromuscular stimulation, thus allowing the athlete to perform 
the low-resistance reps more dynamically. This method can be used with a large variety 
of exercises, from bench pulls to bench presses. However, here is one note of caution 
regarding motions that involve knee and arm extensions: Snapping or jerking actions 
(forced, snapped extensions) should be avoided because they can cause joint damage.

The load for the power-resisting method is related to the exercise performed. For the 
isometric phase, the contraction should last three or four seconds, or the duration necessary 
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to reach maximum tension. For exercises in which the resistance is provided by a barbell, 
the load should be 80 percent to 90 percent of 1RM for the stimulating phase and 30 
percent to 50 percent of 1RM for the explosive phase. Exercises should also match the 
direction of the prime movers’ contraction during the sport-specific skills. For maximum 
power benefit, the number of exercises should be low (two to four) so that the athlete 
can perform a large number of sets (three to five).

Power-resisting training can be performed separately or combined with other power 
training methods. Training parameters for the power-resisting method are summarized 
in table 14.4.

Table 14.4 Training Parameters for the Power-resisting Method

Load Exercise dependent

No. of exercises 2–4

No. of reps per set 3–6

No. of sets per exercise 3–5*

rest interval 2–4 min.

Speed of execution Explosive

Frequency per week 1 or 2
*Lower figure for the higher number of exercises; higher figure for the lower number of exercises.

Plyometric Method
Since ancient times, athletes have explored a multitude of methods designed to enable them 
to run faster, jump higher, and throw farther. To achieve such goals, power is essential. 
Strength gains can be transformed into power only by applying specific power training. 
Perhaps one of the most successful power training methods is the plyometric method.

Plyometrics employs exercises that elicit the stretch–shortening cycle, or myotatic stretch 
reflex. These exercises load the muscle in a fast eccentric (lengthening) contraction, 
which is followed immediately by a concentric (shortening) contraction. Research has 
demonstrated that if a muscle is quickly stretched before a contraction, it contracts more 
forcefully and rapidly (Bosco and Komi 1980; Schmidtbleicher 1984; Verkhoshansky 1997). 
For example, by lowering the center of gravity to perform a takeoff or to swing a golf 
club, the athlete stretches the muscle rapidly, which results in a more forceful contraction.

Plyometric action relies on the stretch reflex originating in the spinal cord. The main 
purpose of the stretch reflex is to limit the degree of muscle stretch in order to prevent 
overstretching. Plyometric movement is based on the reflex contraction of the muscle 
fibers resulting from the rapid stretching of these same fibers. In fact, when excessive 
stretching and tearing become a possibility, the stretch receptors send proprioceptive 
nerve impulses to the spinal cord. The impulses then rebound to the stretch receptors, 
which produces a braking effect that prevents the muscle fiber from stretching farther, 
thereby initiating a powerful muscle contraction.

Thus, plyometric exercises work within complex neural mechanisms. Neural adaptations 
take place in the body’s nervous system to enhance both strength and power in athletic 
training (Sale 1986; Schmidtbleicher 1992). In fact, as already stated, neural adaptations 
can increase the force of a muscle without increasing its size (Dons et al. 1979; Komi and 
Bosco 1978; Sale 1986; Tesch et al. 1990).
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Plyometric training causes muscular and neural changes that facilitate and enhance 
the performance of more rapid and more powerful movements. The CNS controls muscle 
force by changing the activity of the muscle’s motor units; if greater force generation is 
required, more motor units are recruited and fired at a higher rate. In this context, an 
increase in electromyographic recording output following a training program indicates 
one of three things: More motor units have been recruited, motor units are firing at higher 
rates, or some combination of these reactions has occurred (Sale 1992). The benefits of 
plyometric training include increased activation of fast-twitch motor units and, more 
important, a higher rate of firing.

The contractile elements of a muscle are the muscle fibers; however, certain noncon-
tractile parts constitute what is known as the series elastic component. Stretching the 
series elastic component during eccentric muscle contraction produces elastic potential 
energy similar to that of a loaded spring. This energy augments the energy generated by 
muscle fibers. This synergy is visible in plyometric movements. When a muscle is stretched 
rapidly, the series elastic component is also stretched, and it stores a portion of the load 
force in the form of elastic potential energy. The recovery of the stored elastic energy 
occurs during the concentric, or overcoming, phase of muscle contraction triggered by 
the myotatic reflex.

In plyometric training a muscle contracts more forcefully and quickly from a prestretched 
position—and the faster the prestretch, the more forceful the concentric contraction. Cor-
rect technique is essential. The athlete must land with the legs slightly bent in order to 
prevent injury to the knee joints. The shortening contraction should occur immediately 
after completion of the prestretch phase. The transition from the prestretch phase should 
be smooth, continuous, and as swift as possible. Increased contact time indicates fatigue 
induced by repeated reactive training (Gollhofer et al. 1987).

Plyometric training produces the following results:

• Quick mobilization of greater innervation activity

• Recruitment of most, if not all, motor units and their corresponding muscle fibers

• Increased firing rate of motor neurons

• Transformation of muscle strength into explosive power

• Development of the nervous system so that it reacts with maximum speed to the 
lengthening of a muscle, which develops the athlete’s ability to shorten (contract) 
rapidly with maximum force

• Improvement in explosive force with only slight increase in muscle girth due to 
increase in mean cross-sectional area of fast-twitch fibers (Häkkinen and Komi 1983), 
which indicates performance enhancement at the neuromuscular level

• Golgi tendon organ inhibition, which could lead to higher muscle tension and acti-
vation at landing, thus producing more powerful muscle contraction—all of which 
contributes to enhanced power output (Schmidtbleicher 1992)

An athlete can progress faster through the various intensity levels of plyometric train-
ing if he or she possesses a good strength training background of several years. Such a 
background also helps prevent injury. In addition, in the interest of establishing a good 
base of strength and developing shock-absorbing qualities, one should not dismiss the 
benefits of introducing children to plyometric exercises. However, these exercises must 
be performed over several years and conducted in a manner that respects the principle 
of progression. Indeed, patience and well-planned progression are the key elements of 
this approach.
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A healthy training progression for children first exposes them to low-intensity plyomet-
rics (level 5 and 4) over several years, say, between the ages of 14 and 16. After this initial 
period, they can be introduced to more demanding reactive jumps (level 3). Throughout 
these years of long-term progression, teachers and coaches should teach young athletes 
the correct plyometric techniques by using the hop and step from the triple jump as the 
basics of plyometric training.

Plyometric exercises are the subject of some controversy. One area of consideration 
involves the amount of strength that should be developed before doing plyometrics. Some 
authors define the safe level as the ability to perform one half squat with a load that is 
twice one’s body weight, but that standard applies only to level 1 plyometrics.

Others address the type of training surface, what equipment to use, and whether 
additional weights (such as heavy vests and ankle and waist belts) should be worn when 
performing these exercises. When injury is a concern, and at the start of general prepa-
ration, exercises should be performed on a soft surface—either on grass or soft ground 
or on a padded floor. However, though this precaution may be appropriate for beginners 
or athletes just starting their preparation, using a soft surface can dampen the stretch 
reflex; only a hard surface enhances the reactivity of the neuromuscular system. Therefore, 
athletes with an extensive background in sport, strength training, or both should use a 
hard surface, especially from the specific preparation phase onward.

Plyometric drills should not be performed with barbells, dumbbells, or weighted ankle 
or waist belts. These weights tend to decrease the reactive ability of the neuromuscular 
system by slowing down the coupling time (the passage from the eccentric action to the 
concentric action) and, more important, the concentric action itself. Therefore, although 
such overloading may result in increased strength, it slows the speed of contraction and 
the rebounding effect. If more eccentric loading is necessary, that can be accomplished 
by using depth jumps from a high box.

To design a plyometric program properly, coaches and trainers must be aware that 
the exercises vary in level of intensity and are classified into different groups for better 
progression. The level of intensity is directly proportional to the height or length of an 
exercise. High-intensity plyometric exercises, such as depth or drop jumps, result in higher 
tension in the muscle, which recruits more motor units to perform the action or to resist 
the pull of gravitational force.

Plyometric exercises can be categorized into two major groups that reflect their degree 
of impact on the neuromuscular system: low intensity and high intensity. From a more 
practical viewpoint, plyometric exercises can be divided into five levels of intensity (see 
table 14.5). This classification can be used to plan effective alternation of training demand 
throughout the week.

Any plan to incorporate plyometric exercises into a training program should account 
for the following factors:

• Age and physical development of the athlete

• Skills and techniques involved in plyometric exercises

• Principal performance factors of the sport

• Energy requirements of the sport

• Training phase of the annual plan

• Need, for younger athletes, to respect methodical progression over a long period (two 
to four years), progressing from low intensity (levels 5 and 4), to medium intensity 
(level 3) and then to high intensity (levels 2 and 1)

MECHANICAL CHArACTErISTICS OF PLyOMETrICS
When an athlete jumps off the ground, much force is required to propel the body mass 
upward. The athlete must flex and extend the limbs very quickly. Plyometric exercise 
relies on this quick body action to muster the required power. More specifically, as we 
have seen, plyometric action relies on the stretch reflex, a protective mechanism that 
originates in the spinal cord and can be co-opted to increase the power of concentric 
contraction after a muscle is stretched through eccentric contraction.

When the takeoff leg is planted, the athlete must lower his or her center of gravity, 
thus creating downward velocity. During this amortization (or shock-absorbing) phase, 
the athlete must produce force to counter the downward motion and prepare for 
the upward thrusting phase that enables him or her to take off in a different direction. 
However, a long amortization phase results in loss of power. For example, a long jumper 
who plants the takeoff leg improperly loses the upward and horizontal velocity required 
to propel the body forward.

Therefore, the athlete must work toward a shorter and quicker amortization phase, 
which enables more powerful concentric contraction of the muscle that was stretched 
during the preceding eccentric contraction (Bosco and Komi 1980). Since force equals 
mass times acceleration, shortening the amortization phase requires the athlete to 
exert greater force in order to decelerate the body more quickly. This understanding 
points out the importance of keeping one’s body fat low and one’s power-to-weight 
ratio high. More body mass, and greater downward velocity at impact, require higher 
average force during the amortization phase.

To maximize jumping ability, one must use the entire body efficiently. For example, 
when a long jumper or high jumper lowers the center of gravity before takeoff, he or 
she reduces the impact of the forces. In addition, upward acceleration of the free 
limbs (the arms) after the amortization phase increases the vertical forces placed on 
the takeoff leg. Triple jumpers, for instance, must apply peak force as much as six times 
their body weight to compensate for the inability to lower their center of gravity during 
the more upward hopping phase. Long jumpers, on the other hand, can manipulate 
their bodies more easily just before takeoff. Again, jumpers achieve effective takeoff 
only if they apply large forces on impact and produce a shorter amortization phase.

The athlete can achieve this quick turnaround only when his or her neuromuscular 
system is trained to organize both the relevant kinetic chain and the agonist–antago-
nist activation and deactivation through a periodized power program. The program 
should start with lower-impact plyometrics and progress to higher-impact plyometrics 
aimed at achieving the highest possible jump, regardless of ground contact time and 
degree of knee and hip flexion (characteristics of the depth jump). After this progression 
is completed (possibly several times during the career of an athlete), the neuromus-
cular system is ready to perform shorter ground contact times even when the force 
to be opposed is higher. However, aiming for short contact time with an ill-prepared 
athlete results only in a small uncoordinated jump.

Training for the takeoff phase is difficult because few conventional exercises apply. 
Many jumpers use traditional weight training (e.g., squats), and this work puts a large 
load on the knee extensors, which over time does provide an adequate strength 
training base. However, relying only on weight training is problematic because a 
heavy squat lift is unlikely to be fast enough to use and enhance the elastic qualities 
of the muscles.

Bounding exercises, on the other hand, can simulate an effective takeoff and 
improve the athlete’s overall jumping ability. Bounding has force–time characteristics 
similar to those of the takeoff. It also allows athletes to practice resisting heavy loads on 
the takeoff leg and to exert force in a short time. In addition, bounding exercises involve 
multijoint movement and facilitate development of the required muscle elasticity.
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A healthy training progression for children first exposes them to low-intensity plyomet-
rics (level 5 and 4) over several years, say, between the ages of 14 and 16. After this initial 
period, they can be introduced to more demanding reactive jumps (level 3). Throughout 
these years of long-term progression, teachers and coaches should teach young athletes 
the correct plyometric techniques by using the hop and step from the triple jump as the 
basics of plyometric training.

Plyometric exercises are the subject of some controversy. One area of consideration 
involves the amount of strength that should be developed before doing plyometrics. Some 
authors define the safe level as the ability to perform one half squat with a load that is 
twice one’s body weight, but that standard applies only to level 1 plyometrics.

Others address the type of training surface, what equipment to use, and whether 
additional weights (such as heavy vests and ankle and waist belts) should be worn when 
performing these exercises. When injury is a concern, and at the start of general prepa-
ration, exercises should be performed on a soft surface—either on grass or soft ground 
or on a padded floor. However, though this precaution may be appropriate for beginners 
or athletes just starting their preparation, using a soft surface can dampen the stretch 
reflex; only a hard surface enhances the reactivity of the neuromuscular system. Therefore, 
athletes with an extensive background in sport, strength training, or both should use a 
hard surface, especially from the specific preparation phase onward.

Plyometric drills should not be performed with barbells, dumbbells, or weighted ankle 
or waist belts. These weights tend to decrease the reactive ability of the neuromuscular 
system by slowing down the coupling time (the passage from the eccentric action to the 
concentric action) and, more important, the concentric action itself. Therefore, although 
such overloading may result in increased strength, it slows the speed of contraction and 
the rebounding effect. If more eccentric loading is necessary, that can be accomplished 
by using depth jumps from a high box.

To design a plyometric program properly, coaches and trainers must be aware that 
the exercises vary in level of intensity and are classified into different groups for better 
progression. The level of intensity is directly proportional to the height or length of an 
exercise. High-intensity plyometric exercises, such as depth or drop jumps, result in higher 
tension in the muscle, which recruits more motor units to perform the action or to resist 
the pull of gravitational force.

Plyometric exercises can be categorized into two major groups that reflect their degree 
of impact on the neuromuscular system: low intensity and high intensity. From a more 
practical viewpoint, plyometric exercises can be divided into five levels of intensity (see 
table 14.5). This classification can be used to plan effective alternation of training demand 
throughout the week.

Any plan to incorporate plyometric exercises into a training program should account 
for the following factors:

• Age and physical development of the athlete

• Skills and techniques involved in plyometric exercises

• Principal performance factors of the sport

• Energy requirements of the sport

• Training phase of the annual plan

• Need, for younger athletes, to respect methodical progression over a long period (two 
to four years), progressing from low intensity (levels 5 and 4), to medium intensity 
(level 3) and then to high intensity (levels 2 and 1)

MECHANICAL CHArACTErISTICS OF PLyOMETrICS
When an athlete jumps off the ground, much force is required to propel the body mass 
upward. The athlete must flex and extend the limbs very quickly. Plyometric exercise 
relies on this quick body action to muster the required power. More specifically, as we 
have seen, plyometric action relies on the stretch reflex, a protective mechanism that 
originates in the spinal cord and can be co-opted to increase the power of concentric 
contraction after a muscle is stretched through eccentric contraction.

When the takeoff leg is planted, the athlete must lower his or her center of gravity, 
thus creating downward velocity. During this amortization (or shock-absorbing) phase, 
the athlete must produce force to counter the downward motion and prepare for 
the upward thrusting phase that enables him or her to take off in a different direction. 
However, a long amortization phase results in loss of power. For example, a long jumper 
who plants the takeoff leg improperly loses the upward and horizontal velocity required 
to propel the body forward.

Therefore, the athlete must work toward a shorter and quicker amortization phase, 
which enables more powerful concentric contraction of the muscle that was stretched 
during the preceding eccentric contraction (Bosco and Komi 1980). Since force equals 
mass times acceleration, shortening the amortization phase requires the athlete to 
exert greater force in order to decelerate the body more quickly. This understanding 
points out the importance of keeping one’s body fat low and one’s power-to-weight 
ratio high. More body mass, and greater downward velocity at impact, require higher 
average force during the amortization phase.

To maximize jumping ability, one must use the entire body efficiently. For example, 
when a long jumper or high jumper lowers the center of gravity before takeoff, he or 
she reduces the impact of the forces. In addition, upward acceleration of the free 
limbs (the arms) after the amortization phase increases the vertical forces placed on 
the takeoff leg. Triple jumpers, for instance, must apply peak force as much as six times 
their body weight to compensate for the inability to lower their center of gravity during 
the more upward hopping phase. Long jumpers, on the other hand, can manipulate 
their bodies more easily just before takeoff. Again, jumpers achieve effective takeoff 
only if they apply large forces on impact and produce a shorter amortization phase.

The athlete can achieve this quick turnaround only when his or her neuromuscular 
system is trained to organize both the relevant kinetic chain and the agonist–antago-
nist activation and deactivation through a periodized power program. The program 
should start with lower-impact plyometrics and progress to higher-impact plyometrics 
aimed at achieving the highest possible jump, regardless of ground contact time and 
degree of knee and hip flexion (characteristics of the depth jump). After this progression 
is completed (possibly several times during the career of an athlete), the neuromus-
cular system is ready to perform shorter ground contact times even when the force 
to be opposed is higher. However, aiming for short contact time with an ill-prepared 
athlete results only in a small uncoordinated jump.

Training for the takeoff phase is difficult because few conventional exercises apply. 
Many jumpers use traditional weight training (e.g., squats), and this work puts a large 
load on the knee extensors, which over time does provide an adequate strength 
training base. However, relying only on weight training is problematic because a 
heavy squat lift is unlikely to be fast enough to use and enhance the elastic qualities 
of the muscles.

Bounding exercises, on the other hand, can simulate an effective takeoff and 
improve the athlete’s overall jumping ability. Bounding has force–time characteristics 
similar to those of the takeoff. It also allows athletes to practice resisting heavy loads on 
the takeoff leg and to exert force in a short time. In addition, bounding exercises involve 
multijoint movement and facilitate development of the required muscle elasticity.
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Table 14.5 Five Intensity Levels of Plyometric Exercise

Intensity Classification Exercise reps×sets

reps  
(or ground 
contacts)  

per session

rest 
interval 
(min.)

1 High intensity Depth landing: 
30–43 in. (75–110 
cm)

1–5×3–6 3–20 5–8

Depth jump: >28 in. 
(70 cm)

1–10×2–6 3–40 4–8

Bounding on one 
leg (or alternating)

40–100 m (or yd.) 
×2–4

30–150 3–5

2 Drop jump: 16–24 
in. (40–60 cm)

3–10×2–6 6–40 3–6

Hurdles: >24 in.  
(60 cm)

3–12×2–6 6–72 3–5

Bounding on one 
leg or alternating

5–30 m (or yd.) 
×2–6

20–60 3–5

Speed squat 
(accentuated 
eccentric)– Jump 
squat – American 
or power Kettlebell 
swing

3–6×2–6 12–24 3–4

3 Hurdles: 12–24 in. 
(30–60 cm)

6–20×2–6 18–80 3–5

4 Low intensity Jump-up: 24–43 in. 
(60–110 cm)

3–15×2–6 12–60 3–5

Kettlebell swing 10–30×2–6 30–180 2–5

5 Low hurdles: <12 in. 
(30 cm)

6–20×3–6 18–80 2–3

Skipping 10–30 m (or yd.) 
×7–15

70–250 1–2

Medicine ball 5–12×4–6 20–72 1–3

Rope 15–50×2–6 30–300 1–3

Although plyometric exercises are fun, they demand a high level of concentration and 
are deceptively vigorous and taxing. The lack of discipline to wait for the right moment 
for each exercise can result in athletes performing high-impact exercises before they are 
ready. In such cases, the resulting injuries or physiological discomforts are not the fault 
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of the plyometric exercises. Rather, they are the result of the coach’s or instructor’s lack 
of knowledge and improper application. The five levels of intensity help coaches design 
a plan including appropriate exercises that follow a consistent, steady, and orderly pro-
gression with appropriate rest intervals.

Progression through the five levels of intensity is achieved over the long term. The 
two to four years spent incorporating low-impact exercises into the training program 
of a young athlete are necessary for the progressive adaptation of his or her ligaments, 
tendons, and bones. They also allow for the gradual preparation of the shock-absorbing 
sections of the athlete’s body, such as the hips and spine.

Table 14.6 illustrates a long-term comprehensive progression of strength and power 
training that includes plyometric training. Coaches should observe the age suggested for 
the introduction of plyometrics, as well as the precept that high-impact plyometrics should 

Table 14.6 Long-Term Strength Development and the Progression 
of Strength Training

Age group 
(yr.)

Forms  
of training Method Volume Intensity Means of training

Prepuberty 
(12 or 13)

General 
exercises 
only
Games

Muscular 
endurance
Low-intensity 
plyometrics 
(level 5)

Low Very low Light resistance 
exercises
Light implements
Power or medi-
cine ball

Beginner 
(13–15)

General 
strength
Event- 
oriented 
exercises

Muscular 
endurance
Low-intensity 
plyometrics 
(5, 4)

Low Low Light dumbbells 
and barbells
Tubing
Power ball or 
medicine ball
Selected 
machines

Intermedi-
ate (15–17)

General 
strength
Event- 
oriented 
exercises

Bodybuilding
Maximum 
strength  
(high buffer)
Power
Plyometrics 
(4, 3)

Medium Medium All means from 
preceding levels
Free weights

Advanced 
(>17)

Event- 
oriented 
exercises
Specific 
strength

Power
Maximum 
strength
Plyometrics 
(3, 2)

High Medium
High

Free weights
Special strength 
equipment

High-per-
formance

Specific 
strength

All methods 
from preced-
ing levels
Eccentric 
method
Plyometrics 
(3, 2, 1)

High Medium
High
Supermaximum

As above
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be introduced only after four years of training. This is the amount of time required to learn 
and stabilize proper technique and to allow for progressive anatomical adaptation. From 
this point on, high-impact plyometrics can be part of an athlete’s normal training regimen.

The intensity of plyometric exercises—the amount of tension created in the muscle—
depends on the eccentric load of the exercise, which is normally determined by the 
height from which the exercise is performed. (Therefore, jumps onto boxes have a low 
intensity even when 43-inch [109-centimeter] boxes are used, because their eccentric load 
is minimal.) Although the height used should be determined strictly by the individual 
qualities of the athlete, the following general principle applies: The stronger the muscu-
lar system is, the more energy is required to stretch it in order to obtain an elastic effect 
in the shortening phase. Thus, what is optimal height for one athlete may not generate 
enough stimulation for another.

Ideally, in fact, a force mat (such as the Just Jump System or the SmartJump) should be 
used to determine the optimal height for the desired power training effect. For instance, 
the optimal height for a depth jump is the box height that allows the highest rebound-
ing jump, whereas the optimal height for a drop jump is the box height that allows the 
highest rebounding jump with a ground contact time below 250 milliseconds. This dis-
tinction means that depth jumps and drop jumps—despite their similar appearance to the 
untrained eye—not only serve different training objectives but also should be employed 
at different times during the annual plan. Therefore, the following information and height 
information in table 14.14 should be treated only as guidelines.

According to Verkhoshanski (1969), in order to facilitate an athlete’s gains in dynamic 
strength (power), the optimal height for depth jumps for speed training should be between 
30 and 43 inches (75 and 110 centimeters). Similar findings were reported by Bosco and 
Komi (1980), who also concluded that above 43 inches (110 centimeters) the mechanics 
of the action are changed; in fact, at such heights, the time and energy required to cush-
ion the force of the drop to the ground defeat the purpose of plyometric training. More 
generally, remember to start your athletes from a lower box and have them progress to a 
higher box. Most athletes maximize their rebounding jump with a 15- to 20-inch (about 
40- to 50-centimeter) box, and only the strongest athletes need a 30-inch (75-centimeter) 
or more box.

In terms of reps, plyometric drills fall into two categories: single-response and multi-
ple-response. Drills in the first category consist of a single action—such as a high-reac-
tive jump, or a drop jump (level 2)—in which the main purpose is to induce the highest 
level of tension in the muscles. The objective of such exercises is to develop maximum 
strength and power.

Multiple-response exercises—such as jumping over multiple medium- (level 3) or low-
height (level 4) hurdles, and jump squats (level 2) can result in the development of power 
as well as power endurance.

Often, especially for multiple-response exercises, it is more convenient and practical 
to equate the number of reps with a distance—for example, 5 sets of 50 meters rather 
than 5 sets of 25 reps. This approach helps gauge the athlete’s neuromuscular readiness 
as well as his or her progress.

High-quality training requires adequate physiological recuperation between exercises. 
Often, however, athletes and coaches either pay too little attention to the duration of 
the rest interval or simply get caught up in the traditions of a given sport, which often 
dictate that the only rest interval required is the time needed to move from one station 
to another. In reality, this amount of time is inadequate, especially considering the phys-
iological characteristics of plyometric training.
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Fatigue consists of local fatigue and CNS fatigue. Local fatigue results from depletion 
of the energy stored in the muscle (ATP-CP, the fuel necessary to perform explosive 
movements) and the accumulation of lactic acid from reps lasting longer than 10 seconds. 
During training, athletes also fatigue the CNS, the system that signals the working muscle 
to perform a given amount of high-quality work. Plyometric training is performed as a 
result of these nerve impulses, which are characterized by a certain power and frequency. 
Any high-quality training requires the highest possible levels of contraction power and 
frequency.

When the rest interval is short (one to two minutes), the athlete experiences both local 
and CNS fatigue. The working muscle is unable to remove lactic acid or replenish energy 
sufficiently to perform the next reps at the same intensity. Similarly, a fatigued CNS is 
unable to send the powerful nerve impulses necessary to ensure that the prescribed load 
is performed for the same number of reps and sets before exhaustion sets in. In addition, 
an exhausted athlete is often just a short step away from injury; therefore, coaches and 
athletes should pay utmost attention to rest intervals.

As suggested in table 14.5, the appropriate rest interval is a function of the load and 
type of plyometric training performed—the higher the exercise intensity, the longer the 
required rest interval. Consequently, for maximum-intensity exercises (high-reactive 
jumps), the rest interval between sets should be three to eight minutes, depending on 
the athlete’s body mass and gender: longer rest intervals for heavier male athletes, and 
shorter rest intervals for lighter female athletes. The suggested rest interval for intensity 
level 2 is three to six minutes; for levels 3 and 4, it should be two to five minutes; and 
for low-impact activities (level 5), it should be one to three minutes.

The type of plyometric training performed by an athlete must be specific to his or her 
sport. For example, athletes who require a greater degree of horizontal power should 
engage in more bounding and hopping drills, whereas those whose sports require verti-
cal power should perform vertical jumping exercises. Coaches should also consider the 
training environment. Many studies have demonstrated that reflexes can be altered or 
modified using specific training modes (Enoka 1994; Schmidtbleicher 1992), and plyo-
metrics is one form of training that induces particular adaptations in various reflexive 
actions. However, for the reflexive learning process to be reproduced in the competitive 
realm, the athlete must be in the same psychological and physiological state as when the 
reflex adaptation was induced. Thus, the training environment should be a near-perfect 
replica of the competitive environment.

Sport-Specific Application of Power Training
To reiterate a key point: Power must be developed to meet the needs of a given sport, 
event, or team position. To further illustrate the need for specific application of power, 
definitive examples are presented in this section. Many elements of the previously 
described power training methods are also applicable.

Power Endurance
In some sports, athletes must apply a high degree of power repetitively. Examples include 
sprints in track and field, sprints in swimming, wrestling, and certain team-sport positions, 
such as American football running back and baseball pitcher.

Sprinting is often misjudged, including the sprinting performed in all team sports that 
require explosive running (such American football, basketball, baseball, ice hockey, rugby, 
soccer, and Australian football). When sprinters cover the classic 100 meters in 10 to 12 
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seconds, they have trained to perform powerful leg actions throughout the entire race, 
not just during the start and the following six to eight strides. In a 100-meter race, an 
athlete takes 48 to 54 strides, depending on stride length; thus each leg makes 24 to 27 
contacts with the ground. In each ground contact, the force applied can be more than 
twice the athlete’s body weight!

In certain sports—American football, rugby, soccer, and Australian football—athletes 
are often required to repeat a strenuous activity after only a few seconds of game inter-
ruption. Similar athletic performances are required in the martial arts, boxing, wrestling, 
and racket sports. Athletes who compete in such sports need to perform powerful actions 
over and over. To do so successfully, they need high power output and the ability to 
repeat it 20 to 30 (or even up to 60) times dynamically and as explosively as possible.

The formula for training power endurance is

HV × HI

or high volume (HV) of reps performed explosively, fast, and quickly (at high intensity, 
or HI) using exercises as close as possible to the motor pattern of sport-specific skills. 
Athletes with a high level of power endurance possess the capacity to avoid a decrease 
in stride frequency and velocity at the end of a race or have a consistent level of power 
output throughout a game, depending on what type of power endurance they worked 
on according to their sporting activity.

Is there a difference between a football player repeating many sprints over the duration 
of a game and a sprinter maintaining high power output for 50 strides? Yes. Physiologically 
speaking, the football player is repeating an alactic power activity, often without enough 
recovery time to refill the ATP-CP stores. As a result, the player enters what we call the 
“lactic power short” realm. The sprinter, on the other hand, uses anaerobic alactic power 
during the first part of the race (the first six to eight seconds), then increasingly uses 
“lactic power long” as he or she approaches the finish line. For this reason, we say that 
both the football player and the sprinter need power endurance, yet, both physiologically 
and methodologically, their types of power endurance differ from each other.

Power endurance is the determinant abilities in several sports, and maximum strength 
is a determinant factor in both of these abilities. This section describes the training meth-
odology for developing power endurance in an explosive manner.

Power endurance requires the athlete to apply 30 percent to 50 percent of maximum 
strength both rhythmically and explosively. To train appropriately in order to develop 
power endurance, an athlete is required to perform 12 to 30 dynamic reps explosively and 
nonstop. The needed training can be achieved progressively: for sports requiring power 
endurance short (most team sports), use a low number of reps (5 or 6) and progress to a 
high number of sets; for sports requiring power endurance long, start with a low number 
of reps (10 to 12) and progress to the sport-specific number of reps—for example, 15 for 
a 100-meter sprinter or 30 for a 200-meter sprinter.

Early in the conversion phase, the fast-twitch muscle fibers are trained to instantaneously 
display the highest possible level of power. Parallel with that work, athletes should also 
increase their quickness of performance for the purpose of increasing the discharge rate 
of the fast-twitch muscles as much as possible. Now, for power endurance purposes, 
the fast-twitch fibers are trained to cope with the fatigue and the buildup of lactic acid 
induced by performing many reps dynamically.
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Training is now aimed at developing the endurance component of speed, or specific 
power moves, typical of the relevant sports. This goal is accomplished by progressively 
increasing the number of reps or sets. The progression requires the athlete to exert max-
imum willpower in order to overcome fatigue and reach optimal mental concentration 
before performing each set. The recommended length of this phase is six weeks, but 
sometimes it can be reduced to four weeks; however, a program any shorter than that is 
insufficient for achieving the physiological goal of power endurance.

To perform a high number of sets for each prime mover, the number of exercises must 
be as low as possible (two to four, or rarely five). Each rep of a set must be performed 
explosively. The rest interval between sets must be three to eight minutes to allow for 
CNS recovery. During this type of work, athletes experience a high level of lactic acid 
buildup. This is, in fact, why the number of explosive reps must be high—so that the 
athlete learns to tolerate the lactic acid buildup and perform successfully in this condition. 
Without such training, the athlete will not perform successfully during competition. This 
method also trains the CNS to keep a high frequency of discharge for an extended time 
despite the resulting muscle fatigue.

Speed of performance must be dynamic and explosive. Unless this rule is strictly 
observed, power training and power endurance training build muscle mass rather than 
power; as a result, the outcome is hypertrophy rather than power endurance! Athletes 
often require a few weeks of power endurance before they can perform 20 to 30 reps 
explosively and nonstop. In the meantime, they should stop when they become incapa-
ble of performing a rep dynamically because at that point power endurance is no longer 
being trained. Training parameters for power endurance are summarized in table 14.7. 
Figure 14.11 shows a sample four-week training program for a 100-meter sprinter. Figure 
14.12 depicts a sample four-week training program for a team-sport athlete, using the 
series of sets method.

Table 14.7 Training Parameters for the Power Endurance Method

POwEr ENDurANCE SHOrT POwEr ENDurANCE LONg

Phase duration 4–6 weeks

Load 30%–50% of 1RM

No. of exercises 2–5

No. of reps per set 5 or 6 12–30

No. of sets per exercise 2–4 series of 3–6 sets
(Series and sets must be 
progressed to sport-specific 
volume.)

2 or 3

rest interval 5–20 seconds between sets; 
3–5 minutes between series
(Rest intervals between sets 
must be sport-specific.)

3–8 minutes

Speed of execution Explosive

Frequency per week 2 2 or 3
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Exercise

wEEK

rest interval1 2 3 4

1. Jumping half squat 45 2
15

45 3
15

50 2
15

50 3
15

5–6 min.

2. Heavy kettlebell swing 2×20 3×20 2×20 
(heavier 
kettlebell 
than weeks 
1 and 2)

3×20 
(same  
kettlebell 
as week 3)

3–4 min.

3. Bench throw 45 2
15

45 3
15

50 2
15

50 3
15

3 min.

4. Lat pull-down  
 (narrow supinated grip)

45 2
15

45 3
15

50 2
15

50 3
15

3 min.

LOADINg PATTErN

High High

Medium Medium

Figure 14.11 Sample Four-Week Training Program for a 100-Meter Sprinter

Exercise week 1

rest 
intervals 
between 
sets and 

series week 2

rest 
intervals 
between 
sets and 

series week 3

rest 
intervals 
between 
sets and 

series week 4

rest 
intervals 
between 
sets and 

series

1. Jumping   
 half squat

(45 3)×3
  6

15 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(45 3)×4
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×3
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×4
  6

5 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

2. Jumping   
 lunge

(45 3)×3
  6

15 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(45 3)×4
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×3
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×4
  6

5 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

3. Bench press   
 with accom- 
 modating resis- 
 tance (bands  
 or chains)

(45 3)×3
  6

15 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(45 3)×4
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×3
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×4
  6

5 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

4. Lat pull-down  
 (narrow supi- 
 nated grip)

(45 3)×3
  6

15 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(45 3)×4
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×3
  6

10 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

(50 3)×4
  6

5 sec. 
(sets), 
3 min. 
(series)

LOADINg PATTErN

High High

Medium Medium

Figure 14.12 Sample Four-Week Training Program for a Team-Sport Athlete Using the Series-of-Sets Method
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Landing and reactive Power
In several sports, landing is not only an important skill but also one that is followed 
by the performance of another skill—for example, another jump in figure skating or a 
quick move in another direction in tennis and in many team sports. Therefore, the athlete 
must possess both the necessary power to control the landing and the reactive power to 
quickly perform the next move.

The power required for controlling and absorbing the shock of a landing is related 
to the height of the jump. For example, a landing after a drop or depth jump from 32 
to 40 inches (about 80 to 100 centimeters) often loads the ankle joints with six to eight 
times the athlete’s body weight. Similarly, absorbing the shock from a figure skating jump 
requires the power to handle five to eight times the athlete’s body weight. To control 
such impact forces at the instant of landing, the athlete’s muscles must be trained for 
shock-absorbing power.

Landing involves an eccentric contraction. Without proper training, the athlete lands 
incorrectly, which produces higher tension with the same amount of muscle fiber activity, 
thereby placing greater stress on the elastic tissue of the tendons and increasing the risk 
of injury. To avoid this pitfall, the athlete’s training should include eccentric contractions 
and plyometrics.

Schmidtbleicher (1992) specified that at the instant of ground contact, athletes experi-
ence an inhibitory effect. At the same time, he noted that well-trained athletes cope with 
impact forces much better than poorly trained athletes do and that the inhibitory effect 
can be eliminated by drop-jump training. He concluded that the inhibitory mechanisms 
represent a protective system, especially for novice athletes, meant to shield them from 
injury.

To enhance landing and reactive power, both concentric and eccentric contractions 
should be part of an athlete’s training. Eccentric strength training and plyometrics, pri-
marily in the form of drop or depth jumps, should mimic the desired landing skill. Drop 
or depth jumps (also known as reactive jumps) are performed from a raised platform 
(a box, bench, or chair). The athlete lands in a flexed position (with the knees slightly 
bent) to absorb the shock. The athlete also lands on the balls of the feet without touching 
the heels to the ground. This technique is a requirement for most plyometric activities, 
because touching the ground with the heels indicates that the load is too high for the 
athlete’s extensor muscles.

During the dropping phase, the athlete adopts a ready-to-work position, which enhances 
the muscles’ tension and elastic properties. Upon landing, especially if the athlete is 
quickly preparing for another action, energy is stored in the elastic elements of the 
muscle. Upon the ensuing takeoff or quick move in another direction, this readily avail-
able energy releases summates to the stretching reflex, which recruits more fast-twitch 
fibers than normal strength training does. This process enables the athlete to perform 
another quick and explosive action immediately. Reflexes (including the muscle spindle 
reflex) are trainable, and well-periodized training can improve an athlete’s reactive jumps.

Throwing Power
For a pitcher in baseball, a quarterback in American football, or a thrower in track and 
field, throwing power is generated mostly by fast-twitch muscle fibers. The larger an indi-
vidual fiber’s diameter is, the faster it contracts. Similarly, the more fibers a simultaneous 
contraction involves, the greater the athlete’s power to deliver an implement.
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Throwers and athletes in sports such as fencing and boxing must develop considerable 
power in order to accelerate the implement or equipment. These athletes must often 
overcome the inertia of an implement or piece of equipment with the greatest possible 
speed from the beginning of the movement and then increase velocity throughout the 
movement, especially before the release. To do so, they must apply force that greatly 
exceeds the resistance of the implement—the more the force exceeds the weight of the 
implement, the higher the acceleration. Higher acceleration, then, requires a greater dif-
ference between the resistance of the implement and the athlete’s maximum strength. 
As a result, athletes whose sport uses throwing power must implement a well-planned 
maximum strength and power training phase.

Specific power training for throwing events and movements must focus on the max-
imum application of force and use the isotonic and ballistic methods. For the isotonic 
method, the reps (three to eight) need not be performed nonstop or at a high rate. In 
fact, for maximum benefit of explosive contraction in acyclic movements, in which the 
most fast-twitch fibers are recruited voluntarily at once, athletes should perform one rep 
at a time while achieving the highest mental concentration before each rep, possibly with 
an accommodating resistance (barbell plus bands or chains).

Takeoff Power
In many sports, good performance is possible only if the athlete is capable of an explo-
sive takeoff. Examples include jumping events in track and field, ski jumping, volleyball, 
basketball, soccer, gymnastics, figure skating, and diving. In many cases, takeoff occurs 
following a short-distance, high-velocity run, during which the muscles prestretch and 
store energy. At takeoff, this energy is used as an acceleration thrust, thus producing a 
powerful jump.

The depth of the crouch needed at the instant of joint flexion depends on muscle 
fiber makeup as well as leg power. A deeper crouch requires greater force from the leg 
extensors. The crouch is a mechanical necessity, though, because it puts the muscles in a 
state of stretch, giving them a greater distance over which to accelerate for takeoff. The 
depth of the crouch is proportional to the power of the legs, and it is usually determined 
by the muscle fibers make-up of the athlete’s lower-body extensor muscles. If the flexion 
is too great, the extension (or shortening phase) is performed slowly, and as a result the 
jump is low.

Starting Power
Starting power is an essential and often determinant ability in sports in which the initial 
speed of action dictates the final outcome. Relevant sports include boxing, karate, fencing, 
sprinting (the start), and teams sports that call for aggressive acceleration from standing. 
The fundamental physiological characteristic for successful performance in these situations 
is the athlete’s ability to start the motion explosively by recruiting the highest possible 
number of fast-twitch fibers.

In sprinting, starting is performed with the muscles in the prestretched position (both 
knees and hips bent), from which they can generate greater power than when relaxed 
or shortened. In this position, the elastic elements of the muscles store kinetic energy 
that acts like a spring at the sound of the gun. The power used by national-class athletes 
is very high at the start: 290 pounds (132 kilograms) for the front leg and 225 pounds 
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(102 kilograms) for the back leg. Higher starting power enables a more explosive and 
faster start.

In boxing and the martial arts, a quick and powerful start in implementing an offensive 
skill prevents an opponent from using an effective defensive action. Quick action and 
powerful starts hinge on the elastic, reactive components of the neuromuscular system. 
These qualities can be maximized through more specific power training during the con-
version phase, which better improves a muscle’s stretch reflex and increases the power 
of the fast-twitch fibers.

Such aspects, which are key to starting a motion quickly and powerfully, can be trained 
through isotonic, ballistic, and especially maxex (chapter 13) and plyometric exercises. 
They can be performed in a set of repetitive motions or separately. In the latter case, 
exercises in a set are performed one at a time so that the athlete has enough time to reach 
maximum mental concentration in order to perform them as explosively as possible. These 
conditions make it possible to recruit a high number of fast-twitch fibers; consequently, 
the athlete can perform the action with the greatest power available.

Acceleration Power
In sprinting, swimming, cycling, rowing, and most team sports, performance improvement 
requires the athlete to develop his or her ability to accelerate in order to develop high 
speed. Doing so requires power. Without power, an athlete cannot perform the required 
powerful push against the ground in running or overcome water resistance in aquatic 
sports. Therefore, power is an essential attribute in every sport that requires high accel-
eration.

In sprinting, for instance, the force applied against the ground is two to three times 
that of the athlete’s body weight. In rowing, the oarsperson must use a constant blade 
pressure of 88 to 132 pounds (40 to 60 kilograms) per stroke in order to maintain high 
acceleration. And in all sports requiring acceleration power, the relevant forceful action 
must be performed repetitively and very rapidly. In these situations, more force applied 
against the ground—or a greater difference between the athlete’s maximum strength and 
the water resistance—enables higher acceleration.

To achieve high acceleration, then, it essential to develop one’s maximum strength. 
Because this goal is achieved during the maximum strength phase, the gains must be 
both maintained and converted to power through specific power training methods. More 
specifically, the isotonic, ballistic, power-resisting, and plyometric methods can help an 
athlete apply the series of muscle impulses that activate a great number of fast-twitch 
fibers at a high rate. Such activation enables the athlete to apply acceleration power at 
the desired high level.

These methods can either be implemented with a low number of reps (one to six) per-
formed explosively and with high frequency or be implemented individually—one rep at 
a time. In the first case, the goal is repeated displays of cyclic power. In the second case, 
the goal is to apply the highest amount of power in a single, acyclic attempt in which the 
elastic–reactive component of strength is less used. Both methods must be used because 
athletes in sports requiring acceleration power must perform instantaneous powerful 
actions and do so with high frequency. By applying periodization of strength, athletes 
increase the likelihood of achieving these effects, as well as reaching peak acceleration 
power at the right time for major competitions.
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Deceleration Power
In several sports, especially racket and team sports, deceleration is as important as accel-
eration. Team-sport players must be able to accelerate and run as quickly as possible in 
order to accomplish various goals, such as overtaking an opponent or making oneself 
available to receive a pass. In some sports—for example, soccer, basketball, lacrosse, and 
ice hockey—they also need the ability to decelerate quickly, then quickly change their 
running direction or jump to perform a sport-specific action, such as rebounding an 
incoming ball. Often, an athlete who can decelerate fast can create a tactical advantage.

Deceleration requires strong legs and good biomechanics; indeed, performing a quick 
deceleration can require leg force over twice one’s body weight. Deceleration is per-
formed through eccentric contraction of the leg muscles. This contraction is facilitated 
by placing the feet ahead of the center of gravity and leaving the upper body behind it. 
Muscles developed to decelerate quickly from a fast sprint rely on their elastic proper-
ties to amortize and reduce impact forces. The ability to amortize these forces requires 
power and degrees of knee and hip flexion similar to those needed for absorbing shock 
while landing.

To train the muscles to decelerate quickly, athletes must employ several methods, such 
as eccentric contraction and plyometrics. For eccentric contraction, the maximum strength 
method must be applied with progression from medium to supermaximum loads. For 
plyometrics, after a few years of normal progression from low- to high-impact exercises, 
the athlete can use drop or depth jumps.

Conversion to Muscular Endurance
No matter how intensive or comprehensive it is, strength training cannot produce ade-
quate adaptation—or the resulting positive training effect—unless it addresses the specific 
physiological needs of the chosen sport. Even though most training specialists might agree 
with this statement, strength-training programs are often inadequate for sports and events 
in which endurance is a dominant or important component. These programs are still 
unduly influenced by Olympic weightlifting and bodybuilding training methods. However, 
though doing 20 reps may result in what bodybuilders consider muscular endurance, 
such a training regimen is grossly inadequate for sports such as mid- and long-distance 
swimming, rowing, canoeing, boxing, wrestling, cross-country skiing, speedskating, and 
triathlon—all of which are aerobic endurance dominant.

On the other hand, if an athlete uses only a low-rep strength training program with loads 
that are submaximal (70 percent of 1RM) or maximal (well over 80 percent), the athlete 
experiences adaptations to such loading in his or her energy supply, recovery, and physi-
ological functioning of the organs and neuromuscular system. As a result, the athlete will 
achieve increased strength and movement efficiency but not muscular endurance. Such a 
program, therefore, does not enable optimal performance in endurance-dominant sports.

As we have seen, high-load strength training activates fast-twitch muscle fibers. This 
fact is well known, accepted, and applied in strength training for sports in which speed 
and power are the dominant abilities. However, athletic activities of long duration require 
a different type of training.

During longer-duration sports or events, the pace is often submaximal, and therefore 
the tension in the muscles is lower. As a result, the CNS first recruits muscle fibers that 
are specialized and adapted to cope with long-lasting physiological functioning: the 
slow-twitch (Type I) and the fast-twitch (Type IIa) muscle fibers. As a result of endur-
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ance training, the body is better able to use fat as fuel, thus sparing glycogen stores and 
disposing of and reusing lactic acid more efficiently.

However, these physiological adaptations cannot be accomplished solely by performing 
the sport. Because the sport-specific training represents a monotonous stimulus, the body 
is not forced to adapt to a higher level. In other words, for example, continuous rowing 
might be a sufficient stimulus for improving muscular endurance, but it is not sufficient 
for increasing sport performance. Instead, athletes should perform strength training with 
high reps using loads that are low to moderate but higher than what they encounter in 
their sport-specific activity. This kind of work trains the slow-twitch and fast-twitch muscle 
fibers to better respond to the dynamics of endurance sports.

Because fatigue seems to occur in stages (Wilmore and Costill 1993), when slow-twitch 
(Type I) and fast-twitch (Type IIa) fibers become exhausted the fast and powerful fast-
twitch (Type IIx) fibers are recruited to work as well. Therefore, organizing a training 
program that recruits and maximizes the involvement of all three types of muscle fiber is 
the best method of enhancing muscular endurance. As a result, athletes in aerobic-dom-
inant sports should do the following:

• Use training methods for muscular endurance of long duration that specifically 
address the adaptation of the muscle fibers, which are needed during long-duration 
sporting activities. The better they are trained, the longer they can produce the spe-
cific force in long-lasting events.

• Alternate strength training methods for muscular endurance of long duration with 
methods for power endurance of short duration so that fast-twitch (Type IIa) and 
fast-twitch (Type IIx) fibers are also recruited and, therefore, adapt to the specifics 
of long-duration activities.

• Use specific endurance training methods—such as long intervals (several reps of 10 
to 30 minutes nonstop) and long-distance training—to adapt the body to effectively 
use free fatty acid as a fuel and improve cardiovascular efficiency.

Endurance training also enhances the oxidative capacity of fast-twitch fibers, which 
increases mitochondria and oxidative enzymes. As a result, the athlete relies more heavily 
on fat (free fatty acid) for ATP production, the most lasting energy reserve of the body 
(Wilmore and Costill 1993).

As we have discussed, a strength training program for endurance-dominant sports 
requires loads that are slightly higher than those encountered in competition. It also 
requires a high number of reps that approach the duration of the event. Implementing 
these parameters trains both the nervous system and the metabolic systems of the athlete 
to cope with the fatigue that is specific to his or her sport. The physiological requirements 
of training structured in this way closely resemble those of competition. Fortunately, the 
neuromuscular system is capable of adapting to any type of training.

The importance of maximum strength for endurance-dominant sports increases in 
proportion to external resistance. For instance, 400-meter swimmers move at a higher 
velocity than 1,500-meter swimmers. To create the higher velocity, 400-meter swimmers 
must pull against the water resistance with greater force than 1,500-meter swimmers do. 
Consequently, maximum strength is more important for 400-meter swimmers than for 
1,500-meter swimmers.

In both cases, however, maximum strength must be improved from year to year if ath-
letes expect to cover their distance faster. Such improvement is possible only if swimmers 
improve their specific metabolic endurance and increase the force used to pull against 
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the water resistance. Only this increased force pushes the body through the water faster. 
The belief that maximum strength training makes swimmers slower because of the low 
velocity of training is a myth. In reality, maximum strength training is the only way to 
adapt the athlete’s neuromuscular system to recruit more motor units for any sport task, 
thus providing a strong foundation on which to enhance muscular endurance.

Muscular endurance is best increased through a strength training program that empha-
sizes a high number of reps performed either explosively or at a steady pace, depending 
on the specifics of the sport. Both the selected exercises and the number of reps must 
be geared to produce the desired adaptation to the physiological requirements of the 
chosen sport or event. Athletes who do not apply adequate training methods during the 
conversion of maximum strength to muscular endurance cannot expect a positive transfer 
from training to the competitive environment. For example, a methodology borrowed from 
bodybuilding or Olympic weightlifting, in which 20 reps are considered optimal, will not 
help an athlete in a sport that requires 200 or more nonstop strokes (such as swimming, 
rowing, and canoeing) or in marathon running with its 50,000 strides.

However, as in all sport-specific periodization models, the number of reps performed 
in the sport cannot suddenly appear in the athlete’s training schedule. To the contrary, 
the plan must gradually implement the needed increase in reps (at a specific load). The 
optimal progression is dictated by the time available for the muscle endurance phase 
and the target time under tension per set. Similarly, load increases, when necessary, must 
be between 2.5 percent and 5 percent from microcycle to microcycle, because a larger 
increase can affect the number of reps that the athlete is able to perform.

For endurance sports, aerobic endurance and muscular endurance must be trained at 
the same time. This requirement can be met either by training the two capabilities on 
separate days or, sometimes, by combining them in the same training session. In the 
latter case, muscular endurance should be performed at the end of the session because 
the specific endurance work often includes technical training. Combined workouts can 
be limited by fatigue, and if the total work per day must be decreased, the reduction is 
normally made in the muscular endurance work.

Here are the types of muscular endurance training for various sports:

• Muscular endurance dynamic (concentric–eccentric)—cyclic sports (e.g., rowing, 
swimming, cycling, cross-country skiing, canoeing, kayaking) and certain other sports 
(e.g., racket sports and boxing)

• Muscular endurance isometric—sports (e.g., sailing and driving) in which the ath-
lete may stay in a specific position (i.e., in isometric contraction) for many minutes

• Muscular endurance mixed (combining dynamic with isometric)—grappling, Brazilian 
jiu-jitsu, shooting, and archery

Because sports can require anywhere from a few seconds to several hours of contin-
uous physical activity, muscular endurance training must address these differences. For 
best training efficiency, muscular endurance is divided into three types according to the 
physiological characteristics of endurance sports: muscular endurance of short duration, 
muscular endurance of medium duration, and muscular endurance of long duration. 
After studying the following suggested training programs, coaches should feel free to 
adapt them to their athletes’ specific needs and training backgrounds and to the physical 
environment of their sport.
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Muscular Endurance of Short Duration
Sports with a duration between 30 seconds and two minutes include certain events in 
track and field, swimming, canoeing, speedskating, and skiing. In addition, some other 
sports require intense activity of this duration regularly during a game or match, such as 
ice hockey, basketball, boxing, and wrestling. During such intense activity, athletes build 
up a high level of lactic acid—often 12 to 20 millimoles or even more per liter—which 
shows that the lactic acid energy system is a dominant or at least important component 
in the overall performance of that sport or event. Most of these sports require very strong 
anaerobic capacity as well as very good aerobic power.

One key objective of training for endurance sports is to train athletes to tolerate 
fatigue; specific strength training should pursue the same goal. As the competitive phase 
approaches, strength training for muscular endurance short must be designed so that it 
challenges athletes’ ability to tolerate a high buildup of lactic acid, as the energy sources 
of muscular endurance of short duration are blood glucose and, in particular, the glyco-
gen stored in the muscles whose anaerobic metabolism determines an accumulation of 
lactic acid. Through training, the body adapts to tolerate the buildup of lactic acid by an 
increased expression of proteins responsible for removing lactate through its utilization 
as an energy substrate source (Billat et al. 2003). This adaptation better prepares the 
athlete for the vigor of competition and the fatigue that ultimately affects performance.

Training for muscular endurance of short duration, the athlete develops an oxygen 
debt. This condition is typical of activities in which the anaerobic energy system prevails. 
After 60 to 90 seconds of such activity, the heart rate can be as high as 200 beats per 
minute, and blood lactic acid concentration can be between 12 and 20 millimoles per 
liter or even higher.

Training for muscular endurance of short duration (MES) involves performing reps 
explosively at a very fast pace. The load is not very high (40 percent to 60 percent of 
1RM) but reps are performed at high intensity—at or close to the rate in competition. 
For this reason, athletes should use the fewest possible exercises (two to six) to engage 
the prime movers.

The number of reps can be set precisely, but as in interval training it is more practical 
to decide the duration of each set—15 to 120 seconds—and the speed of performance: 
fast but steady. If the number of exercises is low, the athlete can perform three to six 
straight sets or two series of two or three sets. The duration and number of sets must be 
increased progressively.

To elicit the fastest and highest accumulation of lactic acid, the speed of performance 
must be explosive. In addition, in order to train an athlete to tolerate lactic acid buildup, 
the rest interval must be such that it enables a high power output in a very acidic envi-
ronment (5 to 20 seconds between sets and 3 to 5 minutes between series, or 3 to 8 
minutes between regular sets).

Training parameters for muscular endurance of short duration are given in table 14.8. 
The series-of-sets approach trains the athlete to maintain a very high power output despite 
lactic acid accumulation, whereas the straight-sets approach mimics the event-specific 
dynamics of lactate accumulation. A general example of MES periodization (e.g., for an 
800-meter run, 200-meter freestyle, or 1,500-meter skate) is shown in figure 14.13; it goes 
from series of sets, which allows a higher mean power output, to straight sets performed 
up to event-specific duration. Figure 14.14 presents a sample six-week program for a 
national-class 100-meter fly swimmer (going from series of sets to straight sets).
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Table 14.8 Training Parameters for Muscular Endurance of Short Duration

Phase duration
SErIES OF SETS STrAIgHT SETS

4–6 weeks

Load 40%–60% of 1RM (according to sport-specific external 
resistance)

No. of exercises 2–6

Set duration 15–60 sec. (time split of spe-
cific event duration)

30–120 sec. (per specific 
event duration)

No. of sets per exercise 2–4 series of 2–6 sets
(Series and sets must be 
progressed to and over 
sport-specific volume.)

3 or 4

rest interval 5–20 sec. between sets, 3–5 
min. between series

3–8 min.

Speed of execution Explosive

Frequency per week 2

SErIES OF SETS STrAIgHT SETS

week 1 week 2 week 3 week 4 week 5 week 6

2×(4×30 sec.) 3× (3×40 sec.) 3× (2×60 sec.) 3×100 sec. 3×110 sec. 3×120 sec.

Figure 14.13 General Example of MES Periodization for a Two-Minute Event 

Exercise

wEEK

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Cable pull while  
 lying on belly   
 (load=50% of 1RM) 

2×(4×15 sec.) 3×(3×20 sec.) 4×(2×30 sec.) 3×50 sec. 3×55 sec. 3×60 sec.

2. Medicine ball hold  
 and forward throw  
 while lying on  
 back with arms  
 above head 

2×(4×15 sec.) 3×(3×20 sec.) 4×(2×30 sec.) 3×50 sec. 3×55 sec. 3×60 sec.

3. Leg extension  
 (load=50% of 1RM)

2×(4×15 sec.) 3×(3×20 sec.) 4×(2×30 sec.) 3×50 sec. 3×55 sec. 3×60 sec.

4. Cable elbow   
 extension  
 (load=50% of 1RM)

2×(4×15 sec.) 3×(3×20 sec.) 4×(2×30 sec.) 3×50 sec. 3×55 sec. 3×60 sec.

5. Abdominal V-sit 2×20 2×25 3×25 2×30 2×35 3×35

LOADINg PATTErN

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low

Figure 14.14 Sample Six-Week Program for a National-Class 100-Meter Fly Swimmer
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Muscular Endurance of Medium and Long Duration
Muscular endurance of medium or long duration  is a key factor in improving perfor-
mance in all sports in which performance time lasts longer than two minutes. Examples 
include boxing, wrestling, rowing, swimming (400 to 1,500 meters), kayaking, canoeing 
(1,000 to 10,000 meters), road cycling, cross-country skiing, and biathlon and triathlon 
running. Training for muscular endurance of medium or long duration can be performed 
following the principles of interval training of long duration. This training method can 
also be referred to as extensive interval training because extensive implies a high-volume, 
long-duration type of activity.

The main objective of training for muscular endurance is to increase the athlete’s ability 
to cope with fatigue. Such training improves the athlete’s anaerobic and aerobic endurance 
because it employs a high number of reps—often more than 100. In the early part of a 
nonstop set with many reps, energy is provided by the anaerobic system. This process 
produces a buildup of lactic acid that creates physiological and psychological problems 
for the athlete as he or she attempts to continue the activity. As the athlete overcomes the 
challenge and continues to work, energy is supplied by the aerobic system. Therefore, 
repetitive muscular endurance training results in a specific adaptation that improves the 
necessary local aerobic metabolism.

Physiological adaptations promote better oxygen and energy supply and increase 
the removal of metabolic wastes. For example, repetitive muscular endurance training 
increases the amount of available glycogen stored both in the muscles and in the liver. 
Overall, then, muscular endurance training increases physiological efficiency.

Because muscular endurance training employs a relatively low load (around 30 percent 
to 50 percent of 1RM), muscles improve their long-term contracting capability without 
any evident increase in muscle fiber diameter. Only a certain number of motor units 
are active at one time; the others are at rest and are activated only when and where the 
contracting fibers become fatigued.

For sports in which muscular endurance represents an important training method, it 
is also beneficial to improve maximum strength. If the diameter of an individual muscle 
fiber increases as a result of maximum strength training, a lower number of motor units 
is required in order to perform a muscular endurance training task. In addition, maximum 
strength training and plyometric training have been proven to improve movement effi-
ciency. This type of strength reserve created by using fewer units is critical and increases 
a muscle’s capacity to produce work more effectively.

Therefore, maximum strength training should not be minimized. To the contrary, within 
limits, it should be used for all of the sports mentioned in this discussion. However, 
further once general preparation is over, doing more than simple maximum strength 
maintenance provide only negligible benefits for sports of long duration, such as a mar-
athon, and for sports that require less than 30 percent of maximum strength (Hartmann 
and Tünnemann 1988).

Training for muscular endurance of medium duration (MEM) is suggested for sports 
in which the duration of competition is between 2 and 10 minutes (events dominated by 
aerobic power), whereas MEL training is suggested for sports in which the duration is 10 
minutes or longer (events dominated by aerobic capacity). This distinction is necessary 
because muscular endurance of medium duration has a stronger anaerobic component, 
whereas muscular endurance of long duration is clearly aerobic. The program designs 
for each type of muscular endurance are described separately in the following sections 
because the load, set duration, and speed of execution are also clearly different.
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Table 14.9 Training Parameters for Muscular Endurance Medium

Phase duration
SErIES OF SETS STrAIgHT SETS

8–10 weeks

Load 30%–50% of 1RM (according to sport-specific external 
resistance)

No. of exercises 4–8

Set duration 1–4 min. (time split of the 
specific event duration)

2–8 min. (according to  
specific event duration)

No. of sets per exercise 2–4 series of 2–4 sets
(Series and sets must be 
progressed to and over 
sport-specific volume.)

3 or 4

rest interval 5–10 sec. between sets, 2–4 
min. between series

2–3 min.

Speed of execution Fast Fast to moderate

Frequency per week 2

Program Design for Muscular Endurance of Medium Duration
This program is recommended for events that last between two and eight minutes or 
otherwise require a high level of aerobic power. It can be designed in the form of circuit 
training, series of sets, or straight sets. The circuit training option is suggested for situa-
tions in which it is not possible to practice the sport-specific training with an adequate 
weekly frequency and therefore the cardiorespiratory adaptations must be stimulated also 
during the time devoted to training in the gym. The series approach is suggested espe-
cially for the first part of an MEM phase for events with a strong anaerobic component 
and for which the system must be trained to produce a steady output of high power (e.g., 
1,500-meter run, 400-meter swim, 3,000-meter skate, 1,000-meter kayaking). It can also 
be used at the end of the MEM phase for intermittent sports. The straight-sets approach 
is suggested for the development of local muscular endurance in longer events; for the 
second part of an MEM phase, when sets must reach the sport-specific duration; for sports 
that require steady power output; and for the first part of an MEM phase for intermittent 
sports. Examples are presented for each of the three options.

The load in training for muscular endurance of medium duration ranges from 30 percent 
to 50 percent of 1RM (see table 14.9). Throughout the MEM phase, certain parameters 
are held constant: load, speed of execution, and number of exercises (more for sports 
in which several muscle groups must be trained, such as wrestling and boxing, and 
fewer for sports in which either the upper- or lower-body muscle groups prevail, such 
as speedskating and canoeing). Set duration, however, increases every week or every 
second week. The program is designed precisely to constantly expose athletes to high 
levels of fatigue so that they learn to cope with the pain and exhaustion of competition. 
Therefore, the rest interval between sets is short so that the athlete has insufficient time 
to recover adequately.

Figure 14.15 shows a general example of periodization of MEM (e.g., for 1,500-meter 
run, 400-meter freestyle swim, 3,000-meter skate, or 1,000-meter kayaking) and figure 
14.16 a sample MEM program for a wrestler. Both these programs go from series of sets, 
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which allow higher mean power output, to straight sets performed up to event-specific 
duration. As shown, the duration and number of reps are increased progressively over a 
long period. To achieve physiological adaptation in response to such high training, the 
duration of the conversion phase must be 8 to 10 weeks.

Circuit training designed for muscular endurance of medium (and long duration also) 
can use a barbell or any other piece of equipment. The advantage of using a barbell is 
that different limbs can be exercised without stopping to rest, as required in the circuit 
shown in figure 14.17.

The circuit in figure 14.17 includes eight exercises that, after 9 or 10 weeks, are per-
formed as follows. The athlete places a barbell of 40 percent of maximum strength on 
the ground and performs 50 deadlifts. After completing the last rep, the athlete deloads 
the barbell, lies on the bench, and does 50 bench presses. The athlete then quickly 
reloads the bar, places the barbell back on the shoulders, and performs 50 half squats. 
After completing the last squat, the athlete sits on a bench and performs 50 arm curls, 
then grabs a kettlebell from the ground and performs 50 kettlebell swings. The athlete 
moves immediately to 50 rowing actions, then once again quickly places the barbell on 
the shoulders and performs 50 toe raises, which are followed by 50 V-sits performed on 
the ground. The total number of reps performed in our hypothetical circuit is 400!

The advantage of this method is that the cardiorespiratory system is involved through-
out the circuit because training alternates between different muscle groups. This work 
develops muscular endurance and aerobic endurance—the two crucial abilities for any of 
the sports discussed in this chapter—which is particularly good when, for instance, the 
athlete cannot do much specific metabolic training during the macrocycle.

SErIES OF SETS STrAIgHT SETS

week 1 week 2 week 3 week 4 week 5 week 6

2×(4×60 sec.) 3×(3×80 sec.) 3×(2×120 sec.) 3×200 sec. 3×220 sec. 3×240 sec.

Figure 14.15 General Example of MEM Periodization for Events Lasting About Four Minutes and 
Requiring Steadily High Power Output

Exercises

wEEK

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

zercher squat 2×120 
sec.

2×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×(2×60 
sec.)

2×(2×60 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

Floor press 2×120 
sec.

2×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×(2×60 
sec.)

2×(2×60 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

Hip bridge 2×120 
sec.

2×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×(2×60 
sec.)

2×(2×60 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

Lat machine  
(neutral narrow grip)

2×120 
sec.

2×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×(2×60 
sec.)

2×(2×60 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

Barbell curl 2×120 
sec.

2×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×(2×60 
sec.)

2×(2×60 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

3×(3×40 
sec.)

Farmer’s walk 2×100 
sec.

2×100 
sec.

3×80 
sec.

3×80 
sec.

2×(2×60 
sec.)

2×(2×60 
sec.)

3×(2×40 
sec.)

3×(2×40 
sec.)

Figure 14.16 Program Moving From Straight Sets to Series of Sets for a Wrestler
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Exercise

NuMBEr OF wEEKS

3 or 4 3 3 2

Deadlift Progressively aim 
to perform 50–60 
reps nonstop per 
exercise with a 
load of 30%–50% 
of 1RM.

Perform 2 exer-
cises nonstop, or 
100 reps together 
(e.g., 50 half 
squats followed by 
50 arm curls); pair 
the remaining 6 
exercises.

Perform 4 exer-
cises nonstop, or 
200 reps together. 
After a rest inter-
val, perform the 
other 4 exercises in 
the same manner.

Perform all exer-
cises nonstop  
(8 exercises × 50 
reps = 400 reps 
nonstop).

Bench press

Half squat

Arm curl

Kettlebell swing

Bent-over row

Toe raise

V-sit

rest interval 1 minute between 
exercises

1–2 minutes 
between pairs

2 minutes between 
the groups

1 minute

A similar program can be developed for other sports, such as 400- to 1,500-meter swimming, middle-distance 
speedskating events, kayaking, and canoeing.

Figure 14.17 Sample MEM Circuit for a Rower

To further clarify the information presented in figure 14.17, coaches should consider 
the following guidelines:

• The number of reps increases progressively to reach 40 to 60 (or even higher); doing 
so may take two to four weeks.

• The number of exercises may vary depending on the needs of the sport.

• The number of reps may differ between the first exercises and the last exercises 
when the latter ones are given lower priority.

• The same exercise can be repeated twice in the same circuit to emphasize the impor-
tance of that group of muscles in a given sport.

• The number of exercises may not be the same for upper and lower body. This decision 
should be based on the athlete’s strengths and weaknesses and the sport’s demands.

• With beginners, the load for a deadlift must be lower (30 percent to 40 percent of 
1RM) and used carefully (employing long-term progression).

• Athletes should maintain a steady speed throughout the circuit, even though they 
may have the urge to move faster and get the exercise over with.

• Coaches and trainers should set up all needed equipment before training so that the 
athlete needs as little time as possible to move from one exercise to another, espe-
cially in a gym setting. Good choices in such settings include barbell and dumbbell 
exercises that can be performed in a close space.

• Athletes should perform two exercises nonstop in the second phase, four nonstop 
in the third phase, and all eight nonstop in the last phase.
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• The athlete may need eight to ten minutes or longer to perform an eight-exercise 
circuit nonstop, depending on his or her classification. An even longer circuit can 
be designed for better improvement of muscular endurance of long duration.

• Because both MEM and MEL involve severe physiological demands, this method 
should be used only by athletes with a strong background in both strength and 
endurance training (national-class athletes and higher). For a less demanding circuit 
(for juniors), include only four to six exercises.

• It is best to perform an even number of exercises because of the recommended 
progression—two exercises performed nonstop, then four, then all eight.

• As an athlete adapts to performing the total number of exercises nonstop during 
the last phase, the coach can use a stopwatch to monitor improvement. The time 
required to complete the circuit should decrease as a result of adaptation.

Figure 14.18 depicts a suggested MEM program for boxing. This program has to be 
performed nonstop, from the first to the last exercise, with a steady rhythm, but as fast 
as possible. The only exception is the jump squat, in which the eccentric phase has to be 
performed in a fast but controlled fashion to avoid deep knee compression.

For the one-arm standing medicine ball throw, the athlete needs to throw the ball against 
a solid rebounding wall. The throw must imitate a boxing punch, performed horizontally 
forward with the other arm being used just as a support, to hold the ball in front of the 
chest. The weight of the ball can start (depending on the boxer’s conditioning) at 6 to 8 
pounds (2.7 to 3.6 kilograms). The weight should decrease every one or two weeks by 

Exercise week 1 week 2 week 3 week 4

One-arm standing medicine 
ball chest throw

4×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

5×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

6×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

6×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

Jump squat (50% of 1RM) 30 reps 30 reps 30 reps 30 reps

Kettlebell swing (power 
swing or American swing 
style)

1 min. 1 min. 1.5 min. (lighter 
kettlebell than 
in weeks 1 and 
2)

1.5 minutes 
(same kettlebell 
as in week 3)

Within a circuit rest interval 1 min. 1 min. 1 min. 1 min.

One-arm standing medicine 
ball chest throw

4×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

5×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

6×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

6×10 reps, 10 
sec. rest interval

Two-arm standing medicine 
ball smash-down

4×10 sec., 10 
sec. rest interval

5×10 sec., 10 
sec. rest interval

6×10 sec., 10 
sec. rest interval

6×10 sec., 10 
sec. rest interval

rest interval  
between circuits

1 min. 1 min. 1 min. 1 min.

Number of circuits 3 3 3 or 4 4 or 5

Total duration  
of single circuit

8 min. 9 min. 10 min. 10 min.

To prolong the duration of a circuit, add another exercise, such as the abdomen crunch. Professional boxers must 
progressively use a higher number of circuits to meet the muscular endurance requirements of going 10 or 12 
rounds in the ring (e.g., repeat the circuit 5 to 7 times).

Figure 14.18 Sample Program for Muscular Endurance Medium for Boxing
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one or two pounds. During the last week or two, the ball should weigh 2 to 4 pounds 
(0.9 to 1.8 kilograms).

Because the upper body musculature of a boxer must endure a more anaerobic kind 
of activity, the duration of the upper-body exercise sets is split. The rest intervals are 
planned after roughly the duration of a round, then after a progressively longer time, to 
ensure both a high power output and the development of specific muscular endurance.

Program Design for Muscular Endurance of Long Duration
Sports of longer duration require a different kind of physiological training. In most of 
these sports, the athlete applies force against a given resistance—for example, water in 
swimming, rowing, and canoeing; pedals in cycling (with body weight applied as strength, 
especially uphill); ice in speedskating; and snow and various terrains in cross-country 
skiing and biathlon. The dominant energy system in such sports is aerobic capacity, and 
improved performance is expected to come from increments in both central and periph-
eral aerobic endurance. Central (cardiovascular) adaptations are addressed mainly by 
sport-specific training; therefore, strength training must be designed to enhance local 
muscular endurance.

To increase muscular endurance of long duration, the key training ingredient is a high 
number of reps performed nonstop. The other training parameters remain constant, as 
indicated in table 14.10.

Because one training goal of muscular endurance long is to enable the athlete to cope 
with fatigue, the rest interval does not allow full recovery. In fact, only a very short rest 
(usually five to ten seconds) is afforded as the athlete changes stations. Similarly, for 
straight-sets training, only a short rest interval is programmed—again, to prevent a com-
plete muscular recovery—thus further challenging local muscular endurance.

Figure 14.19 shows a typical training program for sports such as triathlon, marathon, 
kayaking and canoeing (10,000-meter and marathon), long-distance swimming, road 
cycling, and cross-country skiing. To facilitate monitoring the many minutes of steady 
work, duration is expressed in minutes rather than number of reps.

The first two exercises can be performed with any combination machine available in 
a fitness center or school gymnasium. The last two exercises must be performed using 
rubber cords, often called elastic cords, which are available in many sporting goods stores. 
To train long-distance kayakers and canoeists, the elastic cords must be anchored before 
training so that arm pulls or elbow extensions—typical motions for these two sports—can 
be performed in a seated position.

The set duration per exercise must be based on the work tolerance and performance 
level of each athlete. It must also take into consideration the resulting total workout 

Table 14.10 Training Parameters for Muscular Endurance Long

Phase duration 8–12 weeks

Load 30%–40% of 1RM

No. of exercises 4–6

No. of sets per session 2–4

rest interval 2 minutes between circuits, 1 minute between sets

Speed of execution Moderate

Frequency per week 2 or 3
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Exercise

NuMBEr OF wEEKS

2 2 2 2 2 2 or 3

Leg press With a load of 
30% of 1RM, 
do 4 minutes 
of nonstop 
work for each 
exercise.

Do the same 
work for 7 min-
utes nonstop 
per exercise. 
To maintain 
proper work-
out duration, 
perform only 
one between 
leg presses 
and arm pulls 
per circuit(thus 
do 5 exercises 
per circuit).

Do 10 minutes 
of nonstop 
work of an 
exercise. To 
maintain 
proper work-
out duration, 
eliminate the 
leg presses 
and arm pulls 
(thus do 4 
exercises per 
circuit).

Do 6 minutes 
of nonstop 
work of an 
exercise. Take 
a 1-minute 
rest, repeat 
the set, then 
proceed to 
the next exer-
cise.

Do 8 minutes 
of nonstop 
work of an 
exercise. Take 
a 1-minute 
rest, repeat 
the set, then 
proceed to 
the next exer-
cise. To main-
tain proper 
workout dura-
tion, only per-
form one set 
of leg presses 
and arm pulls.

Do 10 minutes 
of nonstop 
work of an 
exercise. Take 
a 1-minute 
rest, repeat 
the set, then 
proceed to 
the next exer-
cise. To main-
tain proper 
workout dura-
tion, eliminate 
the leg press 
and arm pulls 
(thus do 4 total 
exercises).

Arm pull (cords) 

Bench press

Leg press 

Arm pull (cords) 

Elbow extension 
(cords)

Number of circuits 
completed

3 2 2 — — —

Number of sets 
per exercise

— — — 2 2 2

rest interval 
between circuits

2 minutes 2 minutes 2 minutes — — —

rest interval 
between 
exercises

— — — 1 minute 1 minute 1 minute

workout duration 76 minutes 72 minutes 82 minutes 84 minutes 84 minutes 84 minutes

A similar concept of training can be applied to other sports, such as long-distance cross-country skiing, kayaking, marathon swimming, 
and triathlon.

Figure 14.19 Sample MEL Training Program for an Experienced Marathon Canoeist

duration. To train muscular endurance of long duration, some have suggested progress-
ing from straight sets to circuits; instead, we suggest progressing from circuits to straight 
sets in order to further increase local muscular endurance. Here is the reasoning: Circuit 
training has a greater cardiorespiratory impact than straight sets do. However, long- 
endurance athletes already have a high level of cardiorespiratory endurance because they 
devote, on average, 90 percent of their total annual training time to sport-specific activity. 
Therefore, their specific strength training must focus on local muscular endurance of the 
prime movers.

Muscular Endurance Isometric
A limited number of sports require athletes to use isometric contraction of long duration 
during competition. Examples include sailing and motor sports (driving). During train-
ing and competition in sailing, the athlete takes a specific position (static in most cases) 
in which parts of the body perform long-duration isometric contraction. For instance, a 
sailor may be seated on a side of the board while holding a rope in order to maintain 
the mast in the most wind-effective position. To do so, the athlete contracts certain parts 
of the body, such as the abdomen, legs, low back, and arms.
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Unlike driving (motor sports), in which specific strength training is performed in the 
gym, the muscular endurance isometric training for sailing can be performed on the boat 
and off the boat, as illustrated in the following example. During training, the athlete can 
use a heavy vest to overload the upper body, thus creating an additional physiological 
challenge against the pull of gravity and the centrifugal force during turns. Heavy vests 
can carry different weights, often as high as 35 pounds (about 16 kilograms). The scope 
of training can involve progressively increasing either the weight of the vest or the dura-
tion of using it.

Figure 14.20 suggests a progression for using a weighted vest for training in the boat. 
This progression is only a guideline, applicable as appropriate for the athlete’s individual 
physical capabilities, needs, and training environment. Training for sailing should include 
a preparatory phase regardless of whether the sailor lives in a climate that favors year-
round training. Figure 14.21 illustrates a suggested strength training program for sailing, 
in which isometric training is dominant. The angle at which the athlete holds the isometric 
contraction must be sport-specific. Again, this is only a progression guideline; coaches 
should adapt it to fit the needs of their athletes, for both sailing and driving.

Figure 14.20 Sample Progression for In-Boat Use of Heavy Vests in Sailing

weight of vest 10 kg (about 22 lb.) 12 kg (about 26.5 lb.) 15 kg (about 33 lb.)

Duration 2×15 min. 3×15 min. 4×20 min.

Exercise

wEEK rest 
interval1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Arm pull 5×60 
sec.

4×90 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×180 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

1 min.

2. Leg press 5×60 
sec.

4×90 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×180 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

2 min.

3. Leg curl 4×30 
sec.

4×45 
sec.

2×60 
sec.

2×90 
sec.

2×120 
sec.

2×120 
sec.

2 min.

4. Back extension 5×60 
sec.

4×90 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×180 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

2 min.

5. Bench press 5×60 
sec.

4×90 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×180 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

1 min.

6. Roman chair   
 iso crunch

5×60 
sec.

4×90 
sec.

3×120 
sec.

2×180 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

2×240 
sec.

1 min.

Figure 14.21 Sample Strength Training Program for Sailing
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Muscular Endurance using Mixed Contractions Method
Muscular endurance using mixed contractions is very specific to certain sports, such as 
grappling, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, shooting, and archery. The main scope of training for such 
sports is to expose athletes to mixed-contraction training, such as concentric–isometric–
eccentric, in order to ready them for major competition.

Consider pistol shooting, in which the pistol weighs 3 pounds (about 1.4 kilograms). 
During competition, the shooter lifts the pistol 20 times, each time holding an isomet-
ric contraction of 10 to 15 seconds, with limited rest intervals. Poorly trained athletes 
have a shaky arm, mostly toward the end of a competition, which is of course far from 
conducive to high shooting accuracy. Therefore, the scope of training in this sport (see 
figure 14.22) is to prepare the athlete to lift the pistol at least as many times as needed 
during competition, using weights higher than the weight of the pistol, for a sport-specific 
duration of isometric contraction and with sport-specific rest intervals between sets (50 
seconds during a final).

weeks 2 2 2

weight of dumbbell 1.5 kg (about 3.3 lb.) 2 kg (about 4.4 lb.) 2.5 kg (about 5.5 lb.)

45-degree raise 18 sets × 1 rep 16 sets × 1 rep 14 sets × 1 rep

Isometric contraction duration 
at specific joint angle

15 sec. 15 sec. 12 sec.

rest interval between sets 50 sec. 50 sec. 50 sec.

Figure 14.22 Sample Progression for Mixed Concentric–Isometric–Eccentric Training for Shooting

The technical action in pistol shooting is as follows: Lift the pistol from the hip to 
shoulder level, hold it still for 10 to 15 seconds, shoot, and then lower the pistol to the 
starting position. The longest shooting round lasts 14 shots. A similar type of action is 
required in archery, in which the archer performs concentric–isometric contraction against 
resistance while stretching the bowstring and holding it for a few seconds (5 to 10). The 
archer then releases the arrow and lowers the bow to prepare for a new attempt.

Mixed martial arts (MMA) also features a mix of eccentric–concentric and isometric 
contractions during the ground portion of a fight. Such contractions are also needed in 
grappling and Brazilian jiu-jitsu. As always, these sport-specific strength requirements 
must be reflected in the athletes’ strength training. This need can be met by targeting the 
prime movers that undergo the isometric contractions either through functional isometrics 
interspersed with eccentric–concentric exercises or through straight isometric exercises; 
see figure 14.23.
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wOrKOuTS 1-3-5** 

Exercise Sets reps Tempo rest interval

Deadlift 3 1 (75% of 1RM) 3.0.X 2 min.

Bench press 3 2 (75%) 3.0.X 2 min.

Good morning 3 5 (2 reps short to failure) 3.0.X 2 min.

Pull-up with functional isometrics 3 3 (70% 1RM) 2.0.1+1+1iso.X 2 min.

Hip bridge 3 3 (70% 1RM) 3.0.X 2 min.

Radial deviation 2 8 3.0.1 1 min.

Sit-up with weight 2 6 3.0.1 1 min.

wOrKOuTS 2-4-6***

Exercise Sets reps Tempo rest interval

Isometric kneeling good morning 3 60 sec. — 2 min.

Isometric floor press 3 60 sec. 3.0.X 3 min.

One-arm dumbbell row 3 5 (2 reps short to 
failure)

3.0.1 90 sec.

Front raise 3 8 3.0.1 90 sec.

Standing calf raise 3 8 3.0.X 90 sec.

Iso neck extension on Swiss ball 3 60 sec. — 1 min.

Turkish get-up 3 3+3
(L/R)

— 90 sec.

Farmer walk 3 60 sec. + 60 sec.
(L/R)

— 90 sec.

*Two-week block before a two-week precompetition taper.

**Workouts 1 and 3 performed in the first week; workout 5 performed in the second week.

***Workout 2 performed in the first week; workouts 4 and 6 performed in the second week.

Figure 14.23 Sample Program Using Mixed Concentric–Eccentric and Isometric Training for MMA, 
Grappling, or Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Fighter During the Competitive Phase* 
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Phases 5, 6, and 7: 
Maintenance,  
Cessation, and 
Compensation

Strength training is an important physiological contributor to overall athletic performance. 
In particular, more explosive skills require more maximum strength and power, and longer 
activities require more muscular endurance. In all cases, superior performance requires 
the vital contribution of strength.

The benefits of strength to athletic performance are experienced as long as the neuro-
muscular system maintains the cellular adaptations induced by training. When strength 
training is ceased, the benefits soon decrease as the contractile properties of the muscles 
diminish. The consequence is the process of detraining—a visible decrease in the contri-
bution of strength to athletic performance. To avoid detraining, athletes must implement 
sport-specific strength programs during the competitive phase.

Strength training also affects peaking, or performing at peak level during the year’s 
main competition(s). In several sports, especially power sports, peak performance is 
often achieved in the early part of the competitive phase. During this time, coaches tend 
to overlook strength training because specific technical and tactical training become 
dominant. Unfortunately, this lack of strength training causes decreased performance as 
the season progresses. In the early part of the season, while strength training remains in 
effect, the athlete can perform as expected. However, when the athlete’s ability to pow-
erfully contract the muscles diminishes, so does his or her performance.

According to the theory of periodization of strength, gains in maximum strength during 
the maximum strength phase should be transformed into either muscular endurance or 
power during the conversion phase while maintaining maximum strength levels. Doing 
so enables the athlete to develop the best possible sport-specific strength and equips 
him or her with the physiological capabilities necessary for strong performance during 
the competitive phase. This physiological base must be maintained if the athlete is to 
maintain his or her performance level throughout the competitive phase.
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This reality means that the coach must plan a sport-specific strength maintenance 
program throughout the competitive phase. Maximum strength is a crucial ingredient for 
sport-specific strength programs. Many sports require maintenance of some maximum 
strength during the competitive season, mostly using the low-volume-of-maximum-load 
method (usually 40 percent to 50 percent of the volume used for the highest-load micro-
cycle of the maximum strength phase). Gains in maximum strength decline faster if they 
resulted from a too-short maximum strength phase.

In addition, in many sports, the only type of strength training performed is event-specific 
power training. Maximum strength training is often overlooked, and gains are therefore 
short lived. Another methodological error occurs when strength training is done mostly 
during the preparatory phase; in this case, strength gains deteriorate as the competitive 
phase progresses and approaches its peak.

With all of this in mind, coaches should not question whether to prescribe strength 
maintenance training during the competitive phase, but rather how to do so. They must 
keep in mind the dominant ability of the sport and carefully consider what types of 
strength the athlete needs to maintain. Most sports require some elements of maximum 
strength, power, and muscular endurance. The most important decision, therefore, is not 
which of the three to maintain but in what proportion—and how best to integrate them 
into training.

Athletes in power sports must maintain both maximum strength and power. Because 
these abilities cannot be substituted for each other—rather, they are complementary—one 
should not be maintained at the expense of the other. For instance, throwers in track 
and field and linemen in American football must maintain maximum strength during 
the competitive phase with a roughly equal proportion between maximum strength and 
power. Most athletes in team sports should maintain maximum strength, power, and 
either power endurance or muscular endurance, depending on the position they play. 
For endurance sports, however, the proportion between maximum strength and muscu-
lar endurance depends both on the duration of the event and on which energy system 
is dominant. For the majority of endurance sports, muscular endurance is the dominant 
component of strength.

The proportion of different types of strength to maintain also depends on the duration 
of the competitive phase. The longer this phase is, the more important it is to maintain 
some elements of maximum strength, because this type of strength is an important 
component of both power and muscular endurance. Overlooking this fact results in the 
detraining of maximum strength, which affects both power and muscular endurance. 
Table 15.1 shows the proportions of different types of strength to be maintained during 
the competitive phase for various sports and positions.

Table 15.1 Strength Proportions for the Competitive Phase

Sport or event
Maximum 
strength % Power %

Power  
endurance %

Muscular  
endurance %

Athletics
 Sprinting 40 40 20 —
 Jumping 30 70 — —
 Throwing 50 50 — —

Baseball
 Pitcher 40 40 20 —
 Field player 20 70 10 —
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Sport or event
Maximum 
strength % Power %

Power  
endurance %

Muscular  
endurance %

Basketball 20 60 20 —

Biathlon — — 20 80

Boxing 20 20 30 30

Canoeing/Kayaking
 500 m 40 30 20 10
 1,000 m 20 20 20 40
 10,000 m — — 20 80

Cycling

 Track 200 m 40 40 20 —

 4,000 m pursuit 10 30 20 40

Diving 30 70 — —

Fencing 20 50 30 —

Field hockey — 40 20 40

Figure skating 40 40 20 —

Football (American)
 Linemen 50 50 — —
 Linebackers 30 50 20 —
 Running backs 30 50 20 —
 Wide receivers 30 50 20 —
 Defensive backs 30 50 20 —
 Tailbacks 30 40 20 10

Football (Australian) 30 40 20 10

Ice hockey 20 40 30 10

Martial arts — 60 30 10

Rowing 20 — 20 60

Rugby 30 40 30 —

Skiing
 Alpine 40 30 30 —
 Nordic — — 20 80

Soccer
 Goalie 40 60 — —
 Field positions 30 50 20 —

Speedskating
 Sprinting 30 50 20 —
 Distance — 10 20 70

Swimming

 Sprinting 40 40 20 —
 Middle distance 10 10 20 60
 Long distance — — 20 80

Tennis 10 50 30 10

Volleyball 40 50 10 —

Water polo 10 20 20 50

Wrestling 20 20 20 40
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The same training methods suggested in earlier chapters should be applied during 
the maintenance phase. What differs during this phase is not the methodology but the 
volume of strength training as compared with the volume of technical, tactical, and other 
training. During this phase, the strength maintenance program should be subordinate to 
other types of training. Therefore, the athlete should use the lowest number of exercises 
(two to four, or six for some multiplanar sports) to address the prime movers. With this 
approach, the athlete expends the least possible energy for maintenance of strength, 
leaving the majority of energy for technical and tactical training.

The one to three strength training sessions per week during the competitive phase 
should be as short as possible. Indeed, a good maintenance program can often be accom-
plished in 20 to 30 minutes. Of course, the frequency of strength training sessions also 
depends on the competition schedule. If no competitions are scheduled on the weekend, 
then a microcycle may include two (or perhaps three) strength training sessions. If a game 
or competition is planned on the weekend, then one (or perhaps two) short strength 
training sessions can be planned.

The number of sets is also usually low (one to four), depending on whether the ath-
lete is training for power endurance or muscular endurance. For power and maximum 
strength, a range of two to four sets is possible because the number of reps is usually 
low. The rest interval should be longer than usual so that the athlete can recover almost 
entirely during the break. The intent of the maintenance phase is not to create fatigue 
but to stabilize performance and maintain high power output. For muscular endurance 
training, only one or two sets should be performed because the number of reps is higher. 
For muscular endurance medium training during the competitive phase, the set duration 
should not exceed one minute; for muscular endurance long, it should not exceed six 
minutes.

The planning for each microcycle of a maintenance program depends on the type of 
strength being sought. For power training, athletes should perform exercises that enhance 
explosiveness by using resistance close to that encountered in competition. Two types 
of resistance are suggested: increased load and decreased load. Increased-load training 
involves using a resistance slightly higher than that of competition, and it enhances both 
maximum strength and power. Exercises of this type should be specific to the prevailing 
skills of the particular sport. This type of exercise is suggested mostly for the early part 
of the competitive phase as a transition from maximum strength to power. Decreased-
load training, on the other hand, involves using a resistance below that encountered in 
competition. It enhances explosiveness and should prevail in the phase prior to major 
competition.

Both types of load increase the ability to recruit a high number of fast-twitch muscle 
fibers and improve coordination of the muscles involved. More generally, if the competi-
tive phase is longer than five months, athletes should dedicate at least 25 percent of the 
total work to the maintenance of maximum strength because the detraining of maximum 
strength negatively affects sport-specific strength.

Variations of Loading Pattern  
for the Competitive Phase

Strength training is not a rigid process. To the contrary, programs should be flexible and 
adapted to the athlete’s well-being and training progress, to the requirements of the sport, 
and to the competition schedule. The content of a training session must be planned to 
match the overall intensity or demand of sport-specific elements in that session, and take 
into account the proximity of the competition or game. The examples suggested in this 
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section assume that strength training is performed following specific work on technique 
and tactics and drills for speed and specific endurance. Consequently, the athlete is little 
time or energy to spare, and strength training must be short and sport specific.

The following guidelines explain in some detail the loading parameter of strength 
and power maintenance sessions throughout the competitive microcycle. Description is 
provided for heavy, medium, and low loads sessions and for certain other general con-
siderations.

• A heavy-load or heavy-demand strength training session lasts 20 to 30 minutes. It 
trains maximum strength or a combination of maximum strength and power. Athletes 
perform four or five total exercises specifically for the prime movers. Strength is 
trained with a load of 70 percent to 80 percent of 1-repetition maximum (1RM) as 
fast and dynamically as possible while maintaining good technique. Athletes perform 
one to three reps (with a buffer of 15 percent to 20 percent) in two to four sets with 
a rest interval of two to three minutes between sets.

• A medium-load strength training session lasts 20 to 30 minutes. It trains maximum 
strength, power, or a combination of the two. Athletes perform three or four total 
exercises. For strength, they use a load of 70 percent of 1RM. They perform three to 
five explosive reps (with a buffer of 15 percent to 20 percent) in two or three sets 
with a rest interval of two to three minutes between sets.

• A low-load strength training session lasts 15 to 30 minutes. It trains maximum strength, 
power, or a combination of the two. Athletes perform two or three total exercises 
and explosively move a load of 60 percent to 70 percent of 1RM. They perform one 
to six reps (with a buffer of 20 percent to 30 percent) over two or three sets with a 
rest interval of two to three minutes between sets.

• Rest intervals should be adjusted according to the number of exercises and the 
volume of the set to fit within the allotted training time.

• Strength and power exercises that work the same muscle groups can be paired in 
jump-set fashion to save training time yet allow sufficient time for recovery between 
two sets of the same exercise.

The following sections present several practical examples of loading pattern dynamics 
for both individual and team sports during competitive-phase microcycles.

Individual Sports
Figure 15.1 shows a suggested strength training plan for athletes in the competitive phase 
of speed and power sports (e.g., sprinting, jumping, and throwing events in track and 
field; 50-meter swimming; martial arts; fencing). For the first two or three days following 
competition, the objective of training is regeneration. Only two strength training sessions 
are planned, both later in the week, and the first is of low intensity.

The only time strength training is challenging is during week 2. The third week involves 
peaking for competition again, so only two strength training sessions are planned, and the 
second one is of low intensity. To ensure that the Wednesday session is of low demand, 
the rest interval(s) between two or three sets of strength and power training should be 
long (three to four minutes) for full regeneration. In addition, the load should have a 
buffer of no less than 20 percent (e.g., three to six reps at 60 percent of 1RM, two to five 
reps at 65 percent, or one or two reps at 70 percent). This approach prevents residual 
fatigue that could affect the athlete’s performance in the upcoming competition.
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Figure 15.2 Proposed strength training schedule for an athlete whose competitions occur two weeks 
apart.
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Figure 15.1 Suggested plan for strength training (and loading magnitude) for a speed-and-pow-
er-dominant sport in which competitions occur three weeks apart.

Figure 15.2 addresses similar concerns for an athlete whose competitions occur two 
weeks apart. When designing such a plan, coaches should allow two or three days of 
regenerative, low-intensity training following the first competition. Training must then 
involve low intensity again on the last two or three days before the next competition in 
order to facilitate peaking.

Weekly competition in individual sports is far from ideal simply because the more 
athletes compete, the less time they have for training. During periods marked by weekly 
competition, especially when fatigue is high, most coaches look for training elements to 
cut, and unfortunately strength training is often the first to go. Instead, coaches should 
lower the volume of specific training and keep general training higher in order to com-
pensate for specific physiological systems fatigue.

For sports in which weekly competition is the norm, figure 15.3 illustrates a strength 
training plan that can be altered to accommodate high levels of fatigue. Coaches should 
keep in mind, however, that planning too many training cycles amid weekly competition 
produces a predictable outcome: overtraining, with its ensuing loss of speed and power.
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Team Sports
Without negating the importance of specific endurance, power is the dominant ability for 
most team sports. To avoid detraining of power, a maintenance program must be planned 
throughout the competitive phase. The examples presented in this section address two 
competitive schedules: one game per week and two games per week. These examples 
are valid for college baseball, college basketball, volleyball, American football, ice hockey, 
field hockey, Australian football, soccer, rugby, lacrosse, and water polo.

Despite the various pressures faced by a team—such as the need for more technical 
or tactical training and the team’s rank in league standings—the coach must find the time, 
and athletes must find the energy, to work on maintaining strength and power. In fact, 
the longer the competitive phase is, the more important it is to maintain power. Figure 
15.4 suggests a plan for a cycle with a game scheduled every Saturday, but it can be 
adjusted for any other day of the week. A strength training session of medium demand 
is proposed for Tuesday. If an athlete’s level of fatigue is higher than expected, the over-
all demand can be reduced by using a low load.
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Figure 15.4 Suggested strength training schedule for a team sport involving a game every weekend.
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Figure 15.3 Possible strength training schedule for sports in which weekly competition is the norm.
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Even for team sports with two games per week, it is possible to implement a maintenance 
program for strength training. However, the program should be limited to one or two sets 
of three exercises at 70 percent of 1RM, or a maximum of 20 minutes (see figure 15.5).

Strength training programs look quite different for athletes in some sports, such as 
linemen in American football, throwers in track and field, and heavyweight boxers and 
wrestlers. The suggested program for such athletes lasts 60 to 75 minutes. The strength 
sought is made up of 40 percent to 50 percent maximum strength and 50 percent to 60 
percent power. Athletes perform four to six exercises as explosively as possible using a 
load of 70 percent to 80 percent of 1RM. They perform three to six reps (with a buffer of 
10 percent) over three to six sets with a rest interval of three to four minutes between sets.

For team-sport athletes who perform many jumps during training and games (e.g., 
in basketball or volleyball), plyometric training should be reduced to a minimum as 
compared with the end of the preparatory phase. This reduction alleviates strain on the 
athlete’s legs throughout the season.

The strength maintenance program should end 3 to 14 days before the most important 
competition of the year so that athletes can use all of their energy to achieve their best 
possible performance.
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Figure 15.5 Suggested maintenance program for strength training for a team sport involving two 
games per week.

Peaking for Maximum Performance
Many coaches and athletes consider peaking to be something akin to a heavenly favor. 
In reality, however, the ability to peak for competition represents nothing more than a 
strategy that you design by manipulating load variables to reach physical and psycholog-
ical supercompensation before an important event. The performance inconsistencies we 
often witness may depend on the training that the athlete does during the preparatory 
period; on the ratio between volume, intensity, and recovery during preparation; or on 
the number of competitions in which the athlete takes part.

The following sequencing is essential for an athlete’s ability to peak for competition.

1. Train to compete.

2. Recover and regenerate before starting to train again.

3. Train for the next competition.

4. Manipulate load variables to supercompensate and reach peak performance during 
the next competition.
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We can define peak status as a temporary athletic shape status—maintainable for two 
or three weeks at most—that is marked by maximal psychological and physiological 
efficiency and an optimal level of technical and tactical preparedness. This superior bio-
logical status is characterized by perfect health and expressed by very fast adaptation to 
training stimuli and quick recovery after training sessions and competition.

From a psychological point of view, peaking is a status of readiness for action with 
intense emotional arousal. The objective aspects of peaking from a psychological point 
of view manifest themselves as a capacity for quicker and more efficient adaptation to 
the stress of competition. Subjectively, the athlete experiences greater self-confidence and 
great motivation and perceives the state of high physical readiness to perform. When 
peaking, the athlete possesses greater capacity than usual to withstand frustration before, 
during, and after competition. The athlete’s achievement of this status is facilitated by the 
coach’s use of model planning (i.e., the adjustment of the precompetitive microcycles to 
match the weekly and daily schedules of the most important competitions of the year) and 
preparatory competitions beginning with the precompetitive phase.

The biological characteristics of peaking status vary according to the specific charac-
teristics of the sport.

• For anaerobic-dominant sports, peaking is the capacity for maximal activation in a 
short time with fast recovery.

• For aerobic-dominant sports, peaking is high working capacity based on high phys-
iological efficiency.

• For mixed sports, such as team sports, it is the capacity to repeat high-intensity 
efforts on the basis of high physiological efficiency.

As depicted in figure 15.6, the athlete’s degree of training  represents the basis on 
which he or she can build various states of athletic shape (some authors refer to degree 
of training as “preparedness”). It includes a general and a specific training component. 
Since the peak of athletic shape results from progressing through other levels of athletic 
shape, a status of optimal athletic shape (referred to by some authors as “readiness”) is 
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Transition
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Figure 15.6 Accumulation and elevation of training states throughout training phases in a monocycle.
Reprinted, by permission, from T.O. Bompa, 1999, Periodization: Theory and methodology of training, 4th ed. (Champaign, IL: 
Human Kinetics), 294.
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the basis for peaking. The peak of athletic shape can be reached for the most important 
competition of the year by implementing a planned decrease of training load referred 
to as the taper.

Tapering for Peak Performance
Tapering, or unloading, consists of the strategies that the coach uses to facilitate the 
athlete’s supercompensation and, as a direct benefit, to help him or her reach peak 
performance. As shown in a recent review by Pyne and colleagues (2009), most of the 
scientific literature addressing the taper deals with individual sports rather than team 
sports. According to Bosquet et al. (2007), this imbalance derives mostly from two factors:

a. Higher correlation in individual sports between shape level, training input (modifi-
cation of volume, intensity, and frequency), and performance output

b. The greater ease in individual sports than in team sports of quantifying and isolating 
training load factors and performance components, due to the multifactorial nature 
of team sports (e.g., different types of activity, variable environmental conditions, 
interindividual variability of response and adaptation to training)

Tapering Methodology
The dynamics of the peaking microcycles allow the athlete to face the most important 
competition of the year at the top of his or her psychophysical energy. Together, these 
microcycles represent an unloading macrocycle referred to as the taper macrocycle. They 
are used in most sports—in particular, individual sports—regardless of the annual plan 
structure (mono, bi-cycle, or tri-cycle) in order to reach peak performance. During the 
taper, the training load is gradually reduced both to eliminate the fatigue induced by the 
preceding training period and to maintain or enhance the positive adaptations elicited 
by that training.

The taper macrocycle has a maximum duration of three weeks in order to avoid detrain-
ing of physiological systems that are key to performance, unlike the tradition in some 
sports, such as swimming, which uses a 5- to 6-week taper with a reduction of training 
volume and its simultaneous intensification that might elicit subpar performance when 
performance counts the most.

The scientific literature includes at least 35 studies indicating the positive effects of taper 
on sport performance. In one study, conducted with 99 swimmers three weeks before 
the 2000 Sidney Olympics, researchers determined that performance improved for 91 of 
the athletes (Mujika et al. 2002) by an average of 2.18 percent (+/−1.5 percent). At first 
glance, this improvement might seem insignificant. However, the same study found that 
the improvement induced by tapering was greater than the difference between a gold 
medal and fourth place and greater than the difference between the bronze medal and 
last place in the final (1.6 percent). These results shows that the taper can exert a decisive 
influence on the final result in the most important event of the year.

Other studies of the taper have observed an improvement of the ratio between endog-
enous testosterone and cortisol (Adlercreutz et al. 1986; Kuoppasalmi and Adlercreutz 
1985), which suggests better recovery, elimination of previous fatigue, and greater read-
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iness of the athlete’s system to face competition demands, especially neural demands. 
Improvements found during the taper are not limited to the hormonal profile (increase of 
testosterone, increase of IGF-1, and decrease of cortisol). They also include hematologic 
factors (increase of cell volume, hematocrit, hemoglobin, haptoglobin, and reticulocytes), 
biochemical factors (decrease of CPK, increase of muscle glycogen), and psychological 
factors (reduced effort perception, fewer mood swings, less fatigue perception, greater 
vigor, and better sleep quality) (Mujika 2009).

The taper, which usually lasts two weeks, entails a planned, progressive reduction of 
training load, as well as a reduction of stress-inducing factors of all types, especially in 
the psychological sphere. The taper is a key factor in the success of the training program 
and of the entire season because of its proximity to the most important competition. It 
eliminates fatigue, restores working capacity suppressed by the previous training volume, 
facilitates adaptations induced by training (to which are added adaptations induced 
by taper training itself), and enables supercompensation of all physiological systems, 
including the CNS, whose recovery is fundamental to generating a positive emotional 
state during competition.

According to Krestovnikov (1938), a nervous system cell recovers seven times more 
slowly than a musculoskeletal cell. This difference suggests the importance of CNS recov-
ery before, during, and after competition (Bompa 1965b). 

During the taper, new protocols or exercises should never be introduced. To the con-
trary, during the competitive season you must create a precompetition training routine 
to be followed for the most important event of the year.

The trainer, then, must manipulate the following parameters:

a. Type of load reduction

b. Taper duration

c. Load reduction components (volume, intensity, frequency)

Types of Load Reduction
The scientific literature recognizes four types of taper depending on the modality by 
which training load is decreased in the precompetition weeks:

1. Linear

2. Exponential (slow decay)

3. Exponential (fast decay)

4. Step

The percentage variation of the training load is represented graphically in figure 15.7. 
As indicated, the total training load is higher in a linear taper, the final training load is 
lower in an exponential (fast-decay) taper, and the lowest mean load is used in the step 
taper. Two studies have found that the fast-decay exponential taper usually produces 
better results than either the step taper or the slow-decay exponential taper (Banister 
and Zarkadas 1995, 1999). This result is probably due to the fact that the step taper 
leads only to maintenance of (if not a decrease in) previous positive adaptations, and the 
slow-decay taper (like the linear type) uses a mean load in the first microcycle that does 
not maximize the elimination of fatigue.
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Taper Duration
Both research and experience have proven that athletes do not all respond in the same 
way to the same type of tapering. As a result, the type of unloading must be individual-
ized according to the adaptive profile of each athlete (Mujika 2009). Even the timing of 
response to the taper varies by the individual, and on this basis we can distinguish three 
types of athlete:

a. Slow responder

b. Fast responder

c. Biphasic responder

Given the same internal load, a slow responder needs three unloading weeks to max-
imize performance, and his or her improvement becomes evident almost completely 
during the third week. In contrast, a fast responder needs only two weeks. For a biphasic 
responder, the final improvement is distributed over the course of the three weeks in 
the following proportion: 50 percent in the first week, 5 percent in the second, and 45 
percent in the third (Trinity et al. 2006).

Most athletes who are not in an overreaching status respond quickly to the unloading 
period and begin to become detrained by the third week. Because an overreaching status 
is exactly a status of high internal load, we can therefore claim that the fundamental factor 
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Figure 15.7 Four taper strategies according to the dynamics of load reduction.
Adapted from I. Mujika and S. Padilla, 2003, “Scientific bases for precompetition tapering strategies,” Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise 35: 
1182-1187.
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in determining taper duration is the athlete’s internal load status three weeks before the 
most important competition of the year. Other factors, such as body weight, sex, weekly 
training hours, and load-reduction strategy of choice, influence the way the taper is 
planned. Some general rules about the taper are summarized in the following tables.

The shortest taper is one made by a female athlete in an alactic discipline (e.g., 60-meter 
indoor sprint in track and field) who trained at high intensity but low volume, and with 
a low internal load, three weeks out from the main competition. For her, the taper lasts 
last just five days.

Of course, even the type of load reduction strategy used during the taper relates to the 
total load of the pre-taper macrocycle (and thus to the internal load). A high-load pre-taper 
macrocycle that led to an overreaching status calls for a quicker load reduction, such as 
the fast-decay exponential taper in the case of a three-week duration or the step taper in 
the case of a two-week duration. On the other hand, a pre-taper macrocycle with a lower 
load may call for a slower reduction of the load (slow-decay exponential taper or linear 
taper) or a reduction of the taper length to 7 to 10 days rather than 14. Faced with these 
options, the coach must use his or her experience, along with the information provided 
in this chapter, to decide whether the unloading period will be longer or shorter and 
whether the load reduction will slower or quicker.

Table 15.2 Factors Affecting Duration of the Precompetition Unloading 
Period

ChARACTeRISTICS eFFeCT oVeR The DURATIon oF The TAPeR

Body weight High More lasting

Low Less lasting

Gender Male
More lasting with less time dedicated to 
strength maintenance

Female
Less lasting with more time dedicated to 
strength maintenance

Load of pre-taper  
macrocycle

High More lasting

Low Less lasting

Load reduction strategy 
during taper

Linear More lasting 

Step Less lasting

Weekly training hours High More lasting (>15 hours)

Low Less lasting (<10 hours)

Taper Guidelines
As a starting point for establishing the ideal taper for each athlete, we suggest using a 
fast-decay exponential taper of two weeks with a volume reduction of 60 percent, pre-
ceded by a three-week macrocycle of high-intensity training. Again, the training factors 
that can be manipulated during the taper to reduce the athlete’s internal load are intensity, 
volume, and frequency of training.
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Intensity Manipulation
Several studies have demonstrated that the intensity used during the taper is fundamentally 
important both to maintaining the adaptations induced by the athlete’s previous training 
and to stimulating additional adaptations (Hickson et al. 1985; Shepley et al. 1992; Con-
vertino et al. 1981; Mujika 1998; Bosquet et al. 2007; McNeely and Sandler 2007). More 
specifically, intensity is reduced by an average of 5 percent to 10 percent for power sports 
and 10 percent to 30 percent for endurance sports.

The highest reduction percentage should be reached only in the last days of the taper. 
In addition, recent computer simulations suggest that the most reduced level intensity 
reduction should be reached four days before the event and that intensity should be 
increased again by using medium and medium-high intensities during the last three 
days in order to stimulate further adaptations without affecting the elimination of fatigue 
(Thomas, Mujika, and Busso 2009).

Volume Manipulation
One study has shown that training adaptations obtained in 10 weeks can be maintained 
for an additional 28 weeks with a reduction of volume ranging from 30 percent to 60 
percent (Graves et al. 1988). In addition, several studies of elite athletes have reported 
positive effects on performance with a reduction of maximum volume during the taper 
ranging from 40 percent to 85 percent; the most important improvements came with a 
reduction in the range of 40 percent to 60 percent (Houmard et al. 1989; McConell et al. 
1993; Martin et al. 1994; Rietjens et al. 2001; Mujika et al. 1995; Shepley et al. 1992; Bosquet 
et al. 2007). As shown in table 15.3, the percentage of volume reduction throughout the 
taper is determined by several factors, including taper duration, residual internal fatigue, 
and type of load reduction.

Table 15.3 Factors Affecting Training Volume in the Precompetition 
Unloading Period

ChARACTeRISTIC eFFeCT on TAPeR VoLUMe

Load of  
pre-taper 

macrocycle

High Greater reduction

Low Smaller reduction

Taper duration Short Greater reduction

Long Smaller reduction

Type of load 
reduction

Linear Higher mean volume
Lower final volume

Step Lower mean volume
Higher final volume

Frequency Manipulation
Part of the reduction in volume that is needed in order to reach peaking form can be 
obtained by reducing the number of weekly training sessions. However, this practice is 
not recommended. Instead, we suggest reducing the volume of each session, especially 
in sports with an elevated technical aspect (e.g., swimming, rowing, cross-country skiing, 
kayaking, gymnastics) and for high-level athletes in general.

It is a common practice in high-level team sports to plan two or three days off from 
training either during the first week of the taper or between the first and second weeks. 
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This approach is taken because team-sport athletes usually enter the taper period before 
tournaments or cup finals in an overreaching state due to the long competitive season. 
For this reason, for professional and national teams, sports medicine practitioners are 
strongly advised to check athletes’ testosterone-to-cortisol ratio and level of free testos-
terone (possibly checking them throughout the season for comparative purposes). The 
results give strength and conditioning coaches more information to use in establishing 
training load during the taper for each player.

As shown in table 15.4, the progressive decrease in volume and intensity of all train-
ing activities during the competitive phase—as well as the increased use of recovery 

Table 15.4 Training and Recovery Strategies and Benefits During the Taper

STRATeGIeS BeneFITS

Dynamics  
of volume

• Decrease total distance or 
duration by 40% to 60%.

• Decrease number of reps.
• Increase rest interval to full 

recovery.
• Don’t introduce new exercises.

• Achieve supercompen-sation of all 
physiological systems.

• Increase readiness of the 
neuromuscular system.

• Facilitate replenishment of energy 
stores.

Dynamics  
of intensity

• Reduce intensity by 5% to 10% for 
power sports and 20% to 30% for 
endurance sports, especially in the 
first week.

• Raise intensity a few days before 
competition.

neuromuscular 
stimulation

Use the neuromuscular system potentia-
tion methods described in this chapter.

• Induce prepeaking neuromuscular 
state.

• Increase recruitment of fast-twitch 
(FT) muscle fibers.

• Increase discharge rate of FT 
fibers.

• Maximize arousal of the 
neuromuscular system.

• Increase reactivity of the 
neuromuscular system.

Recovery 
methods

• Use soft tissue management 
techniques (e.g., deep massage, 
myofascial release).

• Control heart rate variability (HRV) 
values to ensure proper recovery 
dynamics.

• Control sleep quality (e.g., with the 
Sleep as Android app).

• Use psychological relaxation, 
motivation, and visualization 
techniques (e.g., hypnosis, which 
can induce a deep state of 
relaxation and faster nervous 
system recovery).

• Ensure proper nutrition and sport-
specific food supplementation.

• Improve soft tissue compliance 
and joint mobility.

• Increase readiness of the 
neuromuscular system.

• Relax mentally.
• Increase confidence.
• Increase arousal.
• Replenish energy stores.
• Sustain maximal power output 

throughout competition.
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techniques—helps the athlete replenish energy stores, achieve supercompensation, relax 
mentally, and build motivation to attain his or her best possible results in the competition 
targeted for peak performance. The strategy presented in the table must be applied for 
the duration of the tapering period to ensure maximum neuromuscular benefits prior to 
major competition. During this time, the focus shifts to recovery and regeneration through 
proper rest, nutrition, supplementation, and soft tissue therapies (e.g., deep massage, 
myofascial release). In terms of training, this is a time to reap the benefits of your well-
planned preparation and competitive periods.

Peaking Microcycles for Power or Speed Sports, 
endurance Sports, and Team Sports

The obvious overarching training goal of every athlete is to achieve maximum performance 
during the year’s major competition(s). This is the reason that athletes put forth such 
great effort for many months during the training year. As a major competition approaches, 
an athlete looking to achieve maximum performance must use the right option among 
the various peaking strategies, which differ significantly for individual power and speed 
sports, individual endurance sports, and team sports. Peaking strategies for each of these 
categories are presented in the following subsections.

Tapering for Power and Speed Sports
For power- and speed-dominant sports, maximum intensities (especially with specific 
exercises) are used for the last time about 14 or 15 days before competition, preceded by 
5 to 7 days of unloading. During the first week of the taper that follows, the volume is 
reduced significantly, since it is the main stressor for the intense exercises used in these 
sports. In fact, volume is usually reduced by 50 percent to 60 percent while maintaining 
two high-intensity sessions; intensity peaks again in the first part of the second week. 
The other sessions use low intensity, and the microcycles largely mirror the undulatory 
approach of previous training phases. In the second week, total volume is further reduced, 
by 10 percent to 20 percent, and weight training can be eliminated—according to the 
coach’s informed opinion based on the athlete’s response to various unloading strategies 
used throughout the year—to preserve energy for specific exercises. Throughout the two 
tapering weeks, high-intensity exercises are done every three days at a volume that is 50 
percent to 60 percent lower than usual. Also, longer rest intervals are employed to avoid 
fatigue accumulation before the most important competition of the year.

For power and speed athletes, moods correlates strongly with internal load. Therefore, 
higher-intensity sessions can be displaced if need be, depending on how the athlete feels 
(if HRV monitoring devices are not used). The day before the main competition begins 
can either be a rest day or include a neuromuscular potentiation session with either 
strength exercises or specific exercises—for instance, short acceleration from the blocks 
for a sprinter. See figure 15.8.

Tapering for endurance Sports
The latest research analyzing successful unloading models suggests that, like power and 
speed athletes, athletes in endurance sports must maintain some high-intensity sessions 
during the taper (intensity is reduced by only 10 percent to 15 percent for each session 
during the two weeks). Therefore, a short high-intensity specific session should be 
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Figure 15.8 Dynamics of volume and intensity for the unloading phase in sports dominated by power or speed.

planned during both unloading weeks. Strength training is generally reduced to two short 
sessions in the first week and eliminated in the second week. The exceptions are female 
athletes, athletes with light body weight, and those who tend to lose strength quickly; 
these individuals must maintain strength training even during the last week of the taper 
if the event duration is less than 10 minutes.

Volume should be progressively reduced by 40 percent to 60 percent over the course 
of two weeks, and the majority of training sessions should be of medium or low inten-
sity. Athletes should use intensities higher than race pace at a very low volume during 
the taper in order to avoid inducing further fatigue or losing the feeling of race pace. 
See figure 15.9.

In addition, low-intensity sessions with continuous methods must not be voluminous, 
in order to avoid negatively affecting the athlete’s hormone profile and muscle recovery 
(Mujika 2009). This approach enables the athlete to maintain shape without inducing stress.
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Figure 15.9 Dynamics of volume and intensity for the unloading phase in endurance sports.
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According to tapering expert, researcher, and coach Inigo Mujika, athletes in endurance 
sports usually report negative sensations at the beginning of the taper: tiredness, muscle 
weakness, and greater fatigue for a given training load. However, these feelings need not 
worry the coach; rather, they are symptomatic of the recovery process taking place and 
probably result from a parasympathetic system hypertonia.

In the case of a short taper (one week), the athlete should use a strategy similar to the 
one used for power sports. Volume is progressively but rapidly reduced by 60 percent 
to 70 percent; the intensity of each session is reduced by only 10 percent to 15 percent.

Finally, the greater erythropoiesis, red blood cells production process, during the taper 
may cause an endurance athlete to require iron supplementation. This possibility must 
be monitored by the medical staff.

Tapering for Team Sports
For team sports, there are two moments when it is possible to adopt a peaking strategy: 
the end of the preparatory phase (short taper) and the period preceding a playoff, finals 
match, tournament, or the like (long taper).

Short taper before the regular season
Both research and practice have proven that the extensive training used during the pre-
paratory phase for team sports significantly reduces players’ strength, power, and speed 
(Sirotic and Coutts 2007; Edge et al. 2005; Coutts et al. 2007). As a result, in practical 
terms, they enter the competitive phase in an overreaching status. The same studies show 
that 7 to 10 days of taper lead to improvement in the same parameters. This approach 
does not ensure complete elimination of accumulated fatigue, which necessitates two or 
three more weeks, due to the presence of weekly competition. We suggest taking two 
or three days off and performing low volume of training for four or five days before the 
start of the regular season.

Long taper
The taper after the regular season (before playoffs or the like) should last more than the 
seven days of the short taper before the regular season because of the greater fatigue 
experienced by players at this late point in the season. If this taper is skipped or is too 
short, the athlete is at greater risk of suboptimal performance (Ekstrand et al. 2004; 
Bangsbo et al. 1999; Ferret and Cotte 2003).

Ferret and Cotte’s study on how the different preparation approaches taken by the 
French national soccer team for the 1998 and 2002 World Cup affected the final outcome 
is quite interesting. In 1998, the French team that won the tournament used two short 
loading macrocycles followed by a two-week taper. In 2002, however, all players joined 
the national team only eight days before the tournament, and biochemical markers demon-
strated clear fatigue due to the just-finished French national championships. The lack of 
time for implementing a well-done, and much-needed, taper produced a very bad result.

The importance of removing fatigue after the national championships is further illus-
trated by the case of the Danish national soccer team that won the European Championship 
in 1992. In this case, in fact, the national team was asked to take part in the tournament 
only 10 days before the event, but all of the players had finished their championships 
three to five weeks earlier. Thus the Danish team’s victory was partly attributed to the fact 
that its players were not exhausted, either physically or psychologically (Bangsbo 1999).

In team sports, training volume and training intensity carry almost the same impor-
tance. During the taper, however, volume is reduced more than intensity, training is 
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highly specific, and the duration of training sessions is reduced even as the use of recov-
ery techniques is increased. During the first week, volume is reduced, and the athlete 
performs only one high-intensity specific session. If more high-intensity sessions (game 
simulation) are planned during the whole period, they must be performed three to five 
days apart from each other (depending on the amount of time necessary for the team to 
completely dissipate the fatigue induced by such sessions).

During the second week, volume is further reduced by means of a reduction in the 
training sessions’ duration. Intensity is maintained at the beginning of the week, and 
then the two days immediately before competition include short low-intensity sessions 
focused on confidence, optimism, and team spirit.

During these two weeks, players’ psychophysical recovery is paramount. Furthermore, 
the practice of successful teams in various sports (e.g., soccer, rugby, water polo, hockey) 
suggests devoting two or three days to complete rest either before the taper or between 
its first and second weeks. See figure 15.10.

Nutrition is also particularly relevant when an athlete faces an important competition 
soon after the end of the championships. Research shows that the repetitive twice-weekly 
competition schedule of a team that reaches a Cup final makes it very difficult for athletes 
to restore muscle glycogen; this situation is exacerbated by the concentration of games in 
a few days of tournament action, whether in playoffs or international tournaments with 
the national team (Zehnder et al. 2001; Reilly and Ekblom 2005; Mohr, Krustrup, and 
Bangsbo 2005; 1994; Bangsbo, Iaia, and Krustrup 2007). As a result, athletes may see a 
great decline in performance quality, especially in the second half of a game.

It is obvious that such a decline derives not from a lack of physical conditioning, since 
the athletes’ degree of specific training at that time is very high. Instead, the main factor 
is a considerable reduction in glycogen stores that have not been replenished through 
a proper nutrition strategy, which would provide great quantities of carbohydrate (both 
simple and complex). Glycogen restoration can be further stimulated by planning short, 
aerobic, tactical sessions before main meals. Double daily sessions of this type have been 
used in a microcycle developed by the Argentinean soccer federation for international 
tournaments (Bompa and Claro 2008; see figure 15.11).
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Figure 15.10 Dynamics of volume and intensity for the unloading phase in team sports in which the aerobic 
and anaerobic energy systems make almost equal contributions.
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Peaking and Arousal
To peak for competition, the athlete must be in a state of arousal—that is, a state of 
alertness mediated by the neuroendocrine system. Measured markers of elevated arousal 
include (to name a few) elevated levels of catecholamines, cortisol, and growth hormone 
(Enoka 2002).

Prior to major competition, athletes are often in a state of anxiety, restlessness, and 
excitement. A theory known as the inverted U hypothesis (Raglin 1992) states that a 
moderate amount of arousal can maximize performance. Along these lines, Enoka (2002) 
speculated that strength production might be increased by arousal-induced changes in the 
contractility of muscle and in the coordination of involved limbs. Arousal now appears 
more likely to contribute to increases in strength because some of the previously listed 
neuroendocrine factors positively affect the central nervous system.

From a sport perspective, the athlete’s physical and mental preparation should be 
optimal during major competition; the neuromuscular system is stimulated and ready 
for optimal performance. However, though training adaptations are no longer the focus, 
athletes can use certain methods to gain a neuromuscular edge on the day of competition. 
That edge is the essence of what are referred to as methods of neuromuscular system 
potentiation. In fact, because arousal is influenced by the performance of the central 
nervous system, an athlete’s performance may well be enhanced by short and intense 
exercises performed on the day before competition, the morning of competition, or even 
immediately before competition, depending on what method and training parameters 
are employed.

Peaking and neuromuscular Potentiation
Many successful coaches use periodization of training, tapering, and methods of neu-
romuscular system potentiation to help their athletes achieve peak performance. This 
section discusses how coaches can induce peak performance by using special training 
techniques: post-activation potentiation and post-contraction sensory discharge. These 
methods are geared to develop maximum tension in the muscle; however, maximum 
tension is difficult to achieve in a practical setting. Effective techniques for stimulating 
the neuromuscular system and promoting maximum motor unit recruitment include train-
ing with heavy loads, performing high-impact plyometrics, and implementing isometric 
contractions. Increased motor unit recruitment heightens an athlete’s force development, 
which can then be applied to power activities.

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Morning Pregame 
arousal

• Recovery
• Regeneration
• Physiotherapy

TA aerobic Pregame 
arousal

• Recovery
• Regeneration
• Physiotherapy

A aerobic Pregame 
arousal

Afternoon Game • TA aerobic
• Relaxing tech-

niques

• TA aerobic
• Psycholog-

ical game 
strategy

Game • TA aerobic
• Relaxing tech-

niques 

• TA aerobic
• Psycholog-

ical game 
strategy

Game

Key: TA = tactical.

Figure 15.11 International Tournament Microcycle Developed by the Argentinean National Soccer Team
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Considering their specific physiological benefits, these techniques are suggested mostly 
for speed and power sports—for example, sprinting, jumping, and throwing in track and 
field; the martial arts; short events in water sports (e.g., diving, swimming sprints); track 
cycling; and speedskating. On the other hand, neuromuscular system potentiation methods 
are not suggested for long-lasting events (e.g., soccer) and even more emphatically not 
for sports in which the aerobic system is dominant, as the benefits to the sport-specific 
performance would be negligible if present at all.

The greatest challenge faced by coaches and trainers lies in applying systematic labo-
ratory research to athletic training. Following intense isometric contractions or electrical 
stimulation causing a summation of twitches up to a tetanus state, any further stimulation 
would elicit a maximal twitch force (Enoka 2002), yet even strong concentric actions can 
elicit a potentiation (Gullich and Schmidtbleicher 1996; Chiu et al. 2003; Rixon, Lamont, 
and Bemben 2007).

Maximal twitch force, or post- activation potentiation, can be maintained for about 8 
to 12 minutes before returning to control levels (Enoka 2002). When heavy eccentric–
concentric exercises (over 80 percent of 1RM) are used, such as those presented in figure 
15.12, a further potentiation—post-activation potentiation—appears after 6 to 7 hours 
and can last up to 24 hours. For this reason, such exercises can be used either on the 
morning of competition or on the day before.

Post-contraction sensory discharge, on the other hand, is a physiological mechanism 
that can be applied right before competition. Brief and intense episodes of activity 5 to 
20 minutes prior to the competition can be used to heighten the athlete’s neural contri-
bution to subsequent movements that occur in sport (Enoka 2002). For instance, highly 
trained sprinters often perform one or two sets of two to four reps of explosive plyometric 
(level 2 or 3) exercises 5 to 10 minutes prior to a race. This activity increases the muscle 
spindle discharge (Enoka 2002) and the subsequent neural drive to the prime movers. 
Thus short and intense activities lasting seconds harness greater power output for the 
movement that follows.

Post-activation potentiation is smaller in the slow-twitch muscle fibers than in the 
fast-twitch fibers (O’Leary, Hope, and Sale 1998; Hamada et al. 2000), which explains the 
important application of post-activation potentiation to speed and power sports, for which 
the activation of fast-twitch fibers is paramount. Furthermore, warm muscle elicits higher 
post-activation potentiations than cold muscle does (Gossen, Allingham, and Sale 2001). 
Therefore, proper warm-up not only prevents injury but also should increase the force- 
generating capability of muscle. In addition, through a process of adaptation, as the 
force-generating capacity of a muscle increases, so does the post-activation potentiation. 
See figure 15.12.

exercise Tempo
Load  

(% of 1RM) Reps RI (min.)
Load  

(% of 1RM) Reps RI (min.)
Load  

(% of 1RM) Reps
RI 

(min.)

Quarter squat 1.0.X 100* 3 4 110* 3 6 120* 3 4

Walking lunge 3.0.X 80 2+2 
(R+L)

4 80 2+2 
(R+L)

4 — — —

Bench press 2.0.X 75 3 3 82.5 3 — — — —

RI = rest interval; R+L = right plus left

*Of full squat 1RM

Figure 15.12 Neuromuscular Potentiation Session for Use on the Morning off a Race by a 60-Meter, 100-Meter, or 200-
Meter Sprinter
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PeRIoDIzATIon GUIDeLIneS FoR DIFFeRenT SPoRTS
The periodization of training and its component, the periodization of strength, are 
applied differently in individual sports, team sports, racket sports, the martial arts, and 
artistic sports. Peak performance is directly influenced and facilitated by a well-orga-
nized periodization of training, in which the length of the preparatory phase is critical. 
Equally important, especially for speed and power sports, is the way in which period-
ization of strength is used to increase an athlete’s physical potential. The following list 
of selected periodization issues—and how they affect peak performance—prompts 
coaches to reflect on their own techniques for planning periodization.

• Certain individual sports (e.g., running, cycling, triathlon) tend to use a much 
longer preparatory phase than other sports because of specific issues such as 
planning competitions around climatic conditions.

• Because team sports, the martial arts, and racket sports use either longer or 
more numerous competitive phases than individual sports, they follow a bi-, tri-, 
or multicycle periodization. Therefore, the preparatory phase in these sports is 
comparatively shorter than in other sports.

• Team sports with shorter preparatory phases tend to have a more superficial 
foundation of physical training. Coaches in these sports should try to lengthen 
the preparatory phase within the competitive phase (reaching at least 12 weeks 
of preparatory phase) by keeping on progressing the physical training param-
eters despite a decrease of time devoted to physical training. This approach 
is particularly indicated for teams and athletes whose technical level is higher 
than the average level possessed by opponents.

• Athletes in individual sports have more days for general training than do their 
counterparts in other sports.

• Coaches in individual sports tend to pay more attention to the benefits of phys-
ical training than do coaches in team sports.

• The more important technical and tactical training are in a given sport, the more 
they are emphasized by coaches. The end result can be quite predictable: ne-
glecting the physical support necessary to achieve best performance.

• Reaching higher levels of performance in the competitive phase depends on 
the effectiveness of training performed during the preparatory phase.

• Periodization of strength is not well known or applied in many sports, especially 
some team sports. This lack may negatively affect peak performance.

• Maximum strength training is either missing during the preparatory phase or 
is treated as a mere formality in some sports (e.g., team sports, racket sports, 
the martial arts). However, employing only a very short or superficial maximum 
strength phase negatively affects the athlete’s ability to maximize power, speed, 
and agility or quickness.

• Athletes in individual sports, especially endurance-dominant sports, may need 
to reach peak performance only two or three times per year. Athletes in team 
sports, however, must play at a high level throughout the competitive season. 
Therefore, coaches in team sports may consider a pre-preparation program for 
their players. This approach offers athletes more time for physical training, in-
cluding strength training.
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Strength Training During the Transition Phase
Following a lengthy period of hard work and stressful competition—during which an 
athlete’s determination, motivation, and will are tested—the athlete experiences a high 
degree of physiological and psychological fatigue. Although muscular fatigue may dis-
appear in a few days, fatigue of the central nervous system and the psyche (as observed 
in an athlete’s behavior) can last much longer.

The more intensive the training is and the more competitions the athlete is exposed 
to, the greater his or her fatigue will be. In such conditions, any athlete would have dif-
ficulty beginning a new yearly training cycle; therefore, before starting another season 
of training, the athlete must rest, both physically and psychologically. When the new 
preparatory phase does begin, he or she should be completely regenerated and ready to 
participate in training. In fact, following a successful transition phase, the athlete should 
feel a strong desire to train again.

The transition phase, often inappropriately referred to as the “off-season,” serves as a 
link between two annual plans. Its major objectives are psychological rest, relaxation, and 
biological regeneration, as well as maintenance of an acceptable level of general physical 
preparation. This phase should last no longer than six weeks; otherwise, the athlete will 
detrain, visibly losing most of his or her fitness.

To maintain a decent level of fitness, athletes should train two or three times a week 
during the transition phase, and at least one workout should be used for strength training. 
Less effort is required to maintain at least 50 percent of the previous fitness level than to 
redevelop it from zero. In fact, an athlete who starts from zero after the transition phase 
has experienced a great deal of detraining. The phenomenon of detraining of strength 
has been documented since the 1960s. Hettinger (1966) found that muscles can lose up 
to 30 percent of their strength capacity in one week of immobilization! Although that 
is an extreme case, a wealth of similar findings is contained in exercise physiology and 
strength training books, and coaches can expect a great loss of muscle strength after just 
two weeks of complete inactivity.

During transition, athletes should also perform compensation work to involve muscle 
groups that receive little attention throughout the preparatory and competitive phases. 
This means paying attention to the antagonist muscles and stabilizers. For example, 
these two muscle groups can be activated in a dedicated 20- to 30-minute session after 
any informal physical training (e.g., a pickup game or recreational play). The program 
can be relaxed, and athletes can work at their own pace for as long as they desire. The 
program need not be stressful. In fact, stress is undesirable during transition. Forget the 
formal program with its specific load, tempo, specific numbers of reps and sets, and rest 
intervals. For once, athletes should do as they please.
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